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Preface

Niccolo Fontana (1499–1557), better known as Tartaglia, is one of a loosely

connected group of Italian scientists living between the middle of the fifteenth

and the end of the sixteenth century, between Leonardo and Galileo. They all

worked on what we call today statics, what they called the “science of weights”,

following the ideas of Archimedes’ On the equilibrium of planes, Pappus’ “Collec-
tion”, Heron’s Automata, the Pseudo Aristotle’s Quaestiones mechanicae and

Jordanus Nemorarius’ De ratione ponderibus (thirteenth century). The first of

them is Leonardo da Vinci, but his influence in that domain is very difficult to

estimate. Most of the others have reproduced, translated, commented or as they said

themselves “paraphrased” those texts. Niccolò Leonico Tomeo even published the

Quaestiones twice, first in 1525 with an extensive commentary, and then in 1573,

the original text alone in his edition of Aristotle’s complete works.

In 1551, Girolamo Cardano dedicated the end of the first book of his

De subtilitate to the equilibrium of the balance, mentioning works of Archimedes.

In hisMechanicorum liber (1577), Guidobaldo del Monte tries to organize the study

of the Pseudo Aristotle’s simple machines, balance, lever, pulley, wedge, etc.

in a Euclidean way, basing the demonstrations of their properties on “common

notions” and “suppositions”. Eleven years later, he gives in duos Archimedis
aequeponderantium libros paraphrasis, as he presents it himself, a “paraphrase”

of Archimedes on the “equilibrium of planes”.

In Giovanni Battista Benedetti’s Diversarum speculationum mathematicarum et
physicorum (1585) we find a De mechanicis largely inspired by the Quaestiones.
Three years later, Federico Commandino, published posthume Pappus’s original

text, Mathematicae collections; some years before, he had published De centro
gravitatis (1565) referring to Pappus.

Bernardino Baldi translated into Italian Di Herone Alessandrino De gli automati
(1589) and in his Mechanica Aristotelis problemata exercitationes (1621) is only
loosely inspired by the Questiones. Francesco Maurolico largely comments the

same text in his Problemata mechanica (1613) and in his Admirandi Archimedis
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he published an Archimedi momentis aequalis corresponding to the “equilibrium of

planes” (Maurolico 1685).

The aim of all these men is identical to that of Galileo: to describe the world

mathematically. Nevertheless, their works are nowadays largely unknown, except

to specialists, despite the fact that Galileo found there the first inspiration for

Le mecaniche and for the rest of his work on statics. However, his genius soon

outshined them. For historians, those texts contain the roots of that part of Galileo’s
work and they help them to understand his masterpieces.

Therein lies the reason why Raffaele Pisano and Danilo Capecchi have decided

to publish a reproduction of two books of Tartaglia’s Quesiti et inventioni diverse
together with an English translation. In fact, books VII and VIII are the only

ones concerning the “Science of Weights” in Tartaglia’s work. The first six

books of Quesiti are concerned with artillery and war science, the last one with

arithmetic, geometry and algebra. He also published Jordanus Nemorarius’s
De ponderositate (1565).

The book opens on biographical sketches that, cautiously, are based only on

official documents such as Tataglia’s last will and testament, as well as on contem-

porary biographies written by some of the authors mentioned supra.

That first part of the book ends with a general presentation of Tartaglia’s
whole work.

The second part shows the connections of Tartaglia’s science of weights, not

only with the Italian group that we presented first but also with the Arabic tradition

and with Simon Stevin.

The third part is a careful presentation of the scientific content of books VII and

VIII of the Quesiti.
The reader is then well prepared to read Tartaglia’s text, a difficult task indeed,

but how fruitful!

This book, with its original texts and its translations, with numerous references

to other original texts as well as to the secondary literature, will be a useful tool for

all those who study this particularly rich period.

Waterloo, Belgium Patricia Radelet-de Grave

2014, September
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Remarks for the Reader

This book is devoted to the history and historical epistemology of science, in

particular to the fields of geometry, mathematics, physics and Western civilization

of the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries. The latter is mainly viewed as a branch of

the combined history of science and foundations of sciences. We have conceived it

as an integrated history and epistemology of scientific methods, combining episte-

mological and historical approaches to clearly identify significant historical hypoth-

eses. We contend that such hypotheses should always be subject to epistemological

interpretation by means of declared keys of investigations based on historical facts,

scientific activities and original documents to trace their historical development.

For, bibliographical references, the relationships between physics–mathematics and

physics–geometry, and the role played by science in context are strongly stressed.

In order to recall Masotti’s edition, both “Tartaglia 1554” and “Tartaglia [1554]

1959” are cited. In the References section both “de Nemore 1565” and “Tartaglia

1565”, as editor, are listed for the reader’s convenience. Both the names “Galileo”

and “Galilei” are used to recognise their international adoption. The book is many

pages long, so we have relied on numerous recalls of dates and names to help guide

the reader to correct documents.

For the English translations of the Tartaglia’s text we assumed as a model – with

several technical variations – that of Stillman Drake (Drake and Drabkin 1969)

and seldom Marshall Clagett (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960; Brown 1967–1968;

Clagett 1959). They were most helpful.

In order to make the reader comfortable reading in composite Latin, vulgare,
Italian and English languages presented in the book, yet never losing historical

rigour, we made some choices for multiple forms of names (e.g., Nicolo–Nicolò–

Niccolò) and subjects (e.g., quaestio–questions–propositions). We conserved the

original style of numeration to identify chapters (e.g., XIIII, XIX, etc.). About the

terms “Jordani” (“Jordanus”, “Iordanus”) and “Iordani” (as one can often read in

the secondary literature) and taking into account both Latin grammar and historical

tradition (i.e, see Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, p 173) in this book the reader

will find both cited terms accordingly with specific case. We also precise that in the
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secondary literature Opusculum [or Opvscvlvm] de ponderositate (de Nemore

1565) is usual to be read as both “Jordani Opusculum de ponderositate” and

“Iordani Opusculum de ponderositate”. By accordingly with specific case we

used both terms.

We have dedicated one chapter to original texts. In order to present facsimile

texts, transcriptions and translations to best advantage, our critical comments are

reported in footnotes as well.

x Remarks for the Reader



Introduction

The practice of science, as well as its history, has for centuries been a leading

component of the scholarly work of both the Eastern and Western world. The

results of these efforts have mainly depended on individual scientific and disciplin-

ary ambitions that led to their technological innovations. Scientific traditions over

the years and contributions by these scientists created a scientific framework in

which to interpret celestial and terrestrial phenomena.

The development of astronomy, geometry, physics, mathematics, and science,

generally speaking, is also a social phenomenon because it is influenced both by the

needs of the labour market and by the basic knowledge of laws of nature. Therefore,

the way in which science is framed changes according to modifications of the social

environment and the attribute referred to as “know-how”.

In the period considered in the book inEurope, a series ofwars required newfinancial

supports and new knowledge.Moving of soldiers fromone country to another permitted

the spread of know-how and competence in practices that were necessary for these

people to be recruited: i.e., Tercio in Spain, Légion in France, andRegiment in England.
For this reason, and among many social factors, the military literature of the sixteenth

and seventeenth century was particularly rich (fortifications, strategy, weapons, etc.).

The organization and production of gunpowder evidently created a bridge towards

structured recruitments, army training and attack–defence strategies. Therefore, a

certain body of knowledge started to spread within early military handbooks (construc-

tions and maintenance of war machines, mathematical and geometrical rules for

weapons, battle projects, Pythagorean tables, fortifications projects, measurements

and devices, etc.) in which a minimum of mathematical (calculus) basic education

was required. For that reason, the scientific education of soldiers and gunners played an

important role within the art of war. In the beginning, this social dynamic was randomly

undefined and only later became more structured. A prime example was one of the first

organized English military education schools, Honourable Artillery Company (1087;
1537). The company built its first Armoury House in London at the site of the Old
Artillery Gardens (1622). Consequently, mathematical education and early physical

arguments were provided for Fire Master andMaster Gunner abilities. The latter were
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busy with deployment of cannon, as well as both practical and technological consider-

ations: i.e., brass rather than iron cannonballs, geometrical dimension of a cannon’s
mouth, angle of fire, use of instruments (i.e., Tartaglia’s quadrante). Traditions of

families of Italian metalworkers such as Alberghetti, Gioardi, Morando, Borgognoni

et al. were representative of this expertise. Thus, standards were evidently sought due to

previous unsatisfactory productions of, for example, replicating a series of cannonballs.

As a result, a basic but complex scientific and applied knowledge (mathematical,

geometrical, physical) was required because, as is still the case today, education in the

field of weapons requires more than simply expertise in artillery school (Promis 1808–

1873, 1841; Jähns 1889–1891, Hall 1962, 1997; Henninger-Voss 2002). In our opinion,

new advanced geometrization andmathematization of naturewere, and still are, needed.
During the long period between the second half of the twelfth century and the first

half of the sixteenth century, Italian cities-states were among the most advanced

countries with respect to economic structure and development of science. Fundamental

to the opening of new perspectives in the development of science was however the

development and spread of mathematical knowledge. Starting in the thirteenth century

in some Italian regions, an organized mathematical education was developed

connected to the prevailing economic and social structure. The way in which mathe-

matics education was structured in Italy between the thirteenth and the end of the

fifteenth century is significant and paradigmatic to highlight the influence society can

have on education. Mathematical educationwas organized around the so-called Scuole
d’abaco (Abacus schools). Their heritage was influential for mathematical education

and important mathematicians who lived in the late Middle Ages and in the Renais-

sance (Grant 1962; Koyré 1950; Lindberg 1976; Knobloch, Vasoli and Siraisi 2001;

Harrison 2006). An emblematic case is that of Luca Pacioli (1445–1517) who, in turn,

had a fundamental role in Leonardo da Vinci’s (1452–1519) mathematical education

(Bagni and D’Amore 2007). Furthermore the Abacus schools had connections with

mathematicians such as Scipione dal Ferro (1465–1526), Niccolò Tartaglia (1499–

1557), Gerolamo Cardano (1501–1576), Lodovico Ferrari (1522–1565), Rafael

Bombelli da Bologna (1526–1572), who developed algebra and in particular studied

the solutions of third and fourth degree equations. The relations among these mathe-

maticians are significant from a scientific, social and anthropological point of view. The

present book is concentrated on one of those mathematicians, Niccolò Tartaglia.

The writing of dialogues was not exclusive to Tartaglia. We have dedicated a

section below to that topic (Chap. 4). Of further interest are his distinguished inter-

locutors, his honorando disciples, and anonymous personages such as a “pescatore”

(fisherman), an “architettore” (architect), an “inzegnero” (engineer), and a “capo dei

bombardieri” (artillerymen head), etc. Tartaglia’s language was not only a way to

write differently from the official scientific language at that time (Latin), but it was a

tentative effort to establish a closer relationship between the traditions of scientists and

the traditions of citizens, as well; quite correctly, Gosselin entitled his L’Arithmétique
de Nicolas Tartaglia Brescian, Grand Mathematicien, et Prince des Praticiens
(Gosselin [1578] 1613). In this sense, by including both amateurs and experts from

other not necessarily scientific disciplines, he established clear evidence that the

proposed “science-in-practice” would be subjected to sufficiently enquiring criticism

from a wide-ranging set of perspectives. Thus, without using the current language of
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scientists, Tartaglia chose a simpler form of communication that is the dialogue (as
both Plato and Lucian did in the Renaissance) between a specialist and a practitioner.

There is ample evidence; e.g., at the beginning of the Quesiti et invention diverse,
within the dedicatory letter to Henry VIII, King of England:

Which thought made me wish (although I lack that eloquence and polish of speech which is

requisite to the hearing of your Majesty) that these questions or inventions of mine, with

their replies and solutions, might be offered and dedicated – not as something necessary to

your Majesty (for indeed even things of profound learning, set forth and explained in

elegant and lucid style, could not add to your Majesty’s high perfection; let alone these of

mine, that are mechanical things, plebeian, and written, as spoken, in rough and low style)

but only as new things – I offer them and dedicate them to you [. . .]1

and in the General Trattato:

I am sure that manywill be astonishedwhy Iwrote the above proportions, both in Latin, within

the tradition of our ancient mathematicians, and vulgar, and vulgar and Latin together.2

The whole Quesiti et inventioni diverse, which is the main purpose of this book, is

presented in the form of a dialogue; further, in Book IX (Tartaglia 1554, Pr. XXVII–

XLII) an added method of communication appears, the epistolary. The questions

among mathematicians evidently revolved around the problem of solution of the

third degree equation; often, the tune echoed mediaeval disputes.

The book comprises ix chapters within four main parts.

At the beginning (Part I, Chap. 1) biographical sketches and philological-

historical-epistemological reflections are reported.

In Chap. 2 (Part I) an historical account of Scientia de ponderibus and statics

during ancient times and the Renaissance is presented.

We extensively analyse Niccolò Tartaglia’s Books VII and VIII of the Quesiti et
inventioni diverse (Part II, Chap. 3) from historical and epistemological stand-

points. Particularly, this chapter is also devoted to historical epistemology of
science presenting an integrated history and epistemology of scientific methods,

which combine epistemological and historical approaches to identify significant

historical hypotheses within the relationship between physics and mathematics

(physical observations and theoretical mechanical modeling).

In Chap. 4 (Part III) we report on translations into English and transcriptions of

the main works studied for our research.

Part IV is composed of two chapters. In Chap. 5, we list foreign editions of

Quesiti et invention diverse as a component of the history. Bibliographical notes

and alleged editions are commented. Finally, in Chap. 6, final remarks end the book.

After the reference section, a list of main Quesiti accounts is presented.
We think that the composition of this book makes absorbing reading for histo-

rians and philosophers of science, as well as for scientists themselves.

1 Tartaglia 1554, 4v; see also Alli Lettori, 3v. Idem in: Tartaglia 1546, 1v.
2 Tartaglia 1556–1560, II, 103r. The translations is ours. See also many passages within Tartaglia’s
answers in I sei scritti di matematica disfida di Lodovico Ferrari coi sei contro–cartelli in risposta
di Niccolò Tartaglia (Tartaglia 1876, 2nd Tartaglia’s answer; see also Zeuthen 1893).
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Tartaglia 1554, Quesiti et inventioni diverse, 3v. In the first lines, just after “ALLI LETTORI.”

(see image above) Tartaglia declares his main pedagogical originality promising to the readers – in

form of a sonnet – that his inventioni do not belong to Plato or other Greek, or Latin thinker, but

they derive from Art, measurement and Reasoning [“Chi Brama di veder nove invention, Non tolte

da Platon ne da Plotino, Ne d’alcun altro Greco, over Latino, Ma sol da L[‘]arte, misura, e

Ragioni.”] (Ibidem).
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Part I

Biographical Sketches & Science in Context



Chapter 1

Niccolò Tartaglia and the Renaissance
Society Between Science and Technique

Ma poi fra me pensando un giorno, mi parve cosa
biasimevole, vituperosa e crudele & degna di non puoca
punitione appresso Iddio & alli uomini a voler studiare di
assottigliare tal essercitio dannoso al prossimo, anzi
destruttore della specie umana & massime de Cristiani in lor
continue guerre.

(Tartaglia 1537, Epistola, 5rv, line 25).

In this section, biographical sketches and philological-historical-epistemological

studies are reported. In particular, we present Tartaglia’s study of mathematics,

geometry, arithmetic, ballistics and fortifications.

1.1 Niccolò Fontana Called Tartaglia

Tartaglia produced crucial contributions to mathematics, physics, and to the appli-

cation of architecture, scientific foundations of ballistics, criticism to Aristotle’s
lever, statics, the measurement of calibres and land surveying and fortifications. He

discussed them principally in General trattato di numeri et misure (Venice, 1556–
1560), Nova scientia (1537, III Books, 1550 with a Gionta to 3rd Book) and in

Quesiti et inventioni diverse (1546, 1554). He is also well-known for the resolution
of third-degree equations and his discussions with Cardano and also as editor of the
Italian translation of Euclid’s Elements titled Euclide Megarense (Venice, 1543a).
His contribution on science of weights-mechanics mainly concerns Scientia de
ponderibus: Book VII recalls a question of Mechanical Problems, Book VIII is

inspired by Book I of the Liber Jordani de Nemore de ratione ponderis, and is both
an epitome and a paraphrase of it.

According to the title page of Quesiti et inventioni diverse, Tartaglia was

45 years old.

© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2016
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1.1.1 Biographical and Scientific Sketches

Niccolò Tartaglia1 was born in Brescia, and presumably (not historically proved)

between the end of 1499 and the beginning of 1500, and died in Venice “[. . .] poor
and alone [. . .]” (Masotti 1970–1980, 13, 259), during the night between the 13th

and 14th of December 1557, “[. . .] in the Calle del Sturion near Ponte di Rialto.
In the Venezia notary’s archive, a document (Filza 168.VII; N.119) exists. It

includes his last will and testament (Boncompagni 1881) written on Friday 10th

December 1557, by “Nicolai Tartalea Doctoris Mathematicarum” (Ivi). It notes the
exact date of Tartaglia’s death: “Obijt die Lune hora septima noctis. xiij xbris”, that

it is the hour (italic) seventh of night (midnight) on Monday 13 towards Tuesday
14 December.

In previous studies, Antonio Favaro (1847–1922) found a civil status certifica-

tion (Archivio di Stato di Verona) attesting that the mathematician was 30 years old

in 1529; thus, Tartaglia’s date of birth was consequently inferred.2 Concerning the

date of death, it is indicated in his testament (10th December 1557), as subsequently

added on by the Venetian notary Rocco de Benedetti (fl. 1556–1582) who also

edited the certificate:

MDLVII. Die Veneris Decimo m(ensi)s. Xbris [. . .] objt. Die Lunae hora septima Noctis.

Xiij. Xbris supti.3

The original testament states:

I Nicolo Tartaglia Doctor of Mathematics [. . .] being now in bed diseased by a serious

illness, list my personal belongings.4

He left his belongings to his heirs, including his publisher Curtio Troiano Navò,5

also called “Troian Navò librer all’insegna del Lion” (Ivi) and named “commis-

sioner and executor of this my last testament [commissario et executor di questo

mio ultimo testamento]” concerning his notes, manuscripts and latest books which

1 For a recent biographical excursus see Pizzamiglio (2012; see also Miller 1983; Villa 1963–1964).
2 Cfr.: Favaro 1913, 335–372. See also: “Introduzione” by Masotti (Tartaglia 1554, XIX–XXII). A

selected list of works on Tartaglia is reported in the Reference section.
3 Tartaglia 1554, XXII, footnote 5. The translation is above in the running text.
4 “Io Nicolo Tartaia Dottor di Mathematice [. . .] ritrovandomi hora in letto aggravato da molto

male, ho deliberato ordinar i fatti miei.” (The translation is ours; see also Filza 168.VII; N.119;

Boncompagni 1881).
5 Curzio Troiano Navò (or de Navò) was one of the most important editors and book sellers during

the sixteenth century in Venice. His French origins are not clear. Some historians report about a

family-publishing composed of him and his brothers. They and their heirs edited and published

ca. 30 books between 1537 and 1599.
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had not yet been sold. According to his testament, at the end of 1557 (Ivi) Tartaglia
had Parts I and II of his General trattato di numeri et misure published by Curtio

Troiano Navò (1537–1566); and in 1556 he already had Parts III and IV as well,

which were posthumously published in 1660. At this stage, Favaro (1882, 32–32)

contested a publishing problem6 that concerned the title page and contents of the

work: the replacement of the Parts III and IV belonging to the original title page and

to the colophon, and other random pages with new pages (reporting dates, suppos-

edly, 1556 or also 1557, as effectively is written in the colophon of Part IV, would

attribute the publishing to Comin da Trino, in 1557), having posthumously dated

the manuscript as being published in 1560, as most surviving speci-

manuscripts show.

With regard to his legacy, Tartaglia wrote:

I have books [manuscripts] of my general trattato de numeri et misure (first) [part] 2.nd

(second [part]) 3.rd (third [part]) and 4.th (fourth) part, and my Quesiti et invention diverse

around four hundred copies [. . .] Idem I have around .60. books of the travagliata

inventione et ragionamenti [. . .] Idem several books used for my research, [cost] estimated

around one hundred [Italian] ducati [. . .] Idem I have around forty books of the nuova

scientia [. . .] I have a collection of several books from Paris, which I am going to sell.7

The notary (1557, 16 December) upon request by the executor, Curtio Troiano

Navò, first wrote up the inventory (Tonni-Bazza 1904b, 7–8, 297–298) regarding

the books belonging to Tartaglia and the following day (17 December) wrote up the

inventory concerning furnishings and belongings (Ibidem). In the following section,
we present the early notary’s quotation as regards books possessed by Tartaglia

(Figs. 1.1 and 1.2):

6 Curzio Troiano Navò posthoumously published two other works by Tartaglia: Iordani Opuscu-
lum de ponderositate (de Nemore [Tartaglia’s editor] 1565) and Esperienze fatte da Nicolo
Tartalea from 1541, 14 April to 1551, 7 April (Tartaglia 1541–1551). Philological notes regarding

this point are provided in the following paragraphs concerning Book VI andGionta in theQuesiti et
inventioni diverse (Tartaglia [1554] 1959).
7 “Io mi attrovo libri del mio general trattato de numeri et misure p.a (prima) 2.da (seconda) 3.a

(terza) et 4.a (quarta) parte, et di miei Quesiti et invention diverse circa quatro cento [. . .] Item mi

attrovo circa .60. opere della travagliata inventione et ragionamenti [. . .] Item libri de diverse sorte

per lo mio studiare, per la valuta di cento ducati in circa [. . .] Item mi attrovo circa quaranta libri di

nuova scientia [. . .] Io mi attrovo una balla de libri de Paris di diverse sorte, quali io sto per

vendere”. (The translation is ours. In the Notary Archive of Venezia, a document (Filza 168.VII;

N.119) which includes the testament exists; (see also Boncompagni 1881; Pizzamiglio 2007, 40).
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Fig. 1.1 The number of the works cited by Notary (Tonni-Bazza 1904b, pp 297–300; see also the

document in Venezia as above cited: Filza, 168.VII; N.119; and Tonni Bazza 1900, 1904a)
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Fig. 1.2 The number of the works cited by Notary – Continued
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The document also reports other belongings (Fig. 1.2bis):

Fig. 1.2bis The belongings held by Tartaglia and cited by Notary (Tonni-Bazza 1904b, 299–300)
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Among Tartaglia’s unsold books and the collection of Parisian books, there is a

quotation concerning 51 other books, for a final collection of 134 volumes, which –

according to the testament – was worth approximately one hundred ducati.

Therefore it seems noteworthy to us that Tartaglia, at the time of his death, was not in

possession of either of the two Latin editions of Euclide that he used, which were in–f�,
neither the edition edited by B. Zamberti [see 1505], nor G. Campano–L. Pacioli’s edition
[see edition of the 1509].8

Fig. 1.2bis (continued)

8 “Degna di nota ci sembra di conseguenza la circostanza per cui il Tartaglia, al momento della sua

morte, non fosse in possesso di nessuna delle due edizioni latine dell’Euclide da lui utilizate, che
erano in–f�, cioè nè quella di B. Zamberti [v. 1505] nè quella di G. Campano-L. Pacioli

[see 1509b]”. Pizzamiglio in Tartaglia 2007, XXXIII (Author’s brackets and Italics). Recently

on Euclid by Campano see Busard (2005) and on Aristotle-Archimedes and Euclid see Renn,

Damerow and McLaughlin (2003). On early editions of Euclid’s elements see Stanford (1926).
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An early and very short biography on Tartaglia was written by Bernardino

Baldi’s (1553–1617). Nevertheless he referred to an oversight concerning the date

of 1567 (since Tartaglia died in 1557):

1567. Nicolò Tartaglia Bresciano, of humble birth, studied mathematics and particularly

Geometry & Arithmetic with so much genius that he excelled with respect to other scholars

of his time. He wrote Euclid’s Elements in vulgare [Italian] language and also gave lectures

in Venice on this subject. He wrote many works concerning the motion of heavy bodies,

artillery shots [ballistics], fortifications, measurements by sight, & other [scientific] similar

things, and finally he wrote two huge volumes regarding all necessary aspects of Arith-

metics and Geometry as both theory and practice. He was an adversary of Girolamo

Cardano and disagreed with some of Cardano’s works. He paid so little attention to

language that it brings a smile to the face of those who read of his works.9

It is possible to find Tartaglia’s biographical sketches and quotations on his

science throughout history. We concisely report some of them below (Table 1.1).10

Table 1.1 Tartaglia’s main biographies and references to his science in history

Date Author Source/Title Refs.( folio/p)

1707 Baldi Cronica de’matematici ovvero
Epitome dell’istoria delle vite
loro

1564 Castriotto-Maggi Della fortificatione delle citt�a 7r; 11v.

1581 Del Monte Le Meccaniche dell’Illus-
trissimo Sig. Guido Ubaldo dè
Marchesi del Monte

5v; 6v; 8v; 9r.

1585 Benedetti Diversarum speculationum
Mathematicarum et Physicarum
Liber

92–96; 105; 111–112; 114–

115; 148–151. In particular, he

mentions the wrong Aristote-

lian assumption on free fall

shared by Tartaglia, as well

(168); and “bombardae

diversas elevations (258–259).

1644 Torricelli Opera Geometrica (Book II) 227.

1797–99 Cossali Origine, trasporto in Italia,
primi progressi in essa
dell’Algebra; Scritti di Pietro
Cossali.

96–158. In particular, he cites

passages on the Book IX of

Quesiti et invetioni diverse.

(continued)

9 “1567. Nicolò Tartaglia Bresciano d’humile nascimento attese alle cose Matematiche e

particolarmente alla Geometria & all’Aritmetica con tanto genio, che si lasciò molti adietro.

Trasferı̀ costui in lingua volgare gl’Elementi d’Euclide, ch’egli leggeva publicamente in Venetia.

Scrisse molte opere appartenenti al moto de corpi gravi, a’ tiri dell’Artigliarie, a fortificationi de
luoghi, a misurar con la vista, & altre cose tali, e finalmente scrisse due gran volumi, ne quali

raccolse tutto quello che s’appartiene ad una compita specolatione e pratica delle cose

dell’Aritmetica e della Geometria. Fu egli grand’avversario di Girolamo Cardano e scrisseli contro

alcune opere. Attese nondimeno cosı̀ poco alla bont�a della lingua, che muove a riso talhora chi

legge le cose sue.” (Baldi, 1707, 133).
10With regard to the second half of the past century, we should include works by Bortolotti and, of

course, the crucial works by Masotti and recently by Pizzamiglio. Most important works cited in

Table 1.1 are detailed in the References section below.
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Table 1.1 (continued)

Date Author Source/Title Refs.( folio/p)

1810 Marini Biblioteca istorico-critica di
fortificazione permanente

XII. In particular, he cites

Tartaglia as the first to publish

innovations on fortifications

with bastions.

1841 Di Giorgio Martini Trattato di architettura civile e
militare (by Carlo Promis)

Vol. I, Parte I, 248, footnote 1;

Vol. II, Parte II, 5, 77–78,

88, 104; 151; 165; 207; 293.

In particular he writes a short

biography (“Memoria I”, chap.

XXVI, 69–71).

1854 D’Ayala Bibliografia militare italiana e
moderna

123; 155–156, 180.

1941–43 Uccelli Enciclpedia storica delle scienze
e delle loro applicazioni

Vol. I, 31–34

1891–00 Caverni Storia del metodo sperimentale
in Italia

Vol. I, 52–54

1880–19 Favaro Lo Studio di Padova al tempo di
Niccolò Coppernico; Le
Matematiche nello Studio di
Padova dal principio del secolo
XIV alla fine del XVI; Intorno al
testamento inedito di Niccolò
Tartaglia pubblicato da D. B.
Boncompagni; Per la biografia di
Niccolò Tartaglia; Di Niccolò
Tartaglia e della stampa di delle
sue opere con particolare
riguardo alla Travagliata
Inventione; Niccolò Tartaglia e la
determinazione dei specifici;
Leonardo Da Vinci e Niccolò
Tartaglia, in Scoprendosi il
monumento a N. Tartaglia; A
proposito della famiglia di
Niccolò Tartaglia; Notizie
storico-critiche sulla divisione
delle aree

Many quotations.

1897 Vailati Dal concetto di Centro di Gravit�a
nella Statica di Archimede; Il
principio dei lavori Virtuali da
Aristotele a Erone d’Alessandria;
Per la preistoria del principio dei
momenti virtuali.

101–112;

113–128. In particular, he cites

the lack of quotations

(concerning De ponderibus) by
Tartaglia (Quesiti, 1554) versus
de Nemore (122, ft. 2); 225–

232

1919 Marcolongo Lo sviluppo della meccanica
sino ai discepoli di Galileo.

95; 98; 108; 112–113; 114, ft.

1; In particular he discusses the

lack of quotations (concerning

Elementa Iordani) by Tartaglia
(Quesiti, 1554) versus de
Nemore (95).

1914–33 Loria Le scienze esatte nel’antica
Grecia;

193–194; 291–292; 592;

Pagine di storia della scienza; 84–87;

Storia delle matematiche; 287; 299; 302–306; 309–314;
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1.1.1.1 The Roots

Due to some uncertainty of the information on Tartaglia’s birth, the origin of his

lineage is also unknown. He experienced a tragedy in 1512 when the French invaded

Brescia during the War of the League of Cambrai. The militia of Brescia defended

their city for 7 days. When the French finally broke through, they took their revenge

by massacring the inhabitants of Brescia. By the end of battle, over 45,000 residents

had been killed. During the massacre, some French soldier at Gaston de Foix-

Nemours (1489–1512) sliced Niccolò’s jaw and palate with a saber. Concerning

this event, a suggestive autobiographical tale, with Signor Priore di Barletta as

interlocutor, can be found in Book VI dei Quesiti et invetioni diverse11 (Tartaglia

1554, Q VIII). In the tale, Tartaglia’s father is mentioned, and the author reports that

he can remember hearing his name, “Micheletto Cavallaro”,12 an employee riding

horses for the postal service; he also reports the frightful battle (sack) of Brescia (19th

February 1512) which made him an orphan, and which also caused him five serious

wounds on face and head. Such injuries generated a temporary speech impediment,

which seems be the origin of the surname Tartaglia (stammer). He was alone with his

mother and two siblings, and they were impoverished (Fig. 1.3).

11 Hereafter Quesiti.
12 “Micheletto” (Little Michele) due his low stature. “Cavallo” in English is “horse”. “Cavallaro”

is an ancient Italian word derived from “Cavallo” and means, more or less, a man busy with horses

or using horses.
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Fig. 1.3 Plates on speeches by Tartaglia around his childhood (Tartaglia 1554, VI, Q VIII,

68rv–69r, from line 18)
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1.1.1.2 Tartaglia’s Education

Concerning his childhood education cited above, it is important to note that in the
National Archive of Verona (Archivio di Stato di Verona), where his testament

(Bittanti 1871; Tartaglia 1554, Q XX) is preserved, Tartaglia mentions his brother

with the surname “Fontana”.13 As also emerges from the following passage from

Quesiti, after the loss of his father, Tartagliawas left alonewith hismother, conserving

thememory of a difficult period inwhich hewas also forced to abandon his studies due

to a lack of money to pay the teacher (Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q VIII). Therefore, he

learned the rest on his own which makes him twice as worthy of attention (Fig. 1.4).

13 The surname Fontana appears in his testament: Zuampiero Fontana.
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Fig. 1.4 Plates on speeches by Tartaglia around his education (Tartaglia 1554, 69v–70r, from

line 15)
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Thus Tartaglia only learned half the alphabet from a private tutor, called

Maestro Francesco Feliciano14 (da Lazise: fl 1500s), before funds ran out “[. . .]
but by the time he reached “k”, he was no longer able to pay the teacher.”15 Thus,

he had to learn the rest for himself. Be that as it may, he was essentially self-taught

and

[. . .] never returned to a tutor, but continued to labor by myself over the works of dead men,

accompanied only by the daughter of poverty that is called industry.16

Fig. 1.4 (continued)

14 Tartaglia (1554, Book IX, Q. I.
15Masotti 1970–1980, 13, 258. (Author’s quotation marks).
16 Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q 8.
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He and his contemporaries, working outside the academies, were responsible for the

spread of classic works in modern languages among the educated middle class.

Finally, Tartaglia was a mathematician, an architect (designing fortifications), a

surveyor (nowadays we can speak of topography, seeking the best means of defense

or offense) and a bookkeeper from the Republic of Venice. He published many

books, including the first Italian translations of Archimedes and Euclid, and an

acclaimed compilation of mathematics. Maybe Tartaglia was one of the first to

apply mathematics to the investigation of the paths of cannonballs (Capecchi and

Pisano 2010a; Pisano 2007; Pisano and Capecchi 2010a). His work was later

validated by Galilei’s studies on falling bodies. He also published a treatise on

retrieving sunken ships. His edition of Euclid in 1543, the first translation of the

Elements17 into any modern European language, was especially significant. It is

know that some current Latin translations (mostly taken from an Arabic source)

contained errors in Book V, the Eudoxian theory of proportion, which rendered it

unusable. Tartaglia based on Zamberti’s Latin translation of an uncorrupted Greek

text, and rendered Book V correct. He also wrote the first modern and useful

commentary on the theory. Later, the theory was an essential tool for Galileo, just

as it had been for Archimedes (Pisano and Bussotti 2012, 2015f).

An important collection of Tartaglia’s works was studied and archived by

Arlando Masotti, distinguished scholar. His works and archives constitute a great

contribution to the history of science, among which the biography in the Dictionary
of Scientific Biography (Masotti 1970–1980, 13, 158–262; see also in Italian,

Dragoni, Bergia and Gottardi 2004, p 1408), the Archivio Niccolò Tartaglia,
made up of card catalogues and historiographical binders divided by theme, pho-

tocopies, and of the Fondo Arnaldo Masotti, which today is preserved at the

Biblioteca Centrale del Politecnico di Milano.

1.1.1.3 Arnaldo Masotti, Tartaglia’s Modern Editor

Arnaldo Masotti (Fig. 1.5) was born in Milano (Italy) on November 18th 1902 and

died on July 11th 1989. He attended “C. Cattaneo” a technical Institute (secondary

school) within the physics-mathematics section. Then he studied Industrial engi-
neering (1924, R. Polytechnic of Milan) and Applied mathematics (1926,

R. University of Milano) delivering a dissertation in hydrodynamics. Mentored

by Umberto Cisotti (1882–1946), he became a professor of rational mechanics at

the Faculty of Architecture of the Polytechnic (1933). Despite his early works on

hydromechanics based on his studies with Cisotti, subsequent works dealt with

potential theory of electrostatics, electrodynamics, and thermo-electronics. Masotti

worked intensely on the history of mathematics, rediscovering some Italian math-

ematicians such as Matteo Ricci (1552–1610), Bonaventura Cavalieri (1598–1647),

17 On Tartaglia’s Euclid, see Tartaglia 1543a, 2007). On Euclid see also Commandino edition

(1575) and on Archimedes and Euclid see Knorr (1978–1979, 1985).
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Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1718–1799) and Paolo Frisi (1728–1784). His works on

Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543) and the monograph on “Mathematics and math-

ematicians in the history of Milan” (for the Foundation of Treccani Alfieri

enciclopedia) are very early distinguished productions. Starting in the 1930s, he
published works on astronomy and on Giovanni Schiaparelli (1835–1910). His

wife, Giuseppina Biggiogero Masotti18 (1894–1977; see Marchionna 1978) was a

professor of geometry at Politecnico di Milano. Masotti wrote several papers in

Italian and International magazines. Just to mention the ardent interest in his and his

wife’s research, Archive for History of Exact Sciences, whose editor-in-chief at the
time was Clifford Ambrose Truesdell (1919–2000), dedicated the entire volume

n. 14 (ed. 1974–1975) to their works. Most of Masotti’s life was devoted to Niccolò
Tartaglia (1499?–1557) and Lodovico Ferrari (1522–1565) producing vast national

and international literatures (e.g., see his contribution to Gillipise’s Dictionary).
The first “Commemoration of Niccolò Tartaglia” by Masotti was at Ateneo di
Brescia in the afternoon of Saturday, 14 December 1957, at Palazzo Tosio. On
that occasion, Masotti proposed the project of a commented new edition of the

Tartalea corpus. After the first new edition of Quesiti (1959), in 1974, “Cartelli di

sfida matematica” also apparead.19 In 1979, Ateneo di Brescia decided to prepare a

new edition of Euclide Megarense. Masotti could not conclude his work (even

though the work was in an advanced stage).

It is precisely that initiative, which now comes to fruition, during the celebration of the

450th anniversary of the death of the great mathematician from Brescia, and is therefore

right and proper that this volume of “Opere di Niccolò Tartaglia” is properly dedicated to

Professor Arnaldo Masotti.20

It is thanks to the great competence and passion of Pierluigi Pizzamiglio that the

edition of Euclide Megarense lives on.

18 She was Oscar Chisini’s (1889–1967) pupil and collaborated closely on historical studies with

Masotti. She wrote two important memoirs on Luca Pacioli (1445–1517; Pisano 2013).
19 On Masotti’s contributions about Tartaglia see: Masotti (1957, 1958a, b, 1960–1962a, 1960a, b,

1961–1962, 1962a, b, c, d, e, 1963a, b, c, 1964, 1971, 1972, 1973–1974, 1975, 1976a, b, 1979,

1980b).
20 “È proprio quell’iniziativa che giunge ora a compimento, in occasione della celebrazione del

450� anniversario della morte del grande matematico bresciano, ed è quindi giusto e doveroso che

questo volume delle “Opere di Niccolò Tartaglia” venga dedicato proprio al prof. ArnaldoMasotti.

[Transl.: ours]. See also: Tartaglia 2007. “1990. Rendiconti dell’Istituto Lombardo, col. 124, pp
157–166 (L. Amerio) Nastasi, Lettera matematica, 23.
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Masotti edited an edition of Quesiti et inventioni diverse (1554), published by

the Ateneo di Brescia (Supplemento ai Commentari dell’Ateneo) in 1959 (Tartaglia
[1554] 1959), Lodovico Ferrari and Niccolò Tartaglia, Cartelli di sfida matematica,
facsimile reproduction (1547–1548) published by the same editor in 1974 (Masotti

1960b, 1962).

1.1.2 Tartaglia’s Conceptual Stream in the Renaissance

Tartaglia produced crucial and important contributions to mathematics, physics,

and fortifications: equations, scientific foundations of ballistics, criticism of

Aristotle’s lever, statics, the measurement of calibers and land surveying and

fortifications. He discussed them principally in General trattato di numeri et misure
(Venice, 1556–1560), Nova scientia (Venice, 1537) and in Quesiti et inventioni
diverse (hereafter Quesiti)

Fig. 1.5 Inedited Arnaldo

Masotti’s image. Plate from

the original portraits

(Masotti archive) conserved
by Madame Claudia

Masotti, with her kind

authorization, member of

Masotti’s family
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Thanks to his mathematical studies at an early age, Tartaglia went to Verona21

(fl. 1516–1518) where he had a job as a teacher of the abacus at a school in Palazzo
Mazzanti. In 1534 he moved once again to Venice22 to give public lectures in

mathematics, e.g., at the Church of San Zanipolo. Venice would be the most

important setting for his main scientific works. In fact, all of his studies were

published in this city where he essentially spent all of his life.23

1.1.2.1 Mathematics: The Third Degree Equations

Generally speaking, the affair third-degree-equation dates back to Archimedes’
Proposition IV in On the Sphere and Cylinder:

To cut a given sphere by a plane so that the volumes of the segments are to one another in a

given ratio.24

Many succeeding authors worked on both geometrical and mathematical (after

Algebra’s invention) standpoints without a definitive solution.
Resolution of third degree equations (Tartaglia 1554, Book IX) and his subsequent

controversy with Girolamo Cardano (1501–1576) (and Lodovico Ferrari (1522–

1565)), surely represent one of the most significant subjects in history related to

Tartaglia’s name. Cardano knew of the innovations directly through Tartaglia himself

(1539); then he published them in his Ars magna (1545). Generally speaking, the

resolution (which at the end of the fifteenth century Luca Pacioli (Pisano 2013a)

considered impossible with only the use of known calculations of the time) was

studied and separately proved by both Scipione del Ferro and Tartaglia. Cardano and

Ferrari improved the method. Book IX ofQuesiti et invention diverse (Tartaglia Book
IX, 1554; see also Demidov 1970) explains this procedure. It is known that the

solution of third-degree equations (Santalo 1941; Pasquale 1957; Schultz 1984) was

acknowledged in one of Tartaglia’s poems (Figs. 1.6 and 1.6bis):

21We specify that Masotti reported the existence of some documents (Archivio di Stato di Verona)
that declared his stay in Verona to be around 1529–1533 (Masotti 1970–1980, 13, 259). In this

period 17 Quesiti concerning Book IX were proposed to him to solve.
22 Until 1557 and except a short stay in Brescia (March 1548–October 1549).
23With the exception of his return to Brescia from 1548 to 1549 (ca. 18 months) he taught at

Sant’Afra, San Barnaba, San Lorenzo and at the Academy near Rezzato, a small village.
24 Heath 2002, On the Sphere and Cylinder, Book II, 62.
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Fig. 1.6 Adapted from Tartaglia’s poem solution of the third-degree equation (Cosa/cose refers to

unknown variable/variables In brief: When the cube and its things (“cose”) near. Add a new,

discrete number. Determine two new, different numbers. By that one; this feat will be kept as a

rule. Their product always equals, the same, to the cube of a third. Of the number of things (“cose”)

named. Then, the remaining amount. Of the cube roots subtracted will be our desired count. When

a cube and its things near. Add to a new, discrete number. Determine two new, different numbers.

By that one, then, generally speaking, the remaining amount of the cube roots subtracted will be

our desired count. This is the solution in the poem, not the demonstration Tartaglia sent to

Cardano. The last verse could allude to the fact that Tartaglia found the formula while he was in

Venice). On roots in Tartaglia see Natucci (1956c)
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Fig. 1.6bis Plates from original Tartaglia’s poem (Tartaglia [1554] 1959, Book IX, QXXXIIII, 120v)
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Tartaglia studied the following equations (modern notation with all the terms

positive) (Fig. 1.7):

x3 þ px2 ¼ q x3 þ q ¼ px2

His studies is aimed at building new equations – as previously mentioned – having

(in modern notation) roots in the following form:

x ¼ ffiffiffi

a
p � b x ¼ ffiffiffi

a
p þ b

Based on this and in modern terms, Tartaglia could also study the following type of

equations:

x3 þ px ¼ q, x3 ¼ pxþ q, x3 þ q ¼ px:

The events and reasons surrounding the origin of the matematica disfida (Masotti

1974a, b), which arose between 1547 and 1548 between Ferrari, who sought to

defend his mentor Cardano, and Tartaglia are well known. The scientific dispute

began with cartelli and six controcartelli in which 62 mathematical problems

referring to Euclidean geometry were put forth and partially solved. Nevertheless,

Fig. 1.7 Plates from Tartaglia’s reasoning on the third-degree equation (Tartaglia 1554, Book IX,
Q 14, 101rv and Q 25, 106rv)
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a concise timeline with presumably historical discoveries related to the evidence of

the rule for solving third-degree equations is here below:

Scipione del Ferro (1465–1526) in the 1510s (fl. 1520s) but never published.

Tartaglia’s solution25 (Tartaglia 1535) since his methatical debate with Anton Maria del

Fiore, Ferrari’s scholar. Tartaglia did not publish his solution.

Lodovico Ferrari (1522–1565) and his six “Cartelli” (Pamphlets) (1547–48) against

Tartaglia

Tartaglia’s Risposte (Replies) to Lodovico Ferrari, Venezia 1547 (1–4) and Brescia

1548 (5–6).

Let us see the main details (Tartaglia 1554, Qs. 20, 25, 26, 28, 29, 31–41).

Tartaglia, after great insistence, relayed the solution to Girolamo Cardano

(25 March 1539) who, in addition to being a very famous doctor, was also an

excellent mathematician (Bolletti 1958, pp 93–111). Fortunately, for Cardano,

despite the fact that Tartaglia’s solution was expressed in coded verses, his skills

helped him to decipher the solution and publish it before Tartaglia. There is an

interesting exchange between Cardano and Tartaglia (4 August 1539) (Tartaglia

1554, Book IX, Q 38; see also Di Pasquale 1975a, b, c), in Quesiti et invention
diverse (Tartaglia 1554) not only regarding the solution of the superior degree

equation but also geometrical topics. In this exchange, Cardano put forth a specific

request concerning a geometrical problem (Fig. 1.8):

25 The news spread and a mathematical contest made up of thirty problems was organized

(12 febbraio 1535). Only Tartaglia succeeded in solving these problems in the allotted time.
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Fig. 1.8 Plates from Tartaglia’s reasoning on Cardano (Tartaglia 1554, Book IX, Qs. 36–38)
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Fig. 1.8 (continued)
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Fig. 1.8 (continued)
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Fig. 1.8 (continued)
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Tartaglia’s response arrived on 7 August 1539 with obvious merit for his

solution.

Tartaglia begins by proposing 17 problems for Ferrari26 which involve using a

compass with fixed opening (Tartaglia, Seconda risposta, Venice, 21 April 1547),

[15–18], 53–56). Ferrari responds by solving these problems, adding that not only

Tartaglia’s problems but all of the Euclidean propositions can be solved by using a

compass with fixed opening.27 The subject was translated into Latin and published

by Cardano in De subtilitate (Cardano [1550] 1554, Book XV, 296–302; see also

Id., 1934).28 Ferrari and Cardano’s solution methods are too complex for Tartaglia,

who introduces one of his future publications (Sesta Risposta, Brescia, 24 July

1548). In fact, Tartaglia goes back to the 17 problems and resolves them in General
Trattato (Tartaglia 1556–1560, Part V, 63v–83v). Today both Ferrari and

Tartaglia’s merits in their conclusive and demonstrative procedures are recognized

(Bortolotti 1935, 75–76). Most importantly, Tartaglia and Ferrari are recognized,

thanks to the cartelli di sfida matematica, for creating a conclusive approach using a
straightedge and compass with fixed opening (assigned at will) which became a

public use.

After a long written diatribe, the two rivals faced each other in Milan on

10 August 1548. The outcome of this encounter was subject to opposing judge-

ments (Masotti 1974a, b, c, pl XXXIV–XL). The fact that some problems discussed

in Tartaglia and Ferrari’s dispute concerned Euclidean geometry is noteworthy.

These problems concerning plane geometry were quite significant (Masotti 1974,

XXI–XXIII and footnotes 104–107) since they were always solved by using a

straightedge and compass, the latter using the fixed opening technique (Ivi).
In Ars magna (1545) Cardano also published the solution to the fourth degree

equation. It must be noted, however, that Cardano cites Tartaglia as author of the

solution of the cubic equation and Ludovico Ferrari (1522–1565) as the person who

discovered the solution to the fourth degree equation. Therefore, Cardano’s error in
regard to Tartaglia (which he avoided mentioning) was not keeping his promise not

to divulge the secret of the solution. One can image that Tartaglia – with such a

discovery – could have acquired a certain visibility in the academic and profes-

sional panorama. This occurrence engendered a series of disputes between the two

mathematicians that lasted two years and a ferocious dispute between Tartaglia and

Cardano’s student, Ludovico Ferrari. Obviously, whatever the historical truth about
such misdeeds is not what interests us. We note only that on the first page of Ars
Magna (The Great Art) Cardano attributes (Baldi and Canziani 1999) the solution

26We remark that among the 31 inquiries which Ferrari sent to Tartaglia in Terzo Cartello di
matematica disfida (1547–1548), there are two inherent to the inscription and reciprocal

circonscription of regular polygons, which can also be found in Commentaria in Euclidis Elementa
geometrica by Cardano (Cardano 1574; see also Masotti 1974b, 1974c, pp 66–68).
27 Ferrari, Quinto cartello (Milan, October 1547), [25–39], 141–155.
28Which was also translated into Latin (Masotti 1974c, plates XXX–XXXVI; Cardano 1663,

Opera omnia, III, 589–592; see also Masotti 1974a, b). See below Fig. 1.9.
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of the cubic equation to Scipione del Ferro29 (ca. 1465–1526) – instructor of

mathematics at the Medieval University of Bologna – a solution it seems he had

already studied in 1515:

Fig. 1.9 Plates on Cardano’s speeches concerning the solutions of 3rd degree equation (“CAPVT

PRIVM. De duabus equationibus in singulis capitalis. Haec ars olim a Mahomete, Molis Arabus filio

initium fumpsit. [. . .]. Domum etiam ex primis, alia tria deriuatiua, a quodam ignoto viro inunenta

legi, haec, tamen minime in lucem prodierant, cum essent alijslong. Utiliora nam cubi & numeri &

cubi quadrati aestimationem docebant. Verum temporibus nostris, Scipio Ferreus Bnonoiensis,

capitulum cubi & rerum numero aequalium inuenit, rem sanè pulchram & admirabiliem. Cum

omnem humanam sublititatem, omnis ingenij mortalis claritatem ars haec superet, donum profecto

coeleste, experimentum autem virtutis animorum, atque adeo illistre ut qui haec attigerit, nihil non

intelligere posse se credat. Huius aemulatione Nicolaus Tartalea Brixellensis, amicus noster, cum in

certamen cum illius discipulo Antonio Maria Florido venniset, capitulum idem, ne vinceretur,

inuenit, qui mihi ipsum multis precibus exoratus tradit” (Cardano 1663, chap 1, cl-left, line 1; as

we remarked above we avoided Latin accents)

29 Although he didn’t publish his discovery, before his death, Scipione dal Ferro revealed it to one
of his students, the Venetian Anton Maria Florido (Floridus).
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In fact, as regards the formula that gave the solution to the cubic equation, both

Tartaglia’s version and Scipione dal (or del) Ferro’s previous version were not

immediately reducible since both contained a quadratic term that neither mathe-

matician initially knew how to eliminate. It seems that Tartaglia was not able to

overcome this obstacle before Cardano’s publication of Ars Magna. Some maintain

that this publication was justified both because 6 years30 had passed since Cardano’s
promise to Tartaglia and because Cardano was not expected to respect a promise

based on a discovery belonging to del Ferro and not to Tartaglia. Tartaglia

responded to such claims by Quesiti, where – in addition to the disputes with

Cardano – he lists some others. Ferrari did the same in a pamphlet entitled

“matematica disfida”. In Cartelli an extreme value is proposed which seems to refer

to Ferrari but Tartaglia solved it without sufficient proof (Masotti 1970–1980, p 259).

In the end the historical legend concerning an eventual plagiarism and other accu-

sations directed to Tartaglia made his ascent into the academic world difficult even

though his works, today, are impartially seen as a milestone in the history of mathe-

matics and an important contribution to statics. Tartaglia stayed in Brescia for a period

of time (1548–1549), teaching at S. Afra, S. Barnaba, S. Lorenzo and at the Accademy

of Rezzato. In the last years of his life he had thriving scientific activities in Venice.

1.1.2.2 On the Geometry: Euclid’s Elements

Concerning this subject, Tartaglia’s calculation of the volume of a tetrahedron from the

length of its sides and inscribing within a triangle three circles tangent to each other is

very important. Not less important were the studies on the division of areas (seeCartelli
against Ferrari) and on geometry of the compass (before Galilei’s works) which he

presented in his General trattato di numeri e misure. Tartaglia’s work also possesses

extraordinary cultural and scientific significance since he is also known for being an

editor of classical geometry: he translated Euclid’s Elements even if with the unhappy
title Euclide Megarense (Tartaglia 1543a; see also: 1565–Euclid; 1569, 1585).

According to Tartaglia’s biography (1567) by Bernardino Baldi (1553–1617),

Tartaglia lectured on Euclid’s Elements in SS. Giovanni e Paolo church (Venice,

starting in 1536). In fact, he was mainly a teacher-researcher first in Verona as an

Abacus’ Master (starting in 1518) and then in Venice31 as a Pubblico lettore di
Matematica (Lecturer of mathematics, 1536–1548).

Tartaglia’s Euclidean translation is at the center of a renewed scientific debate

within an extensive sixteenth-century movement of geometric revival and geomet-

ric practice (Masotti 1980a; Pizzamiglio 2007). At the time Euclide from Megara

(fl. V–IV B.C.) was considered to be the author of Elements (Euclid from Alexan-

dria (fl. 325–265 B.C.); see also Cuomo 2004) (Fig. 1.10).

30 It must be noted that a different historiography opinion exists according with Cardano who

waited for six years so that Tartaglia could have the chance to publish it. About the role played by

historiography of science in historical investigations see as very relevant Kragh 1987.
31 Differently from other opinions (Gabrieli 1986, p 30) – based on no historical proof – Tartaglia did

not substitute forGiovanni Battista Memo (1550–1575) in mathematics teaching in Venice, but he was

only a successor (1536) as one can read in Book IX (Tartaglia 1554, Book IX, Quesito XXII, 104v).
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Fig. 1.10 Plate from the cover of Euclide Megarense by Tartaglia (Tartaglia 1543a. Pierluigi

Pizzamiglio recently edited an excellent historical-critical work on Tartaglia’s Euclide Megarense

(Tartaglia 2007))
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After the Willem van Moerbeke (1215–1286) edition, Archimedes was

republished both in Opera Archimedis (Tartaglia 1543b), and in the final parts of

some of Tartaglia’s other works (Tartaglia 1551a, b, 1565a, b, c).
In a recent work (Pizzamiglio 2007) the editorial and didactic character of

Tartaglia’s Euclidean operation was reconstructed as an operation essentially

within the field of teaching (Pisano 2013d). Based on the historiography on Euclid

by Tartaglia (Pizzamiglio 2007), in the end, four main approaches can be found:

1. The precarious nature of the various integral or partial editions of Euclid’s text

(Thomas-Stanford, 21–31, ft 1–25) and the relative more or less ample comments.

2. Partial texts were present among the various contributions, which contained statements

of the Euclidean propositions (Thomas-Stanford, 35–37, ft 26–33). Thus, only Euclid’s
problems and theorems were considered interesting. The demonstrations of the latter

would have been elaborated by Theon and other Euclidean commentators (Pizzamiglio

2007). This could have depended also on the scholastic use of Euclidean manuals which

left the instructor the choice of which geometric statements to demonstrate and which to

consider simply as declarations of properties which were more or less evident. The fact

that less lengthy texts cost less for students with limited means was also of considerable

importance (Ivi).
3. The revival (Ivi) of the Tartalean text to meet the demands of new emerging classes in

vulgare Italian instead of classical language. Tartaglia began (Ibidem) analogous

editorial initiatives in vulgar national languages which, in the course of the sixteenth

century, interested all of Europe (Thomas-Stanford, 41–45, ft 34–45).
4. The revival in non-classical language also favoured (Ivi) a noteworthy secondary

literature in mathematics and geometry by way of amplification and elaboration

(Thomas-Stanford, 49–62, fts. I–XXXVIII).

In brief, we provide a timeline of Euclidean subjects-editions in history concerning
Tartaglia’s lifetime32

Date Event

1505 After Giovanni Campano’s edition, Bartolomeo Zamberti (fl. 15th–16th) 25 October

(VIII Kalendas Novembris) 1505 published in Venice, with editor Ioannes Tacuinus

(240 foli): Euclidis Megarensis philosophi platonicj, Mathematicarum
disciplinarum Ianitoris. It included: Zamberti’s translation from Greek to Latin of

various works33 of an “Euclide Megarense, platonic philosopher”, known, however,

in the title as “Introducer to the mathematical disciplines” – a heading Tartaglia

subsequently used. Zambetti’s monumental Euclidean edition was plagiarized and

reprinted in various editions which are not always easy to discern one from each

other.34

32 Cfr.: Pizzamiglio 2007.
33 Directly on Greek codes, as yet unidentified, however of rather low quality.
34 Cfr.: Pizzamiglio 2007.
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1509 Luca Pacioli (1445c.–1517) published a re-release, revisited and corrected, of the

medieval version of Campano by the title: Euclidis megarensis philosophi acutissimi
mathematicorumque omnium sine controversia principis opera a Campano
interprete fidissimo traslata. The text takes up a little more than half the width of the

page, while the rest is reserved for the 129 geometric figures. Campano’s Euclidean
comments are re-used until Tartaglia’s Italian translation which also used, as did

many in this period, Zamberti’s translation.
1528–1550 In 1528 in Vienna, in 1529 in Strasbourg, in 1534 in Paris and in Frankfurt, in 1536

in Writtenberg, in 1539 in Venice, in 1548 in Frankfurt, in 1550 in Paris

l’Elementale geometricum ex Euclidis Geometria by Johann Voegelin (fl. 15th–

16th) is repeatedly reprinted.

1529 Giovanni Battista Politi (XV–XVI centuries) publishes (Siena Simone Nicolò de’
Nardi editor) a booklet: Expositio super definitiones et propositiones quae
supponuntur ab Euclide in Quinto Elementorum eius.

1532 Tartaglia asks for and obtains from the Venetian Senate 11 December 1532,

a printing license and the concession of exclusive privileges for the translation and

revision of Elements, as well as for the writings of Archimedes, Heron and Luca

Pacioli (Archivio di Stato di Venezia: Senato, Terra, reg. 32, cc. 94r–v). However, in
the end he will only able to produce editorial interventions on Euclid and

Archimedes.

1534–1547 Tartaglia teaches in Venice35at the Church of San Zanipolo, presenting Euclid36 and

various books.

1543 In February 1543, Niccolò Tartaglia’s translation of Euclid is published in

Venice: Euclide Megarense philosopho, solo introduttore delle scientie
mathematice. The Tartalean edition has three more editions in Venice: 1565–66,

1569 and 1585.

1546–1548 Between 1546 and 1548 Giovanni Battista Benedetti (1530–1590) studied

Tartaglia’s edition of the first four books from Euclid’s Elements.
1554 Study in the form of a dialogue of scientific problems from ballistics is re-edited and

widened to the fortifications of statics in the mathematics of Quesiti et inventioni
diverse (1554), already edited by Tartaglia in a shorter form in 1546. A version from

1562 will be published posthumously.

Moreover, the geometry is included (Tartaglia 1554, Book IX) as well. The

arguments concern triangles and squaring the circle (Tartaglia 1554, Book IX,

Qs. 15, 32, 38) as one of the main mathematical and historical problems proposed

by ancient geometers. It is the challenge of constructing a square with the same area

as a given circle by using only a finite number of steps with a compass and

straightedge. More abstractly and more precisely, it may be asked whether specified

axioms of Euclidean geometry concerning the existence of lines and circles entail

the existence of such a square.

35 Gabrieli (1986, 29–67).
36 Tartaglia (1554, Book IX, Q 22).
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1.1.2.3 On the Arithmetics: Tartaglia’s Triangle

Other mathematical subjects Tartaglia studied are linked to his contributions to

arithmetics: numerical calculations, extraction of roots, denominator’s rationaliza-
tion, combinatorial analysis and other methods to solve arithmetical and measure-

ment problems. “Tartaglia’s triangle”37 presented in General trattatto di numeri e
misure (Tartaglia 1556–1560; see Fig. 1.11) aimed at finding a general formula for

solving cubic polynomials.38 It is quite interesting that his handbook for arithmetics

and physical measurements was entitled “Trattato” instead of the more common

word “Summa”,39 typical of the late Middle Ages so making clearer the novelties

and purposes of the research. The same consideration could concern the word

“Generale” which explains Tartaglia’s didactic nature.

37 The triangular method by means of a different configuration is possible to see in other early

scholarly works, e.g., in Pascal’s Traité du triangle arithmétique (1653). Nevertheless, the earliest
explicit depictions of a triangle of binomial coefficients occur in the 10th century in commentaries

on the Chandas Shastra, an Ancient Indian book on Sanskrit prosody written (fl. 2nd century BC)

by Pingala. (Edwards 2002, 30–31).
38 Two years before his death (1556), Tartaglia worked on his larger compendium, which unfor-

tunately, he was unable to finish and publish.
39 Generally speaking, the Trattato was intended (at that time) as research work not necessarily

large, and well structured mostly based on known principles. The Summa, typically within Meddle

Ages, had the prerogative to be a largely and organically exhaustive for monastic schools and

universities (Pisano 2013a, b, c, d).
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Fig. 1.11 Plate from General Trattato on Tartaglia’s triangular method (Tartaglia 1556–1560, pt

II, Frontispice. Pascal’s Traité du triangle arithmétique (Treatise on Arithmetical Triangle) was
published posthumously in 1665. Pascal collected several results then known about the triangle,

and employed them to solve problems in probability theory. Recently for the 450th Anniversary of

Tartaglia’s death, Pierluigi Pizzamiglio organized a Colloquium (2007, December 13) at the

Ateneo di Brescia (Italy). The proceedings mainly deal with Tartaglia’s teaching and “General

Trattato” (Pizzamiglio 2007; Gavagna 2007; see also Montagnana 1958)



Fig. 1.11 (continued)
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The General trattatto di numeri e misure (1556–1560) is composed of 740 folia

(1480 pages total). It is perhaps the largest known comprehensive mathematical

contribution produced in the sixteenth century, including arithmetic, geometry,

mensuration, and algebra as far as quadratic equations. The work is divided into

six main parts, four of them were printed before Tartaglia’s death. A general

panorama is:

I part 17 Books On the arithmetics and practical arguments

II part 11 Books Mainly on Tartaglia’s triangle
III part 5 Books On the geometric figures and unit measurements

IV part 3 Books40 On the theoretical geometry and Archimedean books

V part 3 Books41 On the compass-and-straightedge rules and on Euclidean problems by

different methods of solution

VI part 96 pages On the Algebra

The General trattatto di numeri e misure presents Tartaglia’s arithmetic triangle

(Part II) having coefficients of the first 12 line powers, that is until cu.ce.ce. (the
cube of the quadrate of the quadrate), the calculation of expressions with radicals,

the rules for extracting cube roots, quarters, fifths, etc. (Ivi). However, there are also
Fibonacci and Luca Pacioli’s congruent numbers, perfect Euclidean numbers,

irrational numbers, the theory of proportions, descriptions, tables and many prac-

tical problems executed, and corrections of “errors in Summa by Pacioli and

Cardano’s errors” (Tartaglia 1556–1560, pp 41–42) (Table 1.2).

Table 1.2 Tartaglia’s first six triangle lines

Line Triangle (a + b)n

0 1 (a + b)0¼ 1

1 1 1 (a + b)1¼ 1a + 1b¼ a + b

2 1 2 1 (a + b)2¼ 1a2 + 2ab +1b2

3 1 3 3 1 (a + b)3¼ 1a3 + 3a2 b + 3ab2 + 1b3

4 1 4 6 4 1 (a + b)4¼ 1a4 + 4a3b +6a2b2 + 4ab3 + 1b4

5 1 5 10 10 5 1 (a + b)5¼ 1a5 + 5a4b +10a3b2 + 10a2b3 + 5ab4 + 1b5

[. . .] [. . .] [. . .]

40 At the end of the book, this part includes the following quotation “in Vinagia per Comin da

Tridino MDLVI” even though the title page reads “1560”. It circulated after Tartaglia’s death. An
even more interesting fact is that in the inventory this book is cited “in folio”, that is, printed but

not in hardcover.
41 The correlation between Euclid’s propositions (IV: 1–16) and respectively Tartaglia’s proposi-
tions (Tartaglia 1556–1560, Part V, IX: 1–17, 13r–16r) is an interesting historical matter.
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Other reasonings onQuesiti in arithmetics and algebraic calculations are present,

in particular in Book IX (Tartaglia 1554, Book IX, Qs 32, 36–38) where the

rationalization of the denominator of a fraction (Ivi, Q 32) and the extraction of a

cube root of a binomial are found (Ivi, Q 40):

1.1.2.4 On Physics: Ballistics

Tartaglia also presented contributions to the art of warfare in Nova scientia
(Tartaglia 1537, Books I–II) and Quesiti et invention diverse (Tartaglia 1554,

Books I–III). We should say that this subject is centred on the art of defence by

means of fortifications that he regularly published in Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554, Book
VI and Gionta). The arguments presented by Tartaglia (Tartaglia 1537, 1554) are

algebraic and geometrical and specifically concerning military artillery, cannon-

balls, gunpowder and other related subjects. The famous problematic argument on

the trajectory of a cannonball (Barbin and Cholière 1987) and its maximum range,

for any given degree-measure is dealt with in Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554, Books I–III;
Tartaglia 1537, Books I–II; the theorem about 45-degree is clearly enounced in

Book II, Pr. VIII, 28v (see also Pr. VII, 27v)). The Venetian period was still

disciplinarily bitter. Consequently, Tartaglia was not able to formulate a modern

theory of projectiles through, e.g., a correct mathematical interpretation (nowadays)

of a parabolic trajectory. In effect, (see figures below), the path was curved but not

parabolic. We know that Galileo could only be able to do this in 1609 (Galilei fl.

17th; Naylor 1976, 153–172). This involves a case-study on the trajectory of

projectiles which Tartaglia had not yet sufficiently theoretically developed (see,

for example, the following images); perhaps it was also not yet sufficiently theo-

retically developed by others at this time, who more or less based their reasoning on

the medieval impetus theory.42 Particularly, Jean Buridan’s43 medieval theory

(Buridan 1509):

42 Buridan, also in Latin Johannes Buridanus (ca. 1300 – ca. 1360). The historical genesis of the

impetus theory – later applied to the motion of projectiles – is quite complex and varied. Aside

from Aristotle’s initial theory (384–322 B.C.), among the scholars who dealt with the topic, we

note: Johannes Philoponus (active in VI century), P�ur Sina’ (Persian) son of Sina called Avicenna

(980–1037), Roger Bacon (1214–1292), Thomas Aquina (1225–1274), Pierre Jean Olivi (1248–

1298), Francesco of Marchia or of Esculo, of Ascoli (fl. XIV century), William of Ockham

(ca. 1280 – ca. 1349), and for some considerations, Jordanus de Nemore, too. Here, for the sake

of brevity, and since there is already a vast literature on the topic, we refer only to that which

historians consider a true cultural background of projectile theory until the Renaissance

(Giannetto, Maccarone, Pappalardo and Tiné 1992).
43 Buridan 1509. Nicole Oresme (ca. 1320/1325–1382) version should also be considered. An

English study is in The Science of Mechanics in the Middle Ages (Clagett 1959) and in turn

reproduced by Maier ([1509] 1968) which, in turn, includes – with some modifications – the

Parisian edition from 1509. For the comments of Subtilissimae Quaestiones, at first glance, one can
see Clagett (Clagett 1959 and secondary literatures cited). Clagett dated Buridan’s manuscript

around 1357. It is archived at the Vatican Library in Roma (Vat. Lat. 2136, 1r.).
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• The impetus varies with the speed of the projectile and with its mass.
Paraphrasing Buridan, we can say, more speed impressed by the motor on

the mobile, stronger the transmitted impetus.

• The impetus is a permanent quality different and distinct from the motion and
the mass of the projectile. A characteristic of permanence dell’impetus might

be weak by the movement, i.e., by the air resistance and the degree of

inclination of the launch.

Buridano also attempts a more accurate reasoning of the impetus without, however,
producing any formal and or mathematical language. It is quite probable that before

1607, Galilei had not yet clarified the theory on the composition of vertical and

horizontal motion. This non-clarification was mostly likely due to a lack of suffi-

cient experimental proof and the known caution with which Galilei avoided affir-

mations devoid of sensate esperienze; this was the case until he wrote his notes in
the famous codeMs. 72, precisely on foglio 116v44 (1609) in which he outlined the
solution. It should be noted that in Galilei’s time, typically Aristotelian motion was

supported by the dichotomy of violent and natural motion (Drabkin 1938; Baliani

1998).

In Book VII of Quesiti, Tartaglia (1554) was able to produce noteworthy

criticism45of Aristotle. This distinct scientific significance also emerges from

Tartaglia’s ability to theorize on the curved trajectory of projectiles. This topic

must have been of great interest to him since he developed reasoning and drawings

(see images below) in Nova scientia (1537) and other similar graphic developments

and details by way of dialogue-problems (see passage below) in the subsequent

Quesiti et inventioni diverse (1554). The law of elevation at a 45� angle materializes

between these two works where both, Nova scientia (Natucci 1956a) and Quesiti et
inventioni diverse, refer to one (although partial) final curved projection (today we

could say semi-parabolic curve) of the projectile. Therefore, in this case, he was

confined to the division of motion into two parts: one part due to a virt�u impressa,
and one naturale, which had the property to overcome the initial force that, in time,

became weaker and allowed the projectile to fall. However, this did not prevent

Tartaglia from informing the reader of his correct idea of a curved trajectory for this

type of motion; although with certain approximation according to which, in time

and for certain cases, he himself tended to identify with a straight line (Fig. 1.12):

In effect, we should remark that the problem of the physical and mathematical

knowledge of the projectile trajectory was complicated in this period. In fact, it was

44Galilei Ms. 72, 116v; see also: Hill 1986, 283–291. On Galilei and mechanization of nature see

recently: Bertoloni 2006; Garber and Roux 2013, Biagioli 2003.
45 Tartaglia criticized Aristotle’s theory of the lever in regard to the sensitivity of a scale according
to which (wrongly) the Stagirite supported that the greater the length of the arms, the greater the

sensitivity of the instrument (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Qs IV–V–VI, 80v–82v). Still exciting

about Aristotelian mechanics is Cartelon (1975).
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known that a cannon ball in the air proceeded in a non-rectilinear46way. However, the
idea that an equation (of motion) of the second degree could indeed mathematically

interpret the physical motion of a cannon shot along the trajectory was hardy mature

for sixteenth century. It was also hardy for Tartaglia, aswell, who, as we showed in the

previous paragraphs, was versed in the mathematical study of higher-order equations.
In addition to the theoretical problem there was also the practical problem of the

military art of fortified defense and later that of the architectural design of fortification

walls.47 Essentially, it was crucial to know that the curvilinear trajectory followed, for

example, by a cannon ball in the air was one thing; the rectilinear distance that

interjected itself between the cannon-artillery and the walls to hit was another. Such

knowledge favored the artilleryman versed in the subject that, thanks to Tartaglia’s
discovery of the 45–degree elevation, prepared the shot with precision.

In order to improve the study around the trajectory and correlated piece (“pezzo”)

Tartaglia was interested in both theory and experience. His idea regarding the

relationship between an inclined “pezzo” angle and the trajectory, nowadays, is

considered a general law independent from technical and technological manufactur-

ing. Therefore, Tartagalia stated a general law for any kind of “pezzo” paying

attention to the practical and shared knowledge of his time. In his words (Fig. 1.13):

Fig. 1.12 Plate from Tartaglia’s Quesiti around the straight line trajectory and general law at 45–

degrees (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q I, 6v–7r. In total, see Ivi, Qs. I–II–III–VI, 5rv–14r. (Author’s
rounded parentheses). It must be noted that in almost all of the parts of Books I–II–III of Quesiti
(Ivi, 5rv–40rv) there are considerations and figures on the semi-parabolic trajectory of projectiles

to which the applications to war machinery and to artillery “squads” are added (Ivi, Q I, 5r). He had

discussed these considerations in La Nouva scientia (Tartaglia 1537, 3rv-4rv))

46 1504. Mortar’model (Codex Atlanticus, 33r.). See also: Gille 1964 (and English version: 1966),

219; Pisano and Capecchi 2010a, Pisano 2009a, c; Vilain 2008). In 16th century an interesting

study about ballistic arguments taking into account a straight-line path, the velocity lost and

consequent downwards of the cannonball was done by Noviomago (1561).
47 Here, Tartaglia also gave his contribution, which we will later discuss.
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Fig. 1.13 Plate from Tartaglia’s Quesiti around the “pezzo” (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q I, 7r)
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In our opinion, Tartaglia was both one of the first to use physical elements

and mathematical interpretation (partially in contrast with the Aristotelian school

and partially with the impetus theory) to investigate the physical law of the

maximum range of the projectile and related path of the cannon balls. With

few arguments (both in Nova scientia and Quesiti), he claimed that the maximum
range of a projectile48 is attained when the firing elevation is 45 degrees.49

On the theoretical side, he argued his general law; and only later, he reasoned on

Jordanus de Nemore’s classical gravitas secundum situm demonstration. By

following his discourse (Figs. 1.14, 1.15, 1.16, 1.17, and 1.18):

48 Later, other scholars took up the questions of the range of projectile motion. Mainly (17th

centuries): Galilei (The Dialogues Concerning the Two New Sciences), Torricelli (De Motu) on
the geometrical way of calculating the range of a projectile, and Newton (Principia) on the

proportion between air resistance and the square of the speed of the projectile. Recently on

Newton, science-and-revolutions see Buchwald and Feingold (2011), Cohen (1985). On Newton

and Geneva edition see: Pisano 2013b, 2014a, 2015a, b; Bussotti and Pisano 2014a, b; see also

Newton (1687), (1713), ([1726; 1739–1742]; (1822), (1739–1742), (1972).
49 See also Riccardi’s quotation in his Biblioteca Matematica Italiana dalla origine della stampa
ai primi anni del secolo (Riccardi 1870–1880, II, 497; see also Riccardi (1870–1928, 1952, 1985)

and Pizzamiglio 1989).
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Fig. 1.14 Plate from Tartaglia’s Quesiti around the general law at 45 degrees” (“Supposte adunque le

sopradette suppositione, adduco questa propositione, & dico che ogni librato peso partendosi dal sito,

over luoco della equalita, quel si fa piu leve, & tanto piu quanto piu sara lontano dal detto luoco della

equalita. Et per essemepio di questa propositione sia la libra.a.b. (della figura precedente) girabile sopra

el detto centro .c. con li dui medesimi corpi .a. & .b. (equali) appesi, over congionti alle due estremita di

ambi dui li brazzi della detta libra,& stiano nelmedesimo sito della equalita (come di sopra fu supposto)

hor dico, che removando l’uno, & l’altro de detti corpi dal detto sito della equalita (cioè arbassandone
uno, & ellevando l’altro) l’uno, e l’altro de quelli sara fatto piu leve secondo el luoco, & tanto piu levi,

quanto che piu saranno allontanati dal detto luoco della equalita”. (Tartaglia 1554, Q II, 9r))



Fig. 1.15 Plate from Nova scientia around 45–degree elevation and bombardier’s quadrant

(Tartaglia 1537, 4r; as above cited, in Nova scientia Tartaglia canonically enounces his funda-

mental theorem (as general law) about 45-degree (Tartaglia 1537, Book II, Pr. VIII, 28v). We take

this opportunity to remark – in our opinion and strictly based on original Tartaglia’s reasoning both

Nova scientia and Quesiti – an overstress in the secondary literature concerning an assumption

according to which Tartaglia discovered – as a corollary – that ranges are equals for elevations as

45��γ. Of course, Tartaglia never wrote about that in his works. Tartaglia only discussed –

without any physics-mathematical relation – on the possibility that a certain target can be fired

by two different heights/elevations. An eloquent image is reported in Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554,

Book II, 7v). This is different from the assumption that particular physical and technical conditions

(i.e., dimension and weight of cannonball, equipment, etc.) allow to fire two subsequent shots so

that initial velocities of the projectiles, in practice, have the same value)



Fig. 1.16 Plate from Quesiti on trajectories (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q III, 11rv; Qs I–II–III–VI,

5rv–13rv). Finally, as above cited, the trajectory of the projectile is – with some difference –

Aristotelian. In fact, Tartaglia remarks that, for non-vertical motion and from geometric stand-

point, the trajectory (or part of it) cannot be entirely and solely rectilinear because the gravity. In

his word: “N. Anchor dico, che dove che in quella maggiore gravita, ivi è maggiore stimulatione di

quella in tirare la detta balla verso il centro del mondo, cioè verso la terra [towards Aristotelian

centre of the earth].” (Tartaglia 1554, 11v (see also 11r)). Particularly, his fundamental geomet-

rical reasons are: a) a non-vertical trajectory approaches more so to a rectilinear line as greater is

the velocity of the projectile; b) for violent motion the velocity gradually decreasing (Ibidem)



Fig. 1.17 Plate from Quesiti on inclined cannon for the maximum path and bombardier’s
quadrant (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q I, 6v; Ivi, Q I, 5rv–7rv)
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Fig. 1.18 Plate from Quesiti on cannonball (Tartaglia 1546, Book I, Q VII, 16rv)
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Finally, history tells us that from the principles of conservation (inertia) and the

composition of motion and from having understood that the speeds were propor-

tional to the squares of times –through various hypotheses of heights (Drake 1973,

291–305) – Galileo wrote important notes in folio 116v (shown below).50

On statics, the science of weights and mechanics, in general, we refer the reader

to the following paragraphs in which our discussion is centered specifically on the

aim of our book.

1.1.3 Physics and Architecture: On Ballistics &
Fortifications

The Book sesto together with Gionta, a sort of technical appendix, are presented in

Quesiti before the topics of statics (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII and Book VIII). The
topic addressed will not give explicit technical reasoning on the science of weights.

In fact, it develops essentially according to geometric reasoning on the choice of

materials and military strategies. In particular, it should be noted that in the study of

fortifications, Tartaglia considers geometry to be of primary importance for the

choice of buildings-materials (Tartaglia 1554, Book VI). Consequently, from the

beginning (Ivi, Book VI, Qs I–III), Tartaglia dedicates a significant amount of space

to the study of maps of some important cities such as Turin to emphasize how

the geometric shape of the fortifications bears on their efficacy and therefore on the

security of the besieged. His studies on military-guard and initial approaches to

bastioned fortifications (Pisano 2013c; Hogg 1982) that traversed the history of

science are of great importance.51

1.1.3.1 On Ballistics & Technical Instruments in the Nova Scienta

According to previous historians, Tartaglia’s first printed work was entitled Nuova
scientia, inventa da Nicolo Tartalea B.[risciano] (Tartaglia 1537). The book is

devoted to a discussion of ballistic arguments and correlated techniques-instru-
ments of measurements (Crowley and Redpath 1996; Cuomo 1997, 1998; Guidera

1994) in order to search for a general law useful both (at that time to early)

mechanical-ballistic (McMurran and Rickey 2011) theory and practical-weapon

50Galileo’s notes were made more legible by transcribing the content of the folio (Drake 1985, 3–
14; 1992, 113–116).
51Biblioteca istorico-critica di fortificazione permanente (Marini 1810, p XII).
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science. The organization of the argumentation is (like in the Quesiti) very far from
axiomatic52 structure, or by principles; only partially did he adopt Aristotelian

forms; “Euclidean forms” appears more frequently in the Nova scientia; rather he
seems to follow Archimedean tradition (Pisano 2008; Pisano 2009b; Pisano and

Capecchi 2009). Thus no surprise for the novelty of science as “Nova”.
The manuscript is composed of incipt, a usual dedicatory letter and four main

books and deals with the theory and practice of gunnery. Nevertheless, his early

mathematical studies applied to ballistics, particularly to the trajectories of can-

nonballs, and were explained in epistola dedicatoria (20 December 1537, Venice)

as a preface to Nova scientia and addressed to Francesco Maria Feltrese della

Rovere, Duke of Urbino and Captain of the Venetian Senate (Figs. 1.19 and 1.20):

52 Nowadays we find an undue use of the term axiomatization concerning non-modern theories in

the history of science. Usually, in mathematics and mathematical physics, the term axiomatization
of a scientific theory represents a formulation of a scientific system of statements (e.g., axioms/

primitive terms) in order to build a consistent-coherent corpus of statements (e.g., propositions)

which may be logically and deductively derived from these statements; and the proof of any

statement (i.e., theorems) should be taken into account and traceable back to these axioms. Of

course, the latter is a difficult condition to be universally claimed: i.e., see the case-study of

Archimedean’s On the equilibrium of planes (Capecchi and Pisano 2007, 2010b, Pisano 2009b,

Pisano and Capecchi 2008, 2010b), and non-Euclidean geometry. Therefore, the use of axioms

(in the history of science) as self-evident statements in a theory does not mean that this theory-

system is axiomatically built (Pisano 2008). In fact, three fundamental properties should be

formally respected: 1) an axiomatic system is said to be consistent if it lacks contradiction,

i.e. the ability to derive both a statement and its denial from the system’s axioms; 2) in an

axiomatic system, an axiom is called independent if it is not a theorem that can be derived from

other axioms in the system; a system will be called independent if each of its underlying axioms is

independent. Although independence is not a necessary requirement for a system, consistency is;

3) An axiomatic system will be called complete if for every statement, either itself or its negation is

derivable. For example, Euclid of Alexandria authored the earliest extant axiomatic geometry and

number theory presentation that can be formally considered: an axiomatic system, a model theory,

and mathematical proofs within a formal system. All of that evidently is lacking in Tartaglia.

Therefore a random use of axioms (i.e., in Tartaglia) only means a tentative step toward ordering a

new theory – or simply to order a scientific reasoning extrapolated from a known theory – by

means of primitive statements and eventually derived proportions. This aspect belongs to several

periods of the history of science (see Pisano’s references). Recently on physico-mathematics as

case study in Descartes-Agonistes see wonderful Schuster 2013, and on physico-mathematics in

Descartes’ physical works see Bussotti and Pisano 2013.
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Fig. 1.19 Plate from Nova scientia – Frontespice (Tartaglia 1537. By frontespice and the curved

path, the role played by his studies on trajectories in his aims is evident A summary of the main

topics of the Nova scientia is important for our aim because some crucial arguments discussed are

then reworked/represented by Tartaglia in his Quesiti. A recent edition of the Nova Scientia is

published (Tartaglia 2013; on that see also Arend 1998))
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Fig. 1.20 Plate from Nova scientia (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 3r)
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Below, we clearly provide some passages from Nova scientia regarding the afore-

mentioned epistola dedicatoria where the spirit with which Tartaglia wrote his

“operina”, as Tartaglia himself cites his work in Nova scientia, can be inferred as well
as some original innovations on trajectories of shots that will later be revisited inQuesiti.

Very important are the definitions of equally bodies and time as measure of the

motion concerning natural and violent motions and related studies where Tartaglia

argued about the influence of air – as opposition to motion (nowadays thinking of

friction) – during the path made by a projectile:

First Definition. An equally [uniformly] heavy53 body is said to be a body which,

according to the heaviness and shape of the matter, is not perceptibly influenced by

air opposition during its motion.54

53 StillmanDrake translated it as “Abody is called uniformly heavy [. . .]” (Drake andDrabkin 1969, p
70). A remark is necessary. Now, following Tartaglia’s text (just after First definition) we note his
recalls Avicenna’s work (see “Fen”, that is a section of the Liber canonis). Particularly Averroes’
fourth book of theDe caelo et mundo, text 29 is cited by Tartaglia (Ibidem). In addition, the tentative
correlation with geometric forms of bodies, the kind of the matter of bodies, the concept of shared

gravity where “[. . .] each body, compounded of four elements, one of which is air, shares gravity

[. . .]” with bodies’ qualities (Ibidem), make evident his difficulties to distinguish equally bodies from
– as Drake proposed – uniformly bodies. Of course the knowledge of a physical magnitude lacks: let

us think to uniformly term which can be addressed (ambiguously) both constant velocity and

no-acceleration. Moreover, one should also add equally bodies between them like i.e., Tartaglia

correctly wrote “Equally heavy bodies are said to be similar and equal when they do not show [among

each other] any substantial or accidental differences” (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, def. II, 9v). On that we
would add that we prefer both equally and uniformly ormore simply constant bodies since at that time

the concept of constant gravitywas already proposed inmanyworks during the 1300s–1400s, i.e., one

can see Subtilissimae Quaestiones super octo Physicorum libros Aristotelis (Buridanus 1509, 1513,
1942) by Johannes Buridanus and Tractatus de configurationibus qualitatum et motuum by Nicole

Oresme also edited by Clagett as A treatise on the configuration of qualities and motions (Oresme

1968; of course see Clagett 1959; Brown 1967–1968; Moody and Clagett ([1952] 1960). Now, by

avoiding Latinism-and-vulgare philological analysis since within a dictionary the term “egualmente”

can be translated by “uguale a se”, “uniforme”, “costante” (equally itself, uniform, constant) we

remark that an a posteriori reflection related to physical proprieties of a body during themotion, i.e. an

ideal rigid geometric body and its tendency to fall down, may suggest, at that time, the idea of

constant, that is a sort of invariant of the motion. In Tartaglia’s words: “[. . .] is not perceptibly
influenced by air opposition during its motion” (Ibidem). On the contrary let us think about a paper or
a leaf falling down. Finally in our opinion, since he refers to ancient conceptions of the fifth elements,

Aristotelian andMedieval streams (i.e., gravitas ex figura), early attempts to formalize the friction as

resistance by corpo offeso (offended bodies) concerningweapons etc., we prefer to literally translate it
with equally heavy adding the term uniformly to both to give the idea that some physical substance

(not clear at that time) does not change and for the modern-specialist-reader, avoiding attribution to
Tartaglia – at this stage –of advanced mathematical abstract concepts within physics –mathematics

relationships of subjects that are still hard to make historically and epistemologically clear and since

the mathematization of the nature was still far from complete. (Pisano 2011; Pisano and Bussotti

2013b, c; on the relationship between physics and mathematics in the nineteenth century see: Pisano

and Bussotti 2015c; Pisano 2013e, 2014a, d, e, 2015a, b; Pisano and Capecchi 2013; Barbin and

Pisano 2013; see also Numbers 2006; Olschki 1919–1927; Pedersen 1992).
54 “Diffinitione Prima. Corpo egualmente graue è detto quello, che secondo la grauita della

materia, et la figura di quella è atto �a non patire sensibilmente la opposition di l’aere in alcun

suo moto.” (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 9r).
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Definition IIII. Time is ameasure ofmotion and of the state of rest; its ends are two instants.55

Definition VI. The natural movement of equally [uniformly] heavy bodies is the movement

they accomplish from a higher place to a lower one perpendicularly and without any

violence.56

Definition VII. The violent movement of equally [uniformly] heavy bodies is the

movement they accomplish with effort either upwards or downwards, to the right or

the left, and is caused by a moving power.57

After the definitions follow five hypotheses called by Tartaglia Suppositione
(Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 11v). After the Suppositions and just before the Propositions
and Corollaries (Ivi, 12r et s.) follow four sentences called Comune Sententie58

(common assumptions or axioms) by him (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 11v–12r). The
Comune Sententie do not refer to a particularmagnitude of one kind such as, e.g., lines,

angles, figures etc. (Pisano 2005–2008). In fact, although this part of the Tartalean
context seems typically (and generally speaking) organized like a traditional Aristo-

telian/Euclidean structure (Definitions, Common notions and Propositions) the

Comune Sententie did not play precisely the role of necessary elements of the theory
typically, i.e., within axiomatic Euclidean59 organization of the theory (Ibidem).

The Definition IIII is addressed to a concept of measure that makes clear

Tartaglia’s empirical approach to the study of natural problems. Moreover, we

want to remark – particularly important – his concept concerning heavy equally
bodies. Certainly, it was not an original concept60 at that time. Recent studies have

shown how already Archimedes had argued on the heavy equally bodies and bodies
in equilibrium concerning studies of the lever (Pisano and Bussotti 2012; Capecchi

and Pisano 2010a, b; Pisano 2007).

The following passage addresses his lack of experience in artillery, introduces

the reader to the maximal range for projectiles of 45–degrees for all weapons and

presents the genius intuition of using algebra and geometry together, to attempt

55 “Diffinitione. IIII. Il Tempo e una misura del mouimento, et della quiete, li termini del quale son

dui istanti.” (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 9v).
56 “Diffinitione. VI. Mouimento naturale di corpi egualmente graui e quello che naturalmente

fanno da un luogo superiore a un’altro inferiore perpendicularmente senza uiolenza alcuna.”

(Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 10v).
57 “Diffinitione. VII. Mouimento uiolente di corpi egualmente graui e quello che fanno

sforzatamente di giuso in suso, di suso in giuso, di qua et di la, per causa di alcuna possanza

mouente.” (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 10v).
58 Based on previous comments on axiomatization, we note that, in order to argue on statics in his

“Scientia di Pesi” (Science of Weights) only in the Book VIII of the Quesiti et invention diverse
(Tartaglia 1554,Book VIII, 83rv–97rv; see Chap. 3) Tartaglia proposes a sort of prologue to the statics
writing his definitive conceptual ideas concerning the role played by Proper principles (also called

Proper Principles by Aristotle as sentences strictly related to the subject of theory: Aristotle 1853,On
the Definition and Division of Principles, Book I, Chap. X, p 266), Propositions (or also called by him
conclusions which can confirm the science of weights), Suppositions (also called by him true
principles) and Petitions (as sentences which can go against science of weights). We will return to

that idea (see Chap. 3). For further readings see Pisano and Capecchi 2010a, b; Pisano 2009b.
59 i.e., one can see Book I-The foundations: theories of triangles, parallels, and area of the

Euclid’s Elements where after an initial 23 Definitions follow 5 Postulates, 5 Common Notions
and 48 Propositions.
60 A difference with regard to bodies in motion with respect to Archimedean statics studies.
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(we would say today) the composition of horizontal and vertical motion in the

visibly non-rectilinear trajectory of projectiles; In his words:

Epistle. When I dwelt at Verona in MDXXXI [1531], Illustrious Mr. Duke, I had a very

close and cordial friend, an expert bombardier at castel vecchio (and aged man blessed with

many virtues) who asked me about the manner of aiming a given artillery piece for its

farthest shot. Now I had no actual practice in that art (for truly, Excellent Duke, I never fired

artillery, arquebus, mortar, or musket), nevertheless (desiring to serve my friend) I prom-

ised to give him shortly a definitive answer. And after I had chewed over and ruminated on

this matter, concluded et proved to him by natural[61] and geometrical reasoning, how the

mouth of the piece must be elevated in such a way as to point straight at an angle of

45 degrees avobe horizon, and to do this most expeditiously, you must have a square made

of metal or hard wood that includes a quadrant with its vertical pendant, as appears below in

the figure [. . .].
Nevertheless more during MDXXXII [1532], when the Prefect at Verona was the

Magnifico [noble] Misser [Mr] Leonardo Iiustiniano [Giustiniano], A chief of bombardiers,

who was very close to that friend of ours, [. . .] one day it happened that the two of them

took up the same problem which our friend proposed to us, that is how a cannon should be

pointed in order to shoot as far as possible over plain[62]. [. . .].
And, you should know, Vostra Magnimita [Your Magnanimity] having once gone this

matter, I thought seriously of a further trial, and I began (not without reason) to investigate

the kinds of motions that take place in a heavy body [cannon ball]. I thus found that there

are two such motions, the natural and the violent, and I found these to be totally contrary in

events [“accidenti”] through their contrary actions [“effetti” and] similarly I also found by

reasons evident to intellect, that it is impossible for a heavy body to move with natural

motion and violent motion mixed together. I then (Mr Serenissimo[63]) with demonstrative

geometrical reasons the quality [character] of the trajectories [“transiti”], or violent motions

of heavy bodies according to the various ways in which they may be ejected or thrown

violently [artificially by artillery] through air. [. . .].
There I found a new method of investigating quickly the heights, the hypotenusal

(or diametral) distances, and also the horizontal distances of visible things. This is not

completely a new thing, for indeed Euclid in his perspective shows it briefly, theoretically

and in part.64

Continuing ahead in the letter, we can glimpse a sort of conscientious self-reflection
on the fact that he is beginning to be aware of the danger of the general law that he

was about to describe in the book: affirming that a law exists which is valid for all

the pieces (“pezzi”) produced –therefore, for everyone’s use. Nevertheless, how

would they have used such a law? It would have been used both by whoever was

trying to defend himself and by he who was attacking, and therefore would have

contributed to the elimination of human beings in either case. Here below, we

provide interesting passages of this dedication in which a desire not to divulge this

information emerges:

One day, however, I was thinking to myself, Very Magnanimous Duke, and it seemed to me

that working toward the perfection of such an art, harmful to the neighbor or even

61 By physical reasonings.
62 “[. . .] cioè a che segno si dovesse assettare un pezzo de arteglieria che facesse il maggior tiro che

far possa sopra un piano”. (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 3rv).
63 “Serenissimo” is, e.g., a title for some Principe and Doge of the Republic of Venice. “Altezza” is

also commonly used.
64 Tartaglia (1537, Book I, 3rv, line 1).
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destructive for the human species & especially for the Christians because of their contin-

uous wars, was a reproachful, vituperative and cruel thing, worthy of heavy punishment by

God and by men. For this reason, Oh Very Excellent Duke, not only did I completely

postpone the investigation of such matters and begin to work on another subject, I also

shredded and burned all the calculations and writings that I had annotated concerning such

matters. I was very upset & ashamed about the time I had spent [working on] this subject,

[also] I did not want to tell anyone of those particular things that remained on my mind

(against my will), neither because of friendship nor reward (though I was asked by many

people to do so) and this was because, had I taught them, it seemed to me that I would be

making a big mistake. But now, seeing that the wolf [Turkish emperor Suleiman[65]] is

anxious to ravage our flock while all our shepherds [Pope Paolo III, Imperator Charles V

king of Spain, Francesco I king of France and la Venetian Republic] hasten to the defense, it

no longer appears permissible to me at present to keep these things hidden. I have hence

resolved to publish them partly in writing and partly by word of mounth [viva voce], to

every faithful Christian, so that each may be better fitted in offense as well as defense. And I

am very sorry, Very Magnanimous Lord, that I ever abandoned this study, since I am

certain that if I had kept on without pause I should bave discovered things of more value, as

l hope soon to do. But since the present is certain, Most Illustrious Lord, time is short, and

the future is always doubtful, I want to speed first that which I now have; and to carry this

out in part, I bave hastily composed the present Iittle work. And like every river tha flows to

approach and unite with the sea, this will seek to approach and unite with your greatness,

your Excellency being the greatest of mortals in warlike virtue. For just as the abundant sea,

which has no need of water, does not disdain to receive a little stream, so I hope tbat your

Excellency will not distai to accept this, in order that tbe expert bombardiers of tbis our

most illustrious duca) dominion, subjected to your Excellency, in addition to tbeir fine and

practical skill, may be better instructed by reason and able to carry out your mandates. And

if in tbese tbree books I bave not fully satisfied your Excellency together with tbe said

expert bombardiers, I bope in a short time to do so with the practice of the fourtb and if

books, not indeed in print (for many reasons) but in writin or by word of mouth; to satisfy,

in part, them and your Excellency, to wbom I devotedly recommend myself [to You].

Date in Venice, at the new houses in San Salvatore XX.

[20th] December, MDXXXVII [1537]

Your Excellency’s bumblest D.S.

Nicolo Tartaglia Brisciano [Nicolò Tartalea from Brescia].66

His words in the last lines of this passage, like a re-thinking, has to do with the last

ballistic results obtained and only then proposed in the first three books of Quesiti
(Tartaglia 1546, 1554).

Below we provide the first part of another epistola dedicatoria67 to King Henry

VIII of England, which serves as a preface to Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554) (Fig. 1.21).

65 On invasion of Italy, particularly North-East (especially Venezia). Since Francesco Maria della

Rovere, Duke of Urbino (interlocutor of Tartaglia’s letter) was employed by the Venetian

Republic to organize a defense, Tartaglia’s words are particularly important at this stage of the

Quesiti. We note that in Book I of the Quesiti, Tartaglia also describes technical results on 20–

pound culverin as being 10 feet in length (ca. 3 mt.), and weighing 4300 pounds (ca. 1950 Kg).
66 Tartaglia (1537, 4rv, line 37).
67 The figure and other observations are below.
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Fig. 1.21 Plate of the Quesiti editions and dedicatory to Henry VIII King of England (Tartaglia

1546, 1r; see also 1554, 1r, 4rv. We note that it would not be prudent to homage the book to King

of England, previously excommunicated (1533), so it is very probable that the essential reason of

the dedicatory was an homage to the English gentleman and Tartaglia’s pupil Richard Wentworth

cited in the dedicatory letter to Quesiti (Tartaglia [1554] 1959, 4rv) and in the Books V and IX

(Tartaglia 2010, 9). Some sources report that Wentworth is (eventually) the author of an Italian

manuscript archived in England (Oxford Bodleian Library, Ms 584, UK), as well. It seems that

Tartaglia is often cited. Then, if so and maybe, it might be the true reason of a dedicatory to the

King of England as well)
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Finally, Tartaglia was overcome by a guilty conscience, typical of scientists

involved in activities with important social repercussions.68

Here, Tartaglia also describes his instruments of measurement and calculation for

the 45 degree elevation. We note that in Nova scientia, the studies on the elevation of
a piece (“pezzo”) at a 45–degree angle and related images are included within the

aforementioned epistola dedicatoria (Tartaglia 1537, 1r–4v). InQuesiti the questione
balistica (see above) appears more organized since it is inserted starting in Book I
(Tartaglia 1554, Book I, from folio 5r). Below, we provide the images present in the

epistola dedicatoria of the Nova scientia69 (Figs. 1.22 and 1.23)

Fig. 1.21 (continued)

68 From the beginning of the last century until today, we have not been exempt from seeing similar

situations faced by Nobel Prize winners and involved scholars.
69We note that in the subsequent pages we can also see the explicit observation against the

Aristotelean conception of violent and natural motion in effect at the time. (Tartaglia 1554, Book I,
Q I, 5rv–7rv; Q. III, 11rv; Qs I–II–III–VI, 5rv–13rv, Q I, 6rv).
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Fig. 1.22 Gunner’s Square or Tartaglia’s Quadrant (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 3v. See also those

presented in Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, 5v)) and below in Nova Scientia (1537)

Fig. 1.23 Measuring-calculating heights by Tartaglia’s Quadrant (Tartaglia 1537, Book III, 40rv.
A similar argumentation and images will also be proposed by Galilei (1606, Appendice II; Id.,
1640, pp 61–80))
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Beyond this, I made certain, by means of demonstrative geometrical reasons, that all shots

with every kind of artillery, large and small, [whatever form they have] equally elevated

above the plane of horizon, or equally oblique, or along the plane of the horizon, are similar

to one another and consequently proportional, as are [their] distances also.70

Tartaglia found the elevation giving the greatest range to be 45�. Even if his proof

was not satisfactory, he surely proposed a general law within the history of physics

that was valid for every kind of gun. In fact, he inaugurated the scientific treatment

of the subject. The argument was again studied, occupying two (Book I and Book II)
out of nine books of Quesiti.

The Nova Scientia had a certain approval among those who practiced the art of

the bombardieri (artillerymen) as can also be deduced from the dedication of the

work (Ekholm 2010). It should be noted that Nova Scientia is a treatment that was

published in a very peculiar period for the history of Renaissance mechanics and

that of fortifications inferred by several cultural events of the beginning of the

sixteenth century71: It is the

[. . .] first essay on ballistics [. . .] based firmly on the live, concrete experience of the facts

and carried out with the aid of geometry and numerical calculation [. . .].72

After the first 1537 edition, still three main volumes were published in 1550 where

some reworked lines can be read (e.g., Book III), then posthumously in 1558 and in

1562 (reprinted73 1583 and 1606; see Tartaglia [1558] 1562, 1998). Particularly,

after the second edition, a new book Gionta al Terzo Book was included in the

following edition. According to the above-cited development his ballistic research

(from Nova scientia to Quesiti et inventioni diverse) we note that Tartaglia found

the right relationship between the range and 45� angle, even though his reasoning

was too weak to demonstrate the accuracy of his intuition. His ability and interest in

the study of trajectories is noteworthy since he seems to have understood that the

70 Tartaglia (1537, Book I, 5rv, line 23).
71 The following works during 1531–1532 which, in general, from a historical point of view, had a

certain influence on society, should also be noted. Gerolamo Fracastoro observes the tails of

comets and concludes that they are always facing opposite the Sun; 1535–38. Fracastoro publishes

Homocentricorum sive de stellis, in which the system of the world starting with the geometric

motion of the planets defined by the uniform rotations of homocentric spheres is discussed; 1536.

Calvino publishes Istituzioni della religione cristiana.
72 “[. . .] primo scritto di balistica [. . .] basato saldamente sull’esperienza viva e concreta dei fatti e
svolto con l’ausilio della geometria e del calcolo numerico [. . .].” (Bolletti 1958, 14, line 8).
73 The 1562 edition lacks Book IX (Cfr.: Cuomo 1997, 1998).
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path is not entirely rectilinear. In this regard, we feel free to consider Tartaglia as

one of the first to apply a scientific treatment to the subject. He informed the Duke

of Urbino of the remarkable general result of his research:

All pieces of artillery, of any size, firing bullets which describe trajectories curved and of
the same geometric shape.74

Therefore, this involves a theorem as a general proposition to demonstrate. Never-

theless, in addition to the law of the elevation of the cannon, it was also necessary to

know – as Tartaglia correctly notes – how far away the target was. To this aim, he

suggests a practical method to calculate con la vista and with two different types of
“square ruler” with quadrants75 the distances that are impossible to measure directly

between the artilleryman and the target (Fig. 1.24).

74 A clarification. Within 7rv folia (in-between Book I and Book II) of the Nova scientia, Tartaglia
proposed his main arguments concerning the 3 parts-composition of the trajectory of a projectile:

rectilinear segment, arc of circumference and a final rectilinear segment towards the centre of the

Earth (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 13rv–20rv; see also Book I, IV–V Props., 14r–15r; for the

representation of various distances with respect to various inclinations see Ivi, 20v). These parts

are described by some figures (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 15r, 16r) which are divided into letters

corresponding to natural motion, violent motion and mixed natural motion. Of course without a

modern vectorial and mathematical interpretation of a composed motion (particularly along a

curved path where the change of vectorial orientation produces an acceleration), then it is obvious

that in Tartaglia’s context a body cannot assume (in a point long the path) negative and positive

values at the same time.
75 At that time many practical instruments were in use, so it is reasonable to think that the

instruments often cited by Tartaglia were not originally invented by himself. For example,

Tartaglia cites a frequent use of the quadrant at that time and without mentioning which version

of quadrant he preferred. For sure we do not have historical proof if he really did or did not invent
the quadrant that he often cited in his own manuscripts. Thus, even if similar instruments are

reported in secondary literature (e.g., see: Alberti fl. 15th, 10rv–11rv (retrieved via web);

Essenwein and Germanisches 1873), we cannot claim an historical hypothesis within history

and historical epistemology of science studies concerning his eventual (or not) invention.
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Fig. 1.24 Plate from Nova scientia, first instrument: squadra a gnomone (Tartaglia 1537, Book
III, 22v–23r)
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The first square in which from the apex of the right angle a plumb line descends

is useful for keeping the instrument perpendicular and therefore for evaluating

possible slants. Inside the right angle, there is also a small graduated ruler on the

smaller side of the cross. This is for determining the vertical distances, i.e.,

elevations, far from the observer. The second instrument is used to determine

horizontal distances far from the observer (Fig. 1.25).
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Fig. 1.25 Plate from Nova scientia, second instrument: squadra a traguardi mobili (Tartaglia
1537, Book III, 31rv)
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It consists of a square positioned horizontally on a post and strips divided into

twelve equal parts. In the center it is possible to move the alidade inserted at a right

angle with appropriate paddles with slits.

Tartaglia describes these two instruments specifically designed for artillerymen.

In Quesiti he describes a similar instrument for surveyors (Fig. 1.26).

Fig. 1.26 Plate from Nova scientia, third instrument: Bossolo (Tartaglia 1554, Book V, 56r [The
reader should pay attention because the numbers reported in these pages are not ordered. It should

be 60r])
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Tartaglia uses the name, Bossolo, most likely derived from the fact that it is used

somewhat like a compass (bussola). In fact, it can be maintained that the Bossolo is
the predecessor of the grafometro a bussola (compass graphometer) with an internal

circle. It has a large graduated metallic circle on the large circumference with a small

compass in the middle and two alidades mobile amongst themselves at a right angle

and can move around the same center for the final determination. Therefore, it is an

application of the compass to topography. Consequently, it can be asserted that it

was studied in order to provide an orientation rather than to measure angles.

In the General trattato he discusses another instrument for surveyors (Tartaglia

1560, Parte III, Book III). We describe the surveyor’s cross in the bottom right

corner of the following illustration (Fig. 1.27).

Fig. 1.27 Plate from General trattato, Fourth instrument: squadro (Tartaglia 1560, Parte III,
Book III, 24rv)
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In addition to describing the instrument he writes: “[. . .] necessary land mea-

surements called cross and how it is made and how to know if it is correct.”

(Tartaglia 1560, Parte III, Book III, line 4), he pauses at an interesting modification

which he considers to be useful to apply to the instrument in question. In practice,

Tartaglia suggests the addition of the two vertical visual planes to the two visual

lines, with the alidade of two vertical slits tracing each other between their perpen-

diculars. Therefore, in addition to his mathematical, geometrical, architectural and

statics capabilities, he was also well-versed in the techniques of instruments (Uccelli

1941–1943).

Below, we provide a passage in which the author expresses all of his “Archi-

medean” capabilities, pointing out the theories that he will use in his calculations,

such as geometry and algebra.

Next (Signor humanissimo) I knew by Archimedean reasonings[76] that the distance of the

aforementioned shot elevated at 45 degrees above the horizon was about ten times the

straight carriage of a shot made in the plane of the horizon: which is called point blank

[“ponto in bianco”] by bombardiers, which such evidence, Excellent Duke, I found by

geometrical and algebraic reasons that a ball shot toward a point 45 degrees above the

horizon goes about four times as far in a straight line as it goes when shot in the plane of the

horizon, or (as I said) at point blank [that is, to shot horizontally].77

As already stated, since Tartaglia’s studies on artillery in Nova scientia are also

present in the Quesiti for the sake of completeness, we also note that the crucial

points of Book I of the Quesiti improved some of the theses presented in previous

Nova scientia. In the following we list only the differences between Nova scientia
and Book I of Quesiti around the matter above cited:

1. According to Tartaglia, the trajectory of the projectile is – in some points – curved so

little that it can be thought of as straight. In fact, he draws it as a straight line, then traces a

curved branch and in the end, draws a descending rectilinear branch. (Tartaglia 1537,

Book II, PropVI). This visionwill be revisited inBook I ofQuesiti in which the trajectory
essentially appears curvilinear (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Qs. I–II–III–VI).

76 On that Drake (Drake and Drabkin 1969, 66) pointed out that in the next editions Tartaglia

avoided the word Archimedean (“Archimedeane”) and wrote “[. . .] con ragion natural [. . .]”
(by physical reasonings). In any case the relationship between Archmedean and natural reasoning

is confirmed since the inductive method was adopted.
77 “Da poi (Signor humanissimo) con ragion Archimedeane qualmente la distantia dil sopra ditto

tiro elleuato alli 45 gradi sopra al orizonte, era circa decupla al tramito retto dun tiro fatto per il

piano del orizonte: che da bombardiere è ditto tiro de ponto in bianco, con la qual evidentia,

Magnanimo Duca, trovai con ragione geometrice e algebratice qualmente balla tirata vesro li detti

45 gradi sopra a l’orizzonte va circa a quattro volte tanto per l’aere di quello che va essendo tirato

per il pian de l’orizzonte, che d�a borbandieri è chiamato (come ho detto) tirar de punto in bianco

[cioè tirare orizzontalmente].” (Tartaglia 1537, 5rv, line 28).
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2. The angle of maximum range of the projectile is 45� (Tartaglia 1554, Q I, 6rv–7rv).

3. In the trajectory a point to which the minimum speed of the projectile corresponds is

possible obtained (Tartaglia 1537, 5rv–9rv).

4. A target can be hit with two different angles of elevation of the “pezzo” provided that

they are complementary (Tartaglia 1537, 5rv–10rv).

5. The angles of elevation of the “pezzi” of artillery on the horizon are measured with the

“squadra” (Both in Tartaglia 1537, 5rv–6rv and in Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q I).
6. The ranges in function of their angles are presented for practice for artillerymen (Both

Tartaglia 1537, 5rv–8rv and in various parts of Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q I, 5rv–7rv,
Book II, 35rv–36rv, Book III, 39rv–40rv).

The word point blank (“punto bianco”78) was proposed by Tartaglia. He measured

and calculated the elevation of a gun by means of a gunners’ quadrant. In effect, if
one thinks of an horizontal fire and considers the trajectory from F toD as proposed

by Tartaglia in Quesiti (see Fig. 1.28), and if the distance EF is not too long,

common sense suggests that the cannonball will not descend far from the cannon.

From a strictly mathematical standpoint, this (horizontal) situation is called point
blank (or blank point).

In the following we describe Tartaglia’s first corollary in Nova scientia where he
defines his main ideas on natural and violent motion related to the trajectories of the

projectiles (Fig. 1.29).

Fig. 1.28 Plate from Quesiti on the trajectory (out) of the cannon (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q III,

11v; see also Qs I–II–III–VI, 5rv–13rv)

78 Tartaglia 1537, 5rv–9rv, line 7. Incidentally, literature on military arguments was current at that

time, (i.e., see Alberti). Thus, Tartaglia’s novelties might be merely part of these shared studies.
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Fig. 1.29 Plate from Nova scientia on violent and natural motion (Tartaglia 1537, Book I, 15r)
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The long armmay be laid in the cannon barrel. It was attributed to a shorter arm by a

scale in the shape of a quarter circle, which was marked off with 12 points. For

example, in order to fire at six points one should fire at 45�. In this sense, in order to fire
horizontally, one obtains a punto bianco, that is, no useful points. Therefore, Tartaglia
studied theoretical situations both inclined higher than 45� and inferior to 45�.

Later, the term point blank (“punto bianco”) was also used in a Galilean

didactic79 work, postumely entitled (by Antonio Favaro in Opere Nazionali di
Galileo Galilei) Trattato di Fortificazione and concerning Galileo’s teaching

speech on military architecture where punto bianco is taught within a paragraph

Delle diversit�a de’ tiri (On several ways to shoot) (Fig. 1.30):

Fig. 1.30 Plates from Galilean manuscript on military architecture teaching (Galileo G, Ms. B.

See also Ms. m. “DELLE DIVERSIT�A DE’ TIRI. [. . .] il tiro che viene da alto a basso, quale si

chiamer�a inclinato; il tiro da basso ad alto che domanderemo elevato; ed il tiro paralello al piano,

detto tiro a livello, o vero di punto bianco. E cosı̀ nell’istessa figura il tiro EF sar�a l’inclinato, GH
elevato, e CD a livello o di punto bianco. E chiamasi a livello, quasi che ad libellam; cioè in

bilancio, e che non inchini pi�u nell’una che nell’altra parte. E dicesi di punto bianco, essendo che,

usando i bombardieri la squadra con l’angolo retto diviso in dodici punti, chiamando l’elevazione
al primo punto, al secondo, terzo e quarto, tiro di punto uno, di punto dua, di punto tre e di punto

quattro etc., quel tiro, che non ha elevazione alcuna, vien detto tiro di punto bianco, cioè di punto
nessuno, di punto zero.” (Galilei 1888–1909e, II, 92–93, line 17). In regard to analyzing the

possible shots against inclined, elevated and point blank strengths, that is, at a zero degree

elevation, he seems to follow an incorrect vision of the projectile trajectory since he draws

rectilinear segments and not parabolic ones. (Pisano 2008, I, 225–231, 249; Pisano and Capecchi

2010a, b, 2012))

79 Pisano 2009c, d, Pisano and Capecchi 2009, 2010a; Pisano and Bussotti 2012.
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In the end, Tartaglia’s re-examination (beginning in Nova scientia) of

Aristotle’s80 natural and violent motion contributed to creating the cultural back-

ground that allowed him to write Book I of Nova scientia on the dynamics of

projectiles,81 and the subsequent Libri VI, VII e VIII of Quesiti on fortifications and
the fundamental principles of the science of weights. In particular, his reasonings on

the range of projectiles allowed him to write so many considerations on the

geometry of fortifications (Book VI and its Gionta) showing himself to reader

also to be a technician of architecture and military arts.

1.1.3.2 The Sesto Libro on Fortifications

In Quesito III of Book VI Tartaglia includes a sort of memorandum on the problems to

solve within his arguments, or in his words, “quality over [or] condition” or “proper-

ties” most important to bear in mind for the design of a secure fortification (Table 1.3):

Table 1.3 The “qualit�a” [qualities] of fortification designs according to Tartagliaa

Qualit�a Tartaglia 1554, Quesiti, Book VI

1. Recoil Ivi, Q III, 65rv

[colpi di rimbalzo]

2. Bastions and curtains Ivi, Q IV, 66rv

[Baluardi e cortine]

3. Geometry of walls Ivi, Q V, 66rv

[Forma geometrica delle mura]

4. Defense with ruined walls Ivi, Q VI, 66rv

[Difesa con le mura rovinate]

5. Sentinels on walls Ivi, Q VII, 67rv

[Sentinelle di guardia alle mura]

6. Fortification of roads and expense estimate Ivi, Q VIII, 67rv

[Fortificazione delle strade e stima della spesa]

aThe order follows the original order Tartaglia used

80 It should be noted that in the paradigm of Aristotelean science, it was necessary for the projectile

trajectory to be composed of three parts: an inclined rectilinear branch (“violent motion”), a

circular branch (“mixed motion”) and a vertical branch (“natural motion”). That is to say, that as

gravity prevails it decreases speed and the “balla” falls vertically. Subsequent developments of this

vision hypothesized the decrease of the speed of the “balla” was due to the impetus action. In Book
I of Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q III), Tartaglia denies this thesis, affirming that gravity,

which is always present, acts on the “balla” from the beginning (of the shot) of its path until it

touches the ground. According to Bolletti, Tartaglia’s explanation is essentially based on the fact

that the “balla”, shot with whatever initial speed, would favor the composition –so to speak – of

gravity and of the impetus of the “balla” itself (Bolletti 1958, 61–62). It must be noted, however,

that if this was Tartaglia’s intention, in Q III of Quesiti, I don’t believe he was as explicit and

precise as it seems in Bolletti’s analysis.
81We specify that in Book I Tartaglia suggests to the reader that, before proceeding in his ballistic
theory, it is opportune to examine elements of the science of weights (Tartaglia 1554, Book I, Q II,

7rv–10rv). On Tartaglia’s dynamics see Koyré (1960); recently see Pisano and Bussotti 2015b in:

Pisano, Agassi and Drozdova (eds). Hypotheses and Perspectives within History and Philosophy of

Science - Hommage to Alexandre Koyré 1964–2014. Dordrecht Springer.
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The first of the six qualities (in reality they are problems to address) appears to be

particularly interesting, since it associates a type of physical to geometric skill also

when studying the trajectories (even before Galileo) of recoil as, incidentally,

Tartaglia had already argued on that in the Nova scientia.
Before proceeding with the analysis of Book VI of Quesiti, we think it useful to

provide some reflections on the cultural and scientific context, from mechanical to

astronomical new ideas (Kuhn 1957; Koyré 1961;Neugerbauer 1975; Radelet-deGrave

2007, 2009, 2012), related to the period when Tartaglia wrote his work on fortifications.

1509. Luca Pacioli publishes De divina proportione (Pisano 2013a; 2009a) on the

geometric principles and the study of the proportions of the human body. Da vinci’s
xylographies are included.

1521. Cesare Cesariano translates De architectura by Vitruvio.

1527. Sack of Rome.

1527. Michele Sanmicheli (1484–1559) develops the bastione angolare
1533. Liber Iordani Nemorarii viri clarissimi, de ponderibus [. . .] edited by Petrus

Apianus (1495–1552) who reproduced a manuscript of Liber Jordani de
ponderibus (version P).

1534. Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane oversees the fortifications of Fortezza da Basso in

Florence.

1535. Michele Sanmicheli in Venezia to construct the lido and the forte di Sant’Andrea.
Perhaps the first example of an entirely bastioned system.

1537. Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane oversees the fortifications of Citt�a del Vaticano
(Vatican City).

1537. Niccolò Tartaglia publishes Nova scientia on the geometric motion of projectiles

1540. In Venice De la Pirotechnia by Vannoccio Biringuccio is released posthumously.

It is fundamental for the development of inorganic chemistry, mineralogy and

metallurgy, but also for the improvement of firearms.

1543. De revolutionibus orbium coelestium by Copernicus is released.

Essentially, when Tartaglia wrote Nova scientia he could count on the ancient

writings on mechanics that were available for consultation and on other important

publications which, however, did not directly concern the study of statics or, more

generally, mechanical tradition (Aristotle, Heron, Archimedes); he also counted on

the first achievements of military architectural plans.

We will now see in detail Book VI of the Quesiti entitled Sopra il modo di
fortificar le Citta rispetto alla forma (Tartaglia 1554, Book VI; see recently Pisano

2013c). Before presenting his qualities, Tartaglia provided some examples of cur-

rent problems at that time concerning the state of art of fortifications in Italy; his

arguments are related to the third quality (Table 1.3). He cites the fortifications of

Torino. He speaks of the map of Torino, for which, Tartaglia raises, in no uncertain

terms, his objections to the fragility of the fortifications of the city (Fig. 1.31):
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Fig. 1.31 Plate from Quesiti around qualities (“N. [Niccolò]. La prima cosa che �a me mi pare, che

doueria hauere la forma delle mura de una citta, ouer che ui se doueria fare, uolendo �a questi tempi

fortificar quella è questa, chemai in conto alcuno se doueria far pala de alcuna sua cortina, ouermuraglia,

talmente, che li nemici ui potessono percotere, ouer tirare pendicolarmente con le artegliarie, perche, ogni

muraglia cedemolto piu facilmente alle cusioni delle balle, che feriscono pendicolermente sopra�a quella,
di quello fa �a quelle, che gli feriscono obliquamente, cioe in sguinzo, & quanto piu ueneranno, ouer

feriranno obliquamente, cioe in sguinzo, tanto menor nocumento faranno in detta cortina, ouer muraglia.

La causa è, che ogni communa percossa fatta perpendicolarmente sopra �a una muraglia è molto piu

risentita in tutte le parte di tal muraglia, di quello sara ogni altra molto maggiore, che percottera

obliquamente, ouer in sguinzo sopra alla medesima. P. Credo questo, che uoi diceti, perche delle

percusioni fatte cosi obliquamente, ouer in sguinzo, la muraglia non riceue tutta la botta, ma solamente

parte di quella, la qual parte tanto sara menore, quanto che piu obliquamente, ouer in sguinzo tal balla

ferira sopra �a quella. N. Adunque la forma de Turino incorre in questo errore, perche cadauna delle sue

quattro muraglie, ouer cortine, che la circonda, sono assettate di tal sorte (come si uede nel suo disegno)

che li nemici ui potranno ageuolmente tirare perpendicolarmente in cadauna di quelle”. (Tartaglia 1554,

Book VI, Q III, 65v, line 17))



In this passage, Tartaglia correlated his discourse to the walls of the fortifications

and weapons, particularly with recoils caused by enemies’ shots: the walls must not

only resist new artillery shots but when they are hit, the shots must be diverted. This

is possible with the construction of oblique and not vertical perimeter walls. In this

way, the shot reaches the target not “perpendicularly with artillery, because every

wall cedes much more easily to the shots [. . .]”.82

The second quality that he adds is also a “particularity” of fortifications,

concerning the geometric shape of the curtains and bastions. The following passage

considers how to find the best way and geometric shape (on the map) to then

construct the perimeter walls of the city and those of the curtain (that is, the pieces

of wall interposed between the bastions) to better prevent assailants from advancing

too far and possibly being able to “find any place to be able to put their artillery”.83

According to Tartaglia, Torino, in this sense, was lacking in this protection

(Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q IV, 66r).

In order to demonstrate his ability to be thoroughly familiar with certain military

aspects of the defense of Italian cities, he returns to the walls of Turin, emphasizing

the lack both of this second quality and also of the third quality. In particular, it is

precisely this third quality, strictly correlated to the second, which addresses the

study of the geometric shape of walls and the minimum artillery needed for defense.

Moreover, he allows his influential interlocutor, the Prior of Barletta, to denounce

the precariousness of the situation of the defensive system of certain Italian cities

(Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q V, 66rv).

A discourse on the possible ruins of walls as further defense is introduced in the

fourth quality (Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q VI, 66rv).

In these passages Tartaglia maintains that if enemies succeed in penetrating the

walls, for example, by breaking through, the same ruined walls could produce yet

another obstacle to their advancement, thanks to the particular way of constructing

them. (Otherwise, they could also favor the passage of the assailants). This involves a

82 Tartaglia (1554, Book VI, Q III, 65r).
83 Tartaglia (1554, Book VI, Q IV, 66r, line 10).
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ratherwell-known technique at the time, clearly also linked to the type ofmaterial with

which thewalls were constructed.84Moreover, to the incredulity of the Prior, Tartaglia

then hypothesizes three different ways of dealing with the problems. He also creates a

“modelletto”85 to better explain the advantage of constructing walls with particular-

ities innate in the previous qualities (Tartaglia 1554, Q. VI, Book VI, 66rv).
The fifth quality86 is dedicated to a study typical of military strategy: the

distribution of sentinels along the perimeter walls.87 In regard to the Prior of

Barletta’s statement regarding the lack of adequate guards in Turin, but also in

other Italian cities, Tartaglia undertakes a detailed discourse, indicating numbers of

men useful for the armed defense of the walls when they are attacked from below or

directly on the curtains (Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q. VII, 67rv; see also 74rv).

In the sixth and last quality88 of Book VI, Tartaglia discussed at length the

fortification of roads, also incorporating the problem of those who came back to

the city after working in the fields. Here (see also Appendix) he also includes

estimates of the calculation of expenses, which in a city should be able to guarantee

an effective organization of fortified defense, thereby also introducing a first

approach to military economy (Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q VIII, 67rv).

1.1.3.3 The Gionta del Sesto Libro

The Gionta del sesto libro (hereafter referred to as the Gionta) is a very technical

appendix, essentially founded on Euclidean geometry. It contains drawings and

maps of the geometric shape of the fortifications. The Gionta is also, as the word

itself suggests, an addition to Book VI of the Quesiti on fortifications. It is made up

84Galileo, as we will see in the following paragraph, considers this “quality” without referring to

Tartaglia (Galilei 1888–1909c, II, pp 107–109, pp 118–120). In this sense, we will also see that the

Galilean work feels the effects of the content from Tartaglia’s Book VI and Gionta; even given the
different historical period and different aim (also didactic) of Galilei’s text compared to that of

Tartaglia’s, in Trattato di Fortificazione, important theoretical advances can be noted (Pisano and

Capecchi 2012).
85 The subject of the small model in Renaissance architecture will be dealt with later in the analysis

ofDelle Fortificationi by Lorini who considers the matter (Pisano and Capecchi 2009, II, 797–808;

see also Pisano and Capecchi 2014a, b). On mechanics and architecture an indispensable work is

Entre Mécanique et Architecture by Patricia Radelet-de Grave and Edoardo Benvenuto (Radelet-

de Grave and Benvenuto 1995).
86 The original text, which is not necessary to comment upon, is presented in the Appendix to this

chapter. (see also Vol. II).
87 Tartaglia (1554, Book VI, Q VII, 67rv).
88 The original text, which is not necessary to comment upon here, is presented in Chap. 4. It

should be noted that the suggestive autobiographical information is found at the end of Book VI
(see also Pizzamiglio 2005).
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of six problems in the style of a dialogue89 ofQuesiti. In particular, from its content,

we can also understand why Tartaglia seems to detect the need to add this topic to

Book VI. In fact, from the beginning of the previous passage, as he makes his new

interlocutor (the philosopher Marc’Antonio Morosini) say, he wants to better

explore the qualities which were discussed in Book VI. Most likely, the then recent

publications and constructions of new bastions would have suggested the necessity

of elaborating on some techniques –as he himself writes “[. . .] which many were

scandalized by [. . .]”.90

Tartaglia, focusing at length on the matter with elegant reasoning, succeeds in

convincing philosopher Morosini, his interlocutor in Gionta, of the importance of

constructing perimeter walls whose geometric shape is not, for example, square and

therefore having right angles (like those of Torino), but have the shape of a polygon

with obtuse angles (Fig. 1.32).

89 The dialogue form (Puer’s questions and Magister’s answers) was perfectly integrated in the

typically Renaissance scientific context (Altieri Biagi 1984, 891–847) both as advanced research,

and teaching science.
90 Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q VI, 76rv, line 2.
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Fig. 1.32 Plate from Gionta (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q I, 70v, line 1)
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In the Gionta, Tartaglia elaborates on the third and fourth “qualities” on geom-

etry and the composition of perimeter walls. In addition, having assured the reader

of the basic elements of ballistics, he can now focus more on the shape of walls

(Euclidean geometry) and on the best way to build walls to obtain the deviation for

recoil; almost wanting to construct a field of applicability for his previous dynamic

theory. With this aim, he examines the third “quality”, giving a concrete example

that he presents in an entertaining analogy:

N [Niccolò Tartaglia]. But since to show in the drawing all those forms into a suddenway should

generate confusion at your Eccellency, so I will be showing them one by one, and I want to start

from the more complicated, as the traders do, who want to sell their merchandise. [. . .].91

At this point, a lengthy discourse ensues on the bastions and curtains in order “[. . .] to
follow the modern use of strengthening [. . .]” (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q I, 71r, line

27) and on the importance of the “parianette”92 to be built with a certain thickness

(“grossezza”), that are often built to absorb the energy of the cannon balls (“balle”).

These arguments are just prior to Tartaglia’s presentation of walls with obtuse angles
for the drawings ofwhich the ratio of scalementioned above is associatedwith the idea

of building walls having oblique rather than medieval vertical parameters.

91 Tartaglia (1554, Gionta, Q I, 70v, line 34). The translation is ours.
92 The parianette, also called traverse, are structural elements placed along the walls of the

curtains. They are usually arranged vertically. The aim was to limit the effects of enfilade fire.

As is clear from the text, Tartaglia shows personal innovation for the construction of the traverse
by assuming an inclination of and a height greater than that of a man.
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N [Niccolò Tartaglia]. Because I want too that, in the top of each curtain, many parianette
are made, of joists planted and good planks, quite high over the height of a man, which

parianette traverse the whole top of the curtain, but this crossing should not be orthogonal,
but I want them to proceed with the outer part somewhat toward the city, and the inner part

toward the country side as you see drawn in this figure. It is true that the parianette want to
be somewhat more oblique than the figure for the same reasons that I say below. Being this

made. I want from the side that looks towards the country of each of these parianette, a
small earth embankment of such a size, which cannot be damaged by enemies with their

artillery, under each such small embankment, I want there, a falconetto93 with 6 or 3 lbs

balls [. . .].94

We note that in the previous quotation the figure is actually to scale. This is a

historically important point for the analyses of the Gionta and Tartaglia’s science.

93 A small gun.
94 Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q I, 71r, line 10. The image in the quoted text is suitably enlarged and

rotated. Maybe due to an editorial pagination, the reader will find two similar images in theQuesiti
(Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q I, 71r and 72v).
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1.1.3.4 The Gionta del Sesto Libro and Architecture

In Galilean Trattato di fortificazione, “Della scala” is in a short section on the

relationship of scale (Galilei 1888–1909c, II, 102; Galilei Ms B; Galileo Ms m; see
Pisano and Capecchi 2012). These are arguments about units of measurement and

their proportionality ratio, highlighting a nontrivial problem. Consider, e.g., the

case of a designer who, far from his own country, was going to draw a certain

design in lands in which could not adopt his own units of measurement. Below, we

present some images of the Galilean paragraph on scale from the two Ambrosian

manuscripts (Fig. 1.33):

The Galilean manuscript is assuming the possibility of inserting what normally

today one does and that Tartaglia had already done in his Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554,
Book VI, Q I, 71rv).95 The plan of a fortress was draw on paper, showing to the

reader, near it, a unit of measurement: it is a graphical scale. The graphical scale is

Fig. 1.33 Plate from Galilean wording on ratio (Galilei Ms B)

95 See also Tartaglia’s figure in the text.
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not autographically reported regularly in theGalilean manuscripts (GalileiMsB,Ms
m). For details on that, we refer to our forthcoming work (Pisano and Capecchi

2012). However, even earlier than Galileo, and differently from comments from

some scholars, Tartaglia was already specifying the scale relationship of the figures

on fortifications in Gionta del Sesto Libro. From scaled figura (Tartaglia 1554,

Gionta, Q I, 71rv) we can also see the presence of the obtuse angle (Ivi, 72rv, line 3).
In addition to “fake doors” he also presents – as previously acknowledged in

Book VI – protection and security of citizens returning from the country after work.

The issue of the scale of measurement is also brought up in the following passage

(Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q I) to which he adds considerations on the so-called “fake
doors”. This involves disguised entrances positioned along the external sides of

the obtuse angle. Moreover, in reference to the scale of measurement problem, he

informs the reader of the lack of “false doors” in the design since they are too small

to include due to the chosen proportionality. (Ibidem, line 33).
During the dialogue, Tartaglia’s interlocutor defiantly argues that even regarding

the elegance of his fortifications, Tartaglia’s response emphasizes a cautious atti-

tude. That is to say, perhaps, given the historical period in which he lived, he felt the

necessity to take a position from a technical standpoint even in regard to the beauty

of fortifications (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q I, 72rv).

Further, ahead, in the second problem, Tartaglia provides details regarding what

he refers to as the “first shape” of the walls, which, however, with “falconetti”,

“bastions”, “curtains” with obtuse angles and “false doors”, appears to his inter-

locutor as rather elaborate (Ivi, Q II, 73rv, line 38). However this also seems to be a

way to emphasize the originality sought.

The Quesito terzo of Gionta concerns the strade coperte with attention also paid
to citizens’ paths when returning home from the country (Ivi, Q III, 73rv, line 1).

In the Quesito quarto and Quesito quinto Tartaglia focuses on the geometric

motivation of the choice of the obtuse angle of the bastion and on the difficulty of

fortifying with right and acute angles. The reason is of a strictly military nature. The

protruding, angular shape (which will be perfected in the following years as an

angular bastion), allows for protection without dead angles. To this aim, artillery for

tiri di fianco, tiri di rovescio e tiri di infilata is placed along the sides of what

Tartaglia refers to as a “baluardo”, thereby obtaining a defensive system of fuoco
incrociato effective enough for short to medium distances from the curtain. In

particular, the following passage which addresses these details is of a geometric

nature; Tartaglia references Euclid’s Elements several times (Fig. 1.34).
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Fig. 1.34 Plate from Gionta on geometrical reasoning (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q VII, 77r, line 1)
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As a final consideration about Quesito quarto, we note that Tartaglia – as briefly
above stated – cites Euclid (“commune scientia”), by referring to his Libri. In
particular, for one of Euclid’s axioms he writes, “for the converso modo of the

fifth petition of our Euclid”; that is, he cites the axiom by associating the words

“conversomodo” and putting it in the form of a petition.Moreover, he also refers to a

military architect, Cesare Napolitano Zotto, from whom he is supposed to have had

the inspiration for his ideas on angular bastions (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q IV, 75r).

The Quesito sesto is dedicated specifically to the methods of constructing walls.

The considerations however always refer to information already given in Book sesto
on the defensive system based on walls ruined by artillery shots. That is to say, the

walls that fell due to such shots should not allow assailants to use the ruins as a passage

to cross the walls and enter the city. Therefore, it is necessary to correctly choose the

type of material and build the walls so that the ruins fall in such a way that they do not

facilitate passage. In this regard, Tartaglia specifies that the foundations of the walls

are never referred to, only the higher part which is more susceptible to fire from

“cannonerie”. Also citing the qualities shown in Book sesto (Ivi, Q VI, 76rv).

To this aim, in the following passage of Quesito sesto, Tartaglia suggests a

structural remedy as well as one involving the type of material. Today we could say

one based on the science of constructions, the other on that of materials. He

suggests wall construction in an oblique manner and facing the internal part, that

is, toward the city. In this way, the ruins that ruin the assailants’ shots will fall into
the city and therefore the attackers will not be able to use them as a sort of ladder.

Let us see his reasoning on the structural remedy (Ibidem, line 18) (Fig. 1.35).
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Fig. 1.35 Plate from Gionta on the material used (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q VII, 77r, line 1)
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Concerning his consideration on the choice of materials, Tartaglia suggests stone

and mortar for the weak (high) part of the curtain and earth for the rest of the

walls.96

In the Quesito settimo, the last in Gionta, to conclude his discourse, Tartaglia

presents concrete examples, citing some defensive systems of the “maritime” city of

Venice, to which he associates the figure of a bastion done by one of his students

whose name is not given. In his words “image not mine, but given to me by one of my

excellent Painter disciples”.97 A sort of summary ends Book sesto and Gionta
(Fig. 1.36):

96 This is an important fact for this work. It involves the ability to absorb kinetic energy from the

“ball” in reference to the type of material used; in this case the dirt should absorb the shot better

than the stone. (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q VI, 76rv). Tartaglia also provides an entertaining

geometric analogy with the moon (Ivi, Q VI, 76rv, line 19).
97 In accordance with Masotti’s unverified hypothesis (Tartaglia 1554, Qs L–LI) it could be about

Rusconi (di) Zanantonio, architect and painter, student of Tartaglia who, in Quesiti, Tartaglia
explicitly names when introducing a problem on artillery and on ballistics in Vitruvio’s work

(Tartaglia 1554, Book II, Q X, 34–35; here the entire “quesito” is dedicated to him: “done by

[. . .]”); and from a solution to a geometric problem (Ivi, Book IX, Q XXXVIII, 123; see also: Ivi, Q
VII, 76rv, line 1).
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Fig. 1.36 Plate from the end of the Gionta (“[. . . S.M.]. Dimane son per andare alla uilla, doue

staro alquanti giorni, per certe mie occorrentie. In questo mezzo preparareti quelle altre forme de

fortificationi, accio siano in ordine alla tornata mia. Et masime quella, che preponeti nel. 7. Quesito

del uostro sesto Book, cioe di fare quel uostro particolar ingegno di accommodar �a ogni cortina,
che sicur amente potra esser guardata, & difesa da. 25. ouer. 30. fanti al piu, contra �a ogni

grandisimo asalimento, che con scale la uolesseno scalare. Et preparate anchora quel modo de

fortificar el paese atorno de una citta (come, che preponeti nell’ottauo Quesito) talmente, che quel

li della citta posseno sicuramente andare �a lauorare, seminare, & raccogliere quasi tamto, che sia

atto �a dar il uiuere �a quelli della citta, perche son molto desideroso de ueder tal uostra inuentione,

perche la me par cosa granda �a farlo con cosi poca spesa, come di ceti. N. Faro Signor Magnifico.

Fine della Gionta del sesto Libro delli Quesiti, & Inuentioni diuerse de Nicolo Tartaglia”

(Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, Q VII, 77v, line 2))
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1.1.4 On the Opera Archimedis and Archimedis de
insidentibus aquae

1.1.4.1 On the Opera Archimedis (1543)

It is known that during the Middle Ages/early Renaissance Archimedean ideas were

known within Abacus schools (Pisano and Bussotti 2013a, 2015a, b, c; Grendler

1995; Clagett 1964–1984). In fact, they involved practical studies of geometric

problems and the measurement of surfaces: e.g., let us think of practical measure-

ments and calculations of pieces of breads-surfaces. We also know that only three

authentic translations (by Moerbeke) were produced and we can presume that they

were not widely read. Particularly, one of these copies concerned the priest Andreas

Coner (fl XVI century). In Pietro Barozzi’s (1441–1507) library, bishop in Padova,

Coner read and copied many of Moerbeke’s diagrams (Codex O) thereby creating

his own personal but partial version (Codex M). It contained mechanical Archime-

dean works (fl. second half of the fifteenth century):

The quadrature of the parabola
The two books on the equilibrium of planes and with Eutocius of Ascalon’s (fl. 480–fl. 540)
comments

The first book of on the floating bodies
Measurement of a circle

Later, Luca Gaurico (1475–1558) used this Codex M to publish a treatise on the

quadrature of the circle entitled Tetragonismus idest circuli quadratura per
Campanum Archimedem Syracusanum atque Boetium mathematicae perspica-
cissimos adinuenta (Archimedes 1503; Gaurico‘s preface in Epistola, 2rv and

Camapano’s Conclusia as low as 3r) (Fig. 1.37):
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Fig. 1.37 Plate from the first page of the Tetragonismus (1503) (Archimedes 1503. In the Opera
archimedis syracusani (Tartaglia 1543b) see also by Tartaglia: Archimedis siracusani
tetragonismus (Tartaglia 1543c, 19v–29r), Archimedis syracusani liber (Tartaglia 1543d, 29v–

31r) and Archimedis de insidentibus aquae (Tartaglia 1543e, Book I, 31v–[36r]))
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Gaurico’s text is the first known printed version of Archimedean works. It seems

quite certain that in 1543 Tartaglia knew this codex/Moerbeke’s version (Codex

M), or had a copy of it.

Tartaglia’s Opera Archimedis Syracusani philosophi et mathematici
ingeniosissimi per Nicolaum tartaleam Brixianum (mathematicarum scientiarum
cultorem) multis erroribus emendata, expurgata, ac in luce posita, multisque
necessariis additis, quae plurimis locis intellectu difficillima erant, commentariolis
sane luculentis et eruditissimi aperta, explicata atque illustrata existunt.
Appositisque manu propria figuris quae graeco exemplari deformatae ac
depravatae erant, ad rectissimam Symetriam omnia instaurata reducta et reformata
elucent concerns the earliest version from Greek of some of the main works of

Archimedes and was published by Tartaglia in Venice (Tartaglia 1543b). It includes

the following Archimedean books:

The quadrature of the parabola.
The two books on the equilibrium of planes and without Eutocius of Ascalon’s

(fl. 480–fl. 540) commentary (i.e, see Archimedes 1881).

The first book on the floating bodies
Measurement of a circle (Fig. 1.38).98

98 For Archimedes works see Heath 2002.
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Fig. 1.38 Plate from Opera Archimedis on the contents (1543) (Viganò Library Collection
Archive)
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The Opera Archimedis by Tartaglia reflects of a way of working on ancient

scholars, which was typical of Tartaglia’s time. Today there are still differing

opinions among historians99: for example, on the language and allusions to the

“deformatae” figures, typical of the Greek language. Therefore, since Tartaglia was

not a man of classical culture, his Opera Archimedis was in Latin and from the title

page, it seems that he was really the translator. Moreover, in 1560, Tartaglia himself

discussed important Archimedean documents during his stay in Verona.100

He was interested in sharing his significant knowledge of the matter. Therefore,

from the quote we can deduce that he found (and then possibly produced the Latin

version) the text On the Sphere and Cylinder by Archimedes from Siracusa (fl. III

B.C.). This attitude was typical of Tartaglia in other works, as well. For example, in

Quesiti et inventioni diverse, beginning in the initial passages, he explained to the

reader his skilled background on Greek and Latin Mechanical problems (Tartaglia
1554, Q I, Book VII, 78r; Q XLII, Book IX, 126v). We would also like to point out

that he (with respect to Codex M) did not include Eutocius’ comments. Clagett’s
studies showed many important results, e.g., the glaring of errors of the Codex M
reported in Tartaglia’s edition without comments and corrections. In this way he

formulated the hypothesis that Tartaglia had utilized Codex M (or a copy of it) for

his Archimedes and maybe also Gaurico edition (Heath 2001, XXVIII; Clagett

1964–1984, 556–571). On the other hand, we should give scientific justification to

Tartaglia for deleting the second book On the floating bodies from his editorial job.

In fact, it is known that Moerbeck’s version was full of nonsense and difficult

passages. Thus Tartaglia, being a very good mathematician, avoided publishing

it.101

99We do not have space to comment significantly on the history of Archimedean works during

Italian Renaissance. The secondary literature is extensive so for the sake of brevity we refer the

reader to it. Mainly, see both Heath (2002, XXVII–XXX) and Clagett (1964–1984).
100 “Il primo libro di Archimede Siracusano, da me trovato & tradotto da uno latinamente scritto,

qual era andato quassi in strazzaria & in mano di un salzizaro in Verona l’anno 1531. Del qual libro
molte parti erano totalmente rotte & annullate, onde accioche una cosı̀ degna sua opra non restasse

del tutto morta, mi sono sforzato di redrizzarla & d’interpretar le parti che mancavano, talmente

che ogni commune impegno potr�a gustar dimostrativamente la sua gran dottrina in tal materia”.

(Tartaglia 1560, Parte IV, Book III, 43v–44r).
101We note that Tartaglia did not mention the existence of the second book. Later (Tartaglia 1565)

his editor, Curtio Troiano, published both the Archimedean books on the floating bodies as

credited manuscripts from Tartaglia for his editorial job. (Heath 2001, XXVII–XVIII). Some

historians have conjectured that Tartaglia had all Archmedean works and did not publish some of

them freely. Nevertheless, this only means that Curtio Troiano produced an editorial job after

Tartaglia’s death, and this it is not sufficient to claim (historically) that Tartaglia truly had the

whole Archimedean corpus.
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1.1.4.2 On the Archimedis de insidentibus aquae (1543; 1565)

In another occasion, within Ragionamento Primo of the Ragionamenti sopra la sua
Travagliata inventione (Tartaglia 1551a; see also Natucci 1956b) Tartaglia stated:

Where in vulgare language is claimed that insidentibus aquae by Archimedes was an

important subject & of an intellectual interest (Fig. 1.39).102

Fig. 1.39 Plates from Ragionamenti sopra la sua Travagliata inventione (1551a) (Viganò Library
Collection Archive. For the image on the left: “RAGIONAMENTI DE NICOLO Tartaglia sopra la

sua Travagliata inventione. Nelli quali se dechiara uolgarmente quel libro di Archimede

Siracusano intitolato. De insidentibus aquae, con altre speculatiue pratiche da lui ritrouate sopra

le materie, che stano, & chi non stano sopra lacqua ultimamente se assegna la ragione et causa

naturale di tutte le sottile et oscure particularit�a dette et dechiarate nella detta sua Trauagliata inue
[n]tione co[n] molte altre da quelle dependenti”. For the image on the right: “ALMAGNIFICO ET

GENEROSO SIGNOR CONTE ANTONIO LANDRIANO. NICOLO TARTAGLIA

Ragionandomi vostra Signoria questi giorni pasati, Magnifico Signor Conte, di sopra di Archimede

Siracusano, da me data in luce, & massime di quella parte, che è intitolata, De insidentibus aquae.

quella me notifico esser molto desiderosa di trovare, & di vedere l’original Greco dove che tal

parte era stata tradotta. Per la qual cosa compresi, che vostra Signoria ricercava tal originale per la

oscurita del parlare, che nella detta traduttion latina si pronontia. Onde per levar questa fatica a

vostra Signoria di star a ricercare tal orognal Greco (qual forsi pi�u oscuro & incoretto lo ritrovai

della detta traduttion[]latina) ho dechiarata, & minutamente dilucidata tal parte in questo mio

primo ragionamento, il qual ragionamento a quello ofeerisco, & dedico, alla bona gratia della

quale molto mi raccoma[n]do. In Venetia alli.5.di mazz[ggi]o. 1551.” (Tartaglia 1551a))

102 “Si dichiara volgarmente quell libro di Archimede Siracusano, ditto, de insidentibus aquae,

materia di non poca speculation, & intellettual dilettatione” (Tartaglia 1551a, [part of the subtitle

of] Ragionamento Primo). Translation is ours.
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Nevertheless, as cited in the previous paragraph, the Opera Archimedis only

included Book I of the Archimedis de insidentibus aquae (Tartaglia 1543b, 31v–

[36r]). Therefore, firstly a Latin translation of On the floating bodies (Book I) along
with three other Archimedean works was published (Tartaglia 1543b). Secondly,

Book I was also published within Travagliata Inventione (Tartaglia 1551a).

Thirdly, Book II – together with Book I and in the same essay – was published

postumo after Tartaglia’s death by Curtio Troiano as Archimedis de insidentibus
aquae (Tartaglia 1565c–insidentibus) in which his Latin replaced the lost Greek

text (Loria 1914). According to Rose, his translation was essentially a transcription

of Moerbeke’s translation (Rose 1975, 152–154; see also Biagioli 1989).

On this point, Heath took up the following philological study:

It is next necessary to consider the probabilities as to the MSS. used by Nicolas Tartaglia for

his Latin translation of certain of the works of Archimedes. [. . .] But it is established, by a

letter written by Tartaglia himself eight years later (1551) that he then had no Greek text of

the Books de insidentibus aquae, and it would be strange if it had disappeared in so short a

time without leaving any trace. Further, Commandinus in the preface to his edition of the

same treatise (Bologna, 1565) shows that he had never hoard of a Greek text of it. Hence it

is most natural to suppose that it reached Tartaglia from some other source and in the Latin

translation only*. The fact that Tartaglia speaks of the old MS. which he used as “fracti et

qui vix legi poterant libri,” at practically the same time as the writer of the preface to C was

giving a similar description of Valla’s MS., makes it probable that the two were identical;

and this probability is confirmed by a considerable agreement between the mistakes in

Tartaglia and in Valla’s versions (Fig. 1.40).103

103 Heath 2002, p XXVII, line 10. (Author’s italics and quotations marks). The codices mentioned

by Heath are: B¼Codex Parisinus 2360, olim Mediceus; C¼Codex Parisinus 2361,

Fonteblandensis. Others codexes are mentioned, so we refer to Heath for a full reading. (Author’s
symbol and quotations).
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Both Books Archimedis de insidentibus aquae contain propositions concerning

how water/boats work in relation to the displacement and density of the objects in

the water. Particularly, Book II seems to be considered a mature work. It presents a

study on the stable equilibrium positions of floating right paraboloids of various

shapes and densities. The study is restricted to a case-study concerning the base of

the geometrical paraboloid figure when it is positioned either entirely above or

entirely below the fluid surface, or completely-partially submerged. On this point,

Tartaglia adopted an interesting mathematical Archimedean method to bring up a

floating boat concerning a recent sunken ship where the sea was somewhat shallow.

It was reported in the section Regola Generale da sulevare con ragione e misura
non solamente ogni affondata nave, ma una torre solida di metallo (Tartaglia

1551b) (Fig. 1.41):

Fig. 1.40 Plates from Archimedis de insidentibus aquae, Books I–II (1565) (Tartaglia 1565c–

Insidentibus)
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1.1.5 Contents, Former Pupils and Philological Notes

As previously said, Quesiti et Inventioni diverse was published in Venice in 1546

and then again in Venice in 1554. A posthumous edition was published, again in

Venice in 1562 (Tartaglia 1546, 1554, 1562; see also Chasles 1881, 195; see

Chaps. 5 and 6). It was re-edited in other languages even though they were partial

translations.

TheQuesiti is a collection of nine books written in Italian (vulgare), each of which
discusses a specific topic: from the application of mechanics to military arts to

(nowadays) topography, from studies of fortifications to those on the equilibrium of

bodies. The text was dedicated to Henry VII, King of England (1457–1509). Tartaglia

was 45 years old, according to the title page of the Quesiti (Figs. 1.42 and 1.43).

Fig. 1.41 Plates from Archimedis de insidentibus aquae on a method for floating boats (Tartaglia,

Regola Generale with Ragionamenti I-III and Supplimento 1551b, 7r (left), 6v (right). See also

Tartaglia, Regola Generale with Supplimento and Ragionamenti I–II 1562, 4v (right), 5v (left)))
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In the proceedings of the International Congress of historical sciences of 1904,
one of Tartaglia’s letters (without a date, signature, or place) was published and

discussed, in which the author referred to an imminent publication. This was

presumably the 1546 edition of the Quesiti since the document was found in the

Tartalea pamphlet of 1546 (Tonni-Bazza 1904b, 295–296). As previously

expressed, Quesiti also contain autobiographical information on Tartaglia’s child-
hood (Tartaglia 1554, Book VI, Q 8). Every Book has one or more interlocutors with

whom, in the form of a dialogue, Tartaglia speaks. At times, these are anonymous

characters, “capo dei bombardieri” (Tartaglia 1554, I, Qs 20–21) “un fiorentino”

(Ivi, Book IX, Q 5) an “architettore” (Ibid, Q 12) but frequently, the name of the

character is given: Francesco Maria della Rovere (1490–1538), Duke of Urbino and

expert on fortifications, Gabriele Tadino (ca. 1480–1543) Knight of Rodi, Prior of

Barletta and artillery expert, Don Diego Hutardo de Mendoza (1503–1575), ambas-

sador to Carlo V in Venice; among the mathematicians Gerolamo Cardano (1501–

1576) stands out. Some are also Tartaglia’s students: the architect Giovanni

Figs. 1.42 and 1.43 Plates from Quesiti, 1546 (left) and 1554 (right) (Tartaglia 1546, 1r; 1554, 1r
and see also 4r)
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Antonio Rusconi (1520–1587), the mathematician Maphio Poveiani and the

English gentleman Richard Wentworth.

Below, Italian bibliographical notes (see also below Chaps. 5 and 6) are

presented (Table 1.4):

Table 1.4 Quesiti et invention diversea in Cd-Rom, Brescia

Cd 1, Vol I Cd 2, Vol 2 Cd 3, Vol III

Nova scientia, Euclide Megarense General Trattato
Quesiti e invention diverse, Cartelli
di sfida matematica, Travagliata
inventione,
Opera Archimedis,
Archimedis de insidentibus aquae,
Jordanus Nemorarius,
Tutte l’opere d’arithmetica

3 Volumes

Opere del
famosissimo Nicolo’
Tartaglia, (Venetia
1606)

Details Details Details

Nova Scientia
Venezia 1537

Venezia 1550

Euclide Megarense
Venezia 1543

Venezia 1565–1566

General Trattato
TOMO I: La prima
parte, Venezia 1556

Venezia 1558

Venezia 1583

Quesiti et inventioni
Venezia 1546

Venezia 1554

Venezia 1562

Cartelli di sfida matematica (1547–1548),

[Giordani 1878; see also Tartaglia 1876]

Travagliata inventione
Regola generale, Venezia 1551

Venezia 1569

Venezia 1585

Brescia, 2007

TOMO II: La
seconda parte,
Venezia 1556

TOMO III: La terza
[–sesta] parte,
Venezia 1650

Opere del
famosissimo Nicolò
Tartaglia, Venezia
1606

Ragionamenti I–III e Supplimento, Venezia 1551
Regola generale con Supplimento e Ragionamenti I–II,
Venezia 1562

Opera Archimedis,
Venezia 1543

Archimedis de insidentibus aquae, Venezia 1565
Jordanus opusculum Nemorarius, Venezia 1565
Tutte l’opere d’arithmetica, Venezia 1592–93

aSee also: L’Archivio Tartaglia by Arnaldo Masotti, Biblioteca Centrale del Politecnico di
Milano. Documentazione, Tartaglia’s biography; Riproduzione delle opere, some of original

Tartaglia’s pages; Trascrizioni di opere, some e-reproductions; Piano dell’opera, by Pizzamiglio;

Tutte le opere, reproduction by Pizzamiglio (4 Cd-Rom)
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1.1.5.1 A Content of Quesiti et inventioni diverse

In the following, by means of Tables 1.5 and 1.6, we present a list of arguments a
mò of Content: La nuova edizione dell’opera “Quesiti et inventioni diverse de
Nicolo Tartaglia brisciano, Riproduzione in facsimile dell’edizione del 1554, by
Masotti, Commentari dell’Ateneo di Brescia, Tippgrafia La Nuova cartografica,

Brescia (Tartaglia 1554).

Table 1.5 An Index of the Quesiti and most notable interlocutors cited

Book

Number of

Questions Argument

Main Notable

Interlocutors

I 30 On artillery shots Francesco Maria

della Rovere

(Ivi, Qs 1–3)
Gabriele Tadino

(Ivi, Qs 4–17)
II 12 On ball dimension artillery Gabriele Tadino

(Ivi, Qs 1–7)
III 10 On gunpowder Gabriele Tadino

(Ivi, Qs 1–8)
IV 13 On firearms and tactics of infantry Gabriele Tadino

(Ivi, Qs 5–13)
V 7 On recording of topographical data Richard

Wentwortha

(Ivi, Qs 1–7)
VI 8 On requisites of fortifications Gabriele Tadino

(Ivi, Qs 1–8)
Gionta 7 On fortifications Marc’Antonio

Morosini

Ivi, Qs 1–7
VII 7 On equilibrium of balances Don Diego Hutardo

de Mendoza

(Ivi, Qs 1–7)
VIII 42 On theory of centres of gravity Don Diego Hutardo

de Mendoza

(Ivi, Qs 1–42)
IX 42 On arithmetic, geometry and algebra (cubic equation) Gerolamo Cardano

(Ivi, Qs 31–36; Qs
38–40)

aAlso cited in the Book IX
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• Book I–II–III. These involve a series of studies on the ballistics of projectiles already

seen in Nova scientia (Tartaglia 1537). In these writings, in addition to the interesting

theoretical considerations on the speed of projectiles and their range (Tartaglia 1554,

Book I, Q 1), are the applications of battle machinery and “squadre” of artillerymen.

• Book IV. Here, Tartaglia studies the tactics of the “squadre” of infantry from a mathe-

matical point of view, for example, proposing a “[. . .] square battle of people [. . .]”
(Ivi, Book IV, Q 1) rather than the construction “in wedge over triangular form”

(Ivi, Book IV, Q 5).

• Book V. Surveying and the problems regarding it is the subject of this book. He is

dedicated to finding a solution to such problems, even specifying the instruments (for

example a compass) and methods of measurement.

• Book VI. Differently from the other Libri, here a character of Tartaglia emerges “that

appears to us as a technician. The Quesiti show scholars of various branches of the

technology of the time: ballistic technology, practical geometry, military architecture”

(Tartaglia 1554, XXXIV). Moreover, he also worries about producing new systems of

fortification like the “parianette” (a sort of planks) placed on the curtain for defense

against recoil.

• Book VII. On equilibrium of balances (see Chap. 3).
• Book VIII. On theory of centres of gravity (see Chap. 3).
• Book IX. Tartaglia certainly attained fame for his mathematical procedures (and contro-

versy) and in this Book important studies are collected such as the algebraic solution of

cubic equations that “[. . .] at the end of the XV century Luca Pacioli judged ‘impossible’
with the means of the times –in the first half of the sixteenth century was achieved

independently by Scipione del Ferro and Niccolò Tartaglia [. . .]” (Ivi, XXIII).

1.1.5.2 Scholars, Former Pupils, Correspondence and Commentaries

in Quesiti and Around Tartaglia’s Science

In the following tables, we present former pupils, scholars, letters cited in the

Quesiti; furthermore we make quite complete summary of most important works

(in context) where the Quesiti and Tartaglia are cited (Tables 1.7 and 1.8).
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Table 1.6 Main scholars and Tartaglia’s pupils citeda in the Quesiti (1554)

Scholars cited Quotation

1 – Signor Iacomo de Achaia (Ivi, Book I, 23rv, Book II, 35v)
2 – M. Alberghetto di Alberghetti (Ivi, Book I, 25r–27v)
3 – Magnifico M. Bernardo Segreo (Ivi, Book II, 33v)
4 – Signor Giulio Savorgnano (Ivi, Book II, 34r)
5 – M. Zanantonio di Rusconi* (Ivi, Book II, 34r–35v)
6 – Hieronimo from isle of Cipro (Ivi, Book III, 41v–42v)
7 – Conte Hieronimo from Piagnano (Ivi, Book IV, 43r–46r)
8 – M. Richard Ventworth* (Ivi, Book V, 54v–63v, Book IX, 126v)
9 – Maestro Francesco Feliciano (Ivi, Book IX, 98r, 99v–100r)
10 – Fra Raphaelle from S. Zorzi in Verona (Ivi, Book IX, 98r)
11 – Maestro Maphio from Mantova* (Ivi, Book IX, 98v)
12 – Maestro Alovise Pirovano from Milano (Ivi, Book IX, 99r)
13 – Maestro Alessandro from Venetia (Ivi, Book IX, 100r)
14 – Maestro Antonio Veroneseb (Ivi, Book IX, 101r)
15 – Maestro Zuanne de Tonini da Coi (Ivi, Book IX, 101r, 103v, 106r–107r,

110r, 111v)

16 – M. Bernardin Dona from Zano (Ivi, Book IX, 101v)
17 – Frate Ambrosio from Ferrara (Ivi, Book IX, 102r)
18 – Maestro Alessandro Venetiano (Ivi, Book IX, 102r)
19 – Maestro Anton Maria Fior (Ivi, Book IX, 102v)
20 – Magnifico Zuanbattista Memo (Ivi, Book IX, 103r)
21 – Hieronimo Trivisano (Ivi, Book IX, 105r, 109r, 112v)
22 – M. Zuantonio Libraro from Hieronimo Cardanoc (Ivi, Book IX, 113r)
23 – Maestro Maphio Poveiani from Bergamo*, d (Ivi, Book IX, 122r, 126r)

Legenda: *: qualified Tartaglia’s former pupils, i.e, in terms of “Honorando”, “nostro discepolo”
aWe only consider the names which have been cited by Tartaglia. For sake of brevity we avoid

reporting on general quotations like “A head of gunneries”, “etc
bProbably from Verona. Tartaglia added: “Zenero de Maestro Francesco Feliciano” (Tartaglia

[1554] 1959, 101r)
cHere Cardano is called “[. . .] un messere Hieronimo Cardano, Medico & delle mathematice lettor

pubblico inMilano, adi. 2. Genaro.1539”.” (Ibidem)
dIt is not historically clear if it is Maphio from Bergamo or Maphio from Mantova. In effect the

term “from Bergamo” is never cited in the title ofQuesitoXXXVII. “Maphio Poveiani, already our

former pupil [. . .] in Bergamo” is cited, only
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Table 1.7 The letters cited in the Quesitia

Destinatary Date Source

1 – to Giovanni di Tonini from Venezia 3–3–1537 (Ivi, 113v–114v)
2 – to Hieronimo Cardano from Venezia 18–2–1539 (Ivi, 118r–121v)
3 – to Hieronimo Cardano from Venezia 23–4–1539 (Ivi, 124r–124v)
4 – to Hieronimo Cardano from Venezia 27–5–1539 (Ivi, 125r)
5 – to Maphio Poveiani from Venezia 19–7–1539 (Ivi, 125v)
6 – to Hieronimo Cardano da Venezia 7–8–1539 (Ivi, 126r–127r)
7 – to Maphio Poveiani da Venezia 24–4–1540 (Ivi, 129v–130r)
aTartaglia 1554; see also archive at the Biblioteca di Brescia “Carlo Viganò”

Table 1.8 The main circulations and commentaries around Quesiti and Tartaglia’s science

Date Author Work Countrya

1533 Benedetti Resolutio omnium Euclidis problematumb Italy

1567 Nuñez Libro de Algebra en artithmetica y geometriac Flandres

1568 Pérez de Moya Obra intitulada fragmentos mathematicosd Iberia

1572 Bombelli L Algebrae Italy

1573 Pérez de Moya Tratado de Geometriaf Iberia

1574 Clavius Euclidis Elementum, VIg Italy

1585 Benedetti Diversarum speculationum Mathematicarum, & Physicarum
liberh

Italy

1613 Gosselin L’Arithmétique de Nicolas Tartaglia Brescian, Grand
Mathematicien, et Prince des Praticiensi (1578)

France

1634 Stevin L’Arithmétique, IIj (1585) Flanders

1634 Stevin Nouvelle maniere de Fortification par ésclusesk (1594) Flandres

1634 Stevin Livre de la Geométrie. De la section proportionellel Flanders

1663 Cardano Opera Omniam France

1876 Ferrari Cartelli di matematica disfidan Italy

aThe country/region of the city cited in the frontespice is reported, only. Of course, the circulation

of Tartaglia’s science quoted in the book would be in the author’s country, as well, we suppose
bBenedetti 1533, [In Dedication (pages without numbers)] 4v
cNuñez 1567, 324r, 332r, 333v, 334rv
dParticularly, Tartaglia’s General Trattato (Tartaglia 1556–1560, Part III, 1r, Part IV, 17v–22v,

Part V, 22v–23v) was an evident source of inspiration for his Obra intitulada fragmentos
mathematicos in several parts (Pérez de Moya 1568, 1, 61, 77–79). Tartaglia also made use of a

previous reasoning belonging to van Ringelberg’s Ad mathematicen (Ringelberg 1531–1532, 485.
Cfr.: Céu Silva 2013, 5–6)
eBombelli 1572 [A gli Lettori (pages without numbers)] 3r, 51, 53, 57, p 58, p 65, p 66. See also all

indirect quotations to Ferrari(–Tartaglia) controversy
fPérez de Moya 1573, 5, 28; see also (respectively) Tartaglia 1556–1560, Part III, 1r, Part V, 7v.

The Tratado de Geometria also includes contents of theObra intitulada fragmentos mathematicos;
i.e., Tratado de Mathematicas (Pérez de Moya 1573, Libro II, 50, 53, 57, 58–64, 248; see also

(respectively) Tartaglia 1556–1560, Part IV, 1r, Part III, 14v, 11v–12r, Part V, 13r–16r, 21r)
gClauvius (1574), Scholion, Problem 8–Proposition 28, Book VI, 219v. On Clavius see also

Knobloch 1990, 2002; Giard and Romano 2008, 51–98
(continued)
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1.1.5.3 Philological Notes and a Historical Hypothesis

Favaro (Favaro 1881, pp 32–35) provided an editorial-philological reasoning about

Tartaglia’s Part I and Part II of the General Trattato (at the end of 1557), because the

latter were cited in his testament and edited by Curzio Troiano (dei) Navò (1556).

Tartaglia also possessed (as cited in his testament) various copies of Parts III and IV,

which are supposed to have been published only in 1560. A question arises:why in 1560?
According to Favaro (Ibidem) the matter was an editorial hindrance typical of the XVI

century, in which Parti and Colophon were replaced, thereby exchanging original dates

Table 1.8 (continued)

hBenedetti 1585, [Ad Lectorem (pages without numbers)] 2r, 92, 93–96, 101, 105, 111–112, 114–

115, 148–150 (on Tartaglia-de Nemore), 161, 168, 258–259, 271–272, 274, 301, 315 (On -

Tartaglia-Cardano), 340, 360, 364–365 (On Tartaglia-Ponderis) 380
iGosselin [1578] 1613. The title of the book is an evident homage. Taraglia is very often cited in

the whole book
jStevin 1634, L’Arithmétique, II, 30 [1585, II, 125], 62 [1585, II, 268], 70 [1585, II, 302]
kStevin 1634, Nouvelle maniere de Fortification par éscluses, VI, 601–678. Stevin’s work on

fortification copy the period, 1593–1594, of Galileo’s fortifications: Breve instruzione
all’architettura militare (Galilei 1888–1909c, II, 15–75) and Trattato di fortificazione (Galilei

1888–1909, II, 77–146). The titles were suggested by Favaro since they were without titles and not

published-works. Recently we worked on copies of the Ambrosiana Galilean fortifications’
manuscripts (Galilei, Ms A, Ms B; Ms m) in order to show that a) they are Galileo’s didactic

speeches, b) he never wrote and c) never published them. In Opere Nazionali Favaro differently

presented them as Galileo’s works (Galilei 1888–1909, Iuvenilia, I, 7, 9). Stevin cites Tartaglia’s
name and arguments in his fortifications; but more impressive is the profound similarity between

his drawings and up cited Galilean fortifications speech. For example see: Stevin 1634, 609–610,

633–634, pp 650–658, 660, 662, 664–667, 671–674); on scale’s (Ivi, 659). The latter become of

great historical interest if it is also correlated with idem argument in Galileo’s, Tartaglia’s and
Lorini’s fortifications (Lorini 1596, 1609). On Tartaglia’s, Galileo’s and Lorini’s fortifications and
scale, see Pisano 2008, I, Chapters IV–V, 2013c; Pisano and Capecchi 2009c, 2008, 2009. 2010a,

2012; on a history of fortifications see Ramelli (1964)
lStevin 1634, Livre de la Geométrie. De la section proportionelle, 401–417. Particularly see when
Stevin cites Cardano on equations, as well (Ivi, 62, 70–71, 92). On Stevin, see special works by

Patricia Radelet-de Grave (1996) and Dijksterhuis (1957) in References section below
mCardano 1663. The quotations and mention of indebtedness are obviously many, i.e., both in

Artis magnae sive de regulis algebraicis (Cardano 1663, IV, IV; see also IV, V) and De Vita
propria, Liber (Cardano 1663, I, I). In Cardano’s lifetime, the former had two main editions, 1545

and 1570. The latter was posthumously published, 1643 (and in the Opera Omnia, 1663); later it
was translated into Italian (1821) and into French (1936), as well. About his mathematical

mechanics and cubic equations see also Cardano (1570)
nTartaglia 1876. The quotations are obviously many
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and parts with those of editions in progress. In this regard, a discussion on the dates of

Quesiti et InventioniDiversewas also brought about at the beginningof the last century104:

Tartaglia, as we can see, when responding to Castrioti, is delighted that their single studies

on fortifications lead to results that conform; and this, Tartaglia says, will be seen in Book
dei quesiti fatto da me nuovamente nel sesto Book. Quesiti et inuentioni diverse had already
been published for the first time in 1546, but in 1554 a reprint occurred [. . .] with the

appendix to the sixth book which Tartaglia alludes to [. . .]. Here, other problems that the

Magnifico e Clarissimo sig. Marc’Antonio Morosini dottore e Philosopho Eccellentissimo
suggested to him appear. Castrioti does not appear; even though topics contained in the «

discorsi » with him are involved, and in his letter, Tartaglia promises a risposta
partichulare et generale.105 (particular and general response).106

Problems tied to permits and nulla osta from religious institutions should also be

considered.

Based on previous research of one of us (RP) dated back since 2005, we propose

four observations for reader’s convenience are proposed. An historical hypothesis

ends this section.

First observation. A 1546–edition is web-published in ECHO-Cultural Heritage
Online Archive by Max Planck Institute for the History of Science (MPIWG) of

Berlin. Thanks to an extraordinary digital job provided byMPIWG – and with respect

to Pisano’s philological research (until 2013) – we have hunbly recognize that in this

edition the Books II–III–IV–V–VI–VII, and thus the Gionta to Book VI lack as well.

One, e.g., can only discover the existence of a Book VI on fortifications from the

Content (Fig. 1.44a) and at the end of the manuscript, only (Trataglia 1546, 133r).

104 In 1904, in the proceedings of the Congresso internazionale di scienze storiche held in Roma

(1903) and edited by Sezione VIII di Storia delle Scienze Fisiche,Matematiche, Naturali eMediche, a
paper (Tonni-Bazza 1904b, 293–307), reported a discussion on the last results concerning Tartaglia’s
death, the controversy on some content published in 1546 and/or 1554 ofQuesiti et inventioni diverse
and others things around the Brisciano. We note that the paper begins with the typical title page of

Quesiti et inventioni diverse, but without including the date et al., so it is unclear which edition it is.
105 Tonni-Bazza (1904b, 303, line 13). (Author’s italics and quotations marks).
106 “Il Tartaglia, come si vede, rispondendo al Castrioti, si rallegra che i loro singoli studi sulle

fortificazioni conducano a risultati conformi; e ciò, dice il Tartaglia, si vedr�a nelBook dei quesiti fatto
da me nuovamente nel sesto Book. I Quesiti et inuentioni diverse, gi�a erano stati pubblicati la prima

volta nel 1546; ma nel 1554 sopravvenne la ristampa [. . .] con la appendice al sesto Book cui allude il
Tartaglia [. . .]. Ivi figurano alcuni problemi propostigli dalMagnifico eClarissimo sig.Marc’Antonio
Morosini dottore e Philosopho Eccellentissimo. Non figura il Castrioti; sebbene vi si trattino

argomenti contenuti nei « discorsi » di lui, e nella sua lettera, il Tartaglia, prometta una risposta
partichulare et generale.” (Tonni-Bazza 1904b, 303, line 13 (Author’s italics and quotationsmarks)).
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Fig. 1.44a Plate from Quesiti (1546) from ECHO-Cultural Heritage Online (“Tartaglia, Niccolo,
Quesiti et inventioni diverse: Libro 1, Quesiti 1-7; Libro 8; Libro 9, 1546.” The Collection Browser
of the Archimedes Project. Permanent (retrieved on 2010) URL: http://echo.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/

MPIWG:YFRAG0Z1)
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The Biblioteca di Brescia “Carlo Viganò” has also 1546–edition. This time the

Content (Fig. 1.44b) appears at beginning of the manuscript ( folio 3r) (Table 1.9).

Fig. 1.44b Plate from Quesiti (1546) from Biblioteca “Carlo Viganò” (Cd’s Tartaglia edition

(Tartaglia 2000, Cd-I).)
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Mariano d’Ayala (1808–1877) in Dizionario Militare Francese Italiano cites

“1528” as the first date of Quesiti’s publication (d’Ayala 1841, 27; see also 1854,

155). Until now, within our research we have found no historical proof of that.
Third observation. A full 1554–edition of Quesiti (Book VI et Gionta included),

is archived by Biblioteca “Carlo Viganò” (Tartaglia 2000, Cd-I); a commentary

edition was published by Arnaldo Masotti (Tartaglia [1554] 1959) (Fig. 1.45):

Fig. 1.45 Plate from the cover of Quesiti et inventioni diverse de Nicolo Tartaglia brisciano
(1554) edited by Arnaldo Masotti (1959)
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A similarly full 1554–edition has been web-published in ECHO-Cultural Her-
itage Online Archive by MPIWG,107 as well. We note that the two mentioned

editions are different for an overlay image only, folio 72v. In the following are the

Contents of Quesiti 1554–edition (Figs. 1.46 and 1.47):

Fig. 1.46 Plate from theQuesiti (1554), Viganò Library (TheGionta book is evident in both of the
Contents (Figs. 1.46 and 1.47))

107 “Tartaglia, Niccolo, Quesiti et inventioni diverse, 1554”
Permanent URL: http://echo.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/MPIWG:KQ9TP5T3
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Fig. 1.47 Plate from the Quesiti (1554), Max Planck web edition
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Fourth observation. In Gionta to Book VI, Tartaglia’s interlocutor (Marcantonio

Morosini) cited “[. . .] altre

forme de fortificazioni” [that is

other kinds of fortifications],

which Tartaglia should address

“[. . .] accio siano in ordine alla

tornata mia [of Marcantonio

Morosini]”:

[. . . S.M.]. Dimane son per

andare alla uilla, doue staro

alquanti giorni, per certe mie

occorrentie. In questo mezzo

preparareti quelle altre forme

de fortificationi, accio siano in

ordine alla tornata mia. Et

masime quella, che preponeti

nel. 7. Quesito del uostro sesto

Book, cioe di fare quel uostro

particolar ingegno di

accommodar �a ogni cortina,

che sicur amente potra esser

guardata, & difesa da. 25. ouer.

30. fanti al piu, contra �a ogni grandißimo aßalimento, che con scale la uolesseno

scalare.108

[. . .]. CON gratia, & priuilegio dall’Illustrisimo Senato Veneto, che niuno

ardisca, ne presuma di stampar, ne far stampare la presente Gionta, ne stampate

altroue uendere, ne far uendere in Venetia, ne in alcuno altro luoco, ò terra del

Dominio Veneto, per anni diece, sotto pena de duc. 300 & perdere le opere in qual si

uoglia lo co, che saranno trouate, el terzo della qual pena pecuniaria sia applicata

all’Arsenale, & un terzo sia del Magistrato, doue se fara la essecutione, & l’altro
terzo sia del denonciante, & le opere siano del presence Autore, come che nel

priuilegio si contiene (Fig. 1.48).109

Fig. 1.48 Plate from Quesiti (1554) end page of Gionta
(Tartaglia 1554)

108 Tartaglia (1554, Gionta, Q VII, 77v, line 2).
109 Ibidem, line 16.
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An Historical Hypothesis.
Based on the previous passage, one can hypothesize that the Gionta should – or

could – have had a sequel. In fact,

(a) Tartaglia concludes his Gionta by writing down notes regarding its sale for 300 ducati
veneti (Tartaglia 1554, Gionta, 77v, line 16).

(b) The Gionta does not appear in (the previously cited) editions of 1546 of Quesiti.
(c) In the 1546–edition (both in the above cited archive), one can read a quotation regarding

Book VI on fortifications, only.

(d) Thus, the editor included Gionta in 1554–edition, at the last minute, just after Book VI on
fortifications.

(e) He called it “La Gionta del Sesto Libro”.

(f) But, it was a separated-previous booklet, so for typographical and “requisitione” arrange-

ments he was obliged to report the final notes (at the end ofGionta) concerning the cost of
the book.110

(g) Finally, by considering Tartaglia’s date of death, and by considering that Gionta is

lacking in the 1546–edition, then the Gionta should be a booklet written before the

Quesiti edition of 1554 and after the Quesiti edition of 1546.

From both pure historical and historical epistemology standpoints, this means that

Tartaglia – during his lifetime research on arithmetics and geometry – surely wrote

about fortifications, as well. Further, by considering his advancements in the

science of weights (Book VII and Book VIII), his correlated-interdisciplinary studies
on fortifications (Pisano 2008, 2013c; Pisano and Capecchi 2009, 2010a, 2012) also

be of great interest within the history of mechanics (Mach [1883] 1974) not simply

as a separate part. In effect, previous reasoning is based on final notes in the end of

the Gionta; being in the original text, they can be considered historical sources.

In conclusion, in order to have a general idea of the publication of theGionta and
its data, the following list concerns the main works available:

Nova Scientia Venice 1537, 1550

Quesiti et invenzioni diverse Venice 1546, 1554

Contro Cartelli di matematica disfida Venice 1547–1548

Travagliata invention (Regola generale) Venice 1551

Ragionamenti I – III e Supplimento Venice 1551

Opera Archimedis Venice 1543

110 “[. . .] ne far vendere in Venetia, ne in alcuno altro luoco, ò terra del Dominio Veneto, per anni

diece, sotto pena de duc. 300 & perdere le opere in qual si voglia [. . .]” (Tartaglia 1546, 77v).
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Chapter 2

Ancient and Modern Statics
in the Renaissance

Forza, dico essere una virt�u spirituale, una potenzia
invisibile, la quale per accidentale esterna violenza è
causata dal moto e collocata e infusa ne’ corpi i quali sono
dal loro naturale uso retratti e piegati, dando a quelli vita
attiva di maravigliosa potenzia; costrigne tutte le create cose
a mutazione di forma e di sito; corre con furia alla sua
desiderata morte e vassi diversificando mediante le cagioni.

(da Vinci, Ms A, 34v)

Statics is the science of equilibrium. The term appears in the Latin version (trans-

lated by Snel) of Simon Stevin (1548–1620) most famous textbook, Tomus quartus
mathematicorum hypomnematum de statica (Stevin 1605, p 5). This work can be

considered the hinge between ancient and modern statics. Ancient statics was the

science of equilibrium of weights; modern statics is the science of equilibrium of

forces. In ancient Greece statics was part of mechanics, the science of transportation

of bodies by means of machines. In the Middle Ages and first Renaissance, statics

was known as scientia de ponderibus (science of weights); its main object was the

study of principles of equilibrium for heavy bodies suspended from a balance.

Presently, statics is part of mechanics, which is the general science studying

equilibrium and motion of bodies and their assembly, of any kind.

Hereinafter we will use the term scientia de ponderibus to indicate ancient

statics – more precisely the ancient statics of Middle Ages and Renaissance – and

simply statics to indicate modern statics.

2.1 The Background

Scientia de ponderibus (science of weights) is the name given by the medieval

schoolmen to the discipline that treats the equilibrium of heavy bodies with

particular reference to those hanging from a balance. The Scientia de ponderibus
was different from Greek mechanics, both for the scope – Greek mechanics placed

transportation of weights, instead of their equilibrium, at the centre – and for the

© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2016
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methodology – Scientia de ponderibus charged only to the theoretical foundations

of equilibrium and not applicative aspects. The Scientia de ponderibus was also

different (i.e., see Pellicani s.d.) the mechanics of the early XVI century, the

centrobaric, a discipline developed in the wake of the rediscovery of Archimedes,

which was concerned mainly with the mathematical problems (Dijksterhuis 1957)

of determining the geometric centres of gravity of plane figures and solids.

2.1.1 The Scientia de ponderibus in the Middle Ages

In the western Middle Ages, the science of weights was classified as subalternate-
science, following the Aristotelian tradition which identified astronomy, optics, and

music as the more physical of the mathematical sciences (Aristotle 1984, Physics,
II, 2, 194a; on Aristotle’s physics see also Philoponus 1993). They are mixed
sciences (XVII century terminology), i.e. sciences with ranges both in physics

and mathematics, and which are subordinate to mathematics. To these three sci-

ences Aristotle had added a fourth, mechanics (Aristotle 1984, Posterior
analytics I, 9, 76a; Aristotle 1984, Metaphysics M, 3, 1078a; Aristotle [1936]

1955b, Problemata mechanica, 847a). Physics – the subalternate science – can

demonstrate that things are so (demonstrations quia) while mathematics,– the

subalternating science – demonstrates why (propter quid) they are so. As a rule,

the subject matters of the subalternating and subalternate science are not the same;

if they were exactly the same, one would have a single science and not two separate

sciences. Therefore, for example, the subject of geometry is geometrical lines,

whereas the subject of optics is visual lines (Euclid 1945). Since a visual line is

naturally associated to a geometrical line, optics falls under geometry (Bussotti and

Pisano 2013). Geometry, then, can be used to study optics, but only the aspects that

can modelled by it; a large portion of optics remains, which is the object of physics

alone (Pisano and Casolaro 2011).

Apart from astronomy (De Pace 2009; Kesten 1945), the subalternate-sciences

that attracted the greater attention by mathematicians were geometrical optics and

mechanics. They were structured on the basis of the Euclidean model, based on

definitions, suppositions (principles) and propositions (theorems). The main differ-

ence with respect to the Euclidean model was that some of the principles rather than

being purely geometric, related to the physical world. They were the translation into

mathematical terms of what belonged to physics. In the Aristotelian circles, this

translation appeared unproblematic; mathematicians, instead, did not exhibit the

same level of tolerance as the Aristotelian philosophers, and doubted the evidence

of the principles, often assigning them the status of postulates.

Recent studies (Machamer 1978; Lennox 1985; Biener 2004–2008) have

highlighted the role of the subalternate-sciences matured within Aristotelian schol-

arship, which provided a mathematical interpretation of the physical world

quite similar to that proposed by Archimedes. In truth, these studies remain at a

superficial level; for example, they do not explain why the subalternate-sciences,
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once they have passed into the hands of professional mathematicians, assume a

structure different from what they had in the hands of philosophers. Nevertheless,

mainly they do not study in depth what professional mathematicians, and not

philosophers, actually did. One of the main concerns of philosophers was to

preserve the homogeneity of demonstrations, particularly in mathematics and

physics. But in the treatises of science classified as subordinate (including the

Archimedean ones, which will see their diffusion in the XVI century), there was

no trace of this purism, and statements about the physical aspects, such as heavi-

ness, were intermixed with statements about geometry with no concern to maintain

the homogeneity of the demonstrations (Capecchi 2014a, b, c)

2.1.1.1 The Roots in the Arabic Middle Ages

The scientia de ponderibus saw its birth in the Arabic land; its status of a distinct

scientia first appeared in Ab�u Nas
˙
r Muh

˙
ammad ibn Muh

˙
ammad Fārābı̄’s (ca. 870–

950) Kitab ihsa’ al-‘ulum (The Book of Enumeration of the sciences). In particular,
he definitively distinguished between science of weights and sciences of devices

(or machines). In his classification of knowledge, Ab�u Nas
˙
r Muh

˙
ammad ibn

Muh
˙
ammad Fārābı̄’ (hereafter Al-Farabi) took six distinct sciences: language,

logic, mathematics, nature, metaphysics and politics. The mathematics were

divided into seven topics: arithmetic, geometry, perspective, music, science of

weights and sciences of machines or devices.1 These last are defined as follows:

As for the science of weights [emphasis added], it deals with the matters of weights from

two standpoints: either by examining weights as much as they are measured or are of use to

measure, and this is the investigation of the matters of the doctrine of balances (um�ur
al-qawl fi l-mawāzı̄n), or by examining weights as much as they move or are of use to move,

and this is the investigation of the principles of instruments (us
˙
�ul al-ālāt) by which heavy

things are lifted and carried from one place to another.

As for the science of devices [emphasis added], it is the knowledge of the procedures by

which one applies to natural bodies all that was proven to exist in the mathematical

sciences. . . in statements and proofs into the natural bodies, and [the act at] locating [all

that], and establishing it in actuality. The sciences of devices are therefore those that supply

the knowledge of the methods and the procedures by which one can contrive to find this

applicability and to demonstrate it in actuality in the natural bodies that are perceptible to

the senses.2

Al-Farabi’s setting was never seriously challenged, although there were different

nuances in subsequent classifications (Schneider 2011). Some scholars divided the

science of weights into science of balances and science of weight lifting; for

1 For our historical epistemology aims and because the science at that time, we distinguish between

the role of geometry and of other next mathematical disciplines (arithmetic, algebra, and calculus

starting from the 17th century). Therefore here we historically distinguish between arithmetic,

geometry and mathematics, including under this denomination all mathematical branches not

belonging to classical definition of geometry.
2 Al-Fārābı̄ cited in: Abbatouy 2008, 100; see also Othman 1949.
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example, Ibn Sina (980–1037). Al-Isfizārı̄ (1048–1116) and al-Khāzinı̄ (1115–1130)

singled out the theory of centers of gravity from the science of weight (Abattouy

2008, 103). Particularly interesting is Abu ’l-Fath al-Rahmân al-Xâzini (fl. XII

century) from Merv (Persian Greek). His The Book of the Balance of Wisdom
(Khanikoff [1858] 1982) is one of the most important works on arabic-Islam

idrostatics (Mieli 1938; Gibb and Bowen 1951; Nasr 1977; Jaouiche 1971, 1976).

The new science of weights was characterized by a strong deductive system, in

which components of qualitative physics were formulated more geometrico. The most

common historical point of view is that the science of weights originated from interplay

of Aristotelian physics and the physical-geometrical approaches by Archimedes and

probably Euclid, on the equilibrium of bodies. Now we did not find studies on the role

played by Aristotelian conception about subalternate-science in the development of

Arabic science, to contrast this point of view. Surely an important role should be

assigned to Heron’s writing which spread throughout the Islamic lands (Heron

Alexandrinus 1893, 1899–1914; Brugmans 1785; Ferriello 2005).

From a methodological point of view, the majority of treatises in the science of

weights followed what is often called dynamical or more properly kinematical

approach, in which the equilibrium is seen as a balance of opposing forces and the

movement, virtual or real, has an important role. In these treatments the Aristotelian

dichotomy between the natural and forced, upward and downward, motions, dis-

appears for they are considered on the balance, in which the weight is also the

natural cause of lifting other weights. The pure geometrical approach, like the one

carried out by Archimedes, is certainly uncommon, so that some historians do not

even consider it as part of the science of weights.

The production of Arabic texts developed from the IX to the XII centuries

(Giusti and Petti 2002). First, there was a phase of recovery and digestion of the

works of Greek origin (Gutas 1998). Besides the translations of Aristotle’s theo-
retical works, Physics and On the Heaven, available since the IX century, Islamic

scholars surely had access to Mechanics by Pappus and Heron written in Greek.

Also circulating were two treatises on the balance attributed to Euclid (Euclid’s
book on the balance andDe ponderoso et levi). It seems instead that of Archimedes’
mechanical works, only that on floating bodies was known, while regarding the

Aristotelian Problemata mechanica, it can be stated with certainty that only a

partial epitome was known (Abattouy 2006).

The analysis of the general significance of the Arabic medieval science of

weights shows that this tradition did not represent a mere continuation of the

traditional doctrine of mechanics as inherited from Greeks. Rather, it means the

emergence of a new science of weights recognized very early in Arabic learning as

a specific branch of mechanics, and embodied in a large scientific and technical

corpus. Comprehensive attempts at collecting and systematizing (as well as

updating with original contributions) the mainly fragmentary and unorganized

Greco-Roman mechanical literature that had been translated into Arabic were

highly successful in producing coherent and orderly mechanical systems.

The main Arabic texts on the science of weights are listed below in Table 2.1; for

further information see (Abattouy 2008, 94–95).
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2.1.1.1.1 Thābit’s Kitāb fı̄ il-qarast�um

Thābit’s contribution is for sure the most relevant for Arabic mechanics. Moreover,

it influenced mostly Latin medieval mechanics; for this reason, it deserves a short

account. The Kitāb fı̄ il-qarast�um was composed of a prologue followed by eight

Table 2.1 Arabic treatises on the science of weights

Kitāb fı̄ il-qarast�um by Thābit ibn Qurraa It is probably the first Arabic text about the steel

yard. It exists into four manuscripts in Arabic:

one conserved in London, one in Kraköw and

another in Beirut. The first manuscript was

edited, translated into French and commented

on by Khalil Jaouiche (Jaou 1976). The second,

while in Berlin, was edited and translated into

German by Eilhard Wiedmann (Wiedmann

1911), and subsequently studied by Mohammed

Abattouy (2001). The third one was studied by

Knorr (Knorr 1982). A fourth partial copy was

recently found in the archives of the

Laurentiana Library in Florence (Abattouy

2008, 94).

The treatise on centres of gravity, by al-Q�uhı̄
and Ibn al-Haytham, two most important

mathematicians of X-XI centuries.

It survived only on al-Kāzinı̄’s Kitāb mĪzān
al-h

˙
ikma (The Book of the balance of wisdom).

Irshād dhawı̄ al-ʿrfān ilā s
˙
ināʿat al-qaffān

(Guiding the learned men in the art of steel-

yard), by al-Isfizari.b

A fundamental treatise written about

1050–1110. Here different Arabic and Greek

traditions are reported, together with a unified

mechanical theory.

al-Kāzinı̄’s Kitāb mĪzān al-h
˙
ikma by al-Kāzinı̄’s

Kitāb mĪzān al-h
˙
ikma.c

An encyclopedia of mechanics completed in

1121–1122, well kown as the Book of the
balance of wisdom. A source of information

about theoretical and practical knowledge of

medieval mechanics. It is known in the West by

Khanikoff’s partial translation
(Khanikoff [1858] 1982).

aAl-S
˙
ābiˡ Thābit ibn Qurra al-Ḥarrānı̄ (836–901) was a native of Harran and a member of the

Sabian sect. He was a great scholar in mathematics and astronomy; translated and revised many of

the important Greek works: particularly all the works of Archimedes that have not been preserved

in the original language and Apolonius’ Conic sections (Heath 1896; see also Panza 2008,

165–191). He was a founder of the science of weights.
bAb�u Ḥātim al‐Muẓaffar ibn Ismāʿı̄l al‐Isfizārı̄. (ca. 1048–ca. 1116). A mathematician, astron-

omer and an engineer, he was born in Isfizar, a city near Herat. His study of Archimedes’ book
helped him in identifying the purity of gold and silver for which purpose he made a hydrostatic

scale to determine the weight of alloys in the two metals His main scientific contribution was in the

field of weights and mechanical designs.
cAb ar-Rah

˙
mān al-Khāzini (ca. 1115–1130) was a Muslim of Greek origin who was brought to

Merv as a slave by the Seljuk king after his victory over the Byzantine Emperor. Al-Khazini was a

great physicist, astronomer, mathematician, philosopher and an alchemist. He is better known for

his contributions to physics. His treatise; al-Kāzinı̄’s Kitāb mĪzān al-h
˙
ikma written in four

volumes, remained an important part of physics among the Muslim scientists
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propositions and finally a comment. They all relate to the karaston, that is the

steelyard or Roman balance, which is a straight-beam balance with arms of unequal

length. It incorporates a counterweight, which slides along the calibrated longer

arm to counterbalance the load and indicates its weight. The most important

postulate Thābit assumed is the following:

PROPOSITION I. The ratio of two distances covered by two mobiles in two [equal] times is

equal to the ratio of the force of the mobile [passing] the plane distance to the force of the

other mobile.3

Based on the postulate, Thābit can prove the law of the lever, which is given as

follows:

PROPOSITION III. Since this is manifest now, then I propose [the following with respect

to] every line which is divided into two different segments and imagined to be suspended by

the dividing point and where there are suspended on the respective extremities of the two

segments two weights, and the proportion of the one weight to the other, so far as being

drawn downward is concerned, is inversely as the proportion of the lines. [I say that in these

circumstances] the line is in horizontal equilibrium.4

The proof of proposition III, has to relay on the following comment Thābit makes

just before its enunciation:

We have already said [emphasis added] that in the case of two spaces which two moving

bodies describe in the same time, the proportion of the power of the motion of one of the

body to the power of the motion of the other is as the proportion of the space which the first

motion cuts to the other space. And point A with the motion of the line has already cut AT

and point B with the motion of the line has already cut arc BD, and this in the same time

[See Fig. 2.1]. Therefore, the proportion of the power of the motion of point B to the power

of the motion of point A is as the proportion, one to the other, of the two spaces which the

two points describe in the same time, evidently the proportion of arc BD to arc AT. This

proportion has already been shown to be the same as the proportion of line GB to line AG.5

ba
A G

E B

T

DFig. 2.1 Equilibrium of the

balance according to Thābit

(Redrawn from Moody and

Clagett [1952] 1960, 94)

3 “PROPOSITION I. Le rapport de deux distances parcourues par deux mobiles en deux camps

[égaux] est égal au rapport de la force du mobile [qui parcourt] la distance plane a la force de

l’autre mobile” (Jaouiche 1976, 147).
4Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 92, 94.
5Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 92. English translation is ours.
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Thābit clearly affirms that the ‘power of motion’ of the point B of the longest

arm of the balance is greater than that of the point A, or more generally that the

power of motion of a point of a balance is directly proportional to its distance from

fulcrum. To note that displacements are measured according to the arcs of circles

that weights describe in their motion; this is not peculiar to Thābit, but can be found

also in the works by al-Isfizari (Capecchi 2012a, b, 71) and by Galilei himself

(Galilei 1649, 164). Thābit justifies his affirmation by saying “We have already

said” (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 92) which can only refers to Proposition I.
Nevertheless this induces, at least for modern readers, a serious interpretation of the

problem (Butterfield 1957). Indeed Proposition I when adapted to weights seems to

make sense only for downward motions, but in the previous passage, Thābit is

considering both upward and downward motions. One could overcome this difficulty

by assuming that if a weight suspended from one side of a balance moves upward it

could move downward too the same distance in the same amount of time, when the

rotation of balance is imagined to revert and then one can always make reference to a

possible downward motion. The same problem occurs in Galileo’s demonstrations

about equilibrium with the use of the concept of momento (hereafter also moment)
(Galilei 1612).

2.1.1.2 Continuation in the Latin Middle Ages

The very expression scientia de ponderibus was derived from the Latin translation

of al-Fārābı̄’s Ih
˙
s
˙
ā’ al-’ul�um. Translations of this text were due both to Gerardo da

Cremona and Dominicus Gundissalinus in the XIII century. Gundissalinus in his

treatise borrowed from al-Fārābı̄ the concept of mechanics as a subalternate sci-

ence, stemming form Aristotle’s division for analogous sciences. He reproduced

al-Fārābı̄’s characterization of the sciences of weights and devices, called respec-

tively scientia de ponderibus and sciencia de ingeniis. The reason for this verbatim
acquisition depends on the fact he could not rely on any scientific category in this

field in Latin. Even the antique Latin tradition represented by Boece and Isidore of

Sevilla (VIII AD) could not furnish any useful data.

In the Latin Middle Ages, various treatises on the Scientia de ponderibus
circulated. They were Latin translations from Greek or Arabic between XII and

XIII centuries, referred to in the following Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Latin treatises on the science of weights

Liber de canonio A short treatise on the construction of Roman scale.

Translated from a Greek origin (Moody and Clagett

[1952] 1960, 64–75). The law of the lever, attrib-

uted to Euclid, Archimedes and other is taken for

granted (sicut demonstratum est ab Euclide et

Archimede et aliis, Moody and Clagett [1952]

1960, 66). Basing on it the laws that regulate the

balance of a ‘rod equipped with weight divided into
unequal parts and loaded at the ends are deter-

mined. The problem is to find the position of the

point of suspension given a certain tray so that it has

equilibrium with no weights added, or vice versa

given the point of suspension to find the weight of

the tray.

Liber Euclidis de ponderoso et levi Translated from an Arabic version attributed to

Thabit, it would result from a Greek original which

with many doubts can be traced back to Euclid. It

consists of nine suppositions and some theorems.

The version reported in (Moody and Clagett [1952]

1960) reports only five suppositions, but it is prob-

ably incomplete. Interesting the first theorem, not

so much for its demonstration, but for the fact that it

was assumed as a principle by Thabit in his Kitāb fı̄

il qarast�um: “Of bodies which traverse unequal

places in equal times, that which traverses the

greater place is of greater force”.a

Liber Archimedis de insidentibus in
humidum or Liber Archimedis de
ponderibus

According to (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 36–

37) the text cannot be attributed to Archimedes,

despite the medieval claims. It would come for the

first part from Latin sources of the eighth century

(Isidore of Seivelle), for the second part from Arab

sources of the twelfth century. The text is different

from the others in content since it is not centred on

the equilibrium of the balance but simply arises the

problem of assessing the weight of bodies immersed

in a medium. Interesting is the revival of the golden

crown of the famous problem solved by Archimedes

(Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 40–53).

Archimedis insidentibus in aquae and
Aequiponderanti.

This is the translation by William of Moerbeke of

the works of Archimedes on the equilibrium of the

planar and floating bodies. They had no particular

success in the Middle Ages, both for the difficulties

intrinsic in the mathematics, and for the inaccurate

translation of the concepts by Moerbeke.

Liber karastonis It is the Latin translation by Gerardo da Cremona of

Thābit’s Kitāb fı̄ il-qarast�um. None of the Arabic

extant copies seem to be the direct model for

Gerard’s translation (Moody and Clagett [1952]

(continued)
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Starting from these treatises, medieval scholars developed their own science of

weight. The first texts written directly into Latin are those attributable to various

ways to Jordanus de Nemore, a famous mathematician of the XIII century.6 We

report them below with the names that have been attributed (Moody and Clagett

[1952] 1960):

Elementa Jordani super
demonstratione de ponderibus

Version E Hereinafter version E or

Elementa
Liber Jordani de ponderibus cum
commento

Version P Hereinafter version P or

Liber de ponderibus
Liber Jordani de Nemore de ratione
ponderis

Version R Hereinafter version R or

Liber de ratione ponderis

Moody and Clagett ([1952] 1960) with certainty attribute the version E to de

Nemore and consider possible the attribution of version R. More uncertainty is

the attribution of version P, the less refined. Brown (1976) considers the Elementa

Table 2.2 (continued)

1960, 88–117). Arabic manuscripts are quite dif-

ferent from the Latin one. The order of proposi-

tions, indeed not numbered, in the Arabic versions

is different from the Latin one. The texts of propo-

sitions are virtually the same as those in the Liber

karastonis, except for secondary aspects. The texts

of explanations are instead very different; shorter

and much less satisfactory than those of the Latin

version. The Latin version was repeatedly copied

and distributed in the Latin West until the XVII

century, as it is documented by several extant

manuscript copies. Further, the treatise was used as

textbook in the quadrivium, together with works by

Jordanus De Nemore and others.

Excerptum de libro Thatbit de ponderibus It has the same structure as the Liber karastonis for
the statement of principles and theorems, it is its

logical abstract (Brown 1967, 24–40). According to

Knorr (Knorr 1982, 42–469), it is not derived from

the Latin version but from some Arabic source.

Problemata mechanica There is no evidence of a Latin translation of

Aristotle’s text. However, there are indications of
its knowledge in the Greek version.

a“Corporum que temporibus equalibus loca pertranseunt inequalia, quod maiorem pertransit locum

maioris esse virtutis” (Moody and Clagett, [1952] 1960, 26–27)

6 Practically nothing is known about Jordanus de Nemore’s life. He appears at the beginning of the
XIII century. Besides writings about mechanics, he is author of many mathematical writings. For

some more information see: Klein (Kelin 1964), Høirup (1988) and Duhem (1905, I, 99–108),

Ginzberg (1936).
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ascribable to de Nemore but seems to opt for a different assignment for the Liber de
ratione ponderis.7

De Nemore’s treatises were the object of comments up to the XII century.

Worthy of notice are some commentaries of XIII and XIV centuries, referred

below with the name assigned to them by Moody and Clagett (Moody and Clagett

[1952] 1960) and Brown (Brown 1976) (Table 2.3).

2.1.1.2.1 Jordanus de Nemore’s Liber de ratione ponderis

Of the three versions (E, P, R) attributed to Jordanus de Nemore that denoted by R

or Liber de ratione ponderis, is the most complete. It is quite a complex treatise,

ideally divided into four parts with 7 suppositions (principles) and 43 (or 45

according to the manuscripts) propositions (theorems) of the science of weights.

The first part has a theoretical aim and collects the suppositions and the most

interesting propositions, among which the proof of the laws of the lever and

inclined plane; the second and third parts are more technical and concern the

solutions of some of the problems of the balance, with arms endowed or not with

Table 2.3 Some commentaries of Jordanus de Nemore tradition

Corpus Christi It contains a variant reading of the proof of the

law of lever, of some interest, though controver-

sial (Brown 1976, 570–647).

Aliud commentum of Elementa Some passages of this text are of particular

interest in that they testify a work of research

regarding the principles of mechanics, somewhat

distinct from that carried out by de Nemore

(Brown 1976, 164–347).

Questiones super tractatum de ponderibus.
By Biagio Pelacani of Parma (c. 1316–1465)

End of XIV century. A short work where three

questions were raised. Contains comments on

various treatises of the science of weights

(Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 232).

Tractatus Blasi de ponderibus. By Biagio

Pelacani of Parma

It is an independent text divided into three parts.

The first two mainly refer to De ponderibus and
De canonio, without new arguments. The third

part refers to the Liber Archimedis de
insidentibus in humidum (Moody and Clagett

[1952] 1960, 238–279).

7 There are various hypotheses about the roots of Jordanus’mechanical works. Quite convincing is

the hypothesis of the Arabic roots: Abattouy (2006, p 17), Folkerts and Lorch (2007, 4, 12); Brown

(1967), Clagett (1959).
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natural weight. The fourth part is about various issues, among which the fall and

breaking of bodies. The version P assumes the same suppositions (7) and 13 prop-

ositions, the first seven coinciding with the propositions of the first book of

version R, the other with other propositions of the second book. The version E is

the shorter; it has the same suppositions but only 9 propositions corresponding to

the first nine propositions of version P. All versions use two, not independent,

fundamental laws:

1. The first law assumes the concept of gravity position for which the efficiency of a weight to

descend or its resistance to be raised depends on the kinematic constraints to which it is

subject. The law states that the effectiveness and strength are the greater the closer the path

(made possible by constraints) to the vertical.

2. The second law has a precise mathematical expression and says that “what can raise a

weight p at height h, can lift a weight p/n at a height nh, or vice versa a weight np to the

height h/n”. In other words, the discriminant magnitude is the product ph, as requested by

the modern principle of virtual displacement.

The first law is presented by de Nemore as a principle, it could have been derived by

Aristotle’s considerations in his Problemata mechanica on the amazing properties

of the circle, but could also have origins in everyday experience of practical

mechanicians; de Nemore says nothing about it. Weights are considered both as

active elements, which push down and as passive elements, which offer resistance

to be raised. The second law has a logical status that does not appear clear from the

reading of texts. According to our interpretation, as argued later on, it is a theorem

proved from simple principles. The weight in this case is considered only as a

passive element.

Jordanus de Nemore only uses the first law to demonstrate propositions of a

qualitative nature, such as the demonstration that the lever ab of Fig. 2.2 with

unequal arms and equal weights tilts on the side of a. The rationale is that the path
ag of a is closer to the vertical than that bf of b.

Fig. 2.2 Balance with

unequal arms and equal

weights (Redrawn from de

Nemore 1565, 5r)
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Note that the use of the first law can lead to errors. This occurs in versions P and

E when studying the equilibrium of the angular lever of Fig. 2.2. In the version P, de

Nemore’ reasoning is muddled; in version E the reasoning appears clear and

consistent. Unfortunately, the result is wrong (Duhem 1905–1906, 121). In order

to show his reasoning, in the following plate (See Fig. 2.2bis) from version E

(de Nemore fl. 13th) and a description (See Fig. 2.3) are reported.

Fig. 2.2bis Plate from Jordanus de Nemore’s Elementa Jordani super demonstratione de
ponderibus (or De ratione ponderis, versione E) (de Nemore 13th, 4r). The manuscript (and

with permission) of the Oxford Bodleian Library in our possession is not numbered: we proposed

an order based on the copy received.
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Consider the angular balance-or-lever acf (Fig. 2.3) at whose ends two equal

weights a and b are suspended symmetrically with respect to the vertical cd. Fixed a
vertical segment em, weight b passes after covering the arc fm; weight a instead

passes the same vertical cd by covering a shorter arc fh. It is clear from figure that

the path fh is closer to the vertical than the path fm, and then the gravity position of
a is greater than that of b. As a result, there should be no equilibrium and the angular

lever should rotate anticlockwise.8

Actually, things do not go this way and the angular balance remains in equilib-

rium. De Nemore will correctly prove this fact (R version) in which the angular

lever is studied with the use of the second law without making any reference to the

concept of gravity position (de Nemore 1565, 6rv).

One more case where the concept of gravity of position is used, this time

successfully, is in the study of the balance with equal arms and weighs, which is

the object of proposition II:

[PROPOSITION II] When a horizontal position is gained [for a balance of equal arms],

then, if equal weights are suspended [from its extremities], the balance will not leave the

horizontal position; and if it is moved from the horizontal position, it will revert to the

horizontal position. If instead unequal [weights] are suspended, [the balance] will fall on

the side of the heavier [weight] until it reaches the vertical position.9

e

b

fg

k h

t

i

d

d
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Fig. 2.3 Equilibrium of the

angular balance (Redrawn

from de Nemore 13th, 4r.

See Fig. 2.2bis)

8 Cfr.: Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 136.
9 “Quum aequilibris [aequilibriis] fuit positio aequalis aequis ponderibus appensis ab aequalitate

non discedet: et si a rectitudine separatur, ad aequalitatis situm revertetur. Si vero inaequalia

appendantur, ex parte gravioris usque ad directionem declinare cogetur.” (de Nemore 1565, 3v).

English translation is ours.
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The first part of the proposition, equal weights hanging from a balance with equal

arms are equilibrated in the horizontal position, rather than being taken as a

postulate, is demonstrated in the same manner as Thabit did, arguing that the two

weights are moving with the same obliquity, so they have the same gravity of

position and equilibrate themselves. The second part is proved by showing that

when the balance assumes a position different from the horizon, the gravity of

position of the weight that is lower (b in Fig. 2.4) is less than the weight that is

higher (c in Fig. 2.4) because in a virtual rotation of each arm of the balance, the

higher c is lowered more than the lower b, when passing equal arcs. So its gravity of
position is greater and the balance returns horizontally:

Let it now be supposed that the balance is tilted down on the side of b, and up on the side of
c [Fig. 2.4]. I say that it will revert to the horizontal position. The descent from c toward the
horizontal position is indeed less oblique than the descent from b toward e. Assume indeed

equal arcs, as small as you please [emphasis added], cd and bg; and draw the lines parallel

to the horizontal czl and dmn, and also bkh and gyt, and draw, vertically, the diameter

frzmakye. Then zm will be greater than ky, because if an arc, equal to cd, is taken in the

direction of f, and if the line xrs is drawn transversally, then rzwill be smaller than zm,what
is easy to show. And since rz equals ky, zm will be greater than ky. Since because any arc

you please, which is beneath c, takes more of the vertical than an arc equal to it, taken

beneath b, the descent from c is more direct than the descent from b; and then c will be

heavier in the most elevated position, than b. Therefore, [the balance] will revert to the

horizontal position.10
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Fig. 2.4 Equilibrium of the

balance with equal weights

and arms (Redrawn from de

Nemore 1565, 4r)

10 “Ponatur item quod submittatur ex parte b, et ascendat ex parte c, dico quoniam redibit ad

aequalitatem. est enim minus obliquus descensus a, ad aequalitatem, quam a, b, versus e.
Sumantur enim sursum arcus aequales, quantumlibet parvi qui sint c, d, et h, b, et ductis lineis
ad aequidistantiam aequalitatis, quae sint, c, h, l, et d, m, n. Item b, k, h, g, y, t, dimittatur

orthogonaliter descendens diametrum quae sit f, m, a, k, y, e, erit quod z, m, maior k, y, quia
sumpto versus f, arcu ex eo quod sit aequalis c, d, et ducta ex transverso linea x, r, s, erit r, z, minor

z, m, quod facile demonstrabis. Et quia r, z, est aequalis k, y, erit z, m, maior k, y. Quia igitur

quilibet arcus sub c, plus capiat de directo quam ei aequalis sub b, directo est descensus a, c, quam
a, b, et ideo in altiori situ gravius erit c, quam b, redibit ergo ad aequalitatem” (de Nemore 1565,

3v). English translation is ours.
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Note that a part of the secondary literature considered usually de Nemore’s
assumption of arcs “as small as you like” (Ivi) the adoption of reasoning about

infinitesimals.11 According to them de Nemore did not make the passage to the limit

and then he “failed” (Ivi) to notice that in the limit, for infinitesimal arcs, vertical

displacements of c and b are equal, then the gravity of their positions are equal,

then equilibrium is indifferent. Actually things are not so, as will be explained in

Sect. 3.1.2.4, Proposition VI, of the present book.
However, de Nemore’s failure can hardly be blamed since his way of reasoning

was still maintained long after infinitesimals were introduced. In his criticism to

Lagrange, Joseph Louis François Bertrand (1822–1900) and Carl Gustav Jacob

Jacobi (1804–1851), two important mathematicians of the XIX century, would have

subscribed to de Nemore’s position to assume finite arcs.12 The error of de Nemore

in this case would have been to consider the gravity of position of the two heavy

bodies, c and b, as both moving downward. If he had assumed a congruent motion

according to which when one weight raises the other falls, he would have found

equality of gravity of positions for c and b.
However, the reduction to infinitesimal motion, according to the modern view,13

would lead to an evaluation of the gravity of position different from that proposed

by de Nemore. If the motion on a given circle with infinitesimal displacements is

assumed; gravity of position is maximum at the horizontal position of the balance

and is zero in the vertical position; in an intermediate position, the gravities of the

weights are equal and the balance is in equilibrium. Nevertheless, if circles of

different radius are considered, the infinitesimal displacements do not attribute the

greater gravity to the weights that are on the larger circle. Considering finite

displacements instead enables this attribution. The concept of gravity of position,

although interesting and suggestive, seems to take more than a simple infinitesimal

reinterpretation in order to be adopted by modern statics.

2.1.2 Revival During the Age of Humanism

In XV century Italy there was a sparkling situation for economic, social and

political conditions, on the one hand and cultural achievements on the other hand.

11 Cfr.: Clagett (1959, Chapter 2).
12 Bertrand’s criticism is reported in the third issue of Lagrange’sMecanique analytique (Lagrange
1811, 1870–1873, 1889), first volume edited by Bertrand himself (Lagrange 1853, 22). Jacobi gave

profound criticisms of Lagrange’s mechanics (Pisano and Capecchi 2013; on Lagragian as a

methdological approach in other scientific fields see Pisano 2013e) in his Vorlesungen €uber
analytische Mechanik, Berlin, 1847–1848, particularly concerning the role of mathematics in

the empirical sciences. For details and references, see Pulte 1998. Note that Bertrand and Jacobi, as

well as Jordanus, considered infinitesimals as small as you like but always finite quantities.
13 In the modern view, infinitesimals are considered in the limit, and the infinitesimal motion is

closer to a velocity than a displacement.
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A situation, which then would be established in the rest of Europe (Garin 1993,

2008; Tenenti 1990). Regarding cultural aspects, besides emergence of the culture

of the middle class, which played an important part in accounting calculations,

geography, economics and financial technique, the emergence of the humanist

movement should be highlighted.14 This was made possible by the new social

and economic conditions, offering new perspectives on the world, which on one

hand allowed the members of the middle class to be able to devote time to study and

on the other hand allowed the courts to play a more or less disinterested activity of

patronage.

The XV century records a check on growth in the development of science and

the publication of scientific papers. The check existed of course for the science of

weights too. In this case it also depended on the fact that the discipline, formulated

axiomatically, had reached its complete internal maturity and only the proposition

of new problems could have lead to an evolution. Although until the early years of

the XVI century no new major scientific treatise was written,15 except the Summa
de arithmetica, geometria, proportioni et proportionalit�a (Pacioli 1992) and De
divina proportione (Pacioli 1509a)16 by Luca Pacioli (c. 1445–1517), it must be

said that in this period the foundations of a major renovation were laid down, with

the breaking of the spirit of the scholasticism system and the repudiation of the

principle of authority, particularly that of Aristotle, the rediscovery of Plato and

Pythagoras and the valorization of mathematics which was the premise for the new

philosophy of nature (van Ophuijsen 2005; Vanderputten 2005), of the second half

of the XVI century.

2.1.2.1 A Variety of Approaches to Mathematics

At the end of the Middle Ages, mathematics was taught essentially at universities

and at abacus schools. In the history of the universities (De Ridder-Symoens 1992),

mathematics was taught in the quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and

music) of the faculties of arts that, while maintaining their autonomy, were instru-

mental to the training of future physicians and theologians.17 The medical

faculties of the early Renaissance were usually those in which mathematics had

14 Since different intellectual schools of thought are identified with the term Humanism, here are
just a few words to remark that by this term we mean in particular the Italian humanist group

(human nature) busy with lecturing, transcription, and studies of the mathematical sciences from

Greek and Latin manuscripts.
15 The last book of some importance toward the end of the XIV century was Questiones super
tractatum de ponderibus by Biagio (or Blasius) Pelacani da Parma.
16 The De divina proportione is well known also for the famous Leonardo da Vinci’s engravings it
contains. (Pisano 2013a; see also Pacioli 1496–1508).
17 For the role of European universities in the XV century, refer to: Duhem 1988, X; Grant 2001;

de Ridder-Symoens 2003; Rüegg 2004. For the Italian universities see the Annals of the history of

Italian universities (CLUEB, Bologna) and Grendler’s work (Grendler 2002).
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more space.18 Medicine was, in fact, connected to the study of astrology, which

required the students to have rudiments of Ptolemaic astronomy and early cosmology

(Duhem 1913–1959) and then knowledge of elements of geometry and arithmetic.

Professors of these subjects were the masters of liberal arts of the quadrivium, whose
teaching and research many of the mathematical works of the XV century are

connected. However, the place occupied by mathematics was still marginal19 and

the level of mathematical knowledge was, except for some teachers, limited to what

was indispensable for the exercise of astrology. In fact, it did not cover the study of

many Greek classics that at the time were already available in Latin translations from

Arabic of the XII century. However not to be forgotten is that, for instance, Galileo

was nurtured at a university and by a shared knowledge as clearly exposed in his

correspondence (Galluzzi and Torrini 1975–1984). The University of Padova in

particular was an important centre for training in science (Favaro 1883). Among its

students in the XV and XVI centuries the following people should be noted: Paolo da

Pozzo Toscanelli (1397–1482), Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1472), Francesco della

Rovere alias Pope Sixtus IV (1414–1484), Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463–

1494), Pietro Bembo (1470–1547), Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543), Francesco

Guicciardini (1483–1540), Girolamo Cardano (1501–1576?), Bernardino Telesio

(1509–1588), Torquato Tasso (1544–1595), Roberto Bellarmino (1542–1621),

Paolo Sarpi (1552–1623), Giovanni Domenico Campanella called Tommaso

Campanella (1568–1693), William Harvey (1578–1657).

Different considerations hold for the schools of abacus. They were born in the

XIII century with the spread of Liber abaci (Fibonacci 2004; Giusti 2002) by

Leonardo Pisano’s also called Fibonacci (1170–1250; see Pisano and Bussotti

2013a, Pisano and Bussotti 2015a; Ulivi 2002). Some of these schools were

subsidized by the municipalities, some others by private organizations or individ-

uals. The practical mathematics that emerged from the abacus treatises of XIV and

XV centuries had so many characteristics that quite clearly distinguished it from the

traditional Euclidean axiomatic-deductive mathematics. The main features of the

abacus treatises were the use of the vernacular, mercantile writing, a great amount

of examples and the presence of important drawings for illustrative purposes. The

treatises on the abacus had different quality levels, which reflected the skills of

teachers who had drawn them up: some were very simple and neglected those parts

of mathematics (algebra, practical geometry, speculative arithmetic) that were not

immediately applicable in the art of the merchant. Others, however, showed a

certain organic quality, aesthetically cured, mainly in the miniatures illustrating

the drawings, and treatment of some algebraic problems, which involved the

solution of quadratic and higher degree equations (Ciocci 2011, 266–271). Even

18 This is the case for example of Padova, where the introduction of mathematics into the

undergraduate curriculum preceded that of astronomy-astrology related to medicine (Kusukawa

2012).
19 Considering the small number of chairs of mathematics in the University of Padova and Bologna

compared to those of medicine until the time of Galileo, it can be seen that the academic discipline

was marginal (Ciocci 2011, 261).
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mathematical textbooks used by the artists had characteristics similar to those of the

schools of abacus, where, however, drawings and operational rules prevailed over

theoretical aspects.

Piero della Francesca, Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475–1564), Niccolò Machia-

velli (1469–1527), Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) and Alberti were influenced by

the mathematrics of this environment. Most studies of the history of science,

including mechanics, focus on the influence of Euclidean and Archimedean math-

ematics and neglect that of abacaus mathematics, which should not have been

small, especially in view of its non-axiomatic approach (Pisano 2013a, b, d; Pisano

2009a, b, c).

With the Renaissance in the XV century (Laird 1986, 1987; Laird and Roux

2008), medieval mathematics is joined by the new mathematics, or rather the

rediscovered ancient Greek mathematics to which the humanist movement gave a

great contribution. The essential role of Italian humanism in the Renaissance of

mathematics during the XV and XVI centuries was well documented in (Rose

1975). Many humanists returned from their travels to Byzantium with codes of

Apollonius, Ptolemy, Pappus and Heron written in Greek. In the early XVI century,

within a few decades, many revisions and translations of classics were delivered.

Some of the most important were: the De expetendis et fugiendis rebus (1501) by
Giorgio Valla (1447–1500), a rich encyclopaedic anthology of Greek scientific

texts,20 a new translation of Euclid (Venezia, 1505) led by Bartolomeo Zamberti

(fl. second half XV c.), the first Archimedean texts published (Venezia 1503) by

Luca Gaurico (1476–1558), the editio princeps of Euclid’s Elements (Basel, 1533),
the translation of Apollonius’ Conic sections (Venezia, 1537) by Giovanni Battista

Memmo (1503/1504–1579), the Italian translation of Euclid and the publication of

several works of Archimedes (Venezia 1543) presented by Niccolò Tartaglia (1499/

1500–1557), and the editio princeps of Archimedes with Greek and Latin text

(Basel, 1544). It was however a non-Italian humanist, Johannes Müller von

Königsberg, whose Latin toponym was Johannes Regiomontanus (1436–1476),

the first to embark on a complete restoration of mathematics and astronomy (Pisano

and Bussotti 2012) based on his acquaintance with Italian classicists and humanists

related to Basilio Bessarione (1403–1472). In effect, the scientific knowledge

spread by humanists during the Renaissance depended on the scientific aptitudes

of translators and many other factors related to circulation of information:

As we have seen, the starting point for this renaissance of mathematics was the correction

of Greek mathematical texts, to be undertaken by those who were expert in both the Greek

language and astronomy. To make the refurbished traditions of Greek mathematics avail-

able to mathematicians generally, Regiomontanus from at least 1461 was engaged on a

series of Latin translations. But by 1471, this means of communication was revolutionised

by Regiomontanus’ discovery of the new invention of printing. Through printing, an

20 Printed for Aldo Manuzio’s types, De rebus expetendis et fugiendis consisted of 49 books, 30 of
which were devoted to sciences. The first book presents a classification of philosophy, within

which the mathematical sciences plays a dominant role as given on the basis of the commentary to

Euclid’s Elements made by Proclus. Valla’s book contains references to Archimedes’ works.
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astonishingly rapid and accurate dissemination of texts and translations become possible

that had been inconceivable in an age where manuscripts represented the sole means of

circulating the written word. In its fusion of mathematics, Greek and printing

Regiomontanus’ publishing Programme of 1474 marks the formal beginning of the renais-

sance of mathematics.21

Thus, the reacquisition of mathematical techniques was rather slow. What the

humanist movement had since carried on was of a meta-mathematical character

and concerned the new role that mathematics acquired within the philosophy of the

Platonic and Pythagorean schools of thought. Important to this purpose was the role

played by Luca Pacioli, who was at the same time a teacher of abacus and magister

theologiae, which allowed him to mediate the culture of technicians and learned

men. The biblical-metaphysical idea inspired22 Luca Pacioli in his dedicatory letter

(Fig. 2.5) to Guidobaldo da Montefeltro (1472–1508). It regarded a book of nature

that – later resumed by Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) as well – was written in

geometrical characters.

21 Rose (1975, 110).
22 “[. . .] Fratris Luca de Burgo Sancti Sepulcri, ordinis minorum, sacre theologiae Magistri [. . .]”
“Ad Illustrissimum principem sui Ubaldum Duces Montis Feretri, Mathematice discipline

cultorem serventissimum [. . .].” (Pacioli 1494, Summa, 3r).
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Fig. 2.5 Plate from the initial part of the dedicatory letter by Pacioli (Pacioli 1494, Summa, 3r; see
also 4r. Source: Max Planck Institute for the History of science-Echo/Archimedes Project)
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Let all created beings be our mirror, as no one will be found to be constituted but

as number, weight and measure, as said by Salomon in the second book of the

Sapientia.23

2.1.2.2 The Emergence of a New Type of Intellectual Technician:

The Engineer

Regarding economic aspects of the times, the emergence of a middle class of which

the merchant was a key element should be emphasized. The middle class had long

since conquered a great economic and social weight and had acquired the conscious-

ness of its social role and the possession of a culture, independent of universities and

various humanist circles. The evolution of the economy and society was strongly

influenced by three fundamental technological discoveries: circumnavigability of

the earth, gunpowder, and printing. The possibility to circumnavigate the globe was

perhaps the most important discovery leading to a boost in the economy of many

nations. It also entailed the development of navigation techniques with invention of

the compass, the representations of geographic maps, the improvement of astronomy

for navigation using the stars, and the crafting of ships, which no doubt provided a

stimulus to the improvement of many applied sciences (Singer 1954, II–III).

The spread of modern artillery based on the propellant effect of gunpowder was

important, especially for the development of new mechanics (Costabel 1973;

Crombie 1957; Dugas 1950). Knowing what causes the beginning of motion, and

its sequel, was considered important by commanders of the armies and therefore

also by states. This was true especially since the XVI century, when artillery had

become extremely effective. The development of artillery had as a natural conse-

quence the development of defensive techniques. This gave birth to the bastioned

fortresses, first appearing in Italy and then becoming a real battleground for

numerous national and foreign armies. Perhaps even more than artillery, fortress

design mobilized engineers and architects, leading to the development of methods

of construction and a better understanding of the strength of materials (Pisano

2009a, b, c, d; Pisano and Capecchi 2008, 2009, 2010a, b, 2012, 2013).

The emergence of the engineer as an intellectual technician, seen as a new kind of

technician in some way educated in sciences, is a characteristic feature of the XV

century and the first half of the XVI. Indeed this is perhaps the main feature of

science, where the reduced creativity (real or apparent) of ‘pure’ scientists, was
counterbalanced by the great creativity of “applied” scientists. A short list is

sufficient to give an idea of the dimension of the phenomenon: Mariano di

Jacopo, called Taccola, (1381–1458), Leon Battista Alberti, Francesco di Giorgio

Martini (1439–1501), Leonardo da Vinci, Vannoccio Vincenzio Austino Luca

Biringuccio also known as Vannuccio, Biringuccio (1480–1539), Francesco de’
Marchi (1504–1576), Giovanni Battista Bellucci (1506–1554), and Daniele Barbaro

(1513–1570).

23 Pacioli (1494, Summa, 4r).
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Although there was no public funding to encourage scientists to devote their

efforts to the study of technical applications and to improvement of their knowledge,

a common ground arose, particularly in Central and Northern Italy. A link between

engineers and scientists emerged, at least in part, through the creation of some

technical centres in the courts of the principalities which had been set up. This

was the case of the Medici’s court in Florence, but also, and perhaps more impor-

tantly, the court of Milan under Francesco Sforza with its very rich library. Another

important centre was Urbino. Here among others the presences of Francesco di

Giorgio Martini (1480–1490), who translated Marcus Vitruvius Pollio’s (ca. 80–70
BC – after 15 BC; see Mussini 2003) De Architectura into Italian,24 which although
questionable from a philological point of view, made this author known to all

technicians25 and Piero della Francesca (1415–1492), one of the greatest mathema-

ticians and painters at that time (Grendler 1955), are to be reported.

2.1.2.3 Leonardo da Vinci’s Science of Weights

It is not easy to understand how the science of weights may have influenced the

training of technicians. Certainly, some basic aspects on the working of the lever and

the block and tackle needed for the construction of building and industry machinery

was available independently of mechanics treatises. There was a long tradition of

transmission of technological knowledge from antiquity that found concrete expres-

sion in the regular use of construction machinery designed during the Hellenistic

era. There is however no doubt that when a certain culture of mathematics and

drawing began to spread, a precise knowledge of the basic laws of mechanics, which

could be acquired with limited scientific knowledge (Capecchi and Pisano 2008),

gave the opportunity for the design of machines at the work table (Lefèvre 2004).

In the hands of technicians, the theoretical medieval science of weights could

evolve toward a more mature discipline, in the attempt of its application to

situations required by the technology of the time (Pisano and Bussotti 2014d,

2015e). This possibility of evolution was widely exploited by a man who is today

universally regarded as the engineer of the XV century par excellence: Leonardo da

Vinci (Marcolongo 1932; Galluzzi 1988; Pedretti 1978, 1998). In the following, we

will expose how the science of weights will be transformed in his hands. The choice

of studying Leonardo is partly motivated by the fact that the studies conducted so

far on him, not always exhaustive, have shown the great theoretical significance of

his writings, but it is also motivated by the fact that now we have access to a

complete set of Leonardo’s works (Pisano 2013). His many interests were consid-

ered in the early 1400s by Taccola (Knobloch 1981) who was interested in the

24 Probably one of the first partial translations from Latin to Italian, which was not published. On

our side, no historical documents we know of has claimed that it was really the first.
25 Francesco di Giorgio Martini added elements of theory of machines and construction in book X

already devoted to use and construction of machines. For an English edition, see: Rowland and

Howe (Rowland and Howe 1999).
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writings of mechanics and military technics. In more recent times Giambattista

Venturi published, in 1797, a famous essay on the scientific work of Leonardo da

Vinci (Venturi 1797). In the years 1880–1940 da Vinci’s notebooks were published
in facsimile and nearly all the manuscripts were printed with a diplomatic tran-

scription26 and translation in different languages, resulting in approximately a

thousand drawings and propositions. However, an organic edition is still lacking,

with the happy exception presented by Arturo Uccelli who edited with a critical

transcription27 nearly all the mechanical writings, ordering them according to a

criterion inspired by Leonardo himself (da Vinci 1940).

Between 1482 and 1499 Leonardo da Vinci28 was in the service of the Duke of

Milan. During his service he also advised on architecture, fortifications and military

matters and worked as a hydraulic and mechanical engineer and became interested

in geometry. He read Leon Battista Alberti’s De re ædificatoria on architecture

(ca. 1450) and Piero della Francesca’s De prospectiva pingendi on perspectives

studies. He illustrated Pacioli’s Divina proportione29 (1498) and worked with him.

Leonardo studied Euclid and Pacioli’s Summa and began his own research on

geometry, sometimes giving mechanical solutions. In 1499 Leonardo left Milan

together with Pacioli; in 1506 he returned there for a second period. Again his

scientific work took precedence over his painting and he was involved in hydrody-

namics, anatomy, mechanics, mathematics and optics. In 1513 Leonardo accepted

an invitation from King Francis I to enter his service in France (Gillispie 1971–

1980, VIII, 199–244).

Leonardo da Vinci is a difficult subject to be confined within a fixed frame and it

is difficult to give a full account of the opinions of historians on Leonardo’s role in
science in general and mechanics in particular. One goes from an enthusiastic

vision of the early XIX century, especially on the side of historians of science

educated in literature, to a more mature appreciation of Duhem and finally to a

26A transcription that respects the original spelling and punctuation marks, spaces included.
27 A transcription that is faithful to the original but avoids typos, resolves “u” in “v” according to

the modern practice, uses a standard character for “s”, unifies the writing of words with the same

meaning to the most used form, and so on.
28 Leonardo da Vinci was born in 1452 in Vinci, a small village near Empoli and province of

Firenze, in the Toscana department, Italy. He died in 1519 at the Château du Clos Lucé, in the

Indre-et-Loire department, France. He was educated in his father’s house, receiving thereby the

usual elementary notions of reading, writing and arithmetic.
29 Leonardo da Vinci’s (written down at an earlier meeting with Pacioli) transcripts of his handful

of whole passages of the Summa (Pisano 2013a, b, c, d). On 10th November 1494 (Venice) finally

released in print in Latin, Luca Pacioli’s Summa arithmetic, geometry, proportions et proportion-
ality. Luca Pacioli inspired Leonardo da Vinci (Pisano 2013a) and was his counselor, teacher and

translator. Da Vinci purchased the Summa (119 soldi) as he himself claimed (da Vinci, Codex
Atlanticus, 288r f. 104r, 331r) and noted: “Learn multiplication of the roots by master Luca”

(da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus, 331r [120r]). From 1496 to 1504 Leonardo studied Luca Pacioli’s
works and summarized his theory of proportions (da Vinci, Codex Madrid, 8936). Particularly,
geometrical figures were presented for the first time in the Codex Forster and finally included in

the De divina proportion (Pisano 2013a). For Leonardo’s sources see the Pinacoteca Ambrosiana
in Milan and Museo Galileo-Istituto e Museo di Storia della Scienza in Florence.
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fierce criticism by Clifford Ambrose Truesdell (1919–2000) who minimised

(Truesdell 1968, 1–29) both the originality and the contribution to the subsequent

science development of Leonardo’s work and George Sarton (1884–1956) who

affirmed (Sarton 1953, 11–22) that the development of mechanics would have been

the same without Leonardo. Eduard Jan Dijksterhuis (1892–1965) eventually

considered studying Leonardo as being of interest not for his contributions to

science, but for the opportunity offered by his copious notes that were written to

follow the maturation of various scientific concepts (Dijksterhuis 1961).

A better understanding of the history of mechanics and a different conception of

history of science with a trend to greater contextualization of the work of scientists

has certainly contributed to this change of opinions. Today there is a phase of

stagnation on the studies of Leonardo as a scientist, probably due to the concerns

aroused by the latest criticisms and the concern to approach a job seemingly titanic

at first glance. It is with reverential awe and humility that we have set about the

study. One of the difficulties in reading Leonardo’s texts is that they consist largely
of scattered notes, often repeated with slight variations, sometimes with inconsis-

tencies. Although attempts were made to reach a chronologically consistent order,

different scholars have not yet obtained results sufficiently shared, also because

Leonardo had the habit of putting his own hands to the manuscripts and editing

them with continuous additions and deletions. The only valid criterion is the search

for logical consistency and the persistence of certain statements over others. Arturo

Uccelli (da Vinci 1940), Roberto Marcolongo (1862–1943; Marcolongo 1937),

Pierre Maurice Marie Duhem (1861–1916; Duhem 1906) and others, among

which we want to name at least Edmondo Solmi (1874–1912; Solmi 1908),

attempted to find the source of the thought of Leonardo da Vinci. The enterprise

is difficult because in the XV century they were not particularly generous in

quotations; Leonardo specifically names only: Aristotle (384 BC – 322 BC), Archi-

medes, Euclid (ca. 323 BC-286 BC), Ab�u l Hasan Thābit ibn Qurra’ ibn Marwān

al-Sābi’ al-Harrānı̄ (826–901), Jordanus de Nemore (fl. XII or XIIIth), Biagio of

Parma (c. 1365–1416), Albertus Magnus (1193/1206–1280) also known as Albert

the Great and Albert of Cologne, Albert of Saxony (ca. 1316–1390), Alberti and

perhaps Richard Swineshead30 (fl. 1340–1354). Moreover, it is also difficult to

understand the influence of Leonardo on posterity because it seems that he had not

made his works known, except to a very restricted circle. We have set ourselves an

easier task in trying to decipher Leonardo’s thought by framing it within his time on

the basis of medieval texts of mechanics known to us but maybe not to him. Stating

that Leonardo’s claims are original with him is perhaps misleading and at best

uninteresting, since we are convinced that he was not an isolated genius, but

probably a representative engineer with beliefs common to others (Favaro 1916).

30 Cfr.: Arturo Uccelli (da Vinci 1940).
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Fig. 2.5bis Plate from the studies on gravity and force (da Vinci, Codex Arundel, 37r)
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The science of weights in the hands of Leonardo became a discipline similar

to modern statics, closer to that of Simon Stevin, a century after, than to that

of Guidobaldo del Monte (and even Galileo). In addition, del Monte proposed

restoring Greek mechanics (Stevin 1955) limiting the study to simple machines, the

lever, an axle with a wheel, the wedge, the screw and the inclined plane.31

2.1.2.3.1 Powers: Gravity and Force

Before moving on to analyse the more technical contributions of Leonardo to

mechanics we should make a clarification of the meaning of certain terms, includ-

ing: power, gravity and weight. The following quotes give a first idea:

Gravity is an accidental power, which is created by motion and infused into bodies out of

their natural site.32

[. . .] Gravity, force and accidental motion (material motion), together with percussion are

the four accidental powers, by which all the evident work of mortal beings have their origin

and their death.33

In this passage, Leonardo da Vinci refers to the four powers (with a modern

language, forces). Regarding the gravity, it can be said that Leonardo married the

traditional Aristotelian school thesis considering it as the tendency of bodies to

reach their natural place (Duhem, I, 16–17). For Leonardo gravity is caused by

motion (Fig. 2.6):

31 Screw was also applied to an inclined plane but in a rotating motion. In addition it is the only

simple machine which offers the possibility to turn and drive inward. The idea of a simple machine
originated with Archimedes who, as well known, studied three machines: lever, pulley and screw,
Later on, Heron of Alexandria (see Mechanica, in Heron 1899–1914, vol. II) studied five

machines: winch, lever, pulley, wedge, screw. Guidobaldo del Monte in Mecanicorum Liber
(1577) supplied an advanced – for that period – theory of simple machines, also taking into

account gravitas. He pointed out the limits of the approach held by the ancients to this subject, in

particular as far as Aristotle’s approach was concerned (Aristotle 1955b, pp. 329–411). Galilei in

Le Mecaniche added the inclined plane, so that the simple machines became six. With regard to the

definition of machine, for our historical epistemology aims, we refer to the intuitive conception

according to which a machine is a device or a system of devices consisting of fixed and moving

parts, which modifies mechanical energy and transforms (machineries) it in a more useful form.

Very interesting is it development during 19th century between mechanics and thermodynamics

(Gillispie and Pisano 2014). Machines studies also concern the history of science in social context

(technoscience) of machines drawings traits (e.g. see Popplow 2002, 2003). Recently on how

science works and how technique works see Pisano and Bussotti 2014d; 2015a, e, f.
32 “Gravit�a è una potentia invisibile la quale per accidente moto è creata, e infusa ne’ corpi che dal
lor natural sito sono remossi.” (da Vinci, Codex Arundel, 37r. See also: da Vinci 1940, 31). English
translation is ours.
33 “La gravit�a, la forza, e’l moto accidentale, insieme colla percussione, son le quattro accidentali

potenzia, colle quali tutte le evidenti opere de’ mortali hanno loro essere e loro morte.” (da Vinci,

Codex Forster II, 116v. See also: da Vinci 1940, 32). English translation is ours.
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Fig. 2.6 Plate from the studies on gravity (da Vinci, Codex Arundel, 205r)
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No element has in itself gravity or levity if it does not move. The earth is in contact with the

air and water and has in itself neither gravity nor levity; it has not stimulus neither from the

water nor from the surrounding air, unless by accident, which originates by motion. And

this teaches us the leaves of herbs, born above the earth, which is in contact with the water

and the air, which do not bend if not for the motion of air or water.34

To this statement, a bit cryptic for a contemporary, Leonardo adds an explanation:

Gravity is an accident created by the motion of the lower elements into the upper.35

That is, a body shows its gravity if, following an upheaval of the underlying parts,

an imbalance of the upper parts is determined. More problematic is the interpreta-

tion of the term force (Stinner 1994). On the purpose, quite clarifying was the

following famous quotation, which is interesting from a literary point of view also,

as a very effective example of scientific prose, in which someone wanted to see the

influence of the neo-Platonic philosophy of universal animation (Fig. 2.7).

34 “Nessun elemento ha in sè gravit�a o levit�a se non si move. La terra è in contatto coll’aria e

coll’acqua e non ha in sè gravit�a nè levit�a; non sente dall’acqua nè dall’aria che la circunda se non
per accidente, il qual nasce dal lor moto. E questo c’insegna le foglie dell’erbe nate sopra la terra
ch’è in contatto coll’acqua e coll’aria, le quali non si piegano se non per il moto dell’aria o

dell’acqua.” (da Vinci, Codex Arundel, 205r. See also: da Vinci 1940, 30). English translation

is ours.
35 “La gravit�a essere un accidente creato dal moto delli elementi bassi ne’ pi�u alti.” (da vinci,

Codex Arundel, 205r. See also: da Vinci 1940, 30). English translation is ours.
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Fig. 2.7 Plate from the studies of the equilibrium of weights and of impact (“percossa”) (da Vinci,

Ms. A f. 1v)
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Force I say is a strong spiritual virtue, an invisible power, caused by accidental external

violence of motion and located and instilled into bodies, which are moved from their

natural habit [the rest] and determined by giving them active life of wonderful power:

constrains all created things to change form and site, runs with fury to her desired death

and comes diversifying through the causes. Slowness makes it great and swiftness weak, it

comes into being from violence and dies for freedom and the greater the sooner is it

consumed. Drives away in a rage what is opposed to her decay; she wants winning, to

kill by its causes any constraints and winning, it kills herself. It becomes stronger where it

finds a stronger contrast. Nothing will move without its. The body from which it originates

does not change form or weight.36

It seems to define the impetus of scholastic conception, which is generated in the

bodies by the motion transmitted to it by another body, for example by the hand that

launches a stone.

Leonardo distinguishes between natural gravity and accidental gravity. The

former is the ordinary one and is invariant; the latter is not clearly defined or at

least is not defined in a unique way. According to Duhem (Duhem 1906, I, 114–115),

the schoolmen used this term as a synonym of impetus and Leonardo, following the

ideas of Albert of Saxony who assumed the natural gravity concentrated in the centre

of gravity, would consider also the accidental concentrated in a point, named the

centre of accidental gravity:

Each body has three centres of figure, one of which is a natural centre of gravity, the other

of the accidental gravity and the third one of the magnitude.37

In other cases, Leonardo seems to give a different meaning to the accidental gravity.

For instance (cfr. Marcolongo 1937, 64) the centre of accidental gravity coincides

with the centroid of a system, composed by accident of many components. This

description could be compatible with the other, because in the forced motion, by

accident, actions are focused on the accidental centre, so in the case of weights

joined by accident all motion behaves as if the centre of gravity were a point that is

the centre of gravity of no body. As regards the term “weight”, Leonardo uses it as

in the modern Italian, to indicate either a heavy body, or the weight of a heavy body.

When a body is constrained, the weight is often understood as power, a measure of

the effectiveness of gravity according to site. For example, a weight of three pounds

that slides on an inclined plane with a ratio between height and length of 2:3,

36 “Forza, dico essere una virt�u spirituale, una potenzia invisibile, la quale per accidentale esterna

violenza è causata dal moto e collocata e infusa ne’ corpi i quali sono dal loro naturale uso retratti e
piegati, dando a quelli vita attiva di maravigliosa potenzia; costrigne tutte le create cose a mutazione

di forma e di sito; corre con furia alla sua desiderata morte e vassi diversificandomediante le cagioni.

Tardit�a la fa grande e prestezza la fa debole; nasce per violenzia more per libert�a. E quanto è

maggiore, pi�u presto si consuma. Scaccia con furia ciò che si oppone a sua disfazione, desidera

vincere, uccidere la sua cagione, il suo contrasto e, vincendo, sè stessa occide. Fassi pi�u potente,

dove trova maggior contrasto. Ogni cosa volentieri fugge sua morte. Essendo costretta, ogni cosa

costrigne. Nessuna cosa sanza lei si move. Il corpo dove nasce non cresce in peso nè in forma.”

(da Vinci, Ms. A, 34v. See also: da Vinci 1940, 253–254). English translation is ours.
37 “Ogni corpo di disforme figura ha 3 centri, de’ quali l’uno è centro della gravit�a naturale, l’altro
dell’accidentale e l 3� della magnitudine.” (da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus, 188v(b); See also: da Vinci
1940, 45). English translation is ours.
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weighs two lbs. Leonardo speaks of weight also to indicate the tension of ropes,

designed as a portion of the weight carried by them, considered as the portion of the

weight supported.

2.1.2.3.2 The Balance and Lever

Leonardo da Vinci, instead of the term lever (lieva), prefers balance – sometimes

scale – which for him does not necessarily have equal arms. The lieva is thus to

indicate the balance arm placed where resistance is located, while the contro-lieva
is the other arm to which power is applied. Note that Leonardo avoids separate

treatments of the lever, balance and wheel and axle, as done by del Monte (Renn

and Damerow 2010a), considering all of one type, as defined by the balance. Of

course, da Vinci knows the law of the lever. He does not report, however, demon-

strations of it but merely terms. The applications of Leonardo are of such richness

that they have a theoretical value in themselves because they both offer new issues,

which could only be imagined by an engineer and not a mathematician or a

humanist, and because the proposed solutions, although not supported by experi-

ments, are very stimulating. One of the innovations in the texts of Leonardo da

Vinci compared to the traditional science of weights is the use of forces (modern

term) applied to the arms of the balance or lever by means of ropes connected to

weights with the use of pulleys which modify the direction of application.

In order to understand da Vinci’s use of quantitative expressions, the mathemat-

ics of time based on proportions must be taken into account. Here the determination

of an unknown term was not immediate and instead of writing a simple algebraic

equation, as we would do today, it required algorithms now obsolete, including that

of the three simple steps derived by the treatise of the abacus. According to the use

of this treatise, Leonardo da Vinci often exposes his results, not with propositions

having general character, but with numerical examples. They have the function to

exemplify the general laws for it is not difficult to imagine that the chosen numbers

could be replaced by other numbers. It would therefore represent the need for

Leonardo da Vinci to move from his geometrical language based on arithmetical

proportions to an early algebraic language which is not formalized enough because

of the difficulties in deposing of efficient algebraic rules.

Even with the rule of three one can say: in arms ab and bf that are 2 and 3, who exchanges

suspended weights according to the proportions, they will resist to the descent one of; thus

the 5, weight placed in the arm of two spaces resists to weight of 2 placed in the 3 spaces. So

you will say for rule of 3: if the 2 of ab located in f would change in 6 and ƒ, which would as
to change 5 of bf placed, it would be 9 and so inversely, knowing the weight a and looking

for weight f.38

38 “Ancora colla regola del 3 potr�a dire: ne’ bracci ab e bf, che son 2 e 5, chi scambia e’ pesi
attaccati secondo le proporzioni, essi resisteranno al discenso luno dell’altro, onde il 5, peso posto
nel braccio di due spazi resiste al peso di 2 posto ne li 5 spazi; onde dirai per la regola del 3: se ‘l
2 di ab posto in f trasmutassi in 6 che in f, il che sarebbe a trasmutare il 3 di bf posto in [?] sarebbe

9 e cosı̀ de converso, sapendo il peso a e cercando del peso f.” (da Vinci, Codex Windsor, 12602v.
See also da Vinci 1940, 76). English translation is ours.
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In the following passage, Leonardo da Vinci proposes a rule much more complex to

calculate the counter-weight:

RULE TO FIND A COUNTERWEIGHT TO A GIVEN WEIGHT IN ONE OF THE

ARMS OF THE BALANCE. Multiply the number of times the arm [b] of the counter-

weight contains the other arm [a] by the number of the given weight [p], then divide the

weight [p] with this result [q], and multiply the result by the number of weight [p]. This
result will give the searched counterweight [r] to the given weight.39

Basically if p is the weight, a the length of the lever, b that of the counter-lever, r the
counterweight, Leonardo performs the following calculations: multiply the weight

p by the ratio of the lengths of the arms getting the result q¼ p� b / a; divide then p
by the result q and multiply again by p: p: q� p and obtain a / b� p, which is not

difficult to verify to be the correct value of the counterweight (r). Marcolongo

(Marcolongo 1937, 31–32) argues that the previous quotation was written before

1500, subsequently Leonardo would have given up this complicated rule for the

simpler rule of the three. In addition to the relationship between forces in the lever,

Leonardo also knows that between displacements:

That proportions that the length of the lever will have with its counter-lever, this same

proportion you will find in their weights and similarly in the slowness of motion and in the

path made by each of their ends when they arrive to the permanent height of their pole.40

Leonardo also knows how to handle balances with more weight hanging from them

(cases also considered by Thābit and de Nemore) and thus addresses the case of

balances whose arms are endowed with weight, by concentrating it in their centre of

gravity.

Of interest is Leonardo’s comment on the triangular balance, the Equilibra,
proposed by Leon Battista Alberti (Alberti 15th, Alberti 1973; Di Pasquale 1992).

39 “REGOLA DA TROVARE IL CONTRAPPESO A UN DATO PESO NELL’UNDE’ BRACCI
DELLA BILANCIA. Multiplica il braccio del contrappeso per tante volte il numero del dato peso,

quante sono le volte che esso riceve in sè il suo opposite braccio, e colla somma parti il numero del

peso, e quel che ne viene rimultiplica con esso numero del peso, e co’ la resultata somma ar�ai fatto
il debito contrappeso al gi�a dato peso.” (da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus, 309r(d). See also da Vinci

1940, 86; Author’s capital letters). English translation is ours.
40 “Quella proporzione, che ar�a in sè la lieva colla sua contralı́eva, tale proporzione troverai in

nelle qualit�a de’ pesi, in nella tardit�a del moto e in nella qualit�a del cammino fatta da ciascuna loro

stremit�a, quando sieno pervenute alla permanente altezza del loro polo.” (da Vinci, Codex
Atlanticus, 173r(a). See also da Vinci 1940, 165). English translation is ours.
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Fig. 2.8a Leon Battista Alberti Alberti Equilibria (Alberti 15th, Ms 422.2, 10r. With Permission

of the President and Fellows of the Harvard College Copyright. The Houghton Library. The

Harvard University Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.)
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Fig. 2.8b Leon Battista Alberti, Equilibria (Alberti 15th, Ms 422.2, 10v. With Permission of the

President and Fellows of the Harvard College Copyright. The Houghton Library. The Harvard

University Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.)
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Although Alberti suggests building the Equilibra with a rod connecting the ends
of a wire longer than the rod and suspended in the middle point (see Fig. 2.8a),

Leonardo considers from a theoretical point of view the Equilibra as a balance with
equal arms with the fulcrum located at the top With this balance one can determine

a weight P of any one value with a fixed known counterweight p. With reference to

Fig. 2.8c the following relation of proportionality holds true: ab: bc¼P: p.
Leonardo da Vinci argues that in reality things do not go that way because of the

weight of the rod:

Battista Alberti says in a work titled Ex ludi rerum mathematicarum: that when the balance
abc will have the arms ba and bc in double pro-portion, with weights suspended from its

ends, that dispose it such way, they are in the same proportion of arms, but converse, that is,

the more the weight the smaller the arm [See Fig. 2.8c].41

[. . .] Which the experience and reason show to be a false proposition, because he puts the

opposite weights 2 vs 4 in a balance, which in itself weighs 6 pounds, it is 7 vs 2, and so the

balance will remain at rest with equal resistance of arms. And here he wandered, for not to

mention the weight of the beam of the balance which is unequal in weight.42

It must be said that Leonardo is not consistent and when he uses Alberti’s Equilibra
he does this without taking into account its own weight. Leonardo da Vinci is not
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Fig. 2.8c The triangular

balance according to

Leonardo da Vinci

(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Codex Arundel, 66r)

41 The title should be in Italian: Ludi matematici, as the book was in Italian vulgare. Its original

dedication was however: “Leonis Baptistae Albertis ad Illustrissimum principem dominum

Meliadusium Marchionem Estensem ex Ludis Rerum mathematicarum”. From that, it can be

deduced that the original title was probably Ludi rerum mathematicarum. Indeed a Latin title for a
work in vernacular was a quite common use of the time”.
42 “Alla qual cosa la sperienza e la ragion li mostra essere falsa proposizione; perché dove lui mette

li pesi oppositi 2 contro 4 nella bilancia che in sé pesa 6 libbre, vole essere 7 contro 2; e cosı̀ rester�a
la bilancia ferma con equali resistenzia di braccia. E qui errò esso altore per non far menzione del

peso dell’aste della bilancia, che è ineguale di peso.” (da Vinci, Codex Arundel 66r. See also da

Vinci 1940, 101–102). Here Leonardo’s calculations do no sound right.
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exempted from the examination of the equal arm balance and weights, which had

been and would be a key paradigm of the science of weights. His conclusion is the

same as de Nemore; when the arms are horizontal, the balance is in a stable

equilibrium configuration and resumes its configuration if moved so

[. . .] balance with equal arms and weights removed from the site of equality will make

unequal arms and weights, so necessity constraints it to acquire again the lost equality of

arms and weights.43

Here it is not entirely clear why Leonardo speaks of unequal arms, unless he wants to

consider, as shown in some of his drawings, and differently from the medieval

science of weights, the descents of weights converging toward the centre of the earth.

The circular balance instead is for Leonardo da Vinci in a state of neutral

equilibrium, because of polar symmetry. The indifference changes into stability,

however if two consistent weights are added:

CIRCULAR BALANCE. This circular scale [See Fig. 2.9] for it be of uniform gravity, to

any lines around its pole, does not completely make the office which would do the common

scale, i.e., that which, when moved from the site of equality, it returns there by itself.

But this, having heavy weights equally distant from its centre, being removed from the site

of equality, it itself does return there. But I think it would return, if the weights attached to it

largely overcomes the weight of that wheel.44
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Bilancia circulare
Fig. 2.9 Equilibrium for

the circular balance

(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Codex Atlanticus 1018 [new
numeration])

43 “La bilancia di braccia e pesi uguali, remossa del sito dell’equailit�a far�a braccia e pesi inequali,
onde necessit�a la costrigne a riacquistare la perduta equalit�a di braccia e di pesi.” (da Vinci,Ms. E,
59r. See also da Vinci 1940, 74–75). English translation is ours.
44

“BILANCIA CIRCULARE. Questa bilancia circulare, per essere lei d’uniforme gravit�a, per
qualunque linia intorno al suo polo, essa non fa totalmente tutto l’uffizio che farebbe la bilancia

comune, cioè, che quella, essendo mossa del sito della equalit�a, essa per sè medesima vi ritorna; e

questa, avendo e’ pesi equahnente pesanti e distantı́ dal suo centro, essendo remossa del sito della

equaüt�a, essa per sè non vi ritorna” (da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus, 365r(a). See also da Vinci 1940,

103). Author’s capital letter. English translation is ours.
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2.1.2.3.3 The Inclined Plane Law

The equilibrium of weights posed on inclined planes was studied by Heron, Pappus

and de Nemore. Only the latter had obtained a correct solution.
Leonardo da Vinci, as happens in the school of Jordanus de Nemore, does not

typically consider a single inclined plane but two opposing planes, on each of which

two weights are arranged connected by a rope that passes over a pulley disposed at

the intersection of the planes. He does not always refer to the law of the inclined

plane in the same way. Generally speaking he correctly states that the effectiveness

of the weight decreases with the obliquity, using a term and a concept typical of the

school of de Nemore: the term obliquity to mean the inclination of a plane from the

vertical and the concept of gravity of position according to which the effectiveness

of a weight varies with the obliquity. The problem is that Leonardo does not always

measure obliquity in the same way. Sometimes he measures it as the ratio between

base and height, sometimes as the ratio between length and height of the plan; this

way, as well known today, is the correct one. Leonardo provides an explanation of

the different efficacy of weights disposed on an inclined plane, stating that the

weight that moves on the more oblique plane undergoes a greater resistance

(da Vinci 1940, p 109). Therefore, Leonardo seems to consider the effectiveness

of the weight determined by the effectiveness of the constraints and not by the

variation of gravity, which often he claims to be invariable.

In the following passage, the obliquity is clearly measured by the ratio between

the base and the height, in this way the effectiveness of the weights depends on the

cotangent of the angle formed by the inclined plane with the horizontal. Leonardo

da Vinci did not realize that in this case, when the plane becomes vertical, one faces

a relationship between a finite value and zero.

If the weights a, b [See Fig. 2.10] do not push toward the centre of the world, for they are

separated, their combined centre tends to the centre of the world, as the central line nm
teaches us passing through the proportions of weights 2 and 4 and for the proportions of the

basis of triangles 2 and 4; but the site of them has no proportionate spaces, because in the

same obliquity a weight may be high and the other low and [the obliquity] will not vary in

this situation; the double ratio of the weights will vary in height.45

45 “Se a b, pesi, non spingono inverso il centro del mondo, essendo come son separati, il lor

congiunto attende a esso centro del mondo, come ci insegna la linia centrale nm che passa per le

proporzioni de’ pesi 2 e 4 e per le proportioni delle base che hanno li triangoli 2 e 4; ma il sito d’essi
pesi non ha spazi proporzionati, perchè nelle medesime obbliquita un peso pò stare alto e l’altro
basso e non varier�a in tal situazione; varia in altezza, la proporzion de’ pesi dupla” (da Vinci, Ms.
G, 77v. See also da Vinci 1940, 109). English translation is ours.
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The reading of the following passage seems to show that this time obliquity is

measured by the ratio between the length and height of the inclined plane, if for

obbliqua it means the inclined plane.

The equality of declinations in accord with the equality of weights. If the proportion of

weights and the obbliqua [enphasis added] where will they stay will be the same but

inverse, the said weight will remain the same in gravity and in motion.46

Unfortunately, examination of Fig. 2.11 next to the quotation does not allow this

interpretation and in this case also the obliquity should be understood as the ratio

between the base and height. In the third case-study, Leonardo asserts quite clearly

that the obliquity can be measured ‘correctly’ by the ratio between length and

height of the plane, with the following Fig. 2.12 commented with a few words. The

balance will be to weight ab as weight cd.47

From Fig. 2.12 (see below), is indeed clear how the weights, given by the two

prisms of the same thickness, are proportional to the length of the inclined planes.

Marcolongo (1937, 54) saw in this figure, an analogywith Stevin’smodelling ofweights

on the inclined plane by means of a necklace. On the basis of the above and other

passages not reported, it can thus be stated with certainty that Leonardo did not possess

the law of the inclined plane, except for the observation derived from daily experience
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Fig. 2.11 Second case-

study concerning the

equilibrium of two weights

on an inclined plane

(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Codex Atlanticus, 981b
[new numeration])
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nFig. 2.10 Equilibrium of

two weights on an inclined

plane by Leonardo da Vinci

(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Ms G, 77v)

46 “La equalit�a della declinazione osserva la equalit�a de’ pesi. Se le proporzioni de’ pesi e

dell’obliqua dove si posano saranno equali ma converse, essi pesi resteranno uguali in gravit�a e

in moto” (da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus, 981b [new numeration]. See also da Vinci 1940, 110;

English translation and is ours.
47 Redrawn from da Vinci, Ms H, 81v.
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that the effectiveness of the weight decreases with the obliquity, and it is also possible

that the results he shows are simply uncritical replication of current views of the time.

Finally, one more case-study should be reported that relates to motion rather than

the equilibrium of the inclined plane, but which still gives information even for the

equilibrium case (See Fig. 2.13):

ONMOTION. The spherical body will take by itself a motion the faster the more the contact

with the site is farther from the vertical passing through its centre. As much as ab is longer

than bc, so the ball will fall slower for its line ab, and as much slower, as the part o is less than
m, because being p the pole of the ball, the partm, being over p, would fall with faster motion,

if it there were not but the small resistance which the counterweight omakes [Fig. 2.13b]. And

without this counterweight the ball would descend on the line bc the sooner the more o is

close to m, i.e. if the part o enters m 100 times, [the ball] would descend faster than one

hundredth of his time than when the part o is missing; mn is the line from the centre and p is
the pole where the ball touches its plane, and the more the space np, the faster its way.48
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Fig. 2.12 Third case-study:

concerning the equilibrium

of two heavy prisms on an

inclined plane (Redrawn

from da Vinci, Ms H, 81v)
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Fig. 2.13 Fourth case-study concerning the motion of a sphere on an inclined plane (Redrawn

from da Vinci, Ms A, 52r)

48 “DEL MOTO. Il corpo sperico e ponderoso piglier�a per sè tanto pi�u veloce moto, quanto il contatto

suo col loco dove corre fia pi�u lontano dal perpendiculare della sua linia centrica. Tanto quanto ab è

pi�u lungo che ac, tanto cader�a pi�u tardi la palla per la sua linia che per la linia ab, e tanto pi�u tardi,

quanto la parte o è minore che la partem; perchè essendo p il polo della palla, essendo sopra p la parte
m, caderebbe con pi�u veloce moto, se non fussi quel poco della resistenzia che gli fa di contrappeso la

parte o; e se non fussi detto contrappeso, la palla discenderebbe per la linia af tanto pi�u presto, quanto
o entra in m; cioè se la parte o entra nella parte m 100 volte, mancando sempre nel voltare della palla

la parte o, discenderebbe pi�u presto il centesimo del suo tempo; mn è la linia centrica e p sia il polo

dove la palla tocca il suo piano, e quanto Hamaggiore spazio da np, tanto fia pi�u veloce il suo corso.”
(da Vinci, Ms. A, 52r. See also da Vinci 1940, 343). English translation is ours.
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In the previous passage, Leonardo asserts that the ball moves with the greater

velocity the greater the ratio between the segment o and the segment m (the sum

of which is the diameter of the sphere), and that the part o opposes the descent. This
analysis seems intermediate between those by Pappus of Alexandria49 (ca. 290 AC

– ca. 350) and by Heron of Alexandria. The idea that we should consider p as a pole
is Pappus’s, of whom, however, the idea that a force different from zero is necessary

to make the ball roll on a horizontal plane is not taken up. The similarity with the

analysis of Heron is evident from Fig. 2.1350 (on the left) where it is shown how

much the left side exceeds the right one. This is not the only point where Leonardo

seems to refer to Heron’sMechanica (Heron Alexandrinus 1893, see also: Id., 1900,
1999), normally considered to be unknown in the West at least until the XVIII

century. One can then make a reasonable guess that the text of Heron was not

completely unknown and that Leonardo has become aware of it either directly or

indirectly.

2.1.2.3.4 The Pulley, Block and Tackle

Leonardo considers in depth a subject that was completely ignored by theMiddle Ages

science of weights; i.e. pulleys and the assembly of pulleys or block and tackles. They

were commonly used in machines for lifting weights for military and civil construc-

tions (Knobloch 2004), so it is no wonder that Leonardo considered them. He however

knows also the rule that connects power to resistance; this information could have been

obtained from his reading regarding traites concerning mechanics, or other available

sources.51

The pulley is seen by Leonardo da Vinci sometimes as a mere device to divert

the action of a tight rope, other times as a circular lever. The following comments

are interesting:

49 Cuomo (2004), Hultsch (1878).
50 Note that this figure will be used again by Nicola Antonio Stigliola (1546–1623), also known as

Colantonio Stelliola (Cfr.: Gatto 1996).
51 A reasonable conjecture would be that he could have obtained information by some epitome of

Heron’s text of mechanics (a book intended for architects, containing means by which to lift heavy

objects). Nevertheless, even if Heron’s Mechanica (3 Books) was quite close to the Archimedian

ideas circulating in the Renaissance, i.e, shapes, proportion statics problems and balance (Taisbak

1981–1982; Drachmann 1963), it is remarkable that it was preserved only in an Arabic language

(Tybjerg 2000). Instead, the idea that theoretical information may be derived also by Book X of

Vitruvius’ De architectura, could be less conjectural. In fact, da Vinci could have reasonably

known it from the Italian translation due to Francesco di Giorgio Martini.
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I call circular scale the pulley or the wheel, with which water from wells is drawn, with

which it will never be raised more weight than the weight of the drawn water. No heavy

body will lift by means of the circular scale with the strength of its sheer weight more

weight than its own.52

The circular scale, said pulley, being of such relevance in mechanical instruments

(maximum in transmutations of forces), is not to be neglected; for with it the power of

the motor of said machine is increased, as seen in the block and tackles, where the power

grows as much as the number of pulleys. Thus we will define its nature and power, and

before will show as the strings without motion support the weight due to the supported

heavy bodies, and this we will call natural weight, then we will say of motion, varying the

weight supported by the strings and we will name this weight accidental weight, i.e., forces,

which grows the more the more the [motion] is faster, but the natural weight never varies.

The power of the engine varies with the resistance of moved thing and the air which

condenses and resists, as the air in fat of watches.53

For assemblies of pulleys, the block and tackles (See Fig. 2.14), Leonardo da Vinci

refers laws both for forces and displacements:

THE ROPE, which passes among the pulleys, is named in two ways, the part that gives cause

to motion which is fixed to the winch, is named arganica, and that which is fixed to the

superior pulley and which makes the pulleys neither falling nor slipping is called ritenente.
ON MOTION. The longer the motion of the arganica rope, that moves the weight, which is

not the motion of the weight which by means of block and tackles, by this rope is moved,

the larger the number of wheels that are in the block and tackle.

ON TIME. The larger the number of wheels, which forms the block and tackle, the faster

the motion of the arganica rope than that of the ritenente rope.

ON Weight. The larger the number of wheels of block and tackle, the greater the supported

weight than that which supports.54

52 “Bilancia cı́rculare chiamo la rotella ovver carrucola, colla quale si trae l’acqua de’ pozzi, colla
quale non si lever�a mai pi�u peso che si pesi quello che attigne l’acqua. Nessuno corpo ponderoso

lever�a in bilancia circulare con forza del suo semplice peso pi�u peso di sè medesimo.” (da Vinci,

Ms A, 62r. See also da Vinci 1940, 104). English translation is ours.
53 “La bilancia circulare, detta carrucola, essendo di tanta importanzia nelli strumenti machinali

(e massime nelle trasmutazioni delle forze), non è da preterire; con ciò sia che mediante quella si

multipllca la potenzia al motore delle dette machine, come si vede nelle taglie, dove tanto cresce la

potenzia, quanto cresce il numero di tal carrucole; adunque difiniren la sua natura e potenzia, e prima

mostreremo come le corde sanza moto sentano equal peso della gravita da lor sostenuto, e questo

domanderen peso naturale; poi diren del moto, e che varia il peso che nelle corde si comparte e questo

nomineren peso accidentale, cioè forza, la quale tanto si cresce, quanto pi�u si fa veloce; ma il peso

naturale mai si varia, variasi la potenzia nel motore insieme colla resistenzia della cosa mossa e della

resistenzia dell’aria, che si condensa e resiste, come fa l’aria alla ventola delli orilogi.” (da Vinci,

Codex Atlanticus, 566 [new numeration]. See also da Vinci 1940, 104). English translation is ours.
54 “LA CORDA, che passa infra le taglie ai sua stremi, in due modi nominati, quella parte che d�a
causa al moto che si ferma all’argano, si nomina, arganica; e quella ch’è ferma alla superiore taglia,

che non lascia scorrere nè cadere le taglie, è detta ritenente. DEL MOTO. Tante volte fı̀a pi�u lungo il
moto della corda arganica che ‘l peso move, che non è il moto del peso, che, mediante le taglie, per

essa corda è mosso, quanto è il numero delle rote che in esse taglie stanno. DEL TEMPO. Tanto

quanto fia il numero delle rote, che nelle taglie stanno, tanto fia pi�u veloce il moto fatto dalla corda

atganica, che quello fatto dalla corda ritenente. DEL PESO. Quanto fia il numero delle rote delle

taglie, tanto fia maggiore il peso sostenuto, che quello che sostiene.” (da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus,
882 [new numeration]. See also Vinci 1940, 496. Author’s italic). English translation is ours.
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If you want to know the weight [the force] of the rope that supports the latest pulley, always

multiply the applied weight at the bottom by the number of pulleys, and what this multipli-

cation gives, be the number of pounds that the last rope receives of said weight attached at the

bottom. Let thus, may the attached weight be 4, so you say: 4 pounds times 4 pulleys is

16 numbers, and then say: 4 times 16 is 64, and the rope it supports 64 pounds for the 4 applied

by at the bottom, and if they were 6 pulleys, you would say: 4 times 6, 24, and 4 times 24, 98,55

and this the weight that the last rope of 4 pounds attached at the bottom sustains.56

No explicit rule is proposed but examples sufficiently clear are made, as typical in

the mathematics of abacus. The explanation of the operation of the block and tackle

sometimes seems that proposed in Problemata mechanicawhich calls for the law of

lever (Aristotle [1936] 1955b, 852b, 367–370), sometimes that of Heron who

assumed a constant stress in the ropes which encircles the pulleys and thus the

whole weight lifted is given by the resultant of all the rope forces of the block and

tackle. This type of reasoning is reported in the following quotation:

1
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Fig. 2.14 An example of a large block and tackle (Redrawn from da Vinci, Ms A, 52r)

55 It should be 96; 24 times 4.
56 “Se voi sapere che peso ha la corda che sostiene l’ultima carrucola, multiplica sempre

cubicamente il peso appiccato da piè col numero delle carrucole, e quel che di tal multiplicazione

resulta, fia il numero delle libbre che tale ultima corda riceve di detto peso attaccato da piè.

Diciamo adunque ch’esso peso attaccatto da piè sia 4, onde tu dirai: 4 libbre vie 4 carrucole fa

16 numeri; e poi dı̀: 4 vie 16 f. 64; ed è multiplicato cubicamente, e essa corda di sopra sostiene

64 libbre per le 4 appiccate da piè; e se esse carrucole fussino 6, diresti: 4 via 6, 24, e 4 vie 24, 98; e

tanto peso sostiene l’ultima corda delle 4 libbre attaccate da piè.” (da Vinci, Codex Foster II, 82v.
See also da Vinci 1940, 501). English translation is ours.
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If youwant to supply the block and tackle of 4 ropes,which block and tackle has to lift 20 pounds

[Fig. 2.15]. I say that the wheel lwill support 10 pounds, and the wheel kwill support 10, which
are transferred to they higher supports, that is, o takes 5 pound from l and p also takes 5 from l,
and 5 from k, and this same kwill take 5 from q. Andwhoeverwanted towin the 5 of q, put 6 into
the counterweight x, and putting the last place 6 against 5 of each of the 4 ropes that support

20 pounds, not supporting itselfmore than 5 pounds, the one poundmore that I put in the rope qx,
find no resistance in the opposed ropes equal to it, all wins and all moves.57

Note that Leonardo distinguishes motion from equilibrium and to obtain motion

the power should be a little greater than the resistance; in the previous

quotation 6 vs 5. Quite interesting is the Fig. 2.16. This is a situation that actually

occurs in practice when the pull of the rope is relatively low compared to the

friction.
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Fig. 2.15 Model

concerning the evaluation

of the power necessary to

lift a given weight by means

of a block and tackle

(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Ms A, 62r)
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Fig. 2.16 Behaviour of a block and tackle for the effect of friction (da Vinci, Codex Arundel,
96r. On the friction in Leonardo da Vinci’s studies see also the Banco for studies on friction
(da Vinci, Codice Arundel, 40v–41r; da Vinci, Ms L 11v; see also Pisano 2009a, b, c, d, 2013a))

57 “Se tu voi incordare le taglie in 4 doppi, le quali taglie abbino a le- vare 2o libbre di peso, dico

che la girella l sosterr�a 10 libbre, e 10 ne sosterr�a la rotella k, le quali si trasferiscano a’ sua
superiori sostentaculi, cioè o piglia da l 5 libbre, e 5 ne piglia ancora p da l, e 5 da k, e questo

medesimo k ne da 5 a q; e chi volessi vincere le 5 di q ne metta 6 nel contrappeso x, e mettendo in

l’ultimo loco 6 contra 5 in ciascuna delle 4 corde che sostengono le 20 libbre, non sentendo per sè

se non quelle 5 libbre, quella libbra pi�u ch’io metto nella corda gx, non trovando in nessuna delle

opposite corde pari peso a sè, tutte le vince e tutte le move.” (da Vinci,Ms A, 62r. See also da Vinci
1940, 499). English translation is ours.
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Leonardo also poses other problems in block and tackles, such as the way the

stress in the rope varies with motion, the location where the rope is more stressed

and thus where it breaks more easily, the effect of the diameter of the ropes on the

effectiveness of the pulleys, the load carried by the supports of the pulleys. His

comments are not always flawless, but are notwithstanding interesting to any

readers, and are perhaps the most interesting of Leonardo’s contributions to block

and tackle theory.

2.1.2.3.5 The Concept of Momento of a Force

In presenting some of Leonardo’s quotations, because of the uncertainty of dating,

we attempted a rational reconstruction. According to this reconstruction Leonardo

would have developed the idea of potential arm in his study on the equilibrium of

levers, introducing the concept, if not the term of moment of a force. The potential
arm of a lever for Leonardo da Vinci is both the distance between the line of action

of a power from the fulcrum and the imaginary-material arm, orthogonal to the

power, which could replace the real arm. Then he would have extended this concept

to the study of the composition of forces. It is however possible, that there were not

two distinct phases and the idea of potential arm was driven by the need to solve the

problem of the composition of powers. Notice that Leonardo da Vinci to indicate

what we commonly call force uses terms like power and weight, so we will do the

same in the following.

The first time the idea of potential arm appears, according to our reconstruction,

is in the study of the balance in which weights are suspended through pendants.

In this situation, Leonardo assumes that the weights tend toward the centre of the

world and then the pendants are not vertical but convergent (Fig. 2.17):

Leonardo da Vinci is not explicit but everything suggests that the potential arms are

those marked with an and am (See Fig. 2.17). The closer the balance is to the centre

of the world d, the shorter they are.

Each of the arms of the balance is double; one of which is real, the other potential and they

are located in different places with ends distant from each other.58

n m
de                  f

cabFig. 2.17 Balance with

converging pendants

(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Ms A, 62r)

58 “Ciascuno de’ bracci della bilancia è duplo; de’ quali l’uno è reale e l’altro potenziale e son posti
in diversi siti distanti con l’estremi l’un dall’altro, e son di varie lunghezze.” (da Vinci, Codex
Atlanticus, 338 [new numeration]. See also da Vinci 1940, 70). English translation is ours.
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The real arms are always longer than the potential arms and the longer the closer

to the centre of the world.

The real arms are not in the same proportion between them as the potential arms, but the

more different the closer to the centre of the world.59

Subsequently the idea of potential arm, although not explicitly named, is used in the

study of equilibrium of an angular balance. In the following quotation the rule of

angular balance is worded clearly enough and makes clear that equilibrium is

determined by weights and their distances from the fulcrum measured horizontally.

RULE OF THE ANGULAR BALANCE. The angular balance is a balance for which the

conjunction of its arms is angular; the pole being located in the angle. Armmeans where the

centre of suspended weight falls. The distances of the opposite ends of the angular balance

from the central line of the pole have always the same proportion of the lengths of the arms

of the balance, but with inverse order. Let us consider the angular balance cef [See

Fig. 2.18] the pole of which is in the corner e; the opposite extremes f and c, have their

distances from the central line ab in the same proportion of the length of the arms c and f,
but converse: i.e. the smallest arm has its end farther from the centre as much as it is smaller

than the greatest. And so the distance of the greatest arm from the central line, is as lower as

its arm is greater than the lowest. Here the portions of circles are not equal to the motion of

the arms, but in the distances from the central line.60

59 “Sempre le braccia reali della bilancia sono pi�u lunghe di quelle potenziali e tanto pi�u quanto

esse sono pi�u vicine al centro del mondo.” (da Vinci, Ms E, 64r. See also da Vinci 1940, 72).

English translation is ours.
60 “REGOLA DELLA BILANCIA ANGULARE. La equilibra angulare è quella della quale la

congiunzione delle sue diritte braccia è angulare; nel quale angulo il suo polo è collocato. Braccio

si intende dove cade il centro del peso appiccatovi. Sempre le distanzie che hanno li oppositi stremi

della bilancia angulare dalla linia centrale del polo suo han nella medesima proporzione qual’è
quella che hanno le lunghezze delle braccia d’essa bilancia infra loro; ma sia proporzione

conversa. Come dire della bilancia angulare cef, de la quale il polo è nell’angolo e, che lo stremo

f e c oppositi hanno nelle loro distanzie dalla linia centrale ab tal proporzione qual’è quella della
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Fig. 2.18 Leonardo da

Vinci’s angular balance
(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Codex Arundel, 32v)
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Notice the particular type of angular balance studied by da Vinci, made up of

two arms with uniform section endowed with weight. The weight of the arms is

concentrated in their centre of gravity; equilibrium requires inverse proportionality

between the weights and the distances of their centres of gravity from the vertical

line passing through the fulcrum. The idea for the study of this particular kind of

balance is likely to have derived from Leon Battista Alberti’s Equilibra.
Leonardo da Vinci continues his analysis of the angular balance extending the

concept of potential arm to the case of straight levers in which weights are applied

obliquely by means of ropes. Probably the most explicit statement regarding the

introduction of the term potential arm occurs in some pages from which the

drawings (See Fig. 2.19) are obtained. In particular, for the first drawing Leonardo

da Vinci writes:

This is told the true end of the arm of the balance, the connection of which with the line of

the rope, loaded by the weight, will be made according to the right angle as you can see in

s with ma and similarly in pn with na (spiritual arm).61

lunghezza delle sue braccia ec e ef; ma è conversa: cioè che ‘l braccio minore ha il suo estremo

tanto pi�u discosto dalla centrale quant’egli è minor del suo maggiore. E cosı̀ lo spazio, che ha il

braccio maggiore da tale linia centrale, è tanto minore quanto il suo braccio è maggiore che ‘l suo
minore. Qui le porzı́on de’ cerchi non sono equali nel moto de’ bracci, ma sı̀ nelle distanzie dalla

linia centrale.” (da Vinci, Codex Arundel, 32v. See also da Vinci 1940, 99). English translation

is ours.
61 “Quello è detto vero termine di braccio di bilancia, il quale giungendo la sua retta colla

rettitudine della corda, tirata dal peso, questa congiunzione sar�a fatta componendo l’angolo retto

come si vede in s con ma e similmente pn con na (braccio spirituale).” (da Vinci, Ms M, 40r. See

also da Vinci 1940, 170). English translation is ours.
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Fig. 2.19 Instances of

potential arms in varius

kinds of lever (From top to

bottom and left to right: da

Vinci, redrawn from Ms H,
40r, 50v, 39v, 39v)
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These figures (see Fig. 2.19) leave no doubt that at least from a certain period

Leonardo considered the effectiveness of a power in order to equilibrate a balance,

or more generally of a rigid body constrained to a point, a ‘circonvolubile’,
determined only by the value of the powers and the distance of its line of action

from the fulcrum. This is also the opinion of Duhem (1905–1906, I, pp 24–25) who

however balances his positive opinion with the statement that Leonardo’s mechan-

ical writings there are not essential ideas, which were not present in the writings of

the mathematicians of the Middle Age.62 Duhem certainly refers to the fact that the

idea of potential arm was contained de novo in the writings of Jordanus de Nemore.

The latter in Liber de ratione ponderis63 (de Nemore 1565, 6r) studied the case of

an angled lever with equal weights, arguing and demonstrating that equilibrium is

achieved when the two weights are at the same distance measured horizontally from

the fulcrum. In another point, de Nemore also stated that the parameter determining

the balance of a body is given by the horizontal distance measured from the fulcrum

(de Nemore 1565, 10v). One could go further back and climb up to Heron and

Archimedes who knew the law of angular balances (Capecchi 2012a, 53). However,

Leonardo in our opinion has gone much farther. The argumentation of de Nemore

on the angular lever, only referred to weights hanging from the balance, was based

on the analysis of their descent and ascent. He could hardly have carried out his

argumentation in the case of weights suspended from inclined ropes.

In common expositions of the history of mechanics, this discovery of Leonardo

is often attributed to Giovanni Battista Benedetti in his Diversarum speculationum
mathematicarum physicarum et liber (Benedetti 1585; see also Favaro 1900). This

attribution can find a partial justification in the fact that Benedetti proved his result,

albeit not entirely convincingly, and that the text of Benedetti had a wide circulation

while Leonardo da Vinci’s has remained hidden to most.

2.1.2.3.6 The Law of Composition of Forces

Probably the most important of Leonardo da Vinci’s contributions to statics con-

cerns the rule of composition-decomposition of a force along two given directions.

The problem to be solved was to find the tensions of two inclined ropes supporting a

weight. To remove any ambiguity, the forces of the ropes also were associated with

weights.

62 Cfr.: Duhem (1905–1906, I, 192).
63 As discussed in Chapter 1, this works belongs to Jordanus de Nemore and generally assigned to

be edited by Tartaglia and posthumously published by Curtio Troiano in 1565.
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Da Vinci, besides formulating the rule, also correctly proved it. This fact is

normally not recognized by historians and even Duhem suggested only as a

possibility that Leonardo understood the rule; only Marcolongo asserted his priority

with no doubt.64 The analysis of texts has however led us to believe that in this case

Marcolongo’s analysis is correct and actually Leonardo recognized the rule of

weight distribution in two ropes supporting a weight. There are of course, as typical

in Leonardo, situations in which the rule is loosely worded, and sometimes

wrongly. But, although there are no certain dating criteria, the analysis of the

manuscripts shows a long series of examples with a lot of correct arguments that

can leave no doubt that Leonardo reached a conscious knowledge of the rule of

composition of forces (Capecchi 2012b).

The following quotations start from the intuitive finding that the weight distri-

bution depends on the obliquity of the ropes.

ON WEIGHT. If two ropes converge to support a heavy body, one of which is vertical the

other oblique, the oblique one does not sustain any part of the weight. But if two oblique

ropes would support a weight, the proportion of weight to weight would be as the obliquity

to obliquity. For ropes that descend with different obliquity from the same height, to

support a weight, the proportion of the accidental weight of the ropes is the same as that

of the length of these ropes.65

From these passages it could be deduced that by the term obliquity Leonardo

refers to the slope rather than to the length of the ropes – see the final part of the

previous quotation – while the accidental weight could be understood as the tension

of the ropes. The statement is patently incorrect, but one could think that Leonardo

had become confused and meant to speak of the inverse ratio of obliquity, which is

still wrong but at least the tendency is correct. The analysis of the following passage

(See Fig. 2.20) shows however, that Leonardo’s statement is not a typo, because he

clearly states that the weight is divided into proportion of the angles formed by the

ropes with the vertical, which is clearly false:
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Fig. 2.20 Awrong instance

of decomposition of forces

(Redrawn from da Vinci,

Ms E, 71r)

64 Note that Duhem did not study the fundamental Codex Arundel.
65 “DEL PESO. Se due corde concorrono alla sospensione d’un grave e che l’una sia diritta e l’altra
obbliqua, essa obbliqua non sostiene parte alcun d’esso peso. Ma se due corde obblique

concorreranno al sostenere d’un peso,tal proporzione fia da peso a peso, qual fia da obbliquit�a a

obbliquit�a. Delle corde che da una medesima altezza che con diverse obbliquit�a discendano alla

sospensione d’un peso, tal proposizione fia quella che a tal corda del peso accidentale si congiugne,
qual’è quella delle lunghezze d’esse corde.” (da Vinci, Ms E, 70r. See also da Vinci 1940, 142).

English translation is ours.
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Let us consider two lines concurring in the angle which sustains the weight, if you draw the

perpendicular which divides this angle, then the weights [tensions] of the two ropes have

the same ratio as that of the two angles generated by the above division. If between the two

lines ac and ec, which form the angle c, from which the weight f is suspended, the

perpendicular dc is drawn that divides this angle into two angles acd and dfe, we say that

these ropes will receive the weight in proportion equal to that of the two angles they form

and equal to the proportion of the two triangles. And the perpendicular that divides the

angle of this triangle will split the gravity suspended in two equal parts, because passing

through the centre of such gravity.66

It is difficult to understand how Leonardo could pesent so clearly wrong exam-

ples. Perhaps he is thinking of a weight hanging from the middle of a rope in which

the greater the obliquity – i.e. the angle they form with the vertical – the larger the

tensions in the rope.

Marcolongo (1937) argues, however, that these wrong results date back to the

years before 1508, when Leonardo had not yet reached his final idea, which is well

expressed in the passage:

For the 6th and 9th [propositions], the weight 3 [See Fig. 2.21] does not split into the two

real arms of the balance in the same proportion of these arms, but in the proportion of the

potential arms.67
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Fig. 2.21 A correct

instance of decomposition

of forces by Leonardo da

Vinci (Redrawn from da

Vinci, Codex Arundel, 1v)

66 “Quando dalla linia equigiacente discenderan due linie concorrenti all’angolo sospensore del

grave, cader�a la perpendiculare dividitrice di tale angolo, allora sar�a diviso il peso alle due corde

d’esso sospensore infra li quali pesi fia la medesima proporzione ch’è quella de’ due angoli,

generata dalla predetta division del primo angolo; come se dalla equigiacente a e discendessi le due

linie ac e ec, concorrenti alla composizion dell’angolo c, al quale angolo si sospenda il peso f,

cadessi la perpendiculare dc dividitrice d’esso angolo in due altri angoli acd e dfe; dico che tale

corde riceveranno il predetto peso in tal proporzione qua1’è quella che hanno infra loro li due

angoli predetti e qual fia la proporzione delle quantit�a de’ due triangoli infra loro. E sempre la

perpendiculare dividitrice dell’angolo di tal triangolo sar�a dividitrice della gravit�a sospesa in due

parti equali, perché passa per il centro di tal gravit�a.” (da Vinci,Ms E, 71r; See also da Vinci 1940,
143). English translation is ours.
67 “Per la 6� del 9�, il grave 3 non si distribuisce alle braccia reali della bilancia nella medesima

proporzione che è quella d’esse braccia, ma in quella proporzione che hanno infra loro le

braccia potenziali.” (da Vinci, Codex Arundel, 1v. See also daVinci 1940, 171). English translation
is ours.
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Here Leonardo asserts, without proving it, that the suspended weight is

supported by tensions b (left) and c (right) having inverse ratio to the potential

arms ab and ac, i.e.: b : c¼ ac : ab. The relation, correctly, allows us to find the ratio
of tensions in the two ropes.

In other passages, Leonardo proves the asserted relation and also indicates the

way to evaluate the absolute value of the tension in each rope. He introduces the

terms: potential lever and potential counter lever (See Fig. 2.22). The potential

lever corresponds somewhat to the potential arm; the potential counter lever is the

horizontal segment connecting one support of a rope to the vertical from the

suspended weight. The reading of the following quotation is useful to illustrate

the use of these terms. The potential lever associated to the arm fm is fe, the
potential counter lever is fa.

Here the weight is sustained by two powers, i.e.mf andmb. Now we have to find the potential

lever and counter lever of the two powers. The lever fe and the counter lever fa will

correspond to the power mb. The appendix eb is added to the lever fe, which is connected

with the engine b; and the appendix ab is added to the counter lever fa, which sustains the

weight n. By having endowed the balance with the power and the resistance of engine and

weight, the proportion between the lever fe and the counter lever ab should be known. Let fe
be 21/22 of the counter lever fa. Then b supports 22 when the weight n is 21.68
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Fig. 2.22 Example of a

potential lever and potential

counter lever (Redrawn

from da Vinci, Codex
Arundel, 7v)

68 “Qui è il peso n sostenuto da due potenzie varie, cioè mf e mb. Ora mi bisogna trovare la lieva e

contralieva potenziale d’esse due potenzie bm e fm. Delle quali alla potenzia b sar�a data la lieva fe
e la contralieva fa. Alla lieva fe si d�a l’appendiculo eb, al quale sta appiccato il motore b; e alla
contralieva fa si da l’appendiculo an, che sostiene il peso n. Avendo ordinata la bilancia della

potenzia e resistenzia del motore e peso, è necessario vedere che proporzione ha la lieva fe colla
contralieva, fa. La quale ƒe è li 21/22 della contralieva fa. Adunque b sente 22, quando il peso

n fusi 21.” (da Vinci, Codex Arundel, 7v. See also da Vinci 1940, 179). The translation is ours.
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Attention is centred on the rope bm with the aim to find its tension. A similar

argument can be repeated for the rope fm. Basically Leonardo imagines the rope fm
as ‘solidified’, i.e. as a rigid beam hinged at f. According to his embryonic concept

of moment of a force, Leonardo asserts the validity of the following relation: b :

n¼ fa : fe, where b is the tension of the rope bm and n is the suspended weight.

He gives as an example fa : fe¼ 21 : 22; for n¼ 21 it results b¼ 22.

The previous quotation deserves some comments. First: the idea to solidify the rope

anticipates what is commonly called the solidification principle, according to which if

a body is in equilibrium its state is not perturbed by adding additional constraints. This

principle has been used to study deformable bodies by many scientists, including

Stevin, Lagrange, Cauchy, Louis Poinsot (1777–1859) and Duhem.

2.1.3 Tartaglia’s Legacy. A Transition between Science
of Weights and Modern Statics

At the beginning of the XVI century there was in Italy a broad debate on the role of

mathematics in the natural sciences as a result of the increasing use of mathematics

in applications and the fact that mathematicians were beginning to give a distinct

form of knowledge to their discipline; debate which became even more pressing in

the second half of the century. While almost no one denied the fundamental role of

mathematics in itself, not everyone agreed on the status of knowledge in regard to the

physical world. The importance of the role of mathematics was certainly carried out

by supporters of Platonist instances, which in addition to their diffusion through the

humanist circles, found their support from a professional mathematician, Luca Pacioli,

whose Summa (Pisano 2009a, 2013a) was read and appreciated by all the major

mathematicians of the early XVI century, Tartaglia, Cardano, Giovanni Battista

Benedetti (1530–1590), Federico Commandino (1509–1575). There were, however,

even within Aristotelism advocates of the use of mathematics in physics, some who

made reference to the Aristotelian theory of subalternate-sciences.

The second half of the XVI century saw the dissemination of Archimedean

mathematical (andmechanical)work,which deeplymodified the approach tomechan-

ics. ThoughArchimedes workwas influential everywhere, its stimuluswas different in

different regions. In the Northern school, formed by Benedetti, Tartaglia, Cardano,

Archimedes texts received less attention than Jordanus de Nemore or Problemata
mechanica. The contrary holds for the centre school, formed by Commandino, del

Monte, Bernardino Baldi (1553–1617) and the southern formed by Francesco

Maurolico (1494–1575), Nicola Antonio Stigliola (1546–1623) and Luca Valerio

(1553–1618) (Gatto 1988, 1996, 2006; Galileo 2002; Nastasi 1985) (Table 2.4).
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2.1.3.1 Statics in Italy During the XVI Century

The medieval science of weights was not sufficient for the needs of the XVI

century, because it was confined to a small number of cases, and because it was

founded on principles not always shared. In the text of Jordanus de Nemore, Liber
de ratione ponderis, the most advanced, except for various types of scales, only the

inclined plane case is reported. Nothing is said about pulleys or aspects regarding

situations of practical interest, such as for example, the horizontal transport of

weights, which had also been addressed in the Aristotelian Problemata mechanica.
Regarding the laws of equilibrium formulated in the Liber de ratione ponderis, only
those of the lever were unanimously accepted while that of the inclined plane was

not known or was not shared. Leonardo da Vinci, Girolamo Cardano, Guidobaldo

del Monte, Stigliola, offered alternative solutions, unfortunately not correct.

The reworking of the science of weights carried out by the engineers of the XV

century, including that of Leonardo da Vinci, was not sufficient to meet the new

requirements of mathematical rigor and development of general laws that would

have allowed going beyond the rigid schematism of the medieval statics. This

Table 2.4 Heron, de Nemore, Archimedes’ texts published in Italy during the XVI century

Title Author

Heronian

1501 De expetendis et fugientis rebus Valla

1521 Di Lucio Vitruvio Pollione de architectura libri dece
traducti de latino in vulgare affigurati

Cesariano

1550 De subtilitate Cardano

1575 Spiritalium liber Commandino

1588 Mathematica collectiones Commandino

1589 Gli artificiosi et curiosi moti spirituali Aleotti

1589 Automata. Baldi

1581 Pneumatica Baldi

1592 Spiritali di Herone Alexandrino, ridotte in lingua volgare Giorgi

Nemorean

1533 Liber de ponderibus. Apianus

1546 Quesiti et inventioni diverse. Tartaglia

1565 Jordani opusculum de ponderositate de Nemore

Archimedean

1543 Opera Archimedis. Tartaglia

1544 Archimedis Syracusani philosophi ac geometrae
excellentissimi Opera

Cremonensis

1551 Archimedis de insidentibus aquae (into Italian) Tartaglia

1558 Archimedis opera non nulla Commandinoa

1570? Momenta omnia mathematica (published 1685) Maurolico

1565 Archimedis De iis quae vehuntur in aqua libri duo Commandinob

1588 In duos Archimedis aequeponderantium libros paraphrasis del Monte

aArchimedes 1558
bArchimedes 1565
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demand was picked up by a new generation of engineer-scientists, with a greater

mathematical and philosophical training.

The first representative of this new generation was Niccolò Tartaglia. He gave a

clear place to mechanics and introduced many ideas. In ballistics he asserted that

the trajectory of a projectile is curved everywhere and nowhere, i.e., there are both

straight and circular paths. He also stated that the maximum range of a projectile is

obtained by firing with an inclination of 45� and that any intermediate distance may

be covered by firing with two different angles. Moreover, he made clear, against the

Aristotelian thesis, that the air is an impediment and does not aid motion. He was

the ultimate champion of the science of weights adding mathematical rigour to

traditional presentations. Starting from a manuscript of de Nemore’s Liber de
ratione ponderis in his possession (de Nemore 1565), he wrote an important

section, the book VIII, of his treatiseQuesiti et inventioni diversewhere he revisited
in a more organic way Jordanus de Nemore’s theory. Nevertheless mainly Tartaglia

was the first to use mathematics as the fundamental theoretical tool in the study of

mechanical and physical problems, as it will be manifest in the subsequent chapter.

Tartaglia, although according to the Aristotelian epistemology conceived mathe-

matical objects as abstracted from matter, assumed that conclusions derived from

mathematics are ‘true’ and should necessarily be verified from an empirical point of

view. It that were not the case it would not depend on mathematics but on

experience, which was not well exploited.

After Tartaglia, and somehow their heirs, Giovanni Battista Benedetti,

Guidobaldo del Monte and Galilei follow. Benedetti made (Maccagni 1967) impor-

tant contributions to the analysis of natural motion of bodies (see also Borelli

1686a, b; Drabkin 1964). In statics, he made clear and universally known that the

effect of a force depends on the distance of its line of actions from the fulcrum,

results that now historians call the law of static moment.

Guidobaldo del Monte attempted the restoration of Greek mechanics in the spirit

of Pappus Alexandrinus, whose work was published by Federico Commandino,

basing it on an Archimedean mechanical approach (Palmieri 2008). He attempted

however, a synthesis with the Aristotelian approach of subalternate-science in

which physical aspects were clearly present. For example, when studying the

balance, he treats of a physical body and not simply a geometrical figure, giving

substance also to the fulcrum, which for Archimedes was a simple geometrical

point. Del Monte’s mechanics was not only a science of the principles of equilib-

rium of weights on a balance. It was rather a science of machines, Greek meaning;

and, even if the equilibrium was crucial as well, the role of the displacement of

bodies was examined.

Galileo, well known as the founder of modern dynamics (Drake 1990; Grant

1965, 1996; Grant and Murdoch 1987), also made fundamental contributions to

statics, somehow managing to reconcile the medieval science of weights, with

references to kinematics, with Archimedes’ mechanics, purely geometric. How-

ever, it was not a true synthesis because he flanked medieval methodologies

alongside Archimedean ones without making a decisive choice of field, while

expressing a preference for the Archimedean approach.
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Below we list a few details about the contribution to statics of the authors

mentioned above, highlighting the legacy of Niccolò Tartaglia, whose contribution

has been and will be studied in depth in other chapters.

2.1.3.1.1 Giovanni Battista Benedetti

Giovanni Battista Benedetti received his first and only systematic education in

philosophy, music and mathematics from his father. Though never mentioned by

Tartaglia, Benedetti was nevertheless one of his pupils for a short time. In mechan-

ics, his chief work was the Diversarum speculationum mathematicarum et
physicarum liber of 1585 (Benedetti 1585). The book deals largely with questions

of dynamics; there were however fundamental contributions to statics. Here a

concept of static moment of a force, more precisely defined than Leonardo’s, is
referred to. Though the Diversarum speculationum mathematicarum et physicarum
liber may be considered a commentary on the Problemata mechanica, Benedetti’s
approach was essentially Archimedean. He criticised both Tartaglia and de Nemore

for their kinematic analysis.

The Concept of Static Momento

In Diversarum speculationum mathematicarum et physicarum liber (Benedetti

1585, Chapter 3, section De mechanicis, 141–167) Benedetti made considerations

of quantitative character about the effect of a force – associated to a weight

attached to a rope or a muscle – on an arm of a balance, however inclined,

obtaining the result that it is proportional to the distance of the line of action of

the force from the fulcrum and to the force itself. This was at the time an already

known result, but Benedetti for the first time formulated this fact as a general law,

that now historians call the law of static moment. The main difference between

Leonardo and Benedetti’s static moment laws does not so much concern the

generality of the law but the reference, for Benedetti, to a proof, or at least an

intuitive justification.

First Benedetti’s argument is developed for the not problematic case of vertical

forces:

From what we have already shown it may easily be understood that the length of Bu
[Fig. 2.23], which is virtually perpendicular from centre B to the line of inclination Fu, is
the quantity that enables us to measure the force of F itself in a position of this kind, i.e., a

position in which line Fu constitutes with arm FB the acute angle BFu.69

69 “Ex iis quae nobis hucusque sunt dicta, facile intelligi potest, quantitatis B.u. quae fere

perpendicularis es a centro .B. ad lineam .F.u. inclinationis, ea est, quae non ductis in cognitionem

quantitatis virtutis ipsius F in huiusmodi situ constituens videlicet linea .F.u. cum brachio .F.B.

angulum acutum.” (Benedetti 1585, 142–143. See also Drake and Drabkin 1969, 169). Drake and

Drabkin’s tranlsation.
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Then the argument is referred to forces or weights, which act along inclined

directions, an argument that– even if unequivocal – in substance does not appear

entirely convincing.

To understand this better, let us imagine [Fig. 2.24] a balance boa fixed at its centre o, and
suppose that at its extremities two weights are attached, or two moving forces, e and c, in
such a way that the line of inclination of e, that is be, makes a right angle with ob at point b,
but the line of inclination of c, that is ac, makes an acute angle [Fig. 2.24, on the left] or an

obtuse angle [Fig. 2.24, on the right] with oa at point a Let us imagine, then, a line ot
perpendicular to the line of inclination ca. [. . .]. Imagine, then, that oa is cut at point i, so
that oi is equal to ot, and that a weight is suspended at i, equal to c and with a line of

inclination parallel to that of weight e. But we assume that the weight or force c is greater
than e in proportion as bo is greater than ot. Obviously, then, according to Archimedes, De

ponderibus, boi will not move from its position. Again, if in place of oi we imagine ot
rigidly connected [in the same line] with ob and subjected to force c acting along line tc, the
result will obviously be the same, bot will not move from its position.70
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Fig. 2.23 Evaluation of the

static moment of a weight

(Redrawn from Benedetti

1585, 142–143)

70 “Ut hoc tamen melius intelligamus, imaginemur libram .b.o.a. fixam in centro .o. ad cuius

extrema sint appensa duo pondera, aut duae virtutes moventes .e. et .c. ita tamen, linea inclinationis

.e. idest .be. faciat angulum rectum cum .o.b. in puncto .b. linea vero inclinationis .c. idest .a.c.

faciat angulum acutum, aut obtusum cum .o.a. in puncto .a. Imaginemur ergo lineam .o.t.

perpendicularem lineae .c.a. inclinationis [. . .] secetur deinde imaginatione .o.a. in puncto .i. ita

ut .o.i. aequalis. sit .o.t. & puncto .i. appensum sit a pondus aequale ipsi .c. cuius inclinationis linea

parallela sit linea inclinationis ponderis .e. supponendo tamen pondus aut virtutem .c. ea ratione

maiorem esse ea, quae est .e. qua .b.o. maior est .o.t. absque dubio ex 6 lib. primi Archi. de

ponderibus .b.o.i. non movebitur situ, sed si loco .o.i. imaginabimur .o.t. consolidatam cum .o.b. &

per lineam .t.c. attractam virtute .c. similiter quoque contingent ut .b.o.t.; communi quadam

scientiam, non moveatur situ.” (Benedetti 1585, Chapter 3, p 143. See also Drake and Drabkin

1969, 169–170). Drake and Drabkin’s tranlsation.
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Benedetti’s Criticisms of Tartaglia

Benedetti knew Tartaglia’s work very well, considering that for some time he was

his pupil, and was surely influenced by him. Though only one generation younger,

Benedetti’s approach to mechanics is very different from Tartaglia’s. As Tartaglia,
he assumes mathematics at the foundation of mechanics, but he has a different

cultural background; different because he received an education in philosophy,

different because he became acquainted with Archimedes’ mathematics and phys-

ics (Drachmann 1967–1968), also thanks to Tartaglia’s editorial work. Benedetti is
completely outside Aristotelianism. He fights against Aristotle in all his physical

assumptions: on the existence of voids; on the law of fall of heavy bodies, on the

nature of forced motion and so on. He is also outside the medieval science of

weights, which interests him only for marginal aspects. From Archimedes he

derived a greater attention to rigour in mathematical proofs but he also renounced

the important resource that Tartaglia had: the algebraic calculus to solve geomet-

rical and mechanical problems.

In Chapter VII of the section De mechanicis, Benedetti refers some criticisms

toward Tartaglia’s consideration on the science of weights (that, he specified, were

partially “[. . .] taken from a certain ancient writer Jordanus [. . .]” (Benedetti 1585,
VII, 148). Benedetti’s criticism refers both to general assumptions and to defects in

the exposition of the matter. He criticizes71 in particular the proof of Tartaglia’s
Propositions III–IIII of the Quesiti et invention diverse (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII,
Qs XXX–XXXI Propositions III–IIII, 87rv–88rv), commenting that Archimedes

had proved it more properly (Archimedes 2002, Book I, Propositio VI, 192–194).
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Fig. 2.24 Evaluation of the static moment for inclined forces by Benedetti (Redrawn from

Benedetti 1585, 143)

71 Benedetti really started his criticisms by with comments on Tartaglia’s proposition II concerning
his errors in external resistance on motion (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Quesito XXIX [in the book

“XIX” is wrongly reported], Propositione II, 86rv–87r).
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More important, for us, is the criticism about Proposition V (Tartaglia 1554, Book
VIII, Q XXXII, Proposition V, 88v–89rv) on the equilibrium of the balance with

equal arms and weights in the Quesiti et invention diverse. Differently from

Tartaglia (and de Nemore) who considers the tendency of both the two weights

hanging from the opposite sides of the balance to go down, he assumes the

congruent situation for which while one weight descends the other ascends. In

such a case, he notices, the path along the vertical is the same for the two weights,

so the balance is in equilibrium whichever its inclination is:

And in the second part of the fifth proposition he [Tartaglia] fails to see that no difference in

weight is produced by virtue of position in the way in which he argues. For if body b must

descend on arc il, body amust ascend on arc vs, equal and similar to arc il and placed in the
same way. Therefore, just as it is easy for body a to ascend on arc vs it is easy for body b to
descend on arc vs. And this fifth proposition is the second proposed by Jordanus

[de Nemore 1565, Quaestio secunda, 3v-4r].72

One more criticism, that will be made again by Guidobaldo del Monte, concerns the

cause for which the tendency to descend of a body suspended from a hinged rod

decreases with its inclination. According to Benedetti the cause of this fact is the

greater resistance the weight receives from the rod and the fulcrum – mechanical

cause.73 According to Tartaglia (and de Nemore) it depends on a lower facility of
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Fig. 2.25 Equilibrium of

balance with equal weights

and arms according to

Tartaglia (Redrawn from

Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII,
Q XXXII, Proposition V,

90v)

72 “Sed in secunda parte quinte propositionis non videt vigore situs eo modo, quo ipse disputat,

nulla elicitur ponderis differentia quia si corpus .B. descendere debet per arcum .IL. corpus .A.

ascendere debet per arcum .V.S. Haec autem quinta propositio Tartalea est secunda quaestio a

Iordano proposita.” (Benedetti 1585, VII, 148. Drake Drabkin’s translation 1969, 174–175). The

figure in the text belongs to Tartaglia (Tartaglia 1554 Book VIII, Q XXXII, Propositione V, 89v;

see also de Nemore 1565, 3r–5r) since Benedetti did not report it in his Chapter VII of the section

De mechanicis (Benedetti 1585, VII, 148–149).
73 Benedetti (1585, VII, 147–148).
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descent as a kinematic constraint. Other criticisms seem to us simply a way to

quibble to show his superiority. As when Benedetti criticizes Tartaglia for having

considered as parallel the lines of the descents of heavy bodies, while he himself in

some situation does the same, or when he blames Tartaglia for not having consid-

ered the resistance due to medium on motion (virtual) of weights hanging from a

balance.

2.1.3.1.2 Guidobaldo del Monte

Guidobaldo del Monte attended the university of Padova in 1564 as along with a

companion Torquato Tasso (1544–1595). He studied mathematics with Federico

Commandino and was a teacher of Bernardino Baldi. He was one of the greatest

mathematicians and mechanicians of the late XVI century. In 1577 he published the

Mechanicorum liber (del Monte 1577, 2010, 2013), translated into Italian vulgare

by Filippo Pigafetta in 1581 as Le mechaniche (del Monte 1581). The book had an

enormous editorial success and was read throughout the whole XVII century.

Del Monte’s Criticisms of Tartaglia and Jordanus de Nemore

Del Monte was one of the major critics of the approach of Jordanus de Nemore and

Niccolò Tartaglia. According to him those of de Nemore and Tartaglia, are not valid

demonstrations and goes so far as to say that de Nemore should not even be counted

among the true mathematicians. Bernardino Baldi went still further and considered

as paralogisms the demonstrations of de Nemore (Baldi 1621, 32). Del Monte, like

Benedetti, knew Tartaglia’s work very well and does not share his position. Like

Benedetti, and differently from Tartaglia, he individuates the lower tendency to go

down of heavy bodies suspended from a more inclined arm in the greater resistance

the weight receives from the rod and the fulcrum (mechanical cause). Other

criticisms, very often repeated, concern the approximation adopted by Tartaglia

for the lines of descent of heavy bodies.

Criticisms of del Monte must be placed in his time to be understood. As noted in

the introduction of this section, scholars of mathematics of the period, particularly

those of Centre and South Italy, could not fail to be charmed by the elegance and

rigor of geometry as it was revealed by the recently published Greek translations of

Euclid and Archimedes. Archimedes, flanking his mathematical theory, developed

a consistent mechanical theory with the same standards of rigor.

It was therefore natural to accept the argument of Archimedes in mechanics and

reject those by de Nemore. Although to a modern observer, the full refusal of de

Nemore seems unjustified because the Liber de ratione ponderis has an Euclidean

approach based on definitions, axioms and theorems: it is certainly the ancient text

in which the Euclidean approach is extended further outside geometry, in the wake

of subalternate sciences. It is overall a very modern text. Del Monte, however,

could hardly accept to reason with concepts such as gravity of position, which

remained a bit undefined.
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Given that de Nemore’s and Tartaglia theses were then quite common in Italy,

del Monte somehow felt the need to re-establish the truth, by writing the

Mechanicorum liber Archimedis aequeponderantium and the Mechanicorum liber
(del Monte 1577) that can be seen as the natural completion of the work of

spreading Archimedes’ mechanical thought. The hostility towards the approach

of de Nemore also led del Monte to refuse the correct proof of the inclined plane for

the incorrect one by Pappus of Alexandria. However one can show that del Monte

was not as strict an Archimedes’ follower as normally accepted. His mechanics is

less abstract than Archimedes’, and if he refused the concept of gravity of position

because of its physical pregnancy, he contaminates the Archimedean approach. For

instance he gives a material consistence to the fulcrum of the lever (which for

Archimedes was a simple geometrical point), which is also capable of delivering

forces; he gives a physical definition to the centre of gravity; he used the concept of

muscle force. Although the Mechanicorum liber on the one hand had given up the

fertility of de Nemore’s approach, based on the concept of gravity of position and a
law of virtual work, playing in some way a conservative role, it expanded the scope

of mechanics. The medieval science of weights, in which attention was focused on

demonstrating the law of the lever, is led back to the Greek tradition of mechanics

as a science of machines, influenced in this by the Problemata mechanica, but
especially by Heron’s approach, then known only through the work of Pappus of

Alexandria just translated by Commandino (1588; see also Id., 1970).

The Balance with Equal Weights and Arms

In order to show del Monte’s way of reasoning, below we report a summary of the

way he studies the equilibrium of the balance with equal arms and weights. Proving

this balance is in a position of indifferent equilibrium is a crucial point for him. In

fact if that could not be the case the whole Archimedean building of centrobaric

would collapse, because the fourth proposition of Archimedes’ Aequiponderanti
(Archimedes 2002, 191), according to which two equal weights have their centre of

gravity in the middle of the segment joining them, would be false. Indeed if and

only if the balance with two equal weights is in an indifferent situation of equilib-

rium its fulcrum – the middle point – coincides with the centre of gravity of the two

weights and Archimedes’ proposition is verified. Del Monte’s strategy to defend the
Archimedean centrobaric is twofold. In the first step he ‘proves’ that Tartaglia and
de Nemore’s result, for which the balance will revert to its horizontal position when
disturbed (stable equilibrium) is false. The proof is carried out by provisionally

accepting the concept of gravity of position but assuming the convergence of the

lines of descent of heavy bodies (that for de Nemore were parallel to each other).

From Fig. 2.26 it is clear that the weight in E has a greater gravity of position than

the weight in D (its descent is less oblique, for the angle between the line of descent

ES and the path of E – the tangent in E to the circle FBGA – is less than the angle of

LS and the descent of D); thus the balance rotates until it will reach the vertical

configuration FS (unstable equilibrium). After having falsified de Nemore’s results
on his own ground, in the second step del Monte leaves the concept of gravity of
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position to show that also the last result is false. It indeed could be true if the two

weights were isolated, but they are joined and they contrast each other so that their

motion will tend to be along the line EK and DK (parallel to CS) which are

intermediate between ES and DS. The motion however does not occur because C

is constrained and the horizontal configuration is of indifferent equilibrium.

ON BALANCE. [. . .]. If the weight placed at E is heavier than the weight placed at D, the

balance DE will never remain in that position, as we have undertaken to maintain, but it will

move to FG. To which we reply that it makes a great deal of difference whether we consider

the weights separately, one at a time, or as joined together; for the theory of the weight

placed at E when it is not connected with another weight placed at D is one thing, and it is

quite another when the weights are joined in such a way that one cannot move without the

other. For the straight and natural descent of the weight placed at E, when it is without

connection to another weight, is made along the line ES; but when it is joined with the

weight D, its natural descent will no longer be along the line ES, but along a line parallel to

CS. For the combined magnitude of the weights E and D and the balance DE has its centre

of gravity at C, and, if this were not supported at any place, it would move naturally

downward along the straight line drawn from the centre of gravity C to the centre of the

world S until C reached S. [. . .] But if the weights E and D are joined together and we

consider them with respect to their conjunction, the natural inclination of the weight placed

at E will be along the line MEK, because the weighing down of the other weight at D has the

effect that the weight placed at E must weigh down not along the line ES, but along EK. The

same is true of the weight at E; that is, the weight at D does not weigh down along the

straight line DS, but along DH, both of them being prevented from going to their proper
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Fig. 2.26 Equilibrium of

balance with equal weights

and arms according to del

Monte (del Monte [1581]

1615, 34)
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places [. . .]. Thus the descent of the weight at D will be equal to the rise of the weight at E,

and the weight at D will not raise the weight at E. From which it follows that the weights at

D and E, considered in conjunction, are equally heavy.74

It is one thing, he says, to consider the weights in D and E separately, in which case

they would move toward the centre of the world S along DS or ES respectively, the

other is to consider them together, so their centre of gravity would move to S along

CS, while the weights in D and E along DH and EK, as shown in Fig. 2.26. But since

C cannot sink, the weights remain at their place, D and E.

Del Monte claims to have verified empirically the indifference of equilibrium.

And if the result of some scholar does not correspond to his theory it is because the

experiment was not well executed and there were differences between the ideal and

real situations (Thorndike 1923–1958). The following excerpt from the Italian

version of the Mechanicorum liber, clearly expresses del Monte’s ideas:

[. . .] that being the balance supported in its center by gravity it still remains wherever it is,

which effect in particular has no longer been expressed by anyone, save only by the author.

Indeed so far it was considered false, and impossible to put by all our predecessors; who

with many reasons have endeavored to prove not only the opposite, but also have said for

sure, that experience shows the scale never stops except when it is equally distant from the

horizon. This thing is contrary to all reason, first, to be the demonstration of such fourth

proposition as clear, simple, and true, and I do not know, how it can be contradicted, and

then the experience which the author did with very finely balances, right on purpose to

clarify this truth, one of which I have seen in the hands of the Illustrious Mr. Vicenzo

Pinello,75 sent to him by the author himself, which supported from the center of its gravity,

74 “DELLA BILANCIA. [. . .]. Se dunque il peso posto in E è pi�u grave del peso posto in D, la

bilancia DE non star�a giamai in questo sito, la qual cosa noi habbiamo proposto di mantenere, ma

si mover�a in FG. Alle quali cose rispondiamo che importa assai, se noi consideriamo i pesi overo in

quanto sono separati l’uno dall’altro, overo in quanto sono tra loro congiunti: perche altra è la

ragione del peso posto in E senza il congiungimento del peso posto in D, et altra di lui con l’altro
peso congiunto, si fattamente che l’uno senza l’altro non si possa movere. Imperoche la diritta, et

naturale discesa dal peso posto in E, in quanto egli è senza altro congiungimento di peso, si fa per

la linea ES, ma in quanto egli è congiunto col peso D, la sua naturale discesa non sar�a pi�u per la

linea ES, ma per una linea egualmente distante da CS percioche la magnitudine comporta de i pesi

ED, et della bilancia DE il cui centro della gravezza è C, se in nessun luogo non sar�a sostenuta, si
muover�a naturalmente in gi�u nel modo che si trova, secondo la grandezza del centro per la linea

diritta tirata dal centro della gravezza C al centro del mondo S, finche il centro C pervenga nel

centro S [. . .] Ma se i pesi posti in ED sono l’un l’altro fra se congiunti, et gli considereremo in

quanto sono congiunti, sar�a la naturale inclinazione del peso posto in E per la linea MEK,

percioche la gravezza dell’altro peso posto in D fa si, che il peso posto in E non gravi sopra la

linea ES, ma nella EK. Il che fa parimente la gravezza del peso posto in E, cioè, che’l peso posto in
D non gravi per la linea reta DS, ma secondo DH impedirsi ambedue l’uno l’altro, che non vadino a
propri luoghi [. . .]. Adunque il peso posto in D non mover�a in su il peso posto in E. Dalle quali cose
segue che i pesi posti in DE, in quanto tra loro sono congiunti, sono egualmente gravi.” (del Monte

[1581] 1615, 34–36. See also Drake and Drabkin 1969, 281–282). Drake and Drabkin’s
translation.
75 Gian Vincenzo Pinelli (1535–1601), erudite Neapolitan and bibliophile man, was a friend of

Galileo.
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moved in any position and then left, stops at every point it comes left. It is true, in making

this experience, that we must not striving so to rage, for it is something very difficult, as the

author says above, to make a scale, which is supported precisely in the middle of its arms at

the center of its own gravity.76

2.1.3.1.3 Galileo Galilei

Galileo Galilei was born in Pisa in 1564 and died in Arcetri (Florence) in 1642. In

Pisa he undertook the study of mathematics under the guidance of Ostilio Ricci

(1540–1603), a pupil of Niccolò Tartaglia. In 1638 he published Discorsi e
dimostrazioni matematiche sopra due nuove scienze (Galileo 1638; Koyré 1996;

Drake 1999, 2000; Galilei 1914; Banfi 1966).

The contribution Galileo provided to statics is far less decisive than that to

dynamics, nonetheless it is important. Though there may be doubts on the origi-

nality of some of his writings, it is certain that no one before him had formulated

and solved his own problems with extraordinary clarity. Differently from Benedetti

and del Monte he does not disdain the science of weights and maintains for some

important respects its kinematic approach. In his first important writing in statics,

Le mecaniche,77 which is related in part to del Monte’s Mechanicorum liber,
Galileo prevalently adopts an Archimedean approach (Galilei 1585; 2009a, b)

and presents an elegant proof of the law of lever, based on purely geometrical

arguments. He then reduces all the simple machines to the lever, including the

inclined plane (Palmieri 2011) which escaped Guidobaldo del Monte. Neverthe-

less, the Archimedean approach is flanked by the kinematic approach both for the

lever and inclined plane laws. The kinematic approach will become dominant for

the problem of equilibrium in the subsequent works: Discorso intorno alle cose che

76 “[. . .] che essendo la bilancia sostenuta nel suo centro dalla gravezza sta ferma dovunque el la si

trova, il quale effetto in particolare non è piu stato tocco, ne veduto, ne man co da niuno

manifestato, fuor che dall’autore: anzi fin hora tenuto falso, & impossibile da tutti gli predecessori

nostri; i quali con molte ragioni si sono sforzati di provare non solamente il contrario, ma hanno

etiandio affermato per certo, che la sperienza mostra la bilancia non dimorare gia mai ferma se non

quando ella è egualmente distante dall’orizonte. La qual cosa in tutto è contraria alla ragione

prima, per essere la dimostratione della sudetta quarta propositione tanto chiara, facile, & vera, che

non sò, come se le possa in modo alcuno contradire: & poi all’esperienza concio sia che l’autore
habbia fatto sottilissimamente lavorare bilancie giuste a posta per chiarire questa verit�a, una delle
quali hò io veduto in mano dell’Illustre Signor Gio. Vicenzo Pinello, mandatagli dall’istesso
autore, la quale per essere sostenuta nel centro della sua gravezza, mossa dovunque si vuole, &

poi lasciata, sta ferma in ogni sito dove ella vien lasciata. Ben è egli vero, che non bisogna, nel fare

cotesta esperienza, correr cosi a furia, per essere cosa oltra modo difficile, come dice l’autore di

sopra, il fare una bilancia, la quale sia nel mezo del le sue braccia sostenuta �a punto, & nel centro

proprio della sua gravezza.” (del Monte [1581] 1615, 56). Drake and Drabkin’s translation.
77 In the 1593–1594 the early manuscripts was and first printed in a French version by Mersenne

(Galilei 1634; See also Festa and Roux, forthcoming). It was published into Italian (1649) after

the death of Galileo (Galilei 1649; for completeness see also: Galilei 1610, 1632, 1656. About

Galilei’s Opere (Works) see: Galilei 1846–1856, 1890–1909c, 1888–1905, 2005; recently on

Galileo and Hobbes see Jesseph 2004).
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stanno in su l’acqua e scritture varie, printed in 1612 (Galilei 1612 in Galilei 1888–
1905, IV) and the already cited Discorsi e dimostrazioni matematiche sopra due
nuove scienze.

The Galilean Concept of Momento

In Le mecaniche78 Galileo introduced a concept and a term, that of moment
(momento), that will be of great fortune and adopted, at least in Italy, until the

early nineteenth century. The concept, formulated in Le mecaniche, was taken up

and elaborated in the Discorso intorno alle cose che stanno in su l’acqua (Galilei

1612):

Moment for mechanics, means that virtue, that force, that effectiveness with which the

motor moves and the mobile resists [emphasis added], virtue which depends not only on the

simple gravity, but on the speed of motion, from the different angles of the spaces over

which the motion is made, because a heavy body makes more impetus in a very inclined

space than in one less inclined. The second principle [the first was that equal weights with

equal speed have equal forces and moments] is, that the moment and the force of gravity is

increased by the speed of motion so that absolutely equal weights, but combined with

unequal velocities, are of force, moment and virtue unequal, and the fastest is more

powerful, according to the proportion of its speed to the speed of the other. Of this we

have very suitable example in the balance with unequal arms, where absolutely equal

weights do not press and are not equally strong, but that which is at the greatest distance

from the centre, around which the balance moves, sinks and rises the other, and it is the

motion of the ascending fast, the other slow: and such is the force and virtue that the speed

of motion gives to the mobile that receives, and it can compensate as much weight is added

to the other mobile; so that if one arm of a balance were ten times longer than the other, in

order to move the balance around his middle, the end of that passed ten times more space

that the end of this, a weight placed at the greater distance can sustain and equilibrate

another ten times heavier than it is, and this because, moving the balance, the lower weight

will move ten times faster than the other.79

78 In 2014 Galileo’s anniversary is celebrated. 1564–2014. Homage to Galileo Galilei. History
and Historical Epistemology of Sciences within Iuvenilia-Early Galilean Works. It is a Special
issue of Philosophia Scientiæ (21/1: February 2017). Raffaele Pisano and Paolo Bussotti

Guest editors.
79 “Momento, appresso i meccanici, significa quella virt�u, quella forza, quella efficacia, con la

quale il motor muove e ‘l mobile resiste; la qual virt�u depende non solo dalla semplice gravit�a, ma

dalla velocit�a del moto, dalle diverse inclinazioni degli spazii sopra i quali si fa il moto, perché pi�u
fa impeto un grave descendente in uno spazio molto declive che in un meno. Il secondo principio è,

che il momento e la forza della gravit�a venga accresciuto dalla velocit�a del moto: sı̀ che pesi

assolutamente eguali, ma congiunti con velocit�a diseguali, sieno di forza, momento e virt�u
diseguale, e pi�u potente il pi�u veloce, secondo la proporzione della velocit�a sua alla velocit�a
dell’altro. Di questo abbiamo accomodatissimo esemplo nella libra o stadera di braccia disuguali,

nelle quali posti pesi assolutamente eguali, non premono e fanno forza egualmente, ma quello che

è nella maggior distanza dal centro, circa il quale la libra si muove, s’abbassa sollevando l’altro, ed
è il moto di questo che ascende, lento e l’altro veloce: e tale è la forza e virt�u che dalla velocit�a del
moto vien conferita al mobile che la riceve, che ella può compensare altrettanto peso che all’altro
mobile pi�u tardo fosse accresciuto; sı̀ che, se delle braccia della libra uno fosse dieci volte pi�u
lungo dell’altro, onde nel muoversi la libra circa il suo centro, l’estremit�a di quello passasse dieci
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From the reading of passages quoted above it is clear that Galileo espoused the

view that the downward velocity of a heavy body increases its efficacy or force do
go down while the upward velocity increases its resistance to be lifted.

His conception is rather uncommon in statics and differed from del Monte

and Benedetti’s who instead believed that there was no increase of ‘force’ due
to velocity, but only a greater velocity due to lower resistance of constraints.

It also differs from Tartaglia’s who equally saw an increase of gravity but justified

because of a virtual – determined by the kinematics – not real velocity.

Galileo specified that moment is also the resistance to gain speed.80 Therefore,

the equilibrium is not from the equality of two trends to go down, but from

the balance of the impetus to go down and the resistance to go up, both increased

by the speed.

In Le mecaniche, after having proved the law of the lever according to Archi-

medes and similarly to what he will do in the first day of the Discorsi, Galileo
examined the equilibrium of the lever using the concept of moment. The principle

he invoked for the equilibrium is the equality of moments. He stated that this

principle could be deduced from the Problemata mechanica (Galileo [1612]

1888–1905, IV, 275). Nevertheless, that is probably a rhetorical artifice only and

he more simply took his inspiration from the science of weights tradition and

perhaps from Tartaglia.

About the origin of Galileo’s concept of moment many pages have been written;

for a historical reconstruction philologically based, reference can be made to Paolo

Galuzzi (Galluzzi 1979). It seems, however, that a reconstruction based on simi-

larity of concepts is of more interest to us. This obviously can lead only to

demonstrate the possibility and not the need – but even an accurate historical

reconstruction is not necessarily conclusive. There is no doubt that the concept of

moment in Galileo has some similarities with that of gravity position in de Nemore,

and that some of its connotations are also present in the Aristotelian Problemata
mechanica. It seems, however, that apart from these rather general similarities

Galileo could have found some more specific ideas in the writings of Tartaglia

and Benedetti. The idea that led Galileo to express the moment as proportional to

the (virtual) velocity could have come from the proposition IV of Book VIII of
Quesiti et inventioni diverse (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Q XXXI Propositione IIII,

88rv) which says that the gravity of the position of a heavy body, suspended from a

lever, grows linearly with its distance from a fulcrum. As the speed increases

linearly with distance, it is natural for a reader of Tartaglia to imagine the gravity

of position (and then the moment) as proportional to speed. From Benedetti, Galileo

volte maggiore spazio che l’estremit�a di questo, un peso posto nella maggiore distanza potr�a
sostenerne ed equilibrarne un altro dieci volte assolutamente pi�u grave che non egli è; e ciò perché,
muovendosi la stadera, il minor peso si moveria dieci volte pi�u velocemente che l’altro.” (Galilei’s
Discorsi intorno alle cose che stanno in su l’acqua e o che in quella si muovono (1612) in Galilei

1888–1905, IV, pp 68–69). The translation is ours.
80 On proportion theory and force-resistance-and-velocity see Bradwardine 1955 and recently

Rommevaux 2013).
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may have drawn the idea that in the study of the equilibrium of heavy bodies one

must consider motions congruent with each other. In the case of the balance, the

congruence of the motions implies that when a weight drops the other raises. From

this Galileo’s idea to consider moment proportional to speeds even in the case of

upward motion would have come up (see Benedetti above).

Inclined Plane Law

Today the inclined plane is seen as a conceptual model different from that

represented by the lever and essentially not reducible to it. The inclined plane is

representative of virtual displacement laws, it is somehow its geometric repre-

sentation; the lever is representative of the virtual velocity laws (Capecchi 2004;

Pisano 2015b; Pisano and Drago 2013) In the past however, things were not seen

this way. That the inclined plane had its peculiarities was understood by Aristotle

who did not treat it and by Heron who treated it apart from the other machines.

However, after Pappus of Alexandria had reduced it to the lever, the difficulties in

the study of the inclined plane seemed to vanish. In the Renaissance the problem

reappeared because some scholars did not accept Pappus’ solution, considering it

both logically unconvincing and empirically inadequate. For example, it featured

an infinite value of the force required to lift a weight on a vertical plane, and this is

patently absurd. Other scholars did not accept it because in contrast with de

Nemore’ solution, whose demonstration seemed more consistent, though the

principles adopted could appear not very obvious.

With Galileo the reductionist project, started with Pappus and strongly

supported by Guidobaldo del Monte, to reduce all simple machines including

the inclined plane to the lever, was perfected. Note that Galileo’s attempt to

reduce the inclined plane to the lever was accepted not because verified empiri-

cally – with the conceptions of experiment (Rogers 2005) of the times also the

results of Heron or Cardano were verified – but because he finally presented a

rigorous reasoning and employed reasonable assumptions. Moreover, Galileo’s
result along with that of de Nemore coincided with that of Stevin more or less of

the same period, very elegant and based on different assumptions. Note also that if

the reasoning of Galileo was corroborated by the result of de Nemore and Stevin,

the reasoning of de Nemore and Stevin was corroborated by that of Galileo and

from now on the problem of the inclined plane was considered definitively solved

by all mathematicians.

In the section devoted to the mechanics of the screw, Galilei (1649) showed how

the inclined plane can be reduced to the lever and furnished a simple mathematical

law. The proof reproduces what he had reported in De motu (Galilei [1590] 1888–

1905, I, 297–298), differing mainly for the use of the word moment instead of

gravitas.

The present Speculation hath been attempted by Pappus Alexandrinus in Lib. 8. de Col-

lection. Mathemat. but, if I be in the right, he hath not hit the mark, and was overseen in the

Assumption that he maketh.
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[. . .]. Let us therefore suppose the Circle AIC, and in it the Diameter ABC, and

the Centre B, and two Weights of equal Moment in the extreams B and C; so that the

Line AC being a Leaver, or Ballance moveable about the Centre B, the Weight C

shall come to be sustained by the Weight A. But if we shall imagine the Arm of the

Ballance BC to be inclined downwards according to the Line B F, but yet in such a manner

that the two Lines AB and BF do continue solidly conjoyned in the point B, in this case

the Moment of the Weight C shall not be equal to the Moment of the Weight A, for that the

Distance of the point F from the Line of Direction, which goeth accord ing to BI, from

the Fulciment B unto the Centre of the Earth, is diminished: But if from the point F we erect

a Perpendicular unto BC, as is FK, the Moment of the Weight in F shall be as if it did hang

by the Line KF.81

See therefore that the Weight placed in the extream of the Leaver B C, in inclining

downwards along the Circumference CFLI, cometh to diminish its Moment and Impetus

of going downwards from time to time, more and less, as it is more or less sustained by the

Lines BF and BL.

[. . .]. If therefore upon the Plane HG the Moment of the Moveable be diminished by the total

Impetus which it hath in its Perpendicular DCE, according to the proportion of the Line KB to

the Line BC, and BF, being by the Solicitude of the Triangles KBF and KFH the same

proportion betwixt the Lines KF and FH, as betwixt the said KB and BF, wewill conclude that

the proportion of the entire and absolute Moment, that theMoveable hath in the Perpendicular

to the Horizon to that which it hath upon the Inclined Plane HF, hath the same proportion that

the Line HF hath to the Line FK; that is, that the Length of the Inclined Plane hath to the

Perpendicular which shall fall from it unto the Horizon. So that passing to a more distinct
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Fig. 2.27 Galilean inclined

plane law (Redrawn from

Galilei [1649] 1888–1905,

II, 181)

81 “È la presente speculazione stata tentata ancora da Pappo Alessandrino nel’8� libro delle sue

Collezioni Matematiche; ma, per mio avviso, non ha toccato lo scopo, e si è abbagliato [. . .].
Intendasi dunque il cerchio AIC, ed in esso il diametro ABC, ed il centro B, e due pesi eguali

momenti nelle estremit�a A, C; sı̀ che, essendo la linea AC un vette o libra mobile intorno al

centro B, il peso C verr�a sostenuto dal peso A. Ma se c’immagineremo il braccio della libra BC

essere inchinato a basso secondo la linea BF, in guisa tale però che le due linee AB, BF restino

salde insieme nel punto B, allora il momento del peso C non sar�a pi�u eguale al momento del

peso A, per esser diminuita la distanza del punto F dalla linea della direzione che dal sostegno B,

secondo la BI, va al centro della terra. Ma se tireremo dal punto F una perpendicolare alla BC,

quale è la FK, il momento del peso in F sar�a come se pendesse dalla linea KF.” (Galilei [1649]

1888–1905, II, 181). Salusbury’s translation (Salusbury 1661–1665a, II, 294).
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Figure, such as this here present, the Moment of Descending which the Moveable hath upon

the inclined Plane CA hath to its total Moment wherewith it gravitates in the Perpendicular to

the Horizon CP the same proportion that the said Line PC hath to CA. And if thus it be, it is

manifest, that like as the Force that sustaineth theWeight in the Perpendiculation PC ought to

be equal to the same, so for sustaining it in the inclined Plane CA, it will suffice that it be so

much lesser, by howmuch the said Perpendicular CPwanteth of the Line CA: and because, as

sometimes we sce, it sufficeth, that the Force for moving of theWeight do insensibly superate

that which sustaineth it, therefore we will infer this universal Proposition, that upon an

elevated plane the force hath to the weight the same proportion.82

The key assumptions to demonstrate the law of the inclined plane are:

(a) For static purposes, moving on the inclined planes like to NO or GH is the same

as moving on the circumference described by the lever arms BL or BF (see Fig. 2.27)

(b) The effectiveness of a heavy body on an angled lever is determined by the horizontal

distance from the fulcrum.

The second assumption is an accepted theorem of statics, but the first has a logic

status not completely clear. It indeed appears quite intuitive, at least after its

formulation, because to study the equilibrium it seems sufficient to verify that

also very small displacements cannot occur. In this way the displacements at the

extremity of the lever and on the inclined plane are the same, the two kinds of

constraints are locally equivalent and can be replaced the one with the other. But

this intuitive character stems more from empirical than logical considerations; it

would be then a postulate which could even not be accepted. Moreover the first

assumption has a kinematic connotation, which makes it closer to the science of

weights approach than the Archimedean’s.

82 “Vedesi dunque come, nell’inclinare a basso per la circonferenza CFLI il peso posto

nell’estremit�a della linea BC, viene a scemarsi il suo momento ed impeto d’andare a basso di

mano in mano pi�u, per esser sostenuto pi�u e pi�u dalle linee BF, BL. [. . .]. Se dunque sopra il piano
HG il momento del mobile si diminuisce dal suo totale impeto, quale ha nella perpendicolare DCE,

secondo la proporzione della linea KB alla linea BC o BF; essendo, per la similitudine de i

triangoli KBF, KFH, la proporzione medesima tra le linee KF, FH che tra le dette KB, BF,

concluderemo, il momento integro ed assoluto che ha il mobile nella perpendicolare all’orizzonte,
a quello che ha sopra il piano inclinato HF, avere la medesima proporzione che la linea HF alla

linea FK, cioè che la lunghezza del piano inclinato alla perpendicolare che da esso cascher�a sopra
l’orizonte. Sı̀ che, passando a pi�u distinta figura, quale è la presente, il momento di venire al basso

che ha il mobile sopra il piano inclinato FH, al suo totale momento, con lo qual gravita nella

perpendicolare all’orizonte FK, ha la medesima proporzione che essa linea KF alla FH. E se cosı̀ è,

resta manifesto che, sı̀ come la forza che sostiene il peso nella perpendicolare FK deve essere ad

esso eguale, cosı̀ per sostenerlo nel piano inclinato FH baster�a che siano tanto minore, quanto essa

perpendicolare FK manca dalla linea FH. E perché, come altre volte s’è avvertito, la forza per

muover il peso basta che insensibilmente superi quella che lo sostiene, però concluderemo questa

universale proposizione: sopra il piano elevato la forza al peso avere la medesima proporzione, che

la perpendicolare dal termine del piano tirata all’orizonte, alla lunghezza d’esso piano.” (Galilei

[1649] 1888–1905, II, 182–183). Salusbury’s translation (Salusbury 1661–1665a, II, 294–296).
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2.1.3.2 Stevin’s Legacy. The Circulation of Statics in Europe

Mechanics in the XVI century developed mainly in Italy. In the XVII century,

things began to change and the dominance, for that which concerns the science of

balance too, went to France, the Netherlands and England. In this process, is

appropriate to mention a very important transitional figure: Simon Stevin. A

contemporary of Galileo, and therefore a man of the XVI century, he is not

Italian. In an ideal temporal representation of the evolution from the science of

weights to the modern statics, fairly regular in truth, the presence of Stevin marks

a net-discontinuity (Pisano and Gaudiello 2009). He transformed the science of

equilibrium of weights into a science of equilibrium of forces for which he

proposed a composition rule. The very Latin word for statics83 (a neologism

from status), while giving a unique name to a discipline, also demarcated areas,

emphasizing its main reference to equilibrium. Statics is distinct from mechanics,

which also deals with motion, but is also separated from the science of weights, as

statics is centred because it also deals with forces and not weight only.

Simon Stevin (1548–1620) was for some years book-keeper in a business house

at Antwerp; later he secured employment in the administration of the Franc of

Bruges. In 1583, he entered the University of Leiden. From 1604 Stevin was an

outstanding engineer who advised on building windmills, locks and ports. Author of

many books, he made significant contributions to trigonometry, mechanics, archi-

tecture, musical theory, geography, fortification, and navigation. He introduced the

use of decimals in mathematics in Europe (Struik 1981).

Stevin wrote important works on mechanics. Mainly dealing with equilibrium

they are his books De Beghinselen der Weegconst (The elements of the art of
weighing) (Stevin 1586a) and De Beghinselen des Waterwichts (The elements on
the weight of water) (Stevin 1586b) both published in 1586 into Flemish language.

Although he undertook his mathematical work earlier in his life, Stevin collected

together some of his mathematical writings and edited and published them during

83 The word statica appears in the title of the fourth parts of the translation of Stevin’s major work

in mechanics Wisconstige Gedachtenissen (Stevin 1605–1608c). In addition, Willebrord Snel van

Royen (1580–1626), in his Latin translation as Hypomnemata mathematica, published into two

volumes (Stevin 1605–1608b) immediately after the original Flemish publication, uses also the

term “Statica”. Particularly, Snel uses the word “Statica” in the volume 2 (Stevin 1605–1608b, II

[Tomus quartus mathematicorum hypomnematum de Statica] Liber Primus Staticae, de Staticae
Elementis, 5). Jean Tuning (see next footnote) in his French translation of Stevin’s work as

Memoires mathematiques (Stevin 1605–1608a) uses the word “art pondéraire”. Then, in 1634

Albert Girard (1595?–1632) reused – in his French work, as Les Œuvres Mathematiques de Simon
Stevin de Bruges (Stevin 1634), the term “L’art pondérarire ou de la statique [. . .]”. This word
was not so much of succesful, at least until to Nouvelle mécanique (1725) by Pierre Varignon

(1654–1722). Therefore, in agreement with Patricia Radelet de-Grave, it seems that the introduction

of the notation Statica should be attribueted to Snel rather than to Stevin. Nevertheless, as suggested
by Radelet de-Grave, since Snel translated in collaboration with Stevin, it is hard to establish the

history of genesis of the scientific term “Statica” in Stevin context.
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the years 1605 to 1608 in Wiskonstighe Ghedachtenissen84 – mathematical mem-

oirs, in Latin Hypomnemata mathematica – (Stevin 1605–1608b; see also 1955). As
a custom of the times, he did not quote his predecessors with the exception of

Archimedes, Commandino and Cardano but in the last case only to criticize his

(wrong) result for the inclined plane. Assessing Stevin’s contribution to the history

of mechanics is not simple because his ideas were originally written in Flemish and

thus read by few. When they were translated into Latin and later, again into French

language (Stevin 1634) by Girard the state of mechanics had already changed. He is

indeed, in any case, the founder of statics in the modern sense.

Stevin’s major work, Tomus quartus mathematicorum hypomnematum de statica
(Stevin 1605) is divided into five books, plus an Appendix and some Additions to the
Flemish edition of 1586. The approach is of Euclidean type, in the sense that for every

book there is a different topic, first there are definitions, then postulates and finally

theorems that are linked together. In the first part of the first book (Stevin 1605,Book I)
Stevin demonstrates the law of the lever, with an argument similar to that used by

Galileo in Le mecaniche. Starting from a continuous prismatic body with geometric

considerations in the wake of Archimedes, he finds the law of inverse proportionality

between weight and arm length. In the second part of the same book, Stevin gives his

famous demonstration of the law of the inclined plane, determining the value of the

force parallel to the slope enough to maintain a heavy body in balance. Stevin extends

his result to the case where the uplifting force is not parallel to the inclined plane.

Gilles Personne de Roberval (1602–1675) found Stevin’s proof not satisfactory and

gave a much more convincing proof (de Roberval 1636). Basing on the law of the

inclined plane generalized to a force of any direction, with a rather complex argument

that is developed with many theorems and corollaries, Stevin puts the groundwork for

the proof of the rule of the parallelogram of forces which is satisfactory if the

generalized law for the inclined plane is accepted. In the Additions Stevin considers

and devises demonstrations for pulleys and treats with some generality the case of

forces applied by means of ropes in a section called Spartostatica. In this section

statics has already became the science of equilibriumof force –modernmeaning – and

no longer of weights. It contains the wording of the rule of the parallelogram, which is

a rule of composition of forces, even though it is presented as a way to determine the

tension of two ropes which sustain a weight (Stevin 1605). This change of attitude is a

fundamental Stevin’s contribution to modern statics, and it does not matter if the rule

of composition of forces is given an imperfect proof; it is however a rule which works.

In the final part of the Spartostatica Stevin considers for the first time fundamental

arguments that can be conceived only in the new frame of reference based on forces,

i.e. the funicular polygon, theweight sustained bymore than two ropes in the plane and

out of plane. It is worth noticing however that Stevin never uses the terms force or

84 This Stevin’s book was immediately – but partially – translated both into French language as

Memoires mathematiques: contenant ce en quoy s’est exercé le très-illustre, très-excellent Prince
& Seigneur Maurice, Prince d’Orange, Conte de Nassau, Catzenellenboghen, Vianden, Moers
[. . .] (Stevin 1605–1608a) by Jean Tuning and into Latin language as Hypomnemata mathematica,
hoc est eruditus ille pulvis, in quo se exercuit [. . .]Mauritius, princeps Auraı̈cus [. . .] a Simone in
two volumes (Stevin 1605–1608b) by Willebrord Snel van Royen.
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power. This holds good also when it is clear that he is concerning with a muscle force;

as well as when in his drawings he shows the images of human hands sustaining or

lifting a weight. The reading of Stevin’s mechanical work offers a muchmore modern

view than that of Guidobaldo del Monte (del Monte 1577) and Galileo (Galilei [1649]

1888–1905, II). The approach of Archimedean kind is equally rigorous, but less

verbose. Unlike Galilei, Stevin does not bother to set up statics on a single principle,

that of lever. He uses the Archimedean geometric proof for the lever, but when he

relies on the law of the inclined plane he uses an empirical principle, in part still

controversial, that of the impossibility of perpetual motion.

2.1.3.2.1 The Law of the Inclined Plane

Although he declares his opposition to the kinematic approach for which the

equilibrium of a body depends on its possible motion, in the proof of the law of

the inclined plane Stevin seems to contradict himself by deducing the equilibrium

from the impossibility of motion. He considers a chain that wraps around the

inclined plane, as shown in Fig. 2.28, which is accurately described:

PREPARATION. Let consider around the triangle ABC a necklace of fourteen equal

globes, like E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, D, so that they ca rotate around their

centres and that there are two globes on the side BC and four on the side BA, so that as the

line is to the line, the number of globes is to the number of globes. Let S, Γ, V be three fixed

points, on which the line, or the lace, could slide. And the two parts above the triangle be

parallel to its sides AB, BC; so that the whole should rotate freely and without friction on

the said sides AB, BC.85
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Fig. 2.28 Equilibrium of

the necklace wrapped

around an inclined plane by

Stevin (Redrawn from

Stevin 1605, 34)

85 “PRAEPARATIO. Triangulum A B C quatuordecim globorum pondere et magnitudine

æqualium, quasi corona ut E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, D, cunctum fingamus, qui

omnes lineâ per centro ipsorum, ut in illis moveri possint, transeunte, colligati aequali inter se

spacio distent, ut illorum bini lateri B C, qua- terni vero B A accommodentur, hoc est,

quemadmodum linea ad lineam; ita globi sint ad globos. Insuper in S, Γ, V tria sint puncta immota

ac fixa, quae a linea sive globorum funiculo, cum movetur, raduntur, ac stringuntur: duaeque

funiculi partes, quae supra trianguli basin, lateribus A B, B C sint parallelae, ut, quando connexio

illa seriesque; globorum adscendit, descenditve, globi pes crura A B, B C volui possint.” (Stevin

1605, 34). The translation is ours. See also important works by Radelet-de grave 1996.
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The proof is conducted by reduction to the absurd. Suppose, says Stevin, the

necklace is not in equilibrium and moves to reach equilibrium. Since the relative

configuration of the necklace cannot change, if it is not equilibrated in one config-

uration it is not equilibrated in any other configuration. Thus perpetual motion

would occur, which is absurd. The necklace is so in equilibrium:

It is not possible that a given motion has no end.86

Thus a comparison of weights of the necklace that rely on the two opposing inclined

planes (see Fig. 2.28) immediately gives the law of the inclined plane according to

which two heavy bodies on two inclined planes are equilibrated when their weights

are proportional to the length of the planes. Notice that Stevin considers the negation

of the perpetual motion as unproblematic, but does not assume it explicitly as a

principle of statics, though it is as fundamental for his mechanics at least as the law of

the lever. The simple justification for this is that probably Stevin did not want his

book to appear too new by introducing since from the beginning a non-standard

statement. Stevin pretends to extend the law of the inclined plane to cases where the

force to uplift the load is not parallel to the inclined plane. To this purpose, he

concentrates his attention on a prism sliding on the plane.

In corollary V to the law of the inclined plane reported in the second half of the

first book (Stevin 1605, p 36) it is easy for Stevin to show that the ratio between the

weight M of the prism (Fig. 2.29), i.e. the force to lift it, called the direct uplifting,
and the force E needed to move it on the inclined plane, called the oblique uplifting,
is equal to the ratio of the segments LD and DI identified by the intersection of the

ropes with the prism (because M: E¼AB: BC¼LD: DI).
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Fig. 2.29 Uplifting forces for various directions (Redrawn from Stevin 1605, 36)

86 “[. . .] ipsique globi ex sese continuum et aeternum motum efficient, quod est falsum” (Stevin

1605, 35). The translation is ours.
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In corollary VI (Stevin 1605, 36–37) Stevin considers a horizontal uplifting

measured by weight P (see Fig. 2.29). Imagining a rotation of ninety degrees, the

horizontal uplifting becomes vertical and the plane ABC turns into a tilted plane

whose slope is as NL of the triangle NCB. Following this rotation the ratio between

direct and oblique upliftings is equal to that between the segments DO and

DI. Stevin believes that this relationship is maintained even when the rope carrying

the load P is effectively horizontal. At this point, he can say that in the vertical, in

the inclined and in the horizontal directions the values of the ‘forces’ necessary to

keep the prism in balance are proportional to the length of the segments DL, DI,

DO, intercepted by the ropes on the prism, to conclude (improperly) that this fact

applies to all directions. Stevin’s argument is interesting only for its strong rhetor-

ical value, at least for the generalization to the case of any direction. The belief of

the reader is made possible by the choice of a prism as the body to be lifted. It

should be stressed however, that even if the reasoning cannot convince us the result

is correct.

Below Stevin’s proof of Consectarium (corollary) VI follows, to allow the

reader to judge the lawfulness of the reasoning:

Let BN be conducted cutting AC and extended to N, and the same DO cutting in O the

extension of LI, so that the angle IDO be equal to the angle CBN, and then the uplifting P be

applied along DO, taking the column in its position (with weightsM and E balanced); then

as LD is homologous to BA in the triangle BAC and DI with BC, it follows that BA is to BC

as the weight on BA is to the weight on BC [. . .]. And also DL is to DI as the weight

belonging to DL is to that to DI, i.e. M to E. Similarly the three lines LD, DI, DO being

homologous to the three segments AB, BC, BN, then BA is to BN as the weights that belong

to them, and also LD to DO will be like the weights that belong to them, i.e. M to P.
Because this proportion is not valid only at that elevation as DI perpendicular to the axis,

but for all sorts of angles.87

87 “BN ducatur, secans AC continuatam in N, consimiliter D O secans continuatam LI, hoc est,

latus columnæ in O, ut angulus IDO aequalis sit angulo CBN. Appendatur quoque ad DO pondus P

oblique attollens, quod (amotis M, E ponderibus) columnam in suo situ conservet. Quia vero DL et

BA, item DI et BC latera triangulorum DLI et BAC homologa sunt, hujusmodi conclusio inde

deducitur. Quemadmodum BA ad BC: ita sacoma lateris B A ad anti sacoma lateris BC (per

2 consectarium) item quemadmodum DL ad DI: ita sacoma lateris DL ad antisacoma lateris DI,

hoc estita M ad E. sed homologa latera triangulorum similium ABN, LDO sunt AB et DL, item

BN, et DO. Itaque ut supra, quemadmodum BA ad B N: ira sacoma B A ad anti sacoma B N (per

1 consectarium) Et quemadmodum DL ad DO: ita illius sacoma ad hujus anti sacoma, id est, M ad

P. si linea BN �a puncto B aliovorsum; A scilicet versus, ultra BC fuisset ducta, etiam recta DO �a D
ultra DI cecidisset, hoc est, ut nunc citra: ita tunc ultra cecidisset, et praecedens demonstratio etiam

isti situi accommoda fuisset, hoc est, quemadmodum BA ad BN ita sacoma lateris BA, ad anti

sacoma lateris BN esset: et quem-admodum DL ad DO: ita sacoma lateris DL, ad anti sacoma

lateris DO. hoc est M ad P. Ut ista proportio non tantum in exemplis valeat, in quibus linea

attollens, ut DI, perpendicularis est axi, sed etiam in aliis cuiusmodi cunque sint anguli.” (Stevin

1605, 36–37). The translation is ours.
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Stevin extends his result to non-cylindrical bodies, for example the sphere of

Fig. 2.30. Stevin claims that the ratio between the direct uplifting M (the weight of

the sphere) and the oblique uplifting P is as DL to DO, with LC orthogonal to the

inclined plane, i.e.:

M : P ¼ DL : DO

For similar triangles, it also holds good the relation:

M : P ¼ EC : OE

EC, OE are the sides of the triangle OEC. A modern reader can easily see that

Stevin’s result is in fact correct, as the weight of the sphere is balanced by the

tension of the rope and the constraint reaction orthogonal to the plane AB.

2.1.3.2.2 Forces’ Composition: The Rule of Parallelogram

The demonstration of the rule of the parallelogram for composition of forces is

carried out by Stevin with a long series of theorems and corollaries (about twenty)

that leave the modern reader a little upset (Capecchi and Drago 2005). This happens

also because as each theorem and corollary is proved with rather slender mathe-

matical reasoning, very close to the modern sensibility, it is difficult to understand

the reason for Stevin’s prolixity. A part of this difficulty might be overcome by

assuming that Stevin’s objective originally was not to formulate the rule of com-

position, of which perhaps he did not understand the full extent, but only to make a

series of comments on the way weights can be lifted. In fact, the explicit formula-

tion of the rule of the parallelogram is in the section of the Additions named

spartostatica.
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Fig. 2.30 Uplifting forces

for a generic direction

(Redrawn from Stevin

1605, 37)
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Consider the prism (See Fig. 2.31) with direct and horizontal upliftings applied to

its centroid. Stevin assumes that the ratio between the direct and horizontal upliftings

is the same as that of the segments DL and DO. Stevin does not pause to justify the

lawfulness of the replacement of the inclined plane with the fixed point G.

Reading between the lines it can be understood that since for every inclination of

the rope the intercept with the side of the prism provides the ‘force’ necessary to

maintain the equilibrium whichever is the inclination of the inclined plane, the

inclined plane can be replaced with a constraint that performs its essential function,

i.e. to offer a support to the prism.

By means of the following Theorem 12, Propositio 20, Stevin extends his result

to the case where the fixed point and the upliftings are applied anywhere in the axis

of the prism.

12 THEOREM. 20 PROPOSITION. If in the axis of the prism there are a fixed point and a

movable point, which could be maintained in any disposition by means of a direct uplifting,

the line of direct uplifting is to the line of inclined uplift as the direct uplifting is to the

oblique uplifting.88

The result of Stevin, namely the determination of the force necessary to support

the prism constrained to a fixed point could have been extended quite easily to the

case of a body of any shape to get a rule of equilibrium as efficient as the vanishing

of the static moments. But Stevin does not do it.

The next step – basically the definitive one – consists in the consideration of the

situation of following Fig. 2.32 for which Stevin states the following theorem:

18 THEOREM. 27 PROPOSITION. If a column is maintained in equilibrium by two

oblique uplifting as the line of the oblique uplifting is to the line of the direct uplifting,

so each oblique uplifting is to its direct uplifting.89
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Fig. 2.31 Uplifting forces

for a punctiform support by

Stevin (Redrawn from

Stevin 1605, 39)

88 “12 THEOREM. 20 PROPOSITIO. Si axis columnae puncta habeat, firmum, et mobile, et ex

isto dependentia pondera, unum rectè, alterum obliquè extollens, in dato situ columnam

conservant: erit quemadmodum linea recte extollens ad lineam oblique extollentem; ita illius

pondus, ad pondus hujus”. (Stevin 1605, 41).
89 “18 THEOREM. 27 PROPOSITIO. Si columna, et duo pondera oblique extollentia situ

aequilibria sunt, erit quemadmodum linea oblique extollans, ad lineam recte extolletem: ita

ponderum quodque obliquum ad suum pondus rectum”. (Stevin 1605, 48).
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Notice that if points E and F have the same distance from the centre of gravity of

the prism the vertical upliftings I and K will be the same, so LE and FM have the

ratio of G and H. Indeed from theorem XVII the relations can be written:

LE : NE ¼ G : I

OF : MF ¼ K : H;

which if I¼K can be combined to give:

LE : FM ¼ G : H:

From this result, it is very easy to arrive at the parallelogram Rule of the additions.
To get the rule of the parallelogram from Theorem 18 (Stevin 1605, 48) it suffices to

consider the case where the two points E and F (see Fig. 2.32) coincide with each

other and with the centroid of the prism as shown in the following Fig. 2.33:
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Fig. 2.32 Equilibrium of a

column supported into two

points (Redrawn from

Stevin 1605, 49)
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Fig. 2.33 Reconstruction

of the application of

parallelogram of forces rule

according to Stevin
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In this case it can be affirmed that the proportion between segments FQ, EL, EM

is the same as the weight, and inclined upliftings (Stevin 1605, Corollary III, 35) of

the Additions; but this is the rule of the parallelogram. In order to prove this it is

enough to consider that the whole uplifting, i.e., the weight of the prism, in Fig. 2.33

is given by I þ K ¼ 2I ¼ 2K, which is proportional to 2NE¼ 2OF.
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Part II

History & Historical Epistemology
Analyses



Chapter 3

The Analysis of Books VII and VIII of Quesiti
et inventioni diverse

[. . .] Signor Clarisimo parte di questa scientia [of weights]

nasce, ouer deriua dalla Geometria, & parte dalla Natur al
Philosophia: perche, parte delle sue conclusioni se
dimostrano Geometricamente, & parte se approuano
Physicalmente, cioe naturalmente.

(Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Q I, 82v)

We analyse Niccolò Tartaglia’s Books VII and VIII of the Quesiti et inventioni
diverse. The discussion is organized both from historical and epistemological

points of view. Particularly, we will focus on the reasoning proposed by

Tartaglia against the arguments of the Aristotelian Problemata mechanica on

the accuracy and stability of a balance – with large or small arms, and fulcrum

below or above – (Book VII) and concerning the principles of the science of

weights (Book VIII). The latter arguments are discussed, taking into account de

Nemore’s corpus on the science of weights for exploration of the structure of

the shared knowledge of early modern statics, aiming to discuss alternative

frameworks, and so distinguishing between individual and shared structures in

the literature belonging to early modern mechanics. In this sense, this chapter is

devoted to historical epistemology of science, presenting an integrated history

and epistemology of scientific methods, which combine epistemological and

historical approaches to identify significant historical hypotheses within the

relationship between physics and mathematics (physical observations and theoretical

mechanical modeling; i.e., on a classification of the two sciences see Ampère 1834).

3.1 A Historical Epistemology Outline on Early Statics
in Books VII and VIII

Niccolò Tartaglia’s studies of the science of weights cannot be understood unless

without an exploration of the structure of the shared knowledge of early modern

statics. Particularly, it is not possible to know his definitive cultural background

© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2016
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with certainty because reliable biographical information about his reading and

shared literatures is too weak. Tartaglia’s education (see Chap. 1), probably not

that of a self-taught man as he would have us believe, was very much influenced by

Aristotelian physics and could not be alien to the discussions then in progress on the

nature of subalternate-science. It is not certain that he knew the impetus theory, at

least up to 1540. As a teacher of abacus, first in Verona then in Venice –cities where

there was a thriving printing industry– Tartaglia was in the ideal situation to come

into contact with new scientific publications. Because of his profession, he had a

wide experience with algebra and developed application of geometry and algebra to

various practical problems.

Tartaglia knew Euclidean geometry, considering that when he wrote the first

edition of Quesiti et invention diverse in 1546 he had already published an

important Italian translation of the Elements (Tartaglia 1543a), which had an

enormous editorial success throughout Europe. It is reasonable that he also knew

the Conic sections of Apollonius, published in 1534 (Ekhalm, 189) by his friend

Giambattista Memo1 (d. 1536). As for Archimedes’s writings, we know that

translations of his works had been published already in 1543. About the texts of

the science of weights, we cannot be certain of our speculations on his readings.

It is likely that he had early access to the Latin edition of the Problemata
mechanica (Leonico Tomeo 1525, 1530) by Niccolò Leonico Tomeo (1456–

1531), professor at the University of Padova. Thus, it reasonable to think that he

read Liber Iordani Nemorarii viri clarissimi, de ponderibus propositiones XIII
(Jordanus 1533) edited by Petrus Apianus (1495–1552) who reproduced the

Liber Jordani de ponderibus and added an interesting commentary. Following

this point of view, we think that he probably also knew Biagio Pelecani of

Parma’s works Tractatus Blasi de ponderibus (Moody and Clagett [1952]

1960, IV; see also Crombie 1959, 101) between the science of weights of

Northern Europe and Italy. He also knew the two medieval texts: the Liber
Euclidis de ponderoso et levi – published as an appendix to his Elements’s
edition (Tartaglia 1569, 316r) – and the Liber Archimedis de insidentibus in
humidum, or Liber Archimedis de ponderibus. Nevertheless mostly he was in

possession since 1539 (Laird 2000, 16) of a manuscript of the Liber de ratione
ponderis that Curtio Troiano Navò published after Tartaglia’s death.

Tartaglia’s Books VII and VIII on science of weights established the long-term

development of mechanical knowledge concerning instruments and conceptual

streams built on this theoretical framework, centring on the role of shared knowl-

edge, of physical and mathematical objects.

1Mathematician and Greek translator from the Latin, he lived in Venezia where he obtained the

chair of mathematics at the same university (1530).
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3.1.1 The Analysis of Book VII (1554)

Book VII of the Quesiti et invention diverse was inspired by the Aristotelian

Problemata mechanica, in particular because of those problems/questions that

today are normally known as the first and second and are related to the accuracy

and stability of balances. Aristotelian mechanics2 was of considerable importance

in the Renaissance; by its nature it was able to mobilize people of different

backgrounds, humanists involved in the physical and philosophical aspects and

mathematicians and engineers involved in its theoretical and technological content.

However the interest was mainly philosophical for it stimulated discussion about

the role of mathematics in physics. There is agreement that the Problemata
mechanica as such remained without direct influence from the decline of Hellenis-

tic science until the Greek revival of the Renaissance. Latin writers of the Middle

Ages who encountered the Greek text were insufficiently impressed by it to

continue the discussion. The beginning of the XVI century saw two important

Latin translations by two humanists. The first was due to Vittore Fausto (1480–

1511), but the most largely circulating copy was the second translation by Tomeo3

(Leonico Tomeo 1525, Leonici Thomei 1530). When Tartaglia wrote Quesiti et
inventioni diverse (1546) he had most probably read only Leonico’s version

because that of Vittore Fausto was practically unknown in Italy. For this reason –

as far as we know – the following references to Problemata mechanica mostly will

came from Leonico Tomeo4 (1456–1531).

Book VII concerns a dialogue developing in a day between Tartaglia and Diego

Hurtado de Mendoza (1503–1575), an aristocrat and humanist who was the Spanish

ambassador to Venice from 1539 to 1546, and to Rome from 1547 to 1552 (Drake

and Drabkin 1969, 104). Mendoza asks seven questions to which Tartaglia gives

answers. The first three questions concern the accuracy of balances, the last four the

stability for various positions of the fulcrum. The book was studied in depth in

(De Pace 1993) for aspects regarding relations between physics and mathematics.

2 Aristotle 1955b, c, 1984; see also Baldi 1621 and Aristotle 2000. In the Aristotelian school, the

Problemata mechanica remained an argument which was long debated. In this regard, see Drake

(Rose and Drake) and, recently, Winter (Winter 2007). See also: Duhem 1905–1906, II,

292, 1906–1913; Clagett 1956, 1959, 1964–1984; Clagett and Moody [1952] 1960; Brown

1967–1968, 1976; Lindberg; Truesdell 1968. During the Middle Ages and Renaissance the

attribution of the Problemata mechanica to Aristotle was substantially undisputed. Today there

is the spread feeling that it was not Aristotle’s but of some one of his circle. Main Aristotelian

works on mechanical arguments, besides Problemata mechanica, are in Physics (Aristotle 1999),
On the Heaven (Aristotle 1984), and in Problemata mechanica (Aristotle 1955c). From an

epistemological point of view, Aristotle dealt with the organization of science particularly in

The posterior analytics (Aristotle 1853; see also Id., 1949, 1955c, 1996).
3 Note that in Leonico Tomeo’s translation the numbering of problems starts from Heet’s second
one. Thus, the first problem has no number and the second is Leonico Tomeo’s first problem. The

English translation is that of (Aristotle 1955b, c).
4 Nicholas Leonicus Thomaeus (or Niccolò Leonico Tomeo, Nikollë Leonik Tomeu, Leonik

Tomeu) was born in Albany and worked as professor of philosophy at the University of Padova.
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3.1.1.1 The Aristotelian Mechanical Problems

3.1.1.1.1 The Accuracy of Balances

In the first problem Aristotle wants to explain why larger balances are more

accurate than smaller ones:

[Problem 1] First of all then a difficulty will arise as to what happens to the balance; why,

that is, larger balance are more accurate than smaller ones?5

Tartaglia will question this conclusion but, for the moment, we do not and consider

it as a physical truth. Aristotle wants to explain the physical fact he asserts by means

of mathematical argumentations; thus assuming mechanics as a subalternate sci-

ence in which physics is subalternate to geometry. In fact mechanical problems

[. . .] are not altogether identical with physical problems, nor are they entirely different from

them, but they are common both to mathematical and physical speculations, for the why is
demonstrated by mathematical speculations, but the object is demonstrated by physics.6

In the following, we report some of Aristotle’s reasoning (See Fig. 3.1). He refers

the balance to the circle, and the problem of accuracy to the fact that forces applied

to points of the circle are the more efficient the farther from the centre they are. The

geometrical reasoning consists in showing that, with the same tangential (vertical)

displacement, farther points remain closer to the circle; for physical reasons it can

be conjectured that they suffer less resistance in the motion, and the applied forces

are more effective (Capecchi 2009, 2012a):
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(Redrawn from Aristotle

1525, 27r. See also

Problemata Mechanica
848b in Aristotle 1955c,

849ab, 343)

5 “In primis igitur quae accidunt circa libram dubitare faciunt, quae nam ob causam exactiores

minoribus maiores sunt librae.” (Aristotle 1525, 25v. See also Problemata mechanica, Aristotle
1955c, 848b, 337).
6 Aristotle (2000, 55). The translation is ours.
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[Continued from Problem 1] The origin of this is the question why that part of the radius of

a circle which is farthest from the centre moves quicker than the smaller radius which is

close to the centre, and is moved by the same force. The word quicker is used in two senses;

if a point covers the same distance as another in a shorter space of time we call it quicker,

and also if it covers a greater distance in an equal time. But in our case the greater radius

describes a greater circle in equal time; for the circumference outside is greater than the

circumference inside. The reason is that the radius describing the circle is performing two

movements. Now whenever a body is moved in two directions in a fixed ratio it necessarily

travels in a straight line, which is the diagonal of the figure which the lines arranged in this

ratio describe.7

From what has already been said the reason why the point more distant from the centre

travels more quickly than the nearer point, though impelled by the same force, and why the

greater radius describe the greater arc, is quite obvious. Why also greater balances are more

accurate than smaller ones, is clear from these considerations.8

After “proving” the greater accuracy of larger balances, Aristotle comments on

some other physical facts, i.e., that a large balance does tilt for a small weight added

to one arm while a smaller balance does not.

[Continued from Problem 1] Now the extremity of the balance scale must move at a greater

rate under the influence of the same weight, inasmuch as it is further from the cord, and

consequently in small balances some weights must make no impression on the senses, but in

large balances the movement must be obvious; for there is nothing to prevent a quantity from

moving too little for it to be observed by the senses. But in a large balance the same weight

makes the movement visible. Some movements are obvious in both cases, but are much more

obvious in larger balances, because then the extent of the swing is much greater for the same

weight. This is how sellers of purple arrange their weighing machines to deceive, by putting

the cord out of the true centre, and pouring lead into one arm of the balance, or by employing

wood for the side to which they want it to incline taken from the root or from where there is a

knot. For the part of the tree in which the root lies is heavier, and a knot is in a sense a root.9

7 “Huius autem rei principium est quam ob rem in ipso circulo quae plus distat linea, eadem vi

commota citius fertur, quam illa quae minus distat. Citius enim bifariam dicitur. Sive enim in

minori tempore aequalem pertransit locum, citius fecisse dicimus, seu in aequali maiorem. Maior

autem in aequali tempore maiorem describit circulum; qui enim extra est, maior eo qui intus est.

Horum autem causa, quoniam duas fertur lationes ea, quae circulum describit.” (Aristotle 1525,

25v–26r. See also Problemata mechanica in Aristotle 1955c, 848b, 337).
8 “Omni quidem igitur circulum describenti istuc accidit: ferturque eam quae secundum naturam est

lationem secundum circunferentiam; illam vero quae praeter naturam in transversum et secundum

centrum, maiorem autem semper eam quae praeter naturam est, ipsa minor fertur, quia enim centro

est vicinior, quod retrahit vincitur magis: Quod autem magis quod praeter naturam est movetur ipsa

minor quam maior illarum, quae ex centro circulos describunt, ex iis manifestum.” (Aristotle 1525,

27r–27v. See also Problemata mechanica in Aristotle 1955c, 849b, 347).
9 “Ab eodem igitur pondere citius moveri necesse est extremum librae, quo pus a sparto discesserit.

Et nonulla quidem in parvis libris imposita non manifesta sensui sunt pondera; in magnis autem

manifesta. Nihil enim prohibet minorem moveri magnitudinem quam ut visioni sit manifesta. In

magna autem libra idem pondus visibile efficit magnitudo. Quedam vero vero manifesta sunt in

utrisque, sed multo magis in maioribus, quoniam multo maior inclinationis sit magnitudo ab

eodem pondere in maioribus. Quam ob rem machinantur ii, qui purpuram vendunt, ut pendendo

defraudent, tum ad medium spartum non ponentes, tum plumbum in alterutram librae partem

infundentes, aut ligni quod ad radicem vergebat, in eam quam deferri volunt partem constituentes,

aut si nodum habuerit (ligni enim gravior illa est pars, in qua est radix; nodus vero radix quaedam

est).” (Aristotle 1525, 30r. See also Problemata mechanica in Aristotle 1955c, 849b, 347).
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3.1.1.1.2 The Stability of Balances

The Aristotelian problem 2 is related to what is today known as the problem of

stability. It concerns balance having their fulcrum either above or below their beam.

[Problem 2] Why a balance fixed from above by a cord, when after the beam has inclined

the weight is removed, the balance ascends. If, however, it is supported from below, then it

does not ascend but rest?10

The explanation of the two cases is quite simple and convincing, even though no

reference to a declared mechanical law is stated.

[Continued from Problem 2] It is because, when the support is from above (when the weight

is applied) the larger portion of the beam is above the perpendicular. For the cord is the

perpendicular. So that the greater weight must swing downwards until the line dividing the

beam coincides with the perpendicular, because the greater weight is in the raised part of

the beam [See Fig. 3.2].11
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Fig. 3.2 Equilibrium of the

balance with fulcrum above

(Redrawn from Aristotle

1525, 30v)

10 “Cur siquidem sursum fuerit spartum, quando deorsum lato pondere quispiam id amovet sursum

ascendit libra, si autem deorsum constitutum fuerit non ascendit, sed manet?” (Aristotle 1525, 30v.

See also Problemata mechanica in Aristotle 1955c, 850a, 347–349).
11 “An quia sursum quidem sparto existente plus librae extra perpendiculum sit; spartum enim est

ad perpendiculum quare necesse est deorsum ferri id quod plus est donec ascendat quam bifariam

libram dividit, ad ipsum perpendiculum, cum onus incumbat ad librae partem sursum raptum.”

(Aristotle 1525, 30v. See also Problemata mechanica in Aristotle 1955c, 850a, 347–349).
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[Continued from Problem 2] If, however, the support is from below, the opposite result; for

now the portion of the beam which is lower than the perpendicular dividing it is more than

half, consequently it does not return to its place, for the part rising above is lighter (Fig. 3.3)12

If the balance is supported from above, the horizontal position is a stable equilib-

rium position, for if the balance is removed from the horizontal position it recovers

its position; while if the balance is supported from below, the horizontal position is

an unstable equilibrium position, for if the balance is removed from the horizontal

position it does not return to its place. The geometry serves to prove that in the two

cases the axis cuts the beam of the balance into two different parts. One further

physical argument says that the larger part pushes down the smaller part.

Notice that the explanation holds good only if the beam of the balance is considered

as a heavy body. With a weightless beam, stability and instability persist respec-

tively for the two positions of the fulcrum, but to prove that calls for more

sophisticated theoretical tools than Aristotle’s, for example the concept of static

moment. When the balance is removed from the horizontal position the weight

suspended from the more elevated arm has a greater distance from the fulcrum if it

is above and then a greater static moment than that of the other weight and the

balance recovers the horizontal position. The contrary occurs when the fulcrum is

below. We want to stress that Aristotle is scarcely accurate, or even not correct, in
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Fig. 3.3 Equilibrium of the

balance with fulcrum above

(Redrawn from Aristotle

1525, 331r. See also

Problemata Mechanica
850ab in Aristotle 1955c,

850ab, 351)
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Fig. 3.4 Overturning of the

balance with fulcrum below

12Aristotle 1955b, 353. Here we consider Hett’s translation as Leonico Tomeo’s is not clear to us.
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describing what happens for balances with fulcrum below. He says that if one arm is

pressed down it does not recover the horizontal position. Actually, what occurs is

that the balance rotates until it is completely reverted and has become a balance

with the fulcrum above (See Fig. 3.4).

In order to stress the relevance of the weight of the beam in Aristotle’s discourse,
we refer to the figures drawn by Walter Stanley Heet to illustrate Problem 2, which

makes evident the role of the balance beam (See Fig. 3.5).

Why is it that small forces can move great weights by means of a lever, as was said at the

beginning of the treatise, seeing that one naturally adds the weight of the lever? For surely

the smaller weight is easier to move, and it is smaller without the lever. Is the lever the

reason, being equivalent to a beam with its cord attached below, and divided into two equal

parts? For the fulcrum acts as the attached cord: for both these remain stationary, and act as

a centre. But since under the impulse of the same weight the greater radius from the centre

moves the more rapidly, and there are three elements in the lever, the fulcrum, that is the

cord or centre, and the two weights, the one which causes the movement, and the one that is

moved; now the ratio of the weight moved to the weight moving it is the inverse ratio of the

distances from the centre. Now the greater the distance from the fulcrum, the more easily it

will move. The reason has been given before that the point further from the centre describes

the greater circle, so that by the use of the same force, when the motive force is farther from

the lever, it will cause a greater motion.13

3.1.1.2 The First Three Quesiti on Accuracy

In the first three Quesiti of the Book VII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Qs I–III,

78r–80v) Tartaglia explicitly references the Aristotelian text and the proof

(discussed in three parts14) concerning accuracy of the Aristotelian balance is in

the last fourth Quesito (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Qs IV–VII, 80v–82r).
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Fig. 3.5 Instance of balances with a two-dimensional beam by Aristotle (Redrawn from Aristotle

1955c, 850a, 349 (left); 850ab, 351 (right). See also Aristotle 1955c, 349, 351)

13Problemata mechanica in Aristotle 1955c, 850a 30, 353.
14 The first part: Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Q V, 81v. The second part: Ivi, Q VI, 81rv–82rv.

The third part: Ivi, 82v.
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In the first Quesito, to his interlocutor Don Diego Hurtado de Mendoza Imperial

Ambassador in Venezia, who claims to be acquainted with the Problemata
Mechanica both in Latin and Greek (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Q I, 78r), Tartaglia

replies that

[Quesito I] N. It is quite a while since I saw these [Problemata Mechanica], particularly the
Latin.15

Probably – as above noted – he referred to Leonico Tomeo’s translation. In his

reading he has found some weaknesses that, to be clearly identified, ask for an

understanding of the principles of the science of weights:

[Quesito I] N. Sir, should you wish me to explain them to you properly, many of the

problems would require that I first explain to your Excellency the principles of the science

of weights.16

Immediately after Tartaglia expresses consideration about the role of mathematics

and physics in the Aristotelian text:

[Quesito I] N. It is true that he proves each of his problems partly by physical reasons and

arguments and partly by Mathematical. But some of his physical arguments may be

opposed by other physical reasoning, and others can even be shown to be false through

Mathematical arguments (by means of the said science of weights). And besides that, he

omits or remains silent about a problem of no little importance concerning the balance,

because (so far as I can judge) one cannot assign the cause for that problem by physical

reasoning, but only through the science of weights.17

He first notices, though not explicitly,18 that Problemata mechanica belongs to the

subalternate-science tradition because part of the reasoning is physical (coming

from empirical observation of natural facts), part mathematical. Then he asserts that

Aristotle makes both wrong references to empirical facts and errors in mathematical

reasoning and at least an omission. The wrong references and errors are with respect

to the accuracy of balances, the omission to the case of balances with fulcrum

centred in the axis. In substance Tartaglia “dares” to contrast some Aristotelian19

positions “frankly” as Raffaello Caverni (1837–1900) will point up (Caverni 1891–

1900, I, 53–54). Actually, we think, more than a question of bravery, it was a self-

sponsoring affair. He as a teacher of abacus wanted to show the nobleness of the

matter he was skilled on, not against Aristotle himself, but the Aristotelian philos-

ophers of the universities. This would have yielded a larger number of students to

him and a greater profit (Cuomo 1998).

15 “N. Eglie tempo assai che io le vidi, massime Latine” (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Q I, 78r).
16 “N. Signore, vi sono dubbii assai, che �a volergli �a sofficientia delucidare, �a me saria necessario

prima �a dechiarare �a vostra Signoria li principii della scientia di pesi.” (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII,
Q I, 78r).
17 Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Q I, 78r. Drake and Drabkin’s translation.
18 In the Book VIII Tartaglia will use the attribute subordinate for mechanics (Tartaglia 1554, Book
VIII, 82v).
19 On Tartaglia anti-Aristotelian positions, already discussed before the Quesiti et inventioni
diverse see Bolleti (Bolletti 1958, 45–51).
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To Mendoza who asks how can he distinguish between physical and mathemat-

ical argumentations, Tartaglia replies:

[Quesito I] N. The physicist considers, judges, and determines things according to the

senses and material appearances, while the mathematician considers and determines them

not according to the senses, but according to reason, all matter being abstracted-as your

Excellency knows that Euclid was accustomed to do.20

Entering the merit of the accuracy of balances, Tartaglia notices that Aristotle’s
position would be correct for an ideal balance, deprived of any imperfections.

However, for real balances Aristotle’s position is generally not true as a matter of

fact; indeed normally smaller balances are more accurate than larger ones.

[Quesito I] N. [. . .]. But next, wishing to consider and test that statement materially and

with physical arguments, as he does at the end, by the sense of sight and with a material

balance. I say that by this sort of argument the problem is not generally verified, and even

that the opposite occurs; that is, smaller balances are found to be more sensitive than larger

ones. That this is true in material balances, experience makes manifest; for if we have a

worn ducat and want to see by how many grains it is too light, using a large balance such as

one of those used to weigh spices, sugar, ginger, cinnamon, and such materials, we shall get

a poor result; but if we use one of those small balances employed by bankers, goldsmiths,

and jewellers, no doubt we can be quite certain of the result. This is just the contrary of that

which was concluded in this problem; for here, small balances are more sensitive than large

ones because they more thoroughly and more subtly show the difference of weights.21

Therefore, Tartaglia opposes to Aristotle a more reliable physical argument than

his, and explains why the correct mathematical argumentation worked out by

Aristotle may be falsified by experience. It depends on the fact that smaller balances

are often made with a greater accuracy and suffer less of the matter impediments.

[Quesito II] N. [. . .] I say, Sir, that the cause that the larger and smaller balances do not

behave as the author concludes and proves has its roots in the difference between the

material parts or members of which they are composed, which parts or members are the two

arms and the pivot (that is, the axis or center on which the arms turn in both cases). For the

said arms and pivot in the larger scale or balance are much more gross and bulky than in the

smaller. And since the arms of those scales or balances are to be considered mathemati-

cally, that is, apart from all material, they are considered and assumed to be as simple lines,

without breadth or thickness; and the pivot or axis [of support] is assumed to be a simple

indivisible point.22

Thus, mathematicians do not accept demonstrations made on the strength of the

senses and questions which have already been proved with mathematical arguments

should not be subject of physical argumentations, which are less certain:

[Quesito I] N. [. . .] And for this and other reasons, the mathematician does not accept or

consent to proofs and demonstrations made on the strength and authority of the senses in

matter, but only those made by demonstrations and arguments abstracted from all matter.

Consequently, the mathematical disciplines are considered by the wise not only to be more

20 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 78v).
21 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 78v).
22 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q II, 79v).
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certain than the physical, but even to have the highest degree of certainty. And therefore

those questions which can be demonstrated with mathematical arguments cannot be

suitably proved by physical arguments. Likewise those which have already been demon-

strated by mathematical arguments (which are the most certain) should not be subjected to

attempts to certify them still better by physical arguments, which are less certain.23

Tartaglia, since the beginning, switches to criticize the remarks added by Aristotle

to the solution of the first problem, i.e., that it can happen that a small weight makes

a large balance to rotate but not a small one:

[Quesito I] N. [. . .]. He [Aristotle] also adds this other conclusion, and in this form: And

certainly there are some weights which manifest themselves in both sorts of scales (that is,

the large and small), but much more in the larger, a far greater tilting being made there by

the same weight.24

Tartaglia criticised open face (“[. . .] a viso aperto [. . .]”25) Aristotle’s remarks

concerning the physical nature, which are not generally true because they often are

not verified in practice:

[Quesito I] N. [. . .]. Now if we consider, judge, and test this conclusion as physicists that is,

by the strength and authority of the sense of sight-then, as was said of the other, it will

certainly suffer no less opposition in the said material scales than will the other [conclu-

sion], and for the same reasons.26

Nevertheless, Aristotle’s remarks are wrong from a mathematical point of view

also, because they are not even verified for ideal balances. In such a case large and

small balances behave equally: indeed if one adds a weight as small as he likes on

one of the arms of a balance with the size one wants, this tilts until it reaches the

vertical position:

[Quesito I] N. [. . .]. And similarly if we consider, judge, and test it as mathematicians (that

is, apart from any matter), this conclusion will still be false, because every sort of weight

placed in any sort of scale will make it tilt continually until it comes to the last and lowest

place it can. And all this is demonstrated in the said principles of the science of weights.27

A further comment on the role of mathematics follows:

[Quesito I] N. [. . .]. Your Excellency is not mistaken, for in fact all those things that are

known by the mind to be true, and particularly by abstraction from all material, should

reasonably be verifiable in matter also by the sense of sight; otherwise mathematics would
be wholly vain and useless and devoid of profit to man [emphasis added]. And if it happens

that they are not verified in the aforesaid scales or in large and small balances, as

questioned, then it is to be believed and even held for certain that all this proceeds from

the disproportionality and inequality of the material parts and members that make one scale

differ more than another from balances considered apart from all matter.28

23 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 78v–79r).
24 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 79r).
25 Caverni (1891–1900, I, 3–54).
26 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 79r).
27 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 79r).
28 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 79v).
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The arguments based on mathematics not only are always correct, but the results are

also true, otherwise mathematics would be useless, it would be a sterile discipline.

When things do not add up, it means that the physical objects that are being studied

are too far from the mathematical objects. To get a grip on tying mathematical

reasoning to the physical facts, Tartaglia proposes to apply mathematical reasoning

to physical models that are very well constructed; he does not pose instead the

inverse problem of making richer the geometric model in order to be able to grasp

reality in a more satisfactory manner.

[Quesito I] So if we want to defend and save this problem of Aristotle – that is, make it

verified in matter and in every kind of balance or scale, large or small – it is necessary to

make all the parts or members of each balance uniform, in such a way that all are equally

applicable to those considered apart from all material. This done, we shall not only verify

sensibly in matter this problem of his for material scales and balances, but will also verify

those other two conclusions he adds at the end.29

Continuing in the second Quesito:

[Quesito II] N. [. . .]. Since the arms of those scales or balances are to be considered

Mathematically, that is, apart from all material, they are considered and assumed to be as

simple lines, without breadth or thickness; and the pivot or axis [of support] is assumed to

be a simple indivisible point. Such a scale or balance, as much as possible, would be given

as in fact despoiled and naked of any sensible material, as is considered by the mind, and

would doubtless be agile and responsive far beyond all material scales or balances of the

same size, for it would be completely free of any material hindrance.30

That is, Tartaglia believes that embodiment in matter can invalidate geometrical

reasoning. Clearly, in this passage a conception of matter which resists formal,

mathematical treatment is at work. Tartaglia makes no allusions to the philosoph-

ical underpinning of the conception, but it was a basic tenet of the larger framework

of scholastic and Renaissance hylomorphism. Although Tartaglia himself was not

educated at a university and made sparse contact with the philosophical tradition of

his time, a conception of matter similar to the one he invokes can be traced through

the philosophical tradition back to the works of Aristotle. It is interesting to note

that Tartaglia believed that the mismatch between mathematical arguments and

running machines can be minimized by building machines that are as uniform as

possible, but he did not believe the mismatch can be entirely eliminated (Biener

2008, 74).

3.1.1.3 The Last Four Quesiti on Stability

The Quesiti IV–VII of Book VII concern the stability of balances with equal arms

and weights. Before beginning to analyse the last four Quesiti, brief remarks on the

general aims and structure of reasoning proposed by Tartaglia are necessary.

29 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q I, 79v).
30 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q II, 79v–80r).
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Tartaglia mainly presents his reasoning (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII) basing on the
following three physical circumstances:

1. Balances with fulcrum above the beam for which the horizontal position is asserted to be

a stable equilibrium position (Ivi, Qs IV–V).
2. Balances with fulcrum below the beam for which the horizontal position is asserted to be

not stable equilibrium position (Ivi, Qs V–VI).
3. Balances with fulcrum inside (centred) in the beam for which the horizontal position is

asserted to be a stable equilibrium position (Ivi, Q VII).

These three physical circumstances appear to be always very important. In fact, at

end of Book VII, Tartaglia (by means of his interlocutor Mendoza) remarks two

main reasons which moved him to study these cases since:

(a) – Aristotle omitted the above cited 3rd case concerning the balance with the

fulcrum in the centre. In his words:

[Quesito IV] S.A. [. . .] at the beginning of our reasoning, that Aristotle omitted, or was

silent on, a question about balances of great relevance and inquire.31

and (b) – common sense really would justify the idea that the balances with longer

arms are sharper than the balance with shorter arms; an emblematic and anti-

Aristotelian situation that

[Quesito VI] S.A. [. . .] these two parts [cases with fulcrum above or below] almost, our

mind grasps for a natural reason [e.g., common sense] without any proof.32

Moreover, in order to justify that the Aristotelian subalternate science is not

sufficient in itself to the purpose, Tartaglia emphasized the third case-study as the

most complex one:

[Quesito VII] S.A. [. . .] the cause of this seems to me father removed from common sense

than for the two usual cases.33

But, he claims, it is first necessary to become aware of the science of weights. In his

words:

[Quesito VII] N. I have told your Excellency that in order to demonstrate the cause of this

effect, it will be necessary for me first to define and explain to your Excellency some of the

terms and principles of the Science of Weights.34

3.1.1.3.1 The Balance with Fulcrum Above the Beam

In the following we report the figure and commentaries (Qs IV–V) by Tartaglia who
discusses the first case of Aristotelian reasoning on balances. In order to justify our

previous hypotheses concerning that case, a Latin version of the Problemata

31 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q IV, 80v).
32 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q VI, 82r).
33 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q VII, 82r).
34 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q VII, 82r).
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mechanicawas read by Tartaglia. It could have been Leonico Tomeo’s formulation;

we note how the following Tartaglia’s figures (See Fig. 3.6) are substantially quite

similar to two figures reported by Leonico Tomeo (Aristotle 1525).

[Quesito IV] S.A. But if I well remember you also said, at the beginning of our reasoning,

that Aristotle omitted, or was silent on, a question about balances of great relevance and

inquire. Now tell me what question is this. N. If your Excellency remember his second

problem, where he [Aristotle] asks, and consequently proves, the why when the fulcrum is

above the scale, and one of his arm is moved by some weight, or pushed downward,

removed or taken off the weight, the scale raises again and returns to his first place. And

when that fulcrum is below the scale, and similarly one of his arm is carried by some

weight, or pushed downward, when the weight is removed the scale neither raises nor

returns to its first place (as it does for the other case) but remains below, i.e. beneath. Now I

say, he was silent and mitted one more problem, which here is much more suitable, much

more speculative of any of the other problems, which is that. Why when the fulcrum is

precisely inside the scale, and one of the arm of is, by any weight, loaded, or pressed down,

removed that weigh, the scale again raises to its first place, like as the scale with the fulcrum

above. S.A. That looks to me a nice problem, and much farther from our intellect that the

two mentioned before and I will appreciate very much to understand the cause of that

effect; but I before want you to clarify me a doubt, which persists in my mind about the

above cited problems, which is this.35

[Quesito V] N. To - proof the first part of such a question let consider the balance ab the

cord of which be the point c (which is quite above the said balance ab as shown in the

figure) and its arm ad be pressed down by the imposed weight e, as shown in the figure.

Now I say that if the weight e is taken away, the arm ad will raise and return to its initial

position, i.e. the point k and the other arm db will descend up to the point l. That occurs for
in lowering the arm ad, more than one half of the beam ab is raised, beyond the vertical nm
through the cord c which is called line of direction. That is the raised part db becomes the

greater the one half of the beam ab the lesser the remaining depressed part ag. By removing
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Fig. 3.6 Balances with

fulcrum above according to

Tartaglia (Redrawn from

Tartaglia 1554, Book VII,
Q V, 81r. It should be

compared with Fig. 3.2)

35 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q IV, 80v).
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the weight e the part ag (less strong) is pressed from the grater raised part db until the line

of direction becomes orthogonal to the beam ab and splits it into two equal parts in the

point d.36

Tartaglia’s proof is approved by his interlocutor Mendoza who claims that it is

similar to that of Aristotle, but better exhibited (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII, Q V,

81v). Nevertheless, we should remark that Tartaglia’s demonstration, being similar

to Aristotle’s, is only valid if the beam of the balance is weightless. The concept of

gravity of position would have been capable of justifying the stability also for a

weightless beam, but Tartaglia does not use that.

3.1.1.3.2 The Balance with Fulcrum Below the Beam

In the following the second part of the proof is reported where Tartaglia confirms

the Aristotelian arguments (See Fig. 3.7).

[Quesito VI] N. [. . .]. Let ab be the scale which has the cord (i.e. that point, or fulcrum,

above which it rotates) rather below, i.e. below the beam ab as shown below in point c and
for the imposition of the weight e its arm ad is pulled down, as it appears in the figure. I say,
that who tooks away the said weight e the arm would not return to its original place, i.e. the

point k (as, in that it does with the fulcrum above) but will remain so inclined at the bottom,

and the cause of that depends on the fact that when the said arm ad goes down, more than

one half of the whole beam, or balance ab, is transferred beyond the perpendicular .nm.

passing through the cord c, so that the whole part ag brought down, gets to be much more

than one half of all the balance ab as d is to g and the raised part gb becomes lesser of that

half, as d is to g The raised portion gb less than the lowered part ag is then to be weaker, less
powerful of it, and therefore, not sufficient to make it to ascend to its initial position in k as
in the previous case. Rather it will remain inclined at the bottom, and will keep the other

part at the top.37
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Fig. 3.7 Balances with

fulcrum below according to

Tartaglia (Redrawn from

Tartaglia 1554, Book VII,
Q V, 82v. It is compared

with Tomeo’s
Figure (Aristotle 1530 in

Leonici Thomei 1530, 30;

see also: English

Translation by Walter

Stanley Hett: Aristotle,
Mechanical Problems.
Nicolao Leonico Thomaeo
interprete, Venise, 1525))

36 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q V, 81rv).
37 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q VI, 81v–82r).
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Note that as Aristotle, Tartaglia also assumes that the balance with the fulcrum

below, when removed from the horizontal position, remains where it was left; i.e.,

according to modern nomenclature the horizontal position would be of indifferent

equilibrium. We have already noticed that this is not true and the balance makes a

complete rotation to assume a stable configuration with the fulcrum that passes

from below to above. We do not believe that a clever and practical man, as surely

Tartaglia was, did not recognize this fact; more probably he preferred to not discuss

the fact whose explanation would have required more sophisticated theoretical tools

than those he had.

3.1.1.3.3 The Balance with Fulcrum Inside in the Beam

Tartaglia’s interlocutor, Mendoza, presents the case with the fulcrum inside the

beam, for which he has no difficulty in accepting as a matter of fact that the

horizontal position is a stable equilibrium position:

[Quesito VII] S.A. Now let us come to the third part, which is still lacking here, that is, how

it comes about that, when the support of a scale is precisely in its centre, neither above nor

below, but in the centre, as is the case with most of our ordinary scales, and one of the arms

is pushed down either by some weight or by our hand, and the weight or hand is then

removed, this arm immediately ascends again and returns to its original place, as does the

arm of a scale whose support comes from above. For in fact the cause of this seems to me

farther removed from common sense than for either of the two usual cases.38

Tartaglia had also presented the stability of the balance as a matter of fact. Actually,

we doubt that he and Mendoza could think that. Indeed, most experiences with the

balance having its fulcrum inside the beam show that it remains where it is left and

does not recover the horizontal position unless stimulated to do so. Thus, Tartaglia

could not have derived its position from physical facts. More simply he is

presenting the position of de Nemore’s Liber de ratione ponderis (de Nemore

1565).

In the following, some comments on this text will be referred to. Here for the

sake of completeness we report what de Nemore says for the balance under

consideration:

[Second Question]. When a horizontal position is gained [for a balance of equal arms], then,

if equal weights are suspended [from its extremities], the balance will not leave the

horizontal position; and if it is moved from the horizontal position, it will revert to the

horizontal position. If instead unequal [weights] are suspended, [the balance] will fall on

the side of the heavier [weight] until it reaches the vertical position.39

38 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q VII, 82r).
39 de Nemore (1565, Quaestio secunda, 3v).
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Notwithstanding he accepts the matter of fact that Mendoza finds it strange and asks

for explanations. This is Tartaglia’s reply:

[Quesito VII] N. I have told your Excellency that in order to demonstrate the cause of this

effect, it will be necessary for me first to define and explain to your Excellency some of the

terms and principles of the science of weights. [. . .] N. So far as it concerns simply the

demonstration of this particular, it will be quite short; however, if your Excellency wants to

learn in an orderly manner all the principles of the science of weights, that will be quite

lengthy return, your Excellency.40

In addition, with the request of an exposition of the principles of the science of

weights, book VII ends.

At this stage, it is of some interest to briefly compare Tartaglia’s considerations
with Alessandro Piccolomini’s reasoning upon the sensitivity of the balances.

Tarataglia having reported and approved Aristotelian theses regarding a small

mass placed on one arm of a balance (thus being an eventual previous equilib-

rium/configuration) Piccolomini is not perturbed and comments:

And if what we have said should seem inconvenient to someone, that is nothing of little

weight can be put on a small balance, that not only its motion is not clear, but that really it

does not move: we could say against it, and conclude with reason because there was

something placed over the balance that before there was not, it is necessary that such a

thing, either it is of any weight (and it is false), or that the weight has no tendency to

descend, which of course is false. Who doubted thus must be answered, that many things for

mathematical demonstration and imagination conclude but actually they do not occur.41

In other words Piccolomini suggests that the mathematical reasons make abstracts

from natural matter, thus it is no wonder that what is proved by it may not

correspond to the real behaviour of bodies.

3.1.2 The Analysis of Book VIII

In the literary form of dialogue adopted by Tartaglia, Book VIII contains a discus-
sion between Tartaglia and Mendoza that develops the day after Book VII is

registered. It aims to expose the science of weights in an indisputable way.

40 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q VII, 82r).
41 “E se a alcuno paresse inconveniente quel che habbiam detto ad esso, cioè che alcuna cosa di

poco peso si possa metter sopra qualche libra piccola, che non solo il suo moto non sia manifesto,

ma che anco veramente non la muova: massime che potremmo dir contra, e concluder con ragione

perché s’è posto sopra quelle balance qualcosa che prima non v’era, è necessario, che tal cosa, o sia
di nessun peso (il che per quanto si è concesso è falso) o vero che tal peso non abbia alcuna

inclinazione al discendere, il che naturalmente è falso. A chi dubitasse in tal modo bisogna

rispondere, che molte cose per demonstratione e immaginatione matematica si concluden per

vere che non di meno non si danno.” (Biringucci 1582, 37–38). The translation is ours.
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Book VIII is the only book of the Quesiti et invention diverse which has a

structure quite similar to that of the Nova scientia (Tartaglia 1537), since Tartaglia

did not dare to break the long tradition of a deductive modelled science typical of

Euclid’s Elements: e.g., an Arabian science of weights during the tenth century A.D.,
de Nemore’s writings of the thirteenth century and up to Apianus’ edition of the

sixteenth century.

Book VIII strongly stresses the arrangement of the notional elements of the

theory and the role played by Principij primi, Propositioni, Suppositioni, Petitioni
(Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 83rv–86rv) considered so important by Tartaglia to be

discussed before entering the science of weights.

Tartaglia begins Book VIII by stressing the importance of structuring the science

of weights by means of (indemonstrable) principles and (demonstrable)

propositions.

[Quesito III] N. To proceed in an orderly fashion, we shall today define only some terms

and ways of speaking that occur in this science,42 in order that your Excellency will more

easily apprehend the fruit of the understanding of this. Then, tomorrow, we shall proceed to

state the principles of that science, that is, those things which cannot be demonstrated in the

science43; for as your Excellency knows, every science has its indemonstrable first princi-

ples, which, being conceded or assumed, afford the means to discuss and sustain the whole

science. Then we shall go on by setting forth various propositions or conclusions

concerning the science; and part of these we shall demonstrate to your Excellency by

geometrical arguments, and part we shall test by physical reasons, as I said before. And

after this, your Excellency, you shall put forward those doubts or questions that occur to

you concerning things mechanical, and especially the admirable effects of the said material

instruments that augment the strength of a man; and by the things said and tested in the

science of weights, all will be clarified.44

and shortly after specifies the meaning he is giving to principle:

[Quesito XXI] N. Some say that the principles of any science should be called dignities

[“dignita”], because they prove other propositions but cannot be proved from others; some

call them suppositions, because they are supposed to be true in the given science; others

prefer to call them petitions, because, if we wish to debate such a science and sustain it with

demonstrations, we must first request the adversary to concede them. For if he does not

concede them but denies them, the entire science would be denied, nor could one debate

differently. And since this last opinion pleases me somewhat more than the other two, let us

call them petitions and set them forth in the form of requests.45

The book was not very innovative, as the many texts on the science of weights of de

Nemore’s traditions from XIV to XVI centuries were not innovative. Its importance

lies in its more precise mathematical formulation and the adoption of a unifying

principle to assess equilibrium. Indeed, in de Nemore’s tradition, up to Tartaglia,

there were two principles in the science of weights:

42 Tartaglia suggests that the definitions he is introducing are shared definitions. Indeed most of

them are.
43 According to the Aristotelian scientific structure.
44 Tartaglia (1554, Book VII, Q III, 83r).
45 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXI, 84v).
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1- What can raise a weight p at height h, can lift a weight p/n at a height nh, or vice versa a
weight np to the height h/n”. A form a virtual displacement principle; the equilibrium is

based on the equality of the product ph.
2- The greater the efficacy of a weight (the gravity of position) the more its motion partakes

of the vertical. The equilibrium is based in the equality in the gravity of position.46

Tartaglia only uses the second one: equality in the gravity of position.

The book was however quite a leading book. Though it was criticized by

Benedetti (Benedetti 1585) and del Monte (del Monte 1577, 1615; see also del

Monte 2013), its influence could be found in Galileo’s Le mecaniche, half a century
later (Galilei 1649). This influence is evident in the adoption by the two scientists of

a similar unifying principle of mechanics: the equality of positional gravity for

Tartaglia and the equality of moment for Galileo. Besides being criticized by

Benedetti and Cardano from a technique point of view, Tartaglia was accused of

plagiarism for having not cited his source, i.e., de Nemore.

3.1.2.1 The Book VIII and Liber de ratione ponderis. A False

Controversy?

Before presenting Book VIII, some considerations of ours upon the relationship

between the debated controversy Tartaglia–(Jordanus–) Ferrari-Cardano and the

proof of the inclined plane within Book VIII are reported.
In Chap. 1 we already presented the details of the famous quarrel between

Tartaglia and Cardano on priority for the cubic equation solution. In the develop-

ments of the dispute, Ludovico Ferrari, a Cardano pupil, published a series of letters

defending his teacher. In one of such letters Ferrari retorts against Tartaglia the

accusation of plagiarism, by assuming that he has taken the entire de Nemore’s
treatise without citing it:

Since more than a thousand errors of the first books of this your work, you have also placed

in the eighth book Jordanus’s propositions as your own, without any mention of him: what

screaming theft. And making demonstrations of your head, which mostly do not conclude,

you make Illustrious Signor Don DiegoMendozza to confess with great shame some things,

that I certainly (because I in part know his great doctrine), which he would not say for all

the gold in the world.47

Here we remark that Ferrari, most surely, knew only a part of de Nemore’s work,
that part edited by Apianus in 1533 (de Nemore 1533) and some fragments, but he

did not know the Liber de ratione ponderis (version R); nowadays we know that it

46 Capecchi (2012a, Chapter 4).
47 “Atteso che, oltra mille errori de primieri libri di questa vostra opera, havete anchor posto nel

libro ottavo le propositioni di Giordano come vostre, senza far mentione alcuna di lui: il che grida

furto. E facendovi le dimostrationi di vostra testa, le quali per lo pi�u non conchiudono, fate

confessar con gran vostro vituperio all’Illustrissimo Signor Don Diego di Mendozza cose, che io

certo (percioche conosco in parte la sua gran dottrina) che egli non le direbbe per tutto l’oro del

mondo [. . .].” (Tartaglia 1876, Ferrari-Primo cartello, 2).
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was in possession of Tartaglia (see Chap. 1) in a more complete form, containing

the proof of the inclined plane law48.

To this I reply that in this case I just have to confess I do the demonstration with my head,

and demonstration (as you know) is of much greater consideration, doctrine, and are more

scientific and more difficult of pure proposition. Because every mathematical proposition,

without its demonstration is deemed worthless for every mathematician, because the offer

is easy, and every ignorant may know a proposition, but not prove it.

If, therefore, you concede me the most learned, most respected, most scientific of these

propositions, and confirm that it is mine, as it is, and what it is not dishonest to say these

propositions to be mine, and as my order has no relationship with that of Jordanus, and each

time one composes a work with a different order than that of another author even if the

substance, or the content, were almost the same, without any criticism can he call his this

work, because the ability of man to compose depends more on the order than on the

difficulty of the subject. Now tell me, how many parts Johannes Regiomontanus removed

from the Almagest of Ptolemy, without mentioning the author, but to have exposed them in

a way, or order different from that of Ptolemy, it is e permitted to attribute such a thing to

him. But how many more particularities took your Lord Hieronimo Cardano from Frate

Luca [Pacioli], and Giorgio Valla and inserted them in his practice of Arithmetic [. . .].
Secondly for having largely expanded of Definitions, Petitions, and Propositions, and

having he purpose to extend it much more in the future if death does not stop my drawings.

Third for demonstrations are mine and not of Jordanus, you could say I had to refer to the

Author the little part that I borrowed from Jordanus. I answer that if I mentioned him I had

to accuse him of no small obscurity in propositions, as in the demonstrations, as any

intelligent person can understand, what did not seem useful to me.49

48 In Apianus edition of the Liber Iordani Nemorarii viri clarissimi, de ponderibus propositiones
XIII & earundem demonstrationes, multarumque rerum rationes sane pulcherrimas complectens
(de Nemore 1533) the theorem about inclined plane – subsequently descripted by Tartaglia in

Quesiti (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Q XLII, Pr. XV) and posthumous in Iordani Opusculum de
Ponderositate (Tartaglia 1565, Quaestio X, 7rv) lacks. Other differences exist between Apianus

edition (de Nemore 1533) and Troianum one (de Nemore 1565). For, Duhem accidentally

supposed that the author of 1565-edition edited by Troianum was different from the author of

1533-edition edited by Apianus. He referred to another unknown author, a disciple of Jordanus of a

great influence at that time and that he baptized as “[. . .] le Précurseur de Léonard de Vinci”
(Duhem 1905–1906, I, p 136; author’s italic).
49 “A questo ve rispondo che in questo casomio basta che voi confessati che faccio le demonstration de

mia testa, & la demonstratione (come dovresti sapere) è molto di maggior considerazione, Dottrina, &

pi�u scientifica & e di maggior difficult�a, della pura Proposizione. Perché ogni propositione

Mathematica, senza la sua demonstratione è reputata de niun valore appresso di cadaun mathematico,

perche il proponere è cosa facile,& ogni ignorante saper�a formar una propositione,ma nondimostrarla.

Se adunque la pi�u dottrinata, pi�u istimata, pi�u scientifica parte di tai propositioni me concedeti, &

confirmati che la sia mia, come è, en non è cosa inhonestaq a dir tai propositioni esser mie, & tanto pi�u
chel mio ordine non ha alcuna convenienza con quello diGiordano,& ogni volta che uno compone una

opera con uno ordine diverso di quello d’un Altro autore anchor che la sostatntia, over continentia,

fusse quasi quella medesima, senza reprensione la può chiamar sua opera, perché la sufficientia del

huomo in el componere pi�u se discerne nel ordine che nella altezza della materia che lui tratta. Mo

dittime un poco, qunte particolaritò ha tolte Giovan de monte regio dal Almagesto di Ptolomeo, senza

farmentione delAutore,ma per haverle isposte per unmodo, over ordine pi�u piano&diverso da quello

di Ptolomeo, se ha fatto licito attribuirse tal cosa a se, Ma pi�u quante particolarit�a ha cavato el vostro
Signor Hieronimo Cardano da Frate Luca, & da Giorgio Valla & quelle inserte nella sua pratica di

Arithmetica [. . .]. Secondariamente per haverlo non puoco ampliato de Diffinitioni, Petitioni, &
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Tartaglia’s defence consists substantially in sustaining the idea that in a mathemat-

ical treatise the manner of exposition is at least as important as the content.

Moreover, that it is not sufficient to present a list of theorems; their proof is most

important. The first claim is justified with the example of Regiomontanus

(Regiomontanus 1972) and Cardano himself, who wrote important treatises work-

ing out matter drawn from other authors. The second claim is less convincing

because, since the time of the ancient Greeks, exposition of a correct theorem

was considered fundamental; its proof was only a painstaking job. It must be

confessed however that in Tartaglia’s time things were seen differently by some

mathematicians, and the proof of a theorem was considered fundamental.

Drake and Drabkin (1969, 24), in some way, justify Tartaglia’s argumentations.

They think that Tartaglia cannot be blamed for having not named de Nemore. They

think that because the science of weight and the role played by de Nemore were

already well known and because in the edition of Euclid’s Elements of 1543

Tartaglia named Jordanus de Nemore as the founder of the science of weight

(Tartaglia 1569, 4v). A controversial50 argumentation was acceptable only if

Tartaglia had hidden the possession of a copy of the Liber de ratione ponderis
where the theorems are effetely proved with sufficient rigor.

In order to allow the reader to judge the controversy himself, we present below

the main topics of de Nemore’s Liber de ratione ponderis, followed by an analysis

of Tartaglia’s Book VIII.

3.1.2.2 The Liber de ratione ponderis

As already argued in previous sections, three texts on the science of weights

attributed to de Nemore are:

1. Elementa Jordani super demonstratione de ponderibus
(hereafter Elementa)

version E51 1229

2. Liber Jordani de ponderibus (cum commento)

(hereafter Liber de ponderibus)
version P 1533

3. Liber Jordani de Nemore de ratione ponderis
(hereafter Liber de ratione ponderis)

version R 1565

On our side here we only concentrate on the third one, making reference to the

Liber Iordani de ratione ponderis or simply Liber de ratione ponderis in the

Propositioni, & esser per ampliarlo molto pi�u per l’avvenire se mpre se morte non inetrrompe i miei

disegni. Tertio per lemie dimostrationi quale confessati essermie e non di Giordano,O voi potresti dire

quella puoca parte che haveti tolto da Giordano el dover voleva pur che festi mentione di tal Authore.

Ve rispondo che voiando io farne mentione a me era necessario a tansarlo di non puoca oscurit�a nelle
propositioni, come nelle demonstrationi, come cadauno inteligente può considerare, la qualcosa non

me aparso de fare.” (Tartaglia 1876, Tartaglia-Secondo cartello, 7–8).
50 Recently see and interesting work on the Controversy: Renn and Damerow 2010b.
51 The classification E, P and R, nowadays largely adopted, was proposed by Clagett (Moody and

Clagett [1952] 1960).
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Tartaglia’s version posthumously published by Curtio Troiano as Iordani Opusculum
de ponderositate Nicolai Tartaleae or simply Iordani opusculum (de Nemore 1565).

The Liber de ratione ponderis52 is quite a complex treatise presenting

– 7 Suppositions (“Suppositio”)
– 43 Propositions (“Quaestio”)

Hereinafter, we present and comment the principles, the main arguments assumed

by de Nemore and finally the exposition-and-proof of a few propositions as – in our

opinion – to be the most representative of the way of arguing within de Nemore’s
corpus of science of weights. Particularly:

– Proposition I, which gives fundaments of the science of weights.

– Proposition VI, which refers to the law of lever.

– Proposition X, which refers to the law of inclined plane.

3.1.2.2.1 The Suppositions of Liber de ratione ponderis

The first part of the Liber de ratione ponderis as proposed in Tartaglia’s Iordani
opusculum version (de Nemore 1565) concerns Suppositions and fundamental

theorems (Propositions) about the science of weights. It starts with seven funda-

mental Suppositions as reported in the following Table 3.1:

Table 3.1 Jordanus de Nemore’s Suppositionsa

Number Proposition

I The movement of every weight is toward the centre and its strength is a power of

tending downward and to resist to the contrary motion, and we can understand its
strength or power from the arm length or from its velocity which is determined by the
length of the balance arms.b

II That which is heavier descends more quickly.

III It is heavier in descending, to the degree its movement toward the centre is more direct.

IV It is heavier according to position in that position where its path of descent is less

oblique.

V A more oblique descent is one which, in the same space, partakes less of the vertical.

VI One weight is less heavy according to position, than another, if it is caused to ascend by

the descent of the other.

VII The position of equality is that of equality of angles to the vertical, or such that these are

right angles, or such that the beam is parallel to the plane of the horizon

ade Nemore 1565, 3r. The translations are ours. For the Latin original version see Transcription

Chapter below. We note that the Suppositions are grouped in the first page, while the propositions
are presented and discussed in several pages
bAccording to Clagett (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960) the emphasized part is due to Tartaglia.

52 The version edited by Clagett (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 167–227) has 45 propositions

and has been divided into four books.
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The logical status of de Nemore’s Suppositions cannot be framed easily in a

unique scheme. Some look like principles (contemporary meaning) of empirical

character (Supposition I, Supposition II), some look like definitions (Supposition
V). The Supposition I is the most complex. It contains:

(a) A principle in the contemporary meaning, i.e. an assumption about facts (Omnis
ponderosi motum esse ad medium).

(b) A definition (that of ‘virtus’) (virtutemque ipsius esse potentia ad inferiora tendendi
virtutem ipsius et motui contrario resistendi).

Suppositions III, IV, V and VI introduce the gravity of the position concept.

In Supposition III de Nemore makes a generic assertion, for which a body weighs

the more, the more directly it goes towards the centre of the world. He implies that

‘heaviness’ depends not only on the body, but also on its possible, or virtual,

motion. In Supposition IV the meaning of Supposition III is specified, with intro-

duction of the locution gravitas secundum situm – gravity according to position –

(de Nemore 1565, 3r; see also arguments on that, 4rv) a body is heavier than

another, by position, when its descent is less oblique.

It is then stated precisely when a motion is less or more oblique in SuppositionV:
a direction is more oblique than another when it is closer to the horizon. This is in

clear contrast to the modern use of the term obliquity, but which is coherent with de

Nemore’s ideas for which the reference direction is the vertical one.

Supposition VI on the one hand can be seen as a definition of ‘less heavy’, on the
other hand it describes a factual situation, the rising of a less heavy body caused by

a more heavy body. We note that Supposition VI makes it clear that de Nemore

would consider a weight to be able to raise another weight and then to act as a

motive power. However, in de Nemore’s treatise it is never explicitly stated that

both weights suspended from the end of a balance tend to go down. It appears that

as a body is pushed up it loses its heaviness. It is not clear if this corresponds

to de Nemore’s philosophical conception or if it is simply due to his difficulty in

quantifying the tendency of bodies to move downwards.

The same holds for Supposition VII, which on the one hand can be seen as a

definition of equilibrium and on the other hand as a factual situation representing

equilibrium.

In de Nemore’s Suppositions there are some keywords which deserve a special

comment because their meaning is not so easy to grasp:

– Gravis

– Ponderosus

– Velocitas

– Virtus

– Gravitas Secundum Situm

For sake of brevity, we only comment the last two keywords virtus53 and gravitas
secundum situm, which have a particular importance for our aims.

53 In the Renaissance Latin manuscript traditions we can also read: virtus promotoria responsible

of the movement, copia materiae (mass or volume) responsible of the gravity, virtus tractoria
(depending on the mass), vis, gravis, anima motrix, etc. (Pisano and Bussotti 2012, 2013a, b).
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The epistemological interpretation of virtus is quite a delicate subject. One is

tempted to associate virtus with force. There are, however, reasons not to do this.

The most important is that virtus, besides the tendency to go downward, represents

the resistance to go upward. In theDe ponderoso et levi, the term virtus is connected
to velocity, at least for the motion according to nature:

Bodies are equal in virtue when their motions are equal in equal times and equal spaces in

the same air or water.54

Nothing is instead said for the motion against nature.

The Supposition I, which explicitly asserts that the weights are not free but are

suspended from a balance, proposes a method to evaluate the virtus: virtus is

measured [calculated] by velocity.

De Nemore does not explain what causes the virtus, but his use of a unique term
for both motions against and according to nature, should indicate he is thinking of a

unique cause. A modern term to translate virtus could be heaviness, but this would
create ambiguities. For this reason in what follows, virtus will often not be

translated, or in some cases, it will be translated as strength or force.

Concerning the concept of gravity of position, it can be said that there is

widespread agreement among historians (Clagett 1952; Duhem 1905) that it is

partially derived from Problemata mechanica, as evident from the Suppositions,
particularly from Supposition III (Table 3.2). Moreover, this conclusion would be

also supported by the preface of Liber Jordani de ponderibus (version P). In fact,

this preface does not start directly with the Suppositions – as the other treatises

attributed to de Nemore do – but presents an ample discussion from which we refer

to the outstanding points:

It is therefore clear that there is more violence in the movement over the longer arc, than

over the shorter one; otherwise the motion would not become more contrary (in direction)

Since it is apparent that in the descent (along the arc) there is more impediment acquired, it

is clear that the gravity is diminished on this account. But because this comes about by

reason of the position of the heavy bodies, let it be called positional gravity in what follows.

For in reasoning in this way about motion, as if the motion were the cause of heaviness or

lightness, we conclude, from the fact that a motion is more contrary (in direction) that the

cause of this contrariety is more contrary - that is, that it contains a greater element of

violence. For if a heavy body descends, this occurs by nature; but that its descent is along a

curved path, is contrary to its nature, and hence this descent is compounded of the natural

54 “Corpora equalia in virtute sunt quorum motus sunt in temporibus equalibus super loca equalia

in eodem aere vel eadem aqua.” (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 26; see also Liber magistri
Gerardus de Brussel de motu (1956).
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and the violent. But since, in the ascent of a weight, there is nothing due to its nature, we

have to argue as we do in the case of fire, because nothing ascends by nature. For we reason

concerning the ascent of fire, as we do concerning the descent of a heavy body; from which

it follows that the more a heavy body ascends, the less positional lightness it has, and

therefore the more positional gravity.55

Besides the consideration of motion along an arc of a circle with different radii, one

should make note of the explicit introduction of the locution gravitas secundum
situm (See Figs. 3.8a and 3.8b).

55 “Patet ergo quod maior est violentia in motu secundum cum maı́orem, quam secundum

minorem; alias enim non fieret motus magis contrarius. Cum ergo apparet plus in descensu

adquirendum impedienti, patet quia minor erit gravitas secundum hoc. Et quia secundum

situationem gravium sic fit, dicatur gravitas secundum situm in futuro processo. Ita enim,

sillogizando de motu tamquam motus sit causagravitatis vel levitatis, potius per motum magis

contrariumconcludimus causam huiusmodi contrarietatis esse plus contrariam, id est, plus habere

violentie. Quod quidem grave descendat, hoc est a natura; sed quod per lineam curvam, hoc est

contra naturam, et ı́deo iste descensus est mixtus ex naturali et violento. In ascensu vero ponderis,

cum ibi nihil sit secundum naturam, debet argui sicut de igne, quoniam nihil naturaliter ascendı́t.

De igne enim arguitur in ascensu, sicut de gravi in descensu; ex quo sequitur quod grave, quanto

plus sic ascendit, tanto minus habet de levitate secundum situm, et sic plus habet de gravitate

secundum situm.” (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 151–153).
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Fig. 3.8a Plates from Iordani opusculum de ponderosidate on the Gravitas secundum situm
(de Nemore 1565, 3v. Note that a figure is remarked as “Figura �a Nicolao constructa

[Figures drawn by Niccolò Tartaglia]”. See also below transcriptions and translations, Chap. 4)
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Fig. 3.8b Plates from Iordani opusculum de ponderosidate on the Gravitas secundum situm
(de Nemore 1565, 4r)
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The gravity position concept is a crucial one, but it is not easy to word. In fact,

for downward motion, with a little forcing, the gravity of position can be

represented by the product of the weight ( p), considered as a force, and the (virtual)
velocity of sinking (v), mathematically pv, that is it is essentially what the Arabic

mechanics did (Capecchi 2011). It is difficult to say whether de Nemore would

recognize himself in this representation. In effect, he never gives a mathematical

expression to gravity of position. For him it remains a qualitative concept, defined

by the more or the less, which is useful to prove certain assertions but not to furnish

mathematical laws. When he needs a mathematical law he used a different

approach.

3.1.2.2.2 The Propositions of Liber de ratione ponderis

In the following Table 3.2 we present the propositions of the Liber de ratione
ponderis in the Tartaglia’s Iordani Opusculum version (de Nemore 1565) and,

particularly, we comment Proposition I:

Table 3.2 Jordanus de Nemore’s propositionsa

Number Proposition

I Among any heavy bodies, the strengths are proportional to the weights.

II When the beam of a balance of equal arms is in the horizontal position, then, if equal

weights are suspended from its extremities, it will not leave the horizontal position; and

if it is moved from the horizontal position, it will revert to it. But if unequal weights are

suspended, the balance will fall on the side of the heavier weight until it reaches the

vertical position.

III In whichever direction a weight is displaced from the position of equality, it becomes

lighter in position.

IV When equal weights are suspended from a balance of equal arms, inequality of the

pendants by which they are hung will not disturb their equilibrium.

V If the arms of the balance are unequal, then, if equal weights are suspended from their

extremities, the balance will be depressed on the side of the longer arm.

VI If the arms of a balance are proportional to the weights suspended, in such manner that

the heavier weight is suspended from the shorter arm, the weights will have equal

positional gravity.

VII If two oblong bodies, wholly similar and equal in size and weight, are suspended on a

balance in such manner that one is fixed horizontally onto one arm, and the other is hung

vertically, and so that the distance from the axis of support to the point from which the

vertically suspended body hangs, is the same as the distance from the axis to the mid

point of the other body then they will be of equal positional gravity.

VIII If the arms of a balance are unequal, and form an angle at the axis of support, then, if

their ends are equidistant from the vertical line passing through the axis of support,

equal weights suspended from them will, as so placed, be of equal heaviness.

IX Equality of the declination conserves the identity of the weight.

X If two weights descend along diversely inclined planes, then, if the inclinations are

directly proportional to the weights, they will be of equal strength in descending.

ade Nemore 1565, 3r–7r. The translation is ours
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Proposition I and the law of virtual displacement.
Proposition I is the most important proposition of the Liber de ratione ponderis

because from it nearly all other propositions – as typical of a deductive axiomatic

structure – can directly be proved. Its delicacy is highlighted by the fact that

different accounts of it are given as shown in Table 3.3. The statements of versions

E and version P are substantially the same version (also in the Latin language) but

differ from that of version R in two important aspects (Ivi):

1. Versions E and P refer to the relation between weight and velocity rather than to weight

and virtus.
2. Versions E and P explicitly consider both the downward and upward motions.

Considering an epistemological point of view, one could say that substitution of

the term strengths in version R with the term velocity was made to allow a unitary

treatment of upward and downward motions, because the concept of strength is

effetely independent from the versus of motion. However, a reading of the text does

not confirm that point, because, as in versions E and R, the velocity and weight are

related directly also here. We conjecture that de Nemore was unsatisfied with the

previous versions, but, at the same time, his rephrasing was not completed for

unknown reasons. In the following we see the proof of Proposition I as proposed in
version R (See Fig. 3.9):

Table 3.3 The different accounts of Proposition I

Version E Version P

The proportion of the velocity of descent,

among heavy bodies, is the same as that of

weight, taken in the same order, but the

proportion of the descent to the contrary ascent

is the inverse proportion.b

Between any two heavy bodies, the proper

velocity of descent is directly proportional to

the weight, but the proportion of descent and

of the contrary movement of ascent is the

inverse.a

Version R

Among any heavy bodies, the strengths are proportional to the weights.c

a“Inter quaelibet duo gravia est velocitas in descendendo proprie, et ponderis eodem ordine sumpta

proportio, descensus autem, et contrarii motus, proportio eadem sed permutata” (Moody and

Clagett [1952] 1960, 155).
b“Inter quaelibet gravia est velocitas in descendendo et ponderis eodem ordine sumpta proportio,

descensus autem, et contrarii motus, proportio eadem sed permutata” (Moody and Clagett [1952]

1960, 128).
c“Inter quaelibet grauia est virtutis et ponderis eodem ordine sumpta proportion” (de Nemore

1565, 3r)
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Proposition I
Among any heavy bodies, the strengths are proportional to the weights.

Consider weights ab, c, of which c is the lighter and ab descend to d, and let

c descend to e. In the same way let ab be raised to f, and c to h [Fig. 3.9]. I then say
that the proportion of the distance ad to the distance ce, is as the weight ab is to the
weight e, indeed the velocity of descending is as great as the strength of the heavy

body. But the strength of the compound is composed of the strengths of its

components. Let a then be equal to c, so that the strength of a is the same as that

of c. If instead the ratio of ab to c is less than the ratio of the strength to the strength,
the ratio of ab to a will similarly be less than the ratio of the strength of ab to the

strength of a, and therefore the ratio of the strength of ab to that of bwill likewise be
less than that of ab to b, for (proposition) 30 of fifth book of Euclid (Tartaglia

1543a, b, c, d, e, 104–105), what is absurd. Therefore the ratio of weights will be

both greater and less than the ratio of strengths. Since this is absurd, the proportion

must be the same in both cases, hence ab is to c, as [the distance] ad is to [the

distance] ce, and conversely as [the distance] ch is to [the distance] af.56

Fig. 3.9 Displacements of

bodies in Jordanus de

Nemore’s Proposition I
(Redrawn from de Nemore

1565, 3r)

56 “Queastio Prima. Inter quaelibet grauia est uirtutis, et ponderis eodem ordine sumpta proportio.

Sint pondera a,b,c, leuius c, descendatque a,b, in d, et c, in e. Itaque ponatur a,b, sursum in f, et c,i,

h. Dico ergo qu�od quae proportio a,d, ad c,e, sicut a,b, ponderis ad c pondus, quanta enim uirtus

ponderosi tanta descendendi uelocitas: at quae compositi uirtus ex uirtutibus componentium

compununtur. Sit ergo a, aequale c. Quae igitur uirtus a, eadem et, c. Sit igitur proportio a, b, ad

c, minor quám uirtutis ad uirtutem. Erit similiter proportio a, b, ad a, minor proportio quám uirtutis

a,b, ad uirtutem a, ergo uirtutis a, b, ad uirtutem b, minor proportio quám a, b, ad b. per 30. quinti

Euclidis qu�od est inconueniens. Similium igitur ponderum minor, et maior proportio, quám

uirtutum. Et quia hoc inconueniens erit, utrobique eadem ideo a, b, ad c, sicut a, d, ad c, e, et e,

contrario sicut c, b, ad a, f.” (de Nemore 1565, 3r).
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The first part of the above passage proves Proposition I as formulated in version

R; the second part proves what is added in versions E and P. The text makes quite a

direct reference to Suppositions I and II and an indirect reference to Supposition III,
by assuming vertical paths of weights instead of circular. According to Suppositions
I and II, de Nemore can assume that virtus grows with weight; he goes ahead and

assumes also the additivity with respect to weight. Additivity is assumed explicitly:

But the strength of the compound is composed of the strengths of its components.57

It is assumed implicitly when de Nemore affirms that the strength of the portion of

ab equal to c equals that of c; this means also that posit c¼ a, the residual part of the
virtus is that of ab – c¼ b.

The final part:

[. . .] hence ab is to c, as [the distance] ad is to [the distance] ce, and conversely as [the

distance] ch is to [the distance] af.58

is a simple corollary and – by relating strength and velocity – states the propor-

tionality between weight and velocity for the downward motion:

[. . .] hence ab is to c, as [the distance] ad is to [the distance] ce, [. . .].59

and the inverse proportionality for upward motion:

[. . .] s [the distance] ch is to [the distance] af [. . .].60

The proof consists of a reductio ad absurdum. If one supposes, says de Nemore

(de Nemore 1565, 3r), that the proportionality between strength and weight be not

direct but the ratio of weight to weight is less than the ratio of strength to strength.

Then, with p(.) that means strength, using a modern notation, it follows:

aþ bð Þ
a

<
p aþ bð Þ½ �
p að Þ ¼ p að Þ þ p bð Þ½ �

p að Þ

De Nemore continues by adding that for Proposition 30 of the Vth book of Euclid’s
Elements61 it is also valid that

aþ bð Þ
b

>
p að Þ þ p bð Þ½ �

p bð Þ ¼ p aþ bð Þ½ �
p bð Þ :

57 de Nemore (1565, 3r).
58 Ibidem.
59 Ibidem.
60 Ibidem.
61 “[. . .] per 30. quinti Euclidis [. . .]” (Ibidem). This proposition states that given four

quantities, A, B, H, K, if (A +B)/A> (H +K)/H, then (A+B)/B< (H +K)/K. Therefore, consid-

ering modern notation, assumed A¼ a, B¼ b, H¼ p(a); K¼ p(b), from a + b)/c< p(a+ b)/p(c)
then (a + b)/a< [p(a) + p(b)]/p(a) it follows (a+ b)/b> [p(a) + p(b)]/p(b)¼ p(a + b)/p(b).
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Shortly, at the same time the ratio of weight to weight is both less and greater than

the ratio of strength to strength, which is absurd; then the assumption that the ratio

of weight to weight is less than the ratio of strength to strength should be denied.

The proof appears clearly circular to a modern reader and then inconsistent,

because it assumes what is to be proven (Brown 1967, 208). The fact that de

Nemore did not consider additivity and proportionality as equivalent notions, as

they would be for modern mathematicians, is probably due to his lack of familiarly

with the algebraic calculus.

The conclusion that weight and velocity (space) are proportional is too hasty,

probably because de Nemore had modified the enunciation of Proposition I in

versions E and P to arrive quickly at R and he may have not finished his work,

deferring the discussion of the ratio of strength to velocity to a subsequent (not yet

existing) proposition.

Concerning upward motion, de Nemore’s text leaves one still more bewildered

because of its terseness. Indeed, upward motion is only mentioned in the final

sentence: “hence ab is to c, as [the distance] ad is to [the distance] ce, and
conversely as [the distance] ch is to [the distance] af” (de Nemore 1565, 3r)

where ch and a f are upward motions.

Now, if the proof of Proposition I (See Fig. 3.10) leaves one unsatisfied, its

conclusion is, however, clear. In the downward motion velocities, or equivalently

distances, covered in an assigned time ad and ce, are proportional to weights ab and
c respectively; in the upward motion, distance covered in an assigned time, ab and

ch, are inversely proportional to weights ab and c respectively. We repeat that these

conclusions, particularly the one concerning upward motion, makes sense only

when the weights are thought to be suspended from the arms of a balance, where

the weight which sinks from one side raises the weight on the other side. Moreover,

if the sinking weight which acts as a motive power, is deemed unchanged, at the

same distance and with constant velocity, the result of Proposition I can be

formulated by asserting that what can raise p at one height h can raise p/n at one

height n/h. This is a particular expression of the law of virtual displacements

(Pisano 2015b; Capecchi 2011).
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Fig. 3.10 Plate from de Nemore ‘s Proposition I in a manuscript of the XIII century (de Nemore,

13th. Ms. Auction F. 5.28, 125v–133r. The Oxford Bodleian Library, U.K)
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Based on the virtual work law (Pisano 2015b) implicit in Proposition I, it was
not difficult for de Nemore to give proofs of the law of the lever and of the law of

the inclined plane. As they are very similar for the sake of space we report only the

proof regarding the lever:

Proposition VI

If the arms of a balance are proportional to the weights suspended, in such manner that the

heavier weight is suspended from the shorter arm, the weights will have equal positional

gravity.

Let the balance beam be abc [See Fig. 3.11], as before, and the suspended weights a and b;
and let the ratio of b to a be as the ratio of ac to bc. I say that the balance will not move in

either direction. For let it be supposed that it descends on the side of b; and let the line dce
be drawn obliquely to the position of acb. If then the weight d, equal to a, and the weight

e equal to a are suspended, and if the line dg is drawn vertically downward and the line eh
vertically upward, it is evident that the triangles dcg and ehc are similar, so that the

proportion of dc toce is the same as that of dg to eh. But dc is to ce as b is to a; therefore
dg is to eh as b is to a. Then suppose cl to be equal to cb and to ce, and let l be equal in

weight to b; and draw the perpendicular lm. Since then lm and eh are shown to be equal, dg
will be to lm as b is to a, and as l is to a. But, as has been shown, a and l are inversely

proportional to their contrary (upward), motions. Therefore, what suffices to lift a to d, will
suffice to lift l through the distance LM. Since therefore l and b are equal, and lc is equal to
cb, l is not lifted by b; and consequently a will not be lifted by b, which is what is to be

proved.62

Fig. 3.11 The proof of the law of lever in the Proposition VI (Redrawn from de Nemore 1565,

Quaestio sexta, 5r)

62 “Quaestio sexta. Si fuerint brachia librae proportionalia ponderibus appensorum ita, ut in

breviori graviter appendatur, aeque gravia erunt secundum situm appensa. Sit ut prius regula a,

c, b, appensa a, et b, sitque proportio b, ad a, tam quam a, c, ad bc, dico quod non nutabit in aliqua

parte librae, sit enim ut ex parte b, descendat, transeatque in obliquum linea d, c, e, loco a, c, b, et

appensa d, ut a, et e, ut b, et d, f, linea orthogonaliter descendat, et e, h, ascendat. palam quoniam

trianguli d, c, f, et e, c, h, sunt similes, quia proportio d, c, ad c, e, quam d, b, ad e, h, atque d, c, ad c,

e, sicut b, ad a, ergo d, f, ad e, h, sicut b, ad a, sit igitur c, l, aequalis c, b, et c, e, et l, aequatur b, in

pondere, et descendat perpendiculum l, m, quia l, m, et e, h, constant esse aequales, erit d, g, ad l,

m, sicut b, ad a, est sicut l, ad a, sed ut ostensum est a, et l, proportionaliter se habent ad contrarios

motus alternatim. Quod igitur sufficiet attollere a, in d, sufficiet attollere l, secundum l, m. Quum

ergo aequalia sint l, et b, et l, c, aequale c, b, l, non sequitur b, contrario motu, neque a, sequitur b,

secundum quod proponitur.” (de Nemore 1565, Quaestio sexta, 5rv).
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The proof is clear enough, except for some prolixity when showing the similitude

of triangles. For the sake of brevity, de Nemore substantially claims that,

if we suppose the balance is not equilibrated and rises on the left, but this is impossible
(absurd) because, for Proposition I, a weight a in d is equivalent to a weight b in l
symmetric to b, and the balance should behave as a balance with equal arms and weight,
which is in equilibrium because of the symmetry of the configuration.

Finally let us note that the equilibrium is proved in an indirect way. The weight a is
not compared directly with weight b but is reduced to the weight l equivalent to it,

hanging from the same side of the balance. At this point we make the comparison

between weights on the opposite side of the balance, and the equilibrium is deduced

from reduction to the absurd.

3.1.2.3 The Structure of Book VIII

3.1.2.3.1 On the Roots of Notional Elements in Tartaglia’s Corpus

Just before focusing on the chore of studying Book VIII, and after his criticism of

Aristotelian accounts on balances of Book VII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VII) Tartaglia
– on request by his interlocutor Mendoza – argues on the logical status of his

science of weights:

[Question I] Sir Ambassador [Mendoza]. Now, Tartaglia, I want you to start explaining in

due order that Science of Weights of which you spoke to me yesterday. And since I know

that it is not a simple science in itself (there being no more than seven liberal arts), but

rather that it is a subordinate science [emphasis added] or discipline, I want you first to tell

me from which others it is derived.63

Tartaglia replies, asserting that the science of weights, as well as mechanics, is a

mixed science, as he has already argued and more in depth in Book VII:

[Question I] N. Sir, part of this science is derived from geometry and part from natural

philosophy; for part of its conclusions are demonstrated geometrically and part are tested

physically, that is, through nature.64

According to Tartaglia, to proceed in an orderly fashion, it is necessary to follow the

approach of a geometer. The first step is to establish the meaning of some terms and

ways of speaking, i.e., to give definitions:

[Question III] N. To proceed in an orderly fashion, we shall today define only some terms

and ways of speaking that occur in this science, in order that your Excellency will more

easily apprehend the fruit of the understanding of this.65

63 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q I, 82v).
64 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q I, 82v).
65 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q III, 83r).
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In this part of Book VIII, by introducing definitions Tartaglia is closer to Euclid’s
approach to science than Aristotle’s. Euclid indeed used to distinguish clearly

between definitions, petitions, and principles. Aristotle (like de Nemore) considered

both definitions and evident assertions as principles.

Moreover, Tartaglia does not distinguish the nature of definitions as typical in

the scholasticism between real (which, in the form given to them by Aristotle, state

the essence of definendum) and nominal (whereby the definition of a thing is

furnished by already known terms and concepts)66 and mixes both of them.

After the definitions, the principles of the science should be introduced, i.e.:

[Question III] N. [. . .]. Then, tomorrow, we shall proceed to state the principles of that

science, that is, those things which cannot be demonstrated in the science; or as your

Excellency knows, every science has its indemonstrable first principles, which, being

conceded or assumed, afford the means to discuss and sustain the whole science.67

There are different ways mathematicians assume principles according to Tartaglia

(1554, Book VIII, 84v). We collected them in the following Table 3.4. Of these

ways Tartaglia declares to prefer the last way and decides to assume his principles

as petitioni.

Based on previous notes concerning the lack of a strictly axiomatically68 orga-

nization of the theory in Tartaglia’s Quesiti (see Chap. 1) the interpretation of

Table 3.4 may be questionable, at least for the meanings we have attributed to

dignit�a and supposition (Ibidem). In the Middle Ages dignit�a (dignity)69 often

meant common principles, i.e., self-evident principles common to all sciences.

From here Drake and Drabkin’s choice to translate dignit�a with Greek axiom

Table 3.4 Different ways to assess a principle in a science

Dignit�a (as Greek axiom) Suppositioni (as Hypotheses) Petitioni (as Postulates)

“[. . .] they prove other

propositions but cannot be

proved from others”.a

“[. . .] they are supposed to be

true in the given science”.a
“[. . .] if we wish to debate such a

science and sustain it with demon-

strations, we must first request

the adversary to concede them”.a

Statements requested to be

accepted by the adversary even if

he does not share completely them.

Statements which are

self-evident and accepted

by all for all sciences.

Statements which are self-

evident.

aTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXI, 84v)

66 For an Aristotelian distinction between real and nominal definitions see Butlon (1976; see also

Corbini 2006).
67 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q III, 83r).
68 The use of axioms as self-evident statements in a theory does not mean that this theory is

axiomatic. Properties should be verified (see Chap. 1).
69Dignita (written by Tartaglia with final letter “a” without accent as usual in modern Italian

language) comes from the Latin dignitas-atis. The term recalls the Greek ἀξίωμα (axίoma), which

means “to deem worth” (dignity), but also “to require” (axiom).
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(Drake and Drabkin 1969, 116). However, in the Euclide Megarense Tartaglia uses
the term dignit�a as equivalent to Suppositioni:

Before we proceed far away we have to notice that the first principles of each science

cannot be known by demonstration, and no science must prove his principles, because this

would lead to a process with no end. But such principles are known by the intellect through

senses, for the beginning of any our knowledge comes form senses, and by means of them

[the first principles] the whole science is proved and sustained; and they are said principles

of that science for they prove others and cannot be proved by others in such a science; and

these first principles of science are called petitions by some; others say dignities, namely

suppositions.70

and this creates some embarrassment in judging the meaning he gives to the term in

the Quesiti et invention diverse. In the Nova scientia Tartaglia introduced the term

commons sentences, to indicate shared suppositions (Tartaglia 1537, Book I,
11v–12r; see Chap. 1).

In the mathematics and philosophy of the Middle Ages, Suppositioni is used in

two ways, both of which consider them as necessary foundations:

1. The first way treats Suppositioni as propositions that are self-evident.

2. The second way, following Aristotle in his Analytica posterior, qualifies them as hypotheses,

i.e., propositions that are accepted both by the supporter (magister) and the opponent

(disciple) and could possibly be justified by a superior science.71

3.1.2.3.2 The Definitions of Book VIII

The following Table 3.5 reports the Definitions of Book VIII of Quesiti et inventioni
diverse, compared with those of the medieval treatises on the science of weights

that Tartaglia knew.

70 “Inanti che procediamo piu oltra, bisogna notare, che li primi principij di ciascaduna scientia

non si cognoscono per demostratione: ne etiam alcune scientia è tenuta a provar li suoi principij,

perche bisogneria proceder in infinito, Ma quelli tali principij si cognoscono per intelletto,

mediante il senso, e pero il principio di ogni nostra cognitione incomincia dal senso, per il che

sono supposti nella scientia, et con quelli se dimostra, & sostenta tutta la scientia; & sono detti

principij di quella scientia, perche, provano altri, & non essere possono provati da altri, in quella

scientia; & questi primi principij delle scientie alcuni li chiamano petitioni, & alcuni di dicono

dignit�a, overo supposition.” (Tartaglia 2007, 16).
71 Aristotle, Posterior analytics, I, 2, 10. For a comment of the concept of hypothesis in Aristotle,

see Upton (Upton 1985) and Gomez-Lobo (1977).
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Table 3.5 Tartaglia’s Definitions versus Medieval Tradition

Tartaglia’s Definitions Medieval Definitions

I Bodies are said to be of equal size when they

occupy or fill equal spaces.a
Bodies equal in volume are those which fill

equal places.b

II Similarly the bodies are said to be of dif-

ferent or unequal size when they occupy or

fill different or unequal spaces, and greater

means that which occupies more spaces.c

And those which fill unequal places are

said to be of different volume.d And what

are said to be large, among bodies, are said

to be capacious, among places.e

III [. . .] a heavy body is understood and

assumed that power [virtus] which it has to

tend or go downward, as also to resist the

contrary motion which would draw it

upward.f

[. . .] and its virtus is a power of tending

downward and to resist to the contrary

motion, and we can understand its strength

or power from the arm length or from its

velocity which is determined by the length

of the balance arms.g

IV Bodies are said to be of equal virtus or

power when in equal times they run through

equal spaces.h

Bodies are equal in strength, whose

motions through equal places, in the same

air of the same water, are in equal times.i

V Bodies are said to be of different virtus or

power when in different times they move

through equal spaces, or when in equal

times they traverse unequal intervals.j

And those which traverse equal places in

different times, are said to be of different in

virtus.k

XII A body is said to be more or less heavy in

descent than another when the straightness,

obliquity, or pendency of the place or space

where it descends makes it descend more or

less heavy than the other, and similarly

more or less rapidly than the other, though

both are simply equal in heaviness.l

XIII A body is said to be positionally more or

less heavy than another when the quality of

the place where it rests and is located makes

it heavier [or less heavy] than the other,

even though both are simply equal in

heaviness.m

One weight is less heavy according to

position, than another, if it is caused to

ascend by the descent of the other.n

XIV The heaviness of a body is said to be known

when one knows the number of pounds, or

other named weight, that it weighs.o

A weight is known when the number of its

calculi is known.p

XVII The descent of a heavy body is said to be

more oblique when for a given quantity it

contains less of the line of direction, or of

straight descent toward the centre of the

world.q

A more oblique descent is one which in the

same distance, partakes less of the vertical.r

aTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q IIII, Definition I, 83r)
bDe ponderoso et levi, Supposition I (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27)
cTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XV, Definition XII, 84r)
dDe ponderoso et levi, Supposition II (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27)
eDe ponderoso et levi, Supposition III (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27)
fTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q VI, Definition III, 83v)
gIordani opusculum de ponderositate (de Nemore 1565, 3r)
hTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q VII, Definition IIII, 83v)
iDe ponderoso et levi, Supposition IV (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27)
jTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q VIII, Definition V, 83v)

(continued)
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Tartaglia’s definitions, as typically at that time, are partly of nominal type and

partly of real type (in modern terms). The former ones give a name to the association

of other names, and the latter define the essence of the object to be defined.

For example, consider the previous Definition III (see Table 3.6). It concerns the

term/concept virtus (power); analyzed according to the modern conception of an

axiomatic theory, then it does not appear as a definition of nominal type. In fact, it is

composed of three different sentences, 1, 2, and 3, as in the following:

Tartaglia certainly did not follow this reasoning. He considered Definition III of

real type which serves to define virtus in its essence, trying to make clear, with the

help of intuition, its meaning.

Definitions IV and V seem to refer to attributing the modern term velocity to the
word virtus. Thus, it rightly seems a nominal definition like:

velocity � virtus:

Nevertheless, in this case, for sure we do not want to replace virtuswith velocity since
the meaning of the definition changes. The association between velocity and speed is

indeed a characterization of virtus as defined in Definition III. It is a postulate.

3.1.2.3.3 The Petitions of Book VIII

In the following (Table 3.7), we present a comparison between Tartaglia’s Petitions
and de Nemore’s Suppositions in his Iordani opusculum de ponderositate (de Nemore

1565, 3r) as already collected in previous Table 3.1 (see also Table 3.4).

Table 3.5 (continued)

kDe ponderoso et levi, supposition V (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27)
lTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XV, Definition XII, 84r)
mTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XVI, Definition XIII, 84r)
nIordani opusculum de ponderositate (de Nemore 1565, 3r)
oTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XVII, Definition XIIII, 84r)
pDe insidentibus in humidum, Definition V (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 41)
qTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XX, Definition XVII, 84r–84v)
rIordani opusculum de ponderositate (de Nemore 1565, 3r)

Table 3.6 Tartaglia’s Definition III

Definitions III Elementary propositions Epistemological interpretation

[. . .] a heavy body is understood

and assumed that power [virtus]

which it has to tend or go

downward, as also to resist the

contrary motion which would draw

it upward.a

1. A body tends to go

downward.

As postulate

2. There is a cause for it, a

power (virtus).
As postulate

3. I call this cause a

power (virtus).
As an axiom

aTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q VI, Definition III, 83v)
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Table 3.7 Tartaglia’s Petitions versus Nemore’s Suppositions

Tartaglia’s Petitions de Nemore’s Suppositions

I We request that it be conceded that the

natural movement of any heavy and

ponderable body is straight toward the

centre of the world.a

The movement of every heavy body is

toward the centre [of the world] and its

strength is a power of tending downward

and to resist to the contrary motion, and

we can understand its strength or power

from the arm length or from its velocity

which is determined by the length of the

balance arms.b

I

II Likewise we request that it be conceded

that that body which is of greater power

should also descend more swiftly; and in

the contrary motion, that is, of ascent, it

should descend more slowly – I mean in

the balance.c

What is heavier descends more speedily.d II

III It still it be conceded that a heavy body

in descending is so much the heavier as

the motion it makes is straighter toward

the centre of the world.e

It is heavier in descending, to the degree

its movement toward the centre is more

direct.f

III

IIII Also we request that it be conceded that

those bodies are equally heavy position-

ally when their descents in such positions

are equally oblique, and that will be the

heavier which, in the position or place

where it rests or is situated, has the less

oblique descent.g

It is heavier according to position in that

position where its path of descent is less

oblique.h

IIII

V Similarly we request that it be conceded

that that body is less heavy than another

positionally when, by the descent of that

other on the arm of the balance, a contrary

motion would follow in the first; that is,

the first would thereby be elevated toward

the sky; and conversely.i

A more oblique descent is one which, in

the same space, partakes less of the

vertical.j

V

VI Also we request that it be conceded that

nobody is heavy in itself.k
One weight is less heavy according to

position, than another, if it is caused to

ascend by the descent of the other.l

VI

VII The position of equality is that of

equality of angles to the vertical, either

these are right angles, or the beam is

parallel to the plane of the horizon.m

VII

aTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXII, Petition I, 84v)
bde Nemore (1565, Supposition I, 3r)
cTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXIII, Petition II, 85r)
dde Nemore (1565, Supposition II, 3r)
eTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXIIII, Petition III, 86r)
fde Nemore (1565, Supposition III, 3r)
gTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXV, Petition IIII, 86v)
hde Nemore (1565, Supposition IIII, 3r)
iTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXVI, Petition V, 86v)
jde Nemore (1565, Supposition V, 3r)
kTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXVII, Petition VI, 86v)
lde Nemore (1565, Supposition VI, 3r)
mde Nemore (1565, Supposition VII, 3r)
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3.1.2.3.4 The Propositions of Book VIII

Let us now examine the propositions. Those of Tartaglia are fourteen, those of de

Nemore ten. They are compared in the following Table 3.8.

Table 3.8 Tartaglia propositions versus de Nemore’s Quaestio

Tartaglia’s Propositions de Nemore’s Quaestio

I The ratio of size of bodies of the same

kind is the same as the ratio of their

power.a

Between any heavy bodies, the

strengths are proportional to the

weights.b

I

II The ratio of the power of heavy bodies

of the same kind and that of their

speeds (in descent) is concluded to be

the same; also that of their contrary

motions (that is, of their ascents) is

concluded to be the same, but

inversely.c

III If there are two bodies simply equal in

heaviness, but unequal positionally, the

ratio of their powers and that of their

speeds will necessarily be the same.

But in their contrary motions (that is, in

ascent) the ratio of their powers and

that of their speeds is affirmed to be

inversely the same.d

IIII The ratio of the power of bodies simply

equal in heaviness, but unequal in

positional force, proves to be equal to

that of their distances from the support

or centre of the scale.e

V When a scale of equal arms is in the

position of equality, and at the end of

each arm there are hung weights simply

equal in heaviness, the scale does not

leave the said position of equality; and

if it happens that by some other weight

[or the hand] imposed on one of the

arms it departs from the said position of

equality, then, that weight or hand

removed, the scale necessarily returns

to the position of equality.f

When a horizontal position is gained

[for a balance of equal arms], then, if

equal weights are suspended [from its

extremities], the balance will not leave

the horizontal position; and if it is

moved from the horizontal position, it

will revert to the horizontal position. If

instead unequal [weights] are

suspended, [the balance] will fall on

the side of the heavier [weight] until it

reaches the vertical position.g

II

VI Whenever a scale of equal arms is in

the position of equality, and at the end

of each arm are hung weights simply

unequal in heaviness, it will be forced

downward to the line of direction on

the side where the heavier weight

shall be.h

(continued)
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Table 3.8 (continued)

In whichever direction a weight is

displaced from the position of equality, it

becomes lighter according to position.i

III

When equal weights are suspended [with

wires] from a balance, inequality of the

wires will not determine a perturbation

of their equilibrium.j

IV

VII If the arms of the scale are unequal,

and at the ends of them are hung bodies

simply equal in heaviness, the scale

will tilt on the side of the longer arm.k

If the arms of the balance are unequal,

then, equal [weights] suspended [from

their extremities], a swinging on the side

of the longer [arm] is determined.l

V

VIII If the arms of the balance are proportional

to the weights imposed on them, in such a

way that the heavier weight is on the

shorter arm, then those bodies or weights

will be equally heavy positionally.m

If the [length of the] arms of a balance are

proportional to the weights suspended, and

the heavier weight is suspended from the

shorter, the weights will be equally heavy

according to position.n

VI

IX If there are two solid rods or beams of

the same length, breadth, and width,

hung on a balance in such a way that

one is horizontal and the other vertical,

with the distances equal from the centre

of the balance to the point of suspension

of the latter and the centre of the

former, then they will be positionally

equally heavy.o

If two oblong bodies, wholly similar and

equal in size and weight, are hung from a

balance so that the one be disposed

horizontally and the other comes down

vertically, so that the distance from the

centre [of the balance] to extremity that

descends is the same as the distance to the

midpoint of the other, in this position [the

two bodies] will be equally heavy.p

VII

If the arms of a balance are unequal, and

form an angle at the centre of rotation,

then, if their ends are equidistant from the

vertical line passing through the centre,

equal weights suspended fin this position

will weigh equally.q

VIII

X If a solid rod or beam of uniform

breadth thickness, substance, and

heaviness in every part, and [if] its

length is divided into two unequal parts,

and at the end of the shorter part there

is hung another solid or heavy body

which makes the said rod, beam, or

balance stay parallel to the horizon, then

the proportion of the heaviness of that

body to the difference between the

heaviness of the longer part of the rod

(or beam or staff) and the heaviness of

the shorter part will be as the ratio of

the length of the whole rod, beam, or

balance to the double of the length of

its shorter part.s

When there is a beam of a balance with

uniform weight and thickness and the

weight is assigned, by dividing it into

unequal parts and an assigned weight

suspended from the shorter part

maintains the equilibrium, then the

portion of the arms of the balance on

each side of the fulcrum will be known.r

XI

(continued)
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Table 3.8 (continued)

XI If the proportion of the heaviness of a

solid suspended at the end of the

shorter part of a similar rod (beam or

balance) divided into two unequal

parts, to the difference between the

heaviness of the longer part and that of

the shorter, shall be as the ratio of the

whole length of the solid rod or staff to

the double of the length of its shorter

part, such solid rod (beam or staff) will

necessarily be horizontal.t

XII If there is a solid rod, beam, or staff, as in

the two preceding [propositions], which

is similar and equal in thickness,

breadth, substance, and heaviness in

every part and of which the heaviness as

well as the length is known, and if it be

divided into two unequal parts which are

also known, it is possible to find a weight

which, when suspended at the end of its

shorter part, will make the said solid rod,

beam, or staff stay horizontal.u

But if the lengths of the arms are given

the weight will be known.v
XII

XIII If you shall have a rod, beam, or staff, as

often was said above, of which the

length, as well as the heaviness, is

known, and also a heavy body of which

the weight is known, it is possible to

determine the place at which the said

rod, beam, or staff must be divided in

order that the said heavy body, when

hung at the end of the shorter part, will

cause the rod, beam, or staff to remain

parallel to the horizon.w

XIIII The equality of obliquity [slant] is an

equality of weight [according to

position].x

Equality of declination conserves the

identity of weight.y
IX

XV If two heavy bodies descend by paths of

different obliquities, and if the propor-

tions of inclinations of the two paths and

of the weights of the two bodies be the

same, taken in the same order, the

power of both the said bodies in

descending will also be the same.z

If two weights descend along diversely

oblique paths, then, if the inclinations

are directly proportional to the weights,

they will be of equal strength in

descending.aa

X

aTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXVIII, Proposition I, 87r)
bde Nemore (1565, Quaestio I, 3r)
cTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXIX, Proposition II, 87r–88r)
dTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXX, Proposition III, 88r)
eTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXI, Proposition IIII, 89r.)
fTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXII, Proposition V, 89v)
gde Nemore (1565, Quaestio II, 3v)

(continued)
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In the following Table 3.9 we make explicit the correspondences between

Tartaglia’s and de Nemore propositions.

Note the replacement by Tartaglia of the first questions with three propositions

and elimination of the proposition corresponding to de Nemore’s VIII. This absence
is not explained by Tartaglia.

Finally, we showed how Tartaglia uses as the only principle the active one based

on the concept of gravity of position. However, this, as shown above on de Nemore’s

Liber de rations ponderis leads to erroneous results for the angular lever. Tartaglia,

who certainly knew the correct result, avoided facing the problem (see Figs. 3.12a,

3.12b, 3.13a, and 3.13b).

Table 3.8 (continued)

hTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXIII, Proposition VI, 91rv)
ide Nemore (1565, Quaestio III, 4v)
jde Nemore (1565, Quaestio IV, 4v)
kTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXIIII, Proposition VII, 92v)
lde Nemore (1565, Quaestio V, 4v)
mTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXV, Proposition VIII, 93r)
nde Nemore (1565, Quaestio VI, 5r)
oTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXVI, Proposition IX, 93v)
pde Nemore (1565, Quaestio VII, 5v)
qde Nemore (1565, Quaestio VIII, 6r)
rTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXVII, Proposition X, 94v)
sde Nemore (1565, Quaestio XI, 7r)
tTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXVIII, Proposition XI, 95r)
uTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXIX, Proposition XII, 95v)
vde Nemore (1565, Quaestio XII, 7v)
wTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XL, Proposition XIII, 96rv)
xTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XLI, Proposition XIIII, 96v)
yde Nemore (1565, Quaestio IX, 6v)
zTartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XLII, Proposition XV, 97r)
aade Nemore (1565, Quaestio X, 7r)

Table 3.9 The correspondence of Tartaglia’s propositions and de Nemore’s questions

Tartaglia I, II, III, IIII V, VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIIII XV

de Nemore I II III IV V VI VII VIII XI XII IX X
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Fig. 3.12a Plate from the initial reasoning around gravitas secundum situm by de Nemore

(de Nemore 1565, Quaestio I, 3r)
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Fig. 3.12b Plate from the initial reasoning about the gravitas secundum situm by Tartaglia

(Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Quesito XXVIII, Proposition I, 87r)
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Fig. 3.13a Plate from reasoning around gravitas secundum situm applied to the inclined plane by

de Nemore (de Nemore 1565, Quaestio X, 7r)
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Fig. 3.13b Plate from reasoning around gravitas secundum situm applied to the inclined plane by

Tartaglia (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Quesito XLII, Proposition XV, 97r; see also Quesito XLI,

Proposition XIIII, 86v)
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Before going into the validity of the proof of Tartaglia’s 15 propositions, we

want to stress his ideas. Of the two possible principles of statics he found in de

Nemore’s writings two possible principles of statics, one based on the concept of

gravity of position, the other on the capability of a weight to lift another, Tartaglia

made a choice and decided to base his mechanics only on the gravity of position.

This notwithstanding, he maintains traces of de Nemore’s ideas, i.e., in order to

state the equilibrium of a lever – or an inclined plane – he considers the equivalence

of weight disposed on the same side and not on the opposite. Table 3.8 (above)

compares Tartaglia’s and de Nemore’s propositions.

3.1.2.4 The Proofs of Propositions

3.1.2.4.1 Propositions I–IV: Gravitas Secundum Situm

Tartaglia’s demonstrations of gravitas secundum situm are contained in the first

four propositions (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 87r–89r) and mainly consisted of

clarification of the statement of de Nemore’s Proposition I (de Nemore 1565, 3r)

which, in any case, still remains largely unfulfilled.

In the first four (Quaestio) propositions Tartaglia undertakes to ‘demonstrate’
that the gravity of position of a weight, suspended from the end of the arm of a

balance is directly proportional to the length of the arm, as well as the weight itself.

Particularly:

I. The first Proposition72 proofs that the power of bodies of the same kind is proportional to

their volume (and therefore to their weight).

II. The second Proposition73 proofs that speed is proportional to power for downward

motion and inversely proportional to power for upward motion. For the transitive prop-

erties we have thus that the speed of ascent or descent is inversely or directly proportional

to the weight.74

III. The third Proposition75 repeats the second one for weights with different gravity of

position.

IV. The fourth Proposition76 proofs that the gravity of position of a weight on a scale is

proportional to its distance from the fulcrum, and of course to the weight itself.

The proofs of these four propositions follow the same logic. In the following, we

report Tartaglia’s reasoning on the demonstration of Proposition I; we only brief

reference the others (See Fig. 3.14).

72 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXVIII, Proposition I, 87r).
73 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXIX, Proposition II, 87r–88v).
74 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Corollary, 88r).
75 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXX, Proposition III, 88rv).
76 Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Q XXXI, Proposition IIII, 89r. See also its corollary (Ibidem).
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In Tartaglia’s words:

The ratio of volume of bodies of the same kind is the same as the ratio of their power.

[. . .] N. Let there be the two bodies ab and c of the same kind; let ab be the greater,
and let the power of the body ab be [represented by the line] de, and that of the body
c [by the line] f. Now I say that that ratio which the body ab bears to the body c is that
of the power de to the power f. And if possible (for the adversary), let it be otherwise,
so that the ratio of the body ab to the body c is less than the ratio of the power de to
the power f. Now let the greater body ab include a part equal to the lesser body c, and
let this be the part a, and since the force or power of the whole is composed of the

forces of the parts, the force or power of the part a will be d, and the force or power
of the remainder b will necessarily be the remaining power e; and since the part a is
taken equal to c, the power d (by the converse of Definition 7) will be equal to the

power f, and the ratio of the whole body ab to its part a (by Euclid V.7, 2) will be as
that of the same body ab to the body c (a being equal to c), and similarly the ratio of

the power de to the power f will be as that of the said power de to its part d (d being
equal to f ). Therefore [by the adversary’s assumption] the ratio of the whole body ab
to its part a will be less than that of the whole power de to its part d. Therefore, when
inverted (by Euclid V.30),77 the ratio of the body ab to the residual body b will be

greater than that of the whole power de to the remaining power e, which will be

contradictory and against the opinion of the adversary, who wants the ratio of the

greater body to the less to be smaller than that of its power to the power of the lesser

body. Thus, the contrary destroyed, the proposition stands.78

In Proposition I (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 87r) Tartaglia assumes bodies of the

same material but different size, so there is no doubt on the meaning of the

proposition. He takes for granted, even if not explicitly stated in his petitions, that

a heavier body has more power than a lighter. Tartaglia essentially reproduces the

framework of proof of Proposition II by de Nemore, in the process making it

clearer. Nevertheless, there are still some points not acceptable to a modern reader.

Without specifying exactly what it is and how to measure the power of a body,

Tartaglia accepts additivity: the power of a body is given by the sum of the power of

its parts. Like de Nemore, he does not notice, however, that in this way he takes for

granted what he wants to prove. A modern reader is baffled by the almost mirac-

ulous demonstration such as Tartaglia’s, as will that of de Nemore. There is the

impression that with this way of reasoning one can prove anything, for example,

that beauty is proportional to size.

A B C 

D E     F 

Fig. 3.14 Relation between

the ratio of sizes (A, B, C)

and powers (D, E, F)

(Redrawn from Tartaglia

1554, Book VIII, 87r)

77 This Euclidean proposition states that given four quantities, A, B, H, K, if (A +B)/A> (H +K)/

H, then (A+B)/B< (H +K)/K (Tartaglia 1543a, b, c, d, e, p 104, 105). So assumed A¼ a, B¼ b,
H¼ p(a); K¼ p(b), from (a+ b)/c< p(a+ b)/p(c)� (a+ b)/a< [p(a)+p(b)]/p(a) it follows (a
+ b)/b> [p(a) + p(b)]/p(b)¼ p(a+ b)/p(b).
78 Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Q XXVIII, Proposition I, 87r.
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Tartaglia’s proof of his Proposition II (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 87r–88v) is
based on the same reasoning. This time things are slightly clearer because the third

and fourth definitions and second petition, connect somehow power and speed; in

particular they suggest that there is a higher speed if there is a higher power. The first

part of this proposition, that bodies fall down with speeds proportional to their size, is

proved with arguments similar to that used in Proposition I. It assumes additivity of
speed with power and demonstrates proportionality. In order to demonstrate the

inverse relationship between power and speed, Tartaglia assumes that the resistance

to upward motion is proportional to the power of the body. So that power that will

barely fit in the other arm to lift the body ab, will be sufficient to lift faster the body C
and the relationship of speed of c to ab is that of ed to f (See Fig. 3.15).

From Propositions I and II follows the proportionality (direct or inverse)

between weight (size) and speed. The logical status of Proposition III is not clear;
to a modern reader it seems an immediate consequence of Proposition II, however, a
demonstration is proposed by following exactly the arguments of Proposition I.

In Proposition IIII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 89r) Tartaglia aims to quantify the

concept of gravity of position, at least for bodies connected to the arms of a balance.

The proof again follows the same line of argument, with some more difficulty.

Tartaglia seems to make the assumption that the sum of distances corresponds to

the sum of weights; which looks very strange to us.

3.1.2.4.2 Propositions V–VI: Balance with Equal Weights and Arms

Hereinafter we report an epitome of Tartaglia Proposition V (Tartaglia 1554, Book
VIII, 89v–90v) corresponding to Quaestio II of de Nemore (de Nemore 1565, 3v–

4r) where he proved that a balance with equal weights and arms has the horizon as

position of stable equilibrium, i.e., the balance recovers its horizontal position when

removed from it for any reason. This proposition has been carefully considered

before and after Tartaglia, and its conclusion, in Thabit’s footsteps (Capecchi 2011)
that the balance returns to its horizontal position when removed (stable equilibrium)

was according, to the various authors, confirmed or denied. For instance:

– Tartaglia agrees with de Nemore.

– Benedetti claims (Benedetti 1585, 148) for unstable equilibrium (balance assumes the

vertical position under perturbation of the horizontal one).

– del Monte (del Monte 1615, 36) is for indifferent equilibrium (balance stays where it

is left).

This last position is that accepted by modern mechanics.

The problem could not be solved empirically in the Middle Ages and the

Renaissance for various reasons: the use of systematic experiments to verify a

theory was not established, the presence of imperfection (inequality on masses,

friction) made any conclusions difficult, etc.

Tartaglia’s reasoning reproduces quite exactly that of de Nemore. Below an

extended quotation:
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For the second part, let there be also the scale acb of equal arms, and at its extremities let

there also be hung the two bodies a and b, simply equal in heaviness, which scale by the

reasons adduced above will stand in the position of equality as appears in the figure. Now

the arm ac having been driven down by hand or by the imposition of some weight on the

body a, if we take away the hand or weight, the arm will rise again and return to its first

position of equality.79

The proof consists in showing that, in a balance removed from its horizontal

position (Fig. 3.15), the weight that is lower than a has a gravity of position

lower than that of the weight that is higher than b. Consequently, as b prevails

over a, the balance rotates to recover the horizontal position.

And to assign the immediate cause of that effect, let there be described about the centre

c the circle aebf for the journey that the two bodies will make in rising or falling with the

arms of the scale; and draw the line of direction ef, and divide the arc af into as many equal

parts as you like (say, into four parts at the three points80 q, s, u; and into as many parts

divide the arc eb at the three points i, l, n; and from the said three points i, l, n draw the three

lines no, lm, and lk parallel to the position of equality, that is, [parallel] to the diameter or

line ab, which [three lines] shall cut the line of direction ef at the three points x, y, z.
Similarly, from the three points q, s, u are drawn the three lines qp, sr, and ut, also parallel

to the same line ab, which shall cut the same line of direction ef at the three points w, ρ, k.
And now let the body a be depressed by hand (or by the imposition of some other weight) to

the point u, and the other body b (opposite to that) will be found to be raised with contrary

motion to the point i. Now with things arranged this way, we have come to divide the whole

descent au made by the body a in descending to the point u into three equal descents or

parts, which are aq, qs, and su; and similarly the whole descent ib which the body b would

make in descending or returning to its original place (that is, the point b) will come to be

divided into three equal descents or parts which are il, ln, and nb; and each of these three-

plus-three partial descents includes one part of the line of direction; namely, the descent

from a to q partakes of or contains the part cw of the line of direction, and the descent qs
contains the part wj, and the descent su contains the part jd, and the other descent that

remains to the said body a, that is, the descent uf contains the line or part de. Likewise the
descent of the body b from the point i to the point l contains the part xu of the same line of

direction, and in the descent from the point l to the point n it contains the part yz, and from

the point n to the point b it contains the part zc, and all these parts are unequal; that is, the

part cz is greater than zy, and zy is greater than yx, and yx than xe; and similarly the part cw is

greater than the part wj, and wj than jd, and jd than df, and all this can be easily proved

geometrically; and also the part df can be proved equal to the part ex, and jd to xu, and wj to
yz, and cw to zc.81

79 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, 89v).
80 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, 89v).
81 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, 89v).
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Fig. 3.15 Plate related to an application of the gravitas secundum situm concept to the balance

with equal weights and arms (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 90v)
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[Proposition V. See Figs. 3.15]. Whenever a scale of equal arms is in the position of

equality, and at the end of each arm are hung weights simply equal in heaviness, the scale

[. . .] departs from the said position of equality, then [. . .] the scale necessarily returns to the
position of equality.82

Now to resume our proposition, I say that the body b standing at the point i comes to be

positionally heavier than the body a standing at the point u (as appears in the figure),

because the descent of the body b from the point i to the point l is more direct than the

descent of the body a from the point e to the point f (by the second part of the fourth

petition), because it partakes more of the line of direction. That is, the body b in

descending from the point i to the point l partakes the part xy of the line of direction,
and the body a descending from the point u to the point f partakes the part df of the line
of direction, and since the part xy is greater than the line or part de, the descent

(by definition 17) from the point u to the point f will be more oblique than that from

the point i to the point l. Whence (by the second part of the fourth petition) the body b in
that position will be positionally heavier than the body a. And being thus heavier, when
the imposed weight or hand is taken away from the body a, it will (by the converse of

the fifth petition) make the said body a re-ascend with contrary motion from the point

u to the point s, and it will descend from the point i to the point l; and it will come to be

found still positionally heavier than the body a, because the said body a standing at the
point swill have the descent sumore oblique than the descent ln of the body b because it
partakes less of the line of direction; that is, the part ρw is smaller than the part yz.
Whence for the reasons adduced above, the body b will raise the body a to the point q,
and b will descend to the point n, at which point n the same body b will yet be found

appositionally heavier than the body a because the descent from q to s is more oblique

than the descent from the point n to the point b, the part zc being greater than the part kρ.
And hence (by the reasons adduced above) the body bwill make the body a re-ascend to
the point a (its first and proper place) and will itself descend to the point b (also its first
and proper place), that is, to the position of equality, in which position the said two

bodies will be found (for the reasons adduced in the first part of this proposition) equally

heavy positionally. And since they are also simply equally heavy, they will remain in

the said place, as was said and proved above; which is our purpose.83
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Fig. 3.15 (continued)

82 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXII, Proposition V, 89v).
83 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, 90rv).
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In order to evaluate the gravity of position of the two bodies, Tartaglia assumes

virtual rotations of the balance from a tilted position, for instance iu (See Fig. 3.15)
that makes the weight at the ends of the balance arms to descend. In a first clockwise

virtual rotation, body bmoves from position i to position L; in the vertical direction
the body moves from x to y. In a second anti-clockwise virtual rotation body

a moves from u to f, in the vertical direction from w to f; a simple geometrical

argument shows that xy is greater than wf if the arcs il and uf are assumed to be of

equal length. This means that il partakes more of the vertical than uf, consequently
gravity of position of b is greater than that of a and the balance is pressed to rotate

clockwise, for example up to ls. Repeating the reasoning, it can be proved that also

in this position the gravity of position of b is greater than that of a and the balance

continues to rotate until it reaches the horizontal position.

De Nemore in his Quaestio II (de Nemore 1565, 3v–4r) proved that, though the

gravity of position of the weight a in the lower position is lower than that of the

weight b in the higher position, this difference is as small as you like and any finite

weight added to a will cause the balance to assume the vertical position. Tartaglia

carried out the same argumentation but in a separate proposition (Proposition VI)

which asserts that a balance with equal arms and different weights will tilt on the

side of greater weight to reach the vertical position.

Mendoza argues that this proposition has been proved false for the previous

proposition; that is for a balance with equal arms it is possible to achieve equilib-

rium with different weights:

[Proposition VI] S.A. If this is true, it is to be believed, or rather thought certain, that, if one

should impose on the body a, pressed down, another little body which equated in heaviness
that difference by which the upper body exceeded positionally the heaviness of the lower,

then each would remain in the place where it was.84

Tartaglia replies by showing that, if it is true that the gravity of position of b is

smaller than that of a (being a and b equal), then the difference is as small as you

like. The proof is carried out, as in de Nemore, by showing that the angle that

the path a and b makes with the vertical differs by a quantity as small as you like

(See Fig. 3.16).

84 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXIII, Proposition VI, 91r.)
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The path of a and b is represented in Fig. 3.16 by the arcs of the circle,

respectively af and bf. They form with the vertical lines from a and b the angles

haf and dbf, which with a nomenclature of the time are known as mixed-angles. The

two mixed angles differ by a quantity as small as you like; then the obliquities and

the gravities of position of a and b differ by a quantity as small as you like.

Consequently if a weight as small as you like but of finite value p is added to a,
the gravity of position of a+ p will be greater than that of b. For example:

[Q XXXIII, Proposition VI]. N. Let there be, for example, the same scale abc of the

preceding proposition, at the ends of which are hung the bodies a and b, equal in simple

heaviness; and let the hand depress the body a and lift the body b as shown in the next

figure. I say that in this position the body b is positionally more ponderous or heavy than the

body a, and that the difference between the heaviness of these two bodies is impossible to

give or find between two unequal quantities. And to demonstrate this proposition I draw

two straight lines, ah and bd, perpendicularly to the centre of the world, and I also draw two

lines al and bm tangent to the circle described by the arms of the scale at the points a and b. I
describe also a part of the circumference of a circle touching the same circle acb at the point
b, this being a similar and equal circle, bz, such that the arc bz is similar and equal to the arc

af and similarly placed (that is, in position), and the line bm which touches or is tangent to

this. since the obliquity of the arc af (by what was said about the third petition) is measured

by means of the angle contained by the perpendicular ah and the circumference af at the
point a, and the obliquity of the arc bf is measured by the angle contained by the

perpendicular bd and the circumference bf at the point b, the body b in that position will

be as much heavier than the body a as the said angle (contained by the perpendicular bd and
the circumference bf at the point b) will be less than the angle contained by the perpendic-

ular ah and the circumference af at the point a. And since the angle haf is precisely equal to
the angle dbz, and the said angle dbz is as much greater than the angle contained by the said

perpendicular bd and the circumference bf at the point b as the angle of contact of the two

Fig. 3.16 Comparison of

contingency angles

(Redrawn from Tartaglia

1554, Book VIII, Q XXXIII,

Proposition VI, 92v)
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circles bz and bf at the point b, and since this angle of contingency85 is more acute than any

of the acute angles made by straight lines (as proved by Euclid III.16), then the difference or

ratio between the angle haf and the angle contained by the perpendicular bd and the

circumference bf at the point b is less than any difference or ratio you please which can

occur between any large and small quantities. And thus (by the third petition) the difference

of the obliquity of the descent af and the descent bf, and consequently the difference of

positional heaviness of the two bodies a and b, is less than any you wish between two

unequal quantities. therefore any small corporeal quantity that is added, the body a will

necessarily be heavier in any position than the body b, and hence it will not cease to descend
continuously as far as the line of direction, that is, to the point f; and thus it will continue to
raise the body b as far as the line of direction, that is, to the point e.86

At this point Tartaglia and Mendoza take up again the discussion of Book VII about
the difference between mathematical and physical argumentations, to conclude that

from a mathematical point of view Aristotle’s assertion that a large balance is more

sensible than a smaller one is simply nonsense (Laland and Brown 2011) because

any balance, whatever its dimension, will tilt to the vertical position for whichever

small weight – a grain of poppy seed – added.

Notice that Tartaglia’s reasoning is almost the same as that of de Nemore in the

Liber de ratione ponderis, but for a modern reader it is perhaps clearer. Not so much

for the things that are written in Proposition VI, but for those that are not written in
Proposition V.

Further, when, in Proposition V (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 89v–91r) Tartaglia
considers the circumference of Fig. 3.15 hemerely said that it was divided into arcs of

equal length and not also into arcs as small as you like. Therefore, there is no chance

of guessing a passage to the limit. To develop his argument Tartaglia just needs the

argument that an angle of contingency is always larger than an arbitrary acute angle

(Tartaglia 2007, 59r). The measure of the angles of contingency was discussed at

length by the pioneers of Calculus, among them Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz

(1646–1716) and Leonhard Euler (1707–1783). The paradox of these angles resided

in the fact that, comparing them with angles between straight lines (ordinary angles),

they should all be considered equal to each other and zero; while they could be

85 The angle of contingency is the angle formed between two curve lines or a curve and straight

line in the point where they are tangent to each other. The figure below show different instances of

the angle of contingency, between straight lines and curves or between curves.

86 Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 91v–92r.
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considered different if compared with each other, as it appears intuitive if the angle is

interpreted as an extension. It is the same paradox that occurs when the infinitesimals

of mathematical analysis are compared with real numbers, in which case they are

treated as zeros, while it is possible to establish a hierarchy when comparing among

them: infinitesimals of first order, second order, third order, etc.

3.1.2.4.3 The Proposition VII: Balance with Equal Weights

and Different Arms

Proposition VII, for which a balance with equal weight and different arms (See

Fig. 3.17) tilts on the side of longer arms, has no interest in itself. It is however

important to understand the role that mathematics plays in mechanics in the Middle

Ages: physics is subordinate to mathematics in mechanics; physics explains the

how, mathematics the why. To Mendoza who asserts that proposition VII results

from physical argument, Tartaglia replies that he wants to assign the cause of the

effect. And the cause is given by the greater gravity of position of the weight

hanging from the longer arm; i.e., a mathematical reason.

QUESTION. XXXIIII. PROPOSITION VII.

N. Let there be the rod or scale acb, with the arm ac longer than cb. I say that if bodies

simply equal in heaviness were hung at the two points a and b, the scale will tilt on the side
of a. Because when the perpendicular cfg (that is, the line of direction) is drawn, and the two
quarter circles, which shall be ag and bf, are traced on the centre c, and when two tangent

lines ae and bd are drawn from the points a and b, it is manifest that the angle of tangency

eag is less than the angle dbf. Hence the descent made along ag is less oblique than the

descent made along bf. Therefore (by the third petition) the body a will be heavier than the
body b in this position; which is the purpose.87

In effect, physics seems to be subordinate to mathematics in mechanical sciences.

Physics collects and explains the phenomena (how), mathematics interprets them

and gives a result (why). In fact, from the previous passage we can read that when

Mendoza asserts that Proposition VII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 92v) results from
physical argument, Tartaglia replies that he wants to assign the cause of the effect.

The cause is given by the greater gravity of position of the weight hanging from the

longer arm; i.e., a mathematical interpretation.

F
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C AFig. 3.17 Balance with

equal weights and different

arms (Redrawn from

Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII,
92v)

87 Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Q XXXIIII, Proposition VII, 92v–93r.
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3.1.2.4.4 Propositions VIII: Law of Lever

With the use of Proposition IIII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 89r), demonstration of

the law of lever should be immediate; it would suffice to argue that the two weights

hanging from arms of lengths inversely proportional to them are equal in gravity of

position and therefore balanced. Tartaglia, however, prefers instead of the equilib-

rium of opposing tendencies to consider the equivalence of weights that tend to

move in the same direction (See Fig. 3.18).

QUESTION. XXXV. PROPOSITION VIII.

If the arms of the balance are proportional to the weights imposed on them, in such a way

that the heavier weight is on the shorter arm, then those bodies or weights will be equally

heavy according to such position or site. Let as before the bar or balance acb and the

weights a and b hung thereon, and let the ratio of b to a be as that of the arm ac to the arm

bc. I say that this balance will not tilt to either side. And if (for the adversary) it is possible

for it to tilt, let us assume it to tilt on the side of b and to descend obliquely as the line dce in
place of acb, and [let us] take d as a and e as b; and the line df descends perpendicularly, and
the line eh rises similarly. Now it is manifest (by Euclid I.16 and I.29) that the two triangles

dfc and ehc have equal angles. Whence (by Euclid VI.4) they will be similar, and

consequently will have proportional sides. Therefore the ratio of dc to ce is as that of df
to eh; and since the weight b is to the weight a as dc is to ce (by our assumption), the ratio of

df to ehwill be as the weight b to the weight a. Hence, if we take from cd the part cl, equal to
cb or ce, and consider l equal in heaviness to b and descending along the perpendicular lm,
then, since it is manifest that lm and eh are equal, the proportion of df to lm will be as the

simple heaviness of the body b to the simple heaviness of the body a, or as the simple

heaviness of the body l to the simple heaviness of the body d, because the two bodies are

supposed to be the same, and similarly the bodies b and l (the heaviness of the body l having
been assumed equal to that of the body b).88

Hence I say that the ratio of all dc to lc will be as the heaviness of the body l to that of the

body d. whence if the said two heavy bodies, that is, d and lwere simply equal in heaviness,

standing then in the same positions or places at which they are presently assumed to be, the

body d would be positionally heavier than the body l (by the fourth proposition) in that ratio
which holds between the whole arm dc and the arm lc. And since the body l is simply

Fig. 3.18 Equilibrium of

the lever with different arms

by Tartaglia (Redrawn from

Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII,
93v)

88 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXV, Proposition VIII, 93r).
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heavier than the body d (by our assumption) in the same ratio as that of the arm dc to the

arm lc, then the said two bodies d and l in position of equality would come to be equally

heavy, because by as much as the body d is positionally heavier than the body l, by so much

is the body l simply heavier than the body d; and therefore in the position of equality they

come to be equally heavy. Hence that power or heaviness that will be sufficient to lift the

body a from the position of equality to the point at which it is at present (that is, to the point

d ) will be sufficient to lift the body l from the same position of equality to the place where it

is at present. Therefore if the body b (for the adversary) is able to lift the body a from the

position of equality to the point d, the same body b would also be able and sufficient to lift

the body l from the same position of equality to the point where it is at present, which

consequence is false and contrary to the fifth proposition [. . .]. Thus, the adversary’s
position destroyed, the thesis stands.89

Therefore in Proposition VIII, Tartaglia confronts the lever with weights e and d to
the lever in which the weights are d and l¼ e, on the same side (See Fig. 3.18).

Through his Proposition IV he argues that they are equally heavy for position and D

(See Fig. 3.18) may be replaced by l arriving at a balance with equal arms (lc¼ ec)
and equal weights, and as such, in equilibrium for Proposition V (not commented

here). Note that Tartaglia like Thābit and de Nemore does not refer to the symme-

try. At the end of his Proposition VIII Tartaglia refers to the demonstration of

Archimedes (Medonza speaks of that as well), stating that since the matter of his

treatise is quite different from the Archimedean, he has considered demonstrating

the law of lever with other principles as more appropriate. In his words:

S.A. This is a very pretty proposition, but it seems to me (if I recall correctly) that

Archimedes90 of Syracuse has a similar one, and I believe he does not prove it in this

way of yours. N. Your Excellency is right. Indeed, of this proposition he makes two, and

these are the fourth and fifth in that book of his wherein he deals with the centres of gravity

of heavy bodies.91

3.1.2.4.5 Propositions IX–XIII: Balance with Distributed Weights

Propositions IX–XIII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 93v–96v) are essentially of

practical nature and mostly take up again de Nemore’s considerations. There are

however some interesting new statements of Tartaglia’s that are worthy of being

commented. The object of the propositions is a balance with distributed weight.

Proposition IX concerns the situations shown in the following Fig. 3.19.

89 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, 93rv).
90 Archimedes’ work by Tartaglia was already edited (Tartaglia 1543b, d, e).
91 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXV, Proposition VIII, 93v).
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Bodies AD or DA are such that their centre of gravity is as far as that of body BG
from the fulcrum C; the weights of AD and BG are equal. The proposition says that

this assembly is in equilibrium. Tartaglia proves this proposition in two ways. The

first way is in the Archimedean tradition and is the same adopted as that by de

Nemore; it is based on the observation that the body ad is equivalent to a weight

equally heavy applied in its centre of gravity. As the centres of gravity of ad and bc
are equally far from the fulcrum c, the proposition is proved.

The second way is Tartaglia’s; it uses the result of Proposition IV, implicitly

assuming additive properties for the gravity of position of heavy bodies located on

the same side of the balance. Before carrying over any considerations, Tartaglia

changes the system of Fig. 3.19 with that equivalent to Fig. 3.20. As all bodies are

equal, their gravity of position is represented by their distance from the fulcrum. So

the gravity of position for h and k are respectively represented (are proportional to)

by ec + fcwhile the gravity of l andm are represented by 2cb. As for construction ec
+ fc¼ 2b, equilibrium is assured. In his words:

[From Q XXXVI, Proposition IX]

This proposition can also be demonstrated in another way (which is more suitable because

it depends on its own principles rather than imported ones). It is manifest that, when two

simply equal bodies, h and k, are suspended, the one at the point e and the other at the point
f, and two others which shall be l and m, equal to them, are hung at the point b, these
weights, I say, will weigh equally at those points, because the ratio of the weight l to
the weight k is as that of the arm bc to the arm fc (by the fourth proposition); for the body

l will be positionally as heavy at the point d as where it is at present, that is, at the point

b (since cd is equal to cb by assumption). Therefore, by the said proposition, this ratio will

be that of the positional heaviness of the body l to the body k, which will be that of the arm

Fig. 3.19 Balances with distributed weigh by Tartaglia (Redrawn from Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII,
Q XXXVI, Proposition IX, 94r)
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Fig. 3.20 The discrete model of the balance of the previous figure (Redrawn from Tartaglia 1554,

Book VIII, Q XXXVI, Proposition IX, 94v)
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dc or bc to cf; and for the same reasons this ratio will be that of the heaviness of the body

m to the heaviness of the body h positionally, that is the ratio of the same arm cd or bc to the
arm ce. Therefore the positional heaviness of both the bodies l and m, together, to the

positional heaviness of the other two bodies h and k, together, will be as the double of the
arm cd or bc to the two arms ce and cf together. And since the said two arms ce and cf,
together, are precisely as much as the double of the said arm cd or bc, it follows also that the
heaviness of the said two bodies l and m is equal to the positional heaviness of the two

bodies h and k; which is the purpose.92

Proposition X (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 94v–95r) says that for the situation of
Fig. 3.21 of a uniformly heavy rod ad suspended from the fulcrum c with a weight

f hanging from a, if there is equilibrium the proportion holds in modern notation:

l : 2x ¼ q : p

where q is the weight of f, l the length of AB, x¼AD and p the weight of the part of
the rod with length l-2x. The proposition is proved following Archimedean

arguments.

Proposition XI (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 95rv) is the converse, i.e., if the

previous relation is satisfied then equilibrium follows. The proof is very simple and

carried out with reduction to the absurd.

Proposition XII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 95v–96r) is not a theorem but rather

a problem. The purpose is to evaluate the weight f so that the balance of Fig. 3.21

will be in equilibrium, all other parameters being assigned. The problem is solved

by applying the rule of three to proportion 3.1.

Proposition XIII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 96rv) is still in the form of a

problem. The purpose is to evaluate the position of the fulcrum for equilibrium.

The problem is similar to the others.

[QUESTION. XL. PROPOSITION XIII]

[. . .]. N. To illustrate this problem, let us assume that there is a rod, beam, or staff as

the above, 10 feet long and weighing 40 pounds (as in the preceding was assumed). And

let us assume also that there is a body weighing 80 pounds. I say that it is possible to

DCA

F

E B

l-2xx

q
p

Fig. 3.21 Balance with a

beam uniformly heavy

(Redrawn from Tartaglia

1554, Book VIII, Q
XXXVII, Proposition X,

95r (above), our modelling

(bottom))

92 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XXXVI, Proposition IX, 94r).
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determine the place at which the rod may be divided so that the said heavy body, when

hung at the end of its shorter part, will make the rod stay parallel to the horizon. And any

such problem may be solved by ratios; nevertheless, it may be more easily solved by

Algebra, the shorter part of the rod being a matter of feet, a co, whence the longer part is

10 minus co. I double the shorter part (that is one co), which gives 2 co, and subtract these

two co from the whole length of 10 feet. There remains 10 minus 2 co, and this will be the

difference between the longer part and the shorter. To find the weight of this difference, I

multiply it by 4 (because, the whole rod weighing 40 pounds, each foot comes to weigh

4 pounds). Multiplying by 4, as I said, the result is 40 minus 8 co. And since the ratio of

the whole rod (which is 10 feet) to the double of its shorter part (which double is 2 co) is

as the weight of our heavy body (which is 80 pounds) to the weight of the above

difference, which is 40 minus 8 co. Hence by Euclid VII.20 the product of the first

[term], or 10 feet, into the fourth, which is 40 minus 8 co (which would be 400 minus

80 co), will equal the product of the third, which is 80 pounds, into the second, which is

2 co (which will be 160 co). Thus we will have 160 co equal to 400 minus 80 co; and

restoring the parts by rule we shall find the co to be 1 + 2/3.93 Hence 1 + 2/3 feet will be the

shorter part of the said rod or beam, whence the longer will be 8 + 1/3 feet; which was our

problem.94

Tartaglia however solves it by using the mathematics of abacus, introducing for

the first time in book VIII the use of algebra. This is a quite important subject

because for a long time the use of algebra will be substantially proscribed in the

name of the purity of Greek geometry. Therefore, Tartaglia represented a sort of

cultural bridge between classic algebra and algebra used in mechanics (at that

time).95

As typical of the Abacus school (Pisano and Bussotti 2013b, 2015a) the

problem is solved by means of an example. A rod 10 feet long and weighing

40 pounds, with a weight f of 80 pounds assigned. The quantity to be searched,

i.e., the unknown, is the distance from f to c, which following the use of time is

named cosa,96 shortened as co. The weight of the part of length l-2x (See

Fig. 3.21, bottom one) is

10� 2coð Þ � 40

10
¼ 40� 8co:

Use of the previous proportion gives

10 : 2co ¼ 80 : 40� 8co;

93 By indicating co with x, the equation Tartaglia is solving is: 160 x¼ 400-80 x, which gives x¼ 5/

3¼ 1 + 2/3.
94 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, 96v).
95 Tartaglia had already used algebra – a second-degree equation in the Nova scientia (Tartaglia

1537, Book II, Proposition IX). On a history of algebra towards Laplace’s theorem, see Alvarez

and Dhombres 2011.
96 The word thing (cos) to indicate an unknown dates back at least to al-Khwārizmı̄ (Høyrup 1989,

78). Next (ca. 1489) Germany symbols appears as “+” and “–”, “p” (plus) and “m” (minus).
Finally the term “Coss” for “Incognita” (Arte Cossica). Adam Riese (1492–1559) wrote his Die
Coss (1524).
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which according with Euclid VII 2097 gives

400� 80co ¼ 160co:

The equation in co has the solution

co ¼ 400 : 240 ¼ 1þ 2

3
:

3.1.2.4.6 Propositions XIIII–XV: Law of Inclined Plane

Proposition XIIII (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 96v–97r) asserts that the gravity of

position does not change if a body moves on an inclined plane (See Fig. 3.22). To

this proposition, already proposed by de Nemore (de Nemore 1565,QuaestioX, 7r),
is usually assigned two functions. On the one hand it says that we are considering

lines of descent of heavy bodies as parallel to each other. Indeed only in this case

will the inclined plane and the lines of descent conserve the same angle, i.e., the

same obliquity. On the other hand it asserts that the gravity of position, which is

constant along the plane, is determined by the ratio between the length of the plane

and the height. Tartaglia does not however make a step that would seem natural, to

explicitly state that the gravity of position is inversely proportional to the obliquity.

The lack of this step is critical because in the proof of the law of the inclined plane,

Tartaglia actually uses that assumption.

Fig. 3.22 Equilibrium on

the inclined plane (Redrawn

from Tartaglia 1554, Book
VIII, Q XLII, Proposition

XV, 97v; see also de

Nemore 1565, Quaestio X-

XI, 7rv and the following

Figs. 3.23 and 3.24)

97 “If one has three proportional numbers, the product of the first by the last will be equal to the

product of the second by the third.” [“Se seranno quattro numeri proportionali quello che vien

produtto dal primo in l’ultimo ser�a equale a quello che vien produtto del second in el terzo [. . .].]”
(Tartaglia 1543a, Book VII, Theorema XVIII, Propositione XX, CVIr).
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The proof of the law of the inclined plane is introduced in proposition XV.

[QUESTION XLII. PROPOSITION XV]

If two heavy bodies descend by paths of different obliquities, and if the proportions of

inclinations of the two paths and of the weights of the two bodies be the same, taken in the

same order, the power of both the said bodies in descending will also be the same. Then let

the letter e [See de Nemore’s figures below: 3.23 and 3.24] represent a heavy body placed

on the line dc, and the letter H another on the line da, and let the ratio of the simple

heaviness of the body e to that of the body h be the ratio of dc to da I say that the two heavy
bodies in those places are of the same power or force. And to demonstrate this, I draw dk of
the same tilt as dc, and I imagine on that a heavy body, equal to the body e, which I letter g,

in a straight line with eh, that is, parallel to ck. [. . .] Also the ratio of mx to nz will be as that
of dk to da; and (by hypothesis) that is the same as that of the weight of the body g to the

weight of the body h, because g is supposed to be simply equal in heaviness with the body e.
Therefore, by however much the body g is simply heavier than the body h, by so much does

the body h become heavier by positional force than the said body g, and thus they come to

be equal in force or power. And since that same force or power that will be able to make one

of the two bodies ascend (that is, to draw it up) will be able or sufficient to make the other

ascend also, [then], if (for the adversary) the body e is able and sufficient to make the body

h ascend to m, the same body e would be sufficient to make ascend also the body g equal to
it, and equal in inclination. Which is impossible by the preceding proposition. Therefore the

body e will not be of greater force than the body h in such place or position; which is the

proposition.98

The proof is developed as in the case of the lever, bringing the equilibrium to an

equivalence of weights located on the same side with respect to the vertical.

Nevertheless the reasoning is less strict, because it asserts without explanation

that two heavy bodies h and g, located on planes da and dk with different slopes

and different positions, are equally heavy when they have weights inversely

proportional to their inclinations. In effect, Tartaglia is authorized to affirm that

the gravity of position is related to the obliquity; we can also concede that he is

authorized to say it is inversely proportional to it, but in no place has he justified that

the obliquity should be measured by the ratio of the height and the length of the

inclined plane, as assumed in Proposition XV (it could also and coherently be

measured by the ratio between the horizontal projection of the plane and its length).

Raffaello Caverni, who seems however to not know that the Liber de ratione
ponderis, considers improperly Tartaglia’s demonstration as the first truly exem-

plary proof, of higher value than that of Jordanus de Nemore (Caverni 1891–1900,

IV, 321–232). Appreciation for Tartaglia’s proof is found also in Arnaldo Masotti

(Tartaglia 1953, XXXV).

In the following – with respect to Tartaglia’s reasoning above discussed – two

plates from the proof/reasoning of inclined plane law by de Nemore (1565) are

presented.

98 Tartaglia (1554, Book VIII, Q XLII, Proposition XV, 97rv).
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Fig. 3.23 Plate from the proof of inclined plane law by de Nemore (de Nemore 1565, Quaestio
XI, 7v)
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Fig. 3.24 Plate from the proof of inclined plane law by Tartaglia (Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, 97v)
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Chapter 4

Translation and Transcription

In this first section we provide some information and background on a selection of

writings by and about Niccolò Tartaglio. We have focused on translations into

English and Italian, as well as Latin transcriptions of Books VII and Book VIII of the
Quesiti, and Iordani opusculum by de Nemore. Furthermore facsimile texts are added

for readers and our critical comments can be found as endnotes to the chapter.

4.1 General Considerations

For English translations we assumed as a model that of Drake (Drake and Drabkin

1969). The language is however adjusted in many places and portions neglected

there have been translated here, as well.

For Italian critical transcriptions we made a few changes from the original text;

most of them are simply typographical adjustments, such as the resolution of “s”,

and the substitution of “u” with “v” when appropriate. We also corrected some

misprinting, which mostly derived from a difficult reproduction of the 1546 edition.

We avoided reporting italic style as in the original text, when not necessary.

Further, we unify the spelling of words, by adopting the most used form. For

example, of the two forms “lun” and “l’un” (the one) we changed everywhere the

first with the second, because it is more often used.

The editions by Masotti (Tartaglia [1554] 1959) and Drake (Drake and Drabkin

1969) were of some help.

© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2016
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4.1.1 Quesiti et inventioni diverse (1554)

As an opening anthology, an English translation, a critical Italian transcription and

a facsimile are reported for Books VII and VIII of the Quesiti et inventioni diverse,
1554 edition (Tartaglia 1554), the first containing theGionta to BookVI. The text of
BooksVII and VIII of the firstQuesiti edition of 1546 (Tartaglia 1546) is essentially
similar to that of 1554. It mainly differs in typographical adjustments, as for

example “horizonte” (1546) versus “Orizonte” (1554). Moreover, the 1546 edition

uses full names for Tartaglia and his interlocutor’s while in the 1554 edition the

initial only are appended before the corresponding dialogues.

4.1.1.1 Tartaglia’s Language

Tartaglia’s writings have always been accused of crudeness. A typical example is

the following sentence by Bernardino Baldi:

He paid so little attention to the goodness of the language that he sometimes moves to

laughter the reader of his things.[1]

The assessment changes a little over centuries, with appreciations by some scholars.

For example, Durante writes:

His [Tartaglia] language is full of lombardismi [from Lombardy], even if it’s a thousand

miles from the dialect. But he lags in the choice of language, because in the mid-sixteenth

century the Court language [that which refers to Tartaglia] was out-dated by the Florentine

model.[2]

In addition:

[On writings by unlearned authors]. Tartaglia uses with security a robust northern

Italian.[3]

In a detailed study on Tartaglia’s language, Mario Piotti concludes:

The choice of the vernacular by the sixteenth-century mathematician Tartaglia is not due to

his ignorance of Latin, but to precise theoretical reasons. The language of Tartaglia, accused

of dialectal tendencies since the sixteenth century, by the analysis conducted on his works

(the Nova scientia and Quesiti et invention diverse), is proved to be a strong northern Italian
of middle level that cannot be attributed to semi educated experiences. The scientific

specialization of the vernacular is just incipient and appears, besides the lexicon, from

which Tartaglia tends to eliminate the more popular terminology in favour of the model

Greek Latin, in some textual and syntactic choices. (Piotti 1998, cover; our translation).

Tartaglia’s language is not always the same however; it shows an evolution and

refinement at least up to the Quesiti et invention diverse, so much so that some have

speculated the advice of lettered men, which was not uncommon at the time (Piotti

1998, 34–35).

Tartaglia wrote his first work, Nova scientia (Tartaglia 1537) in the form of a

treatise; forms of writing scientific texts were more widespread at the time, thus the

choices not seeming to have been objects of reflection. Very different is the
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situation of the Quesiti et invention diverse for which he chooses the form of a

dialogue, less common, even though it is rich in tradition (i.e., Platonic dialogues).

Usually Tartaglia’s dialogue is cold, with a distinction of roles: on one hand the

other, the scholar, on the other hand the teacher, Tartaglia. However, there is a

disconnect of pieces of that dialogue that are not strictly relevant from the technical

aspect, which makes the discussion a little less rigid; they continually remind us

that we are not in an academic setting. Moreover the controversies, referred to in

Book IX, with some opponents, such as the mathematicians Antonio Maria de Fiore

(or Florido, 16th century), Giovanni de Tonini da Collio (fl. 16th) and especially

Cardano, inserts his science into a social context. Tartaglia introduces completely

new original terms, in part derived from the Latin:

Lexical neologisms: altimetric scale, alternate angle, angle of contingency, outer angle,

square battle of people, square battle of land, bi-angle, calculation, to become congruent,

coastal, to raise to cube, curve, diopter, fundamental, granite, isoperimetric, line of direc-

tion, line of sight, levelled, place of equality, great merlon, right shadow, oblique shadow,

horizontal, at white point (point-blank), cube root, square root, residual, to bevel, bevel,

fulcrum, to sight, sight, triplication.

Semantic neologisms: opening, ell, concave, design, to contribute, contribution, contin-
gency, curtain, demonstratively, dependence, dissimilar, to lift, lifting, flask, fortifier,

fraction, thrower, to trigger, intermediate, irrationality, irresolvable, hand, mechanics,

minute, rear sight, obliquely, petition, place, power, principle, quadrant, rule, reflect,

retreat, scale, transit, speed.

[“Lexical neologisms: scala altimetria, angolo alterno, angolo della contingenza, angolo

esteriore, battaglia quadra di gente, battaglia quadra di terreno, biangolo, calcolazione,

congruire, costiero, cubicazione, curva, diottra, fondamentale, granito, isoperimetro, linea

della direzione, linea visuale, livellato, luogo dell’egualit�a, merlone, ombra retta, ombra

versa, orizzontale, di punto in bianco, radice cuba, radice quadrata, residuale, smussare,

smussatura, sopravanzare, sparto, traguardare, traguardo, triplicazione. Semantic neolo-
gisms: apritura, braccio, concavo, concezione, concorrere, concorso, contingenza, cortina,
dimostrativamente, dipendenza, dissimile, elevare, elevazione, fiasca, fortificatore,

frazione, gettatore, innescare, intermedio, irrazionalit�a, irresolubile, lancetta, meccanico,

minuto, mira, obliquamente, petizione, piazza, potenza, principio, quadrante, regola,

riflettere, ritirata, scala, transito, velocit�a.” (Piotti 1998, 174–175; our translation)].

4.1.2 Philological Notes on Iordani opusculum de
ponderositate (1565)

The Iordani opusculum de ponderositate derives from a witness of a manuscript

currently referred to as the Liber de ratione ponderis (called version R and)

attributed to Jordanus de Nemore; it was the first printed edition. Some consider-

ations about existing manuscripts of Jordanus’ text can be found in Moody and

Clagett (Moody and Clagett ([1952] 1960) , Clagett (1959) and Brown (1967–

1968). According to Moody and Clagett (Moody and Clagett ([1952] 1960),

175–190), Iordani opusculum de ponderositate reproduces a good enough version,

but there are printer’s errors and some figures are not very good. It was printed by

Curtio Troiano on Tartaglia’s behalf after his death, with the addition of part of the
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Liber Archimedis de ponderibus and some determinations of specific weights.

Duhem said he saw the manuscript owned by Tartaglia and that Tartaglia had

made very few corrections to it (Duhem 1905–1906, I, 135). The main difference

between the manuscript and the printed version was disappearance of the subdivi-

sion into four books. Apart from Tartaglia’s adding of some figures, the manuscript

was simply reproduced by the printer, who was not a technician; he explains typos

both for the text and figures. The complete title of the book: Iordani opusculum de
ponderositate, Nicolai Tartaleae studio correctum, novisque figuris auctum, makes

explicit reference to the addition of figures by Tartaglia. They are indicated by

Curtio Troiano (or Tartaglia) as “Figura �a Nicolao constructa” and represent

Tartaglia’s attempts to make his manuscript readable.

In the following a partial (until folio 7v, useful for our aims) facsimile and

English critical Iordani opusculum’s translation is presented; a complete critical

Latin transcription is reported, as well. For the English translation we partially drew

inspiration, where possible, from (Moody and Clagett ([1952] 1960), 175–227),

though a more faithful translation has been carried out. In the critical Latin

translation – as above cited – we resolved some shortenings, modified “u” in “v”

and vice versa, “ij” in “ii”, where necessary, following the contemporary standard

rule of transcription, as well. Both in the English translation and in the Latin

transcription, the page number of the original printed version is reported in braces.

Please pay attention that in order to present unproblematic reading, only for English

transcripts, we replace minuscule letters with capitals concerning demonstrations

and technical arguments.
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4.1.3 Book VII of Quesiti et inventioni diverse (1554)

4.1.3.1 The Facsimile and English Translation

Book VII – Facsimile and Translation 265
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[78r]

THE SEVENTH BOOK OF THE

QUESITI, ET INVENTIONI DIVERSE,

BY NICOLO TARTAGLIA.

On the principles of the Questions of Mechanics of

Aristotle.

FIRST QUESTION RAISED BY EXCELLENCY.

Sir Don Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, Imperial Ambassador

in Venice.

SIR AMBASSADOR: Tartaglia, since we took a vacation from the reading of

Euclid, I have found some new things relating to mathematics. N. And what has

your Excellency found? S.A. Aristotle’s Questions of Mechanics in Greek and in

Latin. N. It is quite a while since I saw these, particularly the Latin.[4] S.A. What did

you think of them? N. They are very good, and certainly most subtle and profound

in learning. S.A. I, too, have run through them and I understood most of them; yet

many questions remained with me, which I should like to have more fully

explained. N. Sir, should you wish me to explain them to you properly, many of

the problems would require that I first explain to your Excellency the principles of

the science of weights. S.A. It appears to me that Aristotle proves everything

without using, or so much as knowing about, the science of weights. N. It is true

that he proves each of his problems partly by natural reasons and arguments and

partly by mathematical.[5] But some of his natural arguments may be opposed by

other natural reasoning, and others can even be shown to be false through mathe-

matical arguments by means of the said science of weights. And besides that, he

omits or remains silent about a problem of no little importance concerning the

balance, because (so far as I can judge) one cannot assign the cause for that problem

by natural reasoning, but only through the science of weights. S.A. I do not believe

this is true, i.e., that any of his arguments can be contradicted; for Aristotle was not

a stupid. Nor do I believe that he omitted anything or was silent on any problem of

importance concerning the balance. N. Yet it is only too true; for if, as a natural

philosopher, one wishes to consider, judge, and prove the cause of his first problem,

using natural arguments that he adduces for the material balance or scale, then one

can equally prove with natural arguments (as I said before) that things are quite the

opposite of what he concludes or assumes in that problem. And if one wishes then to

consider and judge this problem as a mathematician, Aristotle’s arguments can

similarly be proved false by means of the science of weights. S.A. How are things

judged and considered as natural and how as mathematical [?]

V Ij
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B O O K

N. The natural philosopher considers, judges, and determines things according to

the senses and material appearances,[6] while the mathematician considers and

determines them not according to the senses, but according to reason, all matter

being abstracted – as your Excellency knows that Euclid was accustomed to do. S.-

A. On this I can say nothing, because at the moment I do not recall the subject of

[Aristotle’s] first problem. Please tell me what it says. N. It is worded precisely so:

Why large balances or scales are more accurate than small ones.[7]

S.A. Good; what would you say about this problem [?] N. Considering it as a

mathematician, in abstraction from all matter, I should say that without doubt the

statement is universally true, whether for the many reasons prefaced by Aristotle or for

many others that may be brought in from the science of weights. For that line whose

moving extremity is farther from the center of a circle, beingmoved by a given force or

power at that extremity, is more easily moved, driven, or carried, and with greater

speed, than another at its extremity less distant from the center. And for that reason,

larger scales or balances are found to be more accurate than smaller ones. But next,

wishing to consider and test that statementmaterially andwith natural arguments (as he

does at the end) by the sense of sight and with a material balance, I say that by this sort

of argument the problem is not generally verified, and even that the opposite occurs;

i.e., smaller balances are found to be more accurate than larger ones. That this is true in

material balances, experience makes manifest; for if we have a damaged ducat and

want to see by howmany grains it is too light, using a large balance such as one of those

used to weigh spices, sugar, ginger, cinnamon, and such materials, we shall get a poor

result; but if we use one of those small balances employed by bankers, goldsmiths, and

jewelers, no doubt we can be quite certain of the result. This is just the contrary of that

which was concluded in this problem; for here, small balances are more accurate than

large ones because they more thoroughly and more subtly show the difference of

weights. And the cause of this contradiction stems simply from matter; for things

constructed or fabricated thereof can never be made as perfectly as they can be

imagined apart frommatter, which sometimesmay cause in them effects quite contrary

to reason. And for this and other reasons, the mathematician does not accept or consent

to proofs and demonstrationsmade on the strength and authority of the senses inmatter,

but only those made by demonstrations and arguments spoiled from all matter.

Consequently, the mathematical disciplines are considered by the wise not only to be

more certain than the natural, but even to have the highest degree of certainty And

therefore those questions which can be demonstrated with mathematical arguments

cannot be suitably proved by natural arguments.[8] Likewise those which have already

been demonstrated by mathematical arguments (which are the most certain) should

not be subjected to attempts to certify them still better by natural arguments, which are
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S E V E N T H

less certain. S.A. It seems tome that youwish this first problem [ofAristotle] to be given

the greatest clarity of truth by reasons and arguments adduced and demonstrated in

advance, which reasons or arguments are all mathematical, and not natural, for part of

them are verified by Euclid VI.23[9] and part by the fourth book of Euclid. N. Your

Excellency well says, with Aristotle, that that problem is made manifest by the reasons

he prefaced [to the problem], and Imyself affirmed this before, because such antecedent

arguments are proved mathematically by him. But at the end of those good arguments,

he adds two other conclusions, the first of which is precisely this: “And certainly there

are someweights which, placed in the small balance, are not manifest to the senses, and

in the larger balance are manifest.”[10] Which conclusion when considered, judged, and

tested as natural – i.e., by the strength and authority of the sense of sight in material

scales – will doubtless suffer much opposition; for in such material scales or balances

the exact opposite will be found to occur most of the time. I.e., there are some weights

which, placed in large scales or balances, make no tilting manifest to the sense of sight,

but which will do so in little balances (i.e., will make a visible tilting); and all this is

shown by experience. For if, on one of those great spice scales mentioned above, there

shall be placed a grain of wheat, it is obvious that onmost of them it willmake no visible

tilting, while on most small bankers’ balances it will make a quite evident tilting. But

since we wish to consider, judge, and demonstrate this problem or conclusion of

Aristotle’s as mathematicians, i.e., without any material, doubtless the conclusion will

be false, since every little weight placed in any scale will make it continually incline to

the last or lowest place it can go. And all this I shall makemanifest to your Excellency in

the principles of the science of weights. Aristotle also adds this other conclusion, and in

this form: “And certainly there are some weights which manifest themselves in both

sorts of scales (i.e., the large and small), but muchmore in the larger, a far greater tilting

being made there by the same weight”.[11] Now if we consider, judge, and test naturally

this conclusion, i.e., by the strength and authority of the sense of sight-then, as was said

of the other, it will certainly suffer no less opposition in the saidmaterial scales thanwill

the other [conclusion], and for the same reasons. And similarly if we consider, judge,

and test it as mathematicians (i.e., apart from any matter), this conclusion will still be

false, because every sort ofweight placed in any sort of scalewillmake it tilt continually

until it comes to the last and lowest place it can. And all this is demonstrated in the said

principles of the science of weights. S.A. Although all these objections and natural

arguments of yours are probable, I cannot believe that there are not other arguments and

reasons, both natural and mathematical, by which [Aristotle’s solution of] this problem
can be saved and defended together with his two additional conclusions. Indeed, I am of

the firm opinion that anyone who would study this
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matter diligently would discover all the special properties of matter which give rise

to [the effects mentioned in] that problem as well as those conclusions that are not

verified materially, as the author [Aristotle] concludes and says. And once these

were discovered and known, I think it would be easy to remedy them and to make

everything verifiable in material precisely as the author proposes. N. Your Excel-

lency is not mistaken, for in fact all those things that are known by the mind to be

true, and particularly by abstraction from all material, should reasonably be veri-

fiable in matter also by the sense of sight; otherwise mathematics would be wholly

vain and useless and devoid of profit to man. And if it happens that they are not

verified in the aforesaid scales or in large and small balances, as questioned, then it

is to be believed and even held for certain that all this proceeds from the dispropor-

tionality and inequality of the material parts and members that make one scale

differ more than another from balances considered apart from all matter. So if we

want to defend and save this problem of Aristotle – i.e., make it verified in matter

and in every kind of balance or scale, large or small – it is necessary to make all the

parts or members of each balance uniform, in such a way that all are equally

applicable to those considered apart from all material. This done, we shall not

only verify sensibly in matter this problem of his for material scales and balances,

but will also verify those other two conclusions he adds at the end.

SECOND QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same your Excellency Sir Don

Diego Imperial Ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. I am glad to hear my opinion confirmed. But since I did not

entirely understand your reasons, I should like them repeated more clearly. N. I say,

Sir, that the cause that the larger and smaller balances do not behave as the author

concludes and proves has its roots in the difference between the material parts or

members of which they are composed, which parts or members are the two arms

and the fulcrum (i.e., the axis or center on which the arms turn in both cases). For

the said arms and fulcrum in the larger scale or balance are much more gross and

bulky than in the smaller. And since the arms of those scales or balances are to be

considered mathematically, i.e., apart from all material, they are considered and

assumed to be as simple lines, without breadth or thickness; and the fulcrum or axis

[of support] is assumed to be a simple indivisible point. Such a scale or balance, as

much as possible, would be given as in fact despoiled and naked of any sensible

material, as is considered by the mind, and would
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doubtless be agile and responsive far beyond all material scales or balances of the

same size, for it would be completely free of any material hindrance. And thus I say

in conclusion that the more the parts or members of a material scale or balance

resemble or approach the parts or members of an immaterial one (which is the

original or ideal of all material ones), so much the more agile and responsive will it

be than those which less resemble or approach this, the sizes being the same. And

the parts or members of those small scales used by bankers and jewelers, as

mentioned above, much more resemble and approach the parts or members of

their said ideal than do the parts or members of those larger scales or balances

used by merchants; for the little arms of the smaller balances are very thin, and

those of the larger ones are gross. Wherefore the fulcrum of the smaller balance

much more resembles and approaches to its ideal fulcrum, which is an indivisible

point, than does the fulcrum of the large balance by reason of its gross size. And this

is the principal reason why the aforementioned small balances are sensibly more

accurate than the large ones, which is completely contrary to the Aristotelian view

in the problem under discussion.

THIRD QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency

Sir Don Diego Imperial Ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. In which way can you defend, and save his question, that

states that in nature what he proposes occurs, or concludes? N. One must base on

ideal scales, or balances, i.e., on these which are considered by the mind spoiled

from any matter, and see in what are the larger differs from the smaller, which being

observed in the real scales, or balances, the Aristotelian question will be defended,

and saved, i.e., that it always occurs with the senses in those real balances. S.A. I do

not understand, explain it to me more clearly. N. I say Sir, who wants to defend, and

save that question, must be based, or stand on ideal scales, or balances, i.e. those

which are spoiled of any matter with the mind, and see in what are the grater

different from the smaller, and considering, and looking upon which, if you find that

those greater scales, or balances, are no different from the smaller but in the length

of their arms, and all the other things are equal, because even if the arms of the

greater balances are longer than those of the smaller, they are neither bigger, nor the

more subtle of them, because, both in the greater and smaller, they are considered,
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like simple lines, which lack of width, and thickness, and thus there is no difference

in width, and thickness. And similarly the fulcra, i.e. axes, of scales, or of the

greater scales are equal to the fulcra, i.e. axes, of the smaller, because in the greater

as in the smaller they are considered as simple points, which points being indivis-

ible, are equal to each other. If these cares are diligently observed in real scales, or

balances, i.e., that the greater are not different from the smaller except for the length

of their arms, but that in width, and thickness are the same, and so their real fulcra

undoubtedly them, not only will be verified with senses what Aristotle concludes

his question, but also those two other conclusions that he added in the end will be

verified (Although in the abstract, that out of all matter, are both false, such as that

for the principles of the science of weights I will manifest to V.S.). And those

scales, or balances of any quality, material, and condition you want, when they

comply with the said equality in the thickness of their arms and fulcra.

S.A. Certainly, this your speech pleased to me very much.

FOURTH QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Sir

Don Diego, Imperial Ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. But if I well remember you also said, at the beginning of our

reasoning, that Aristotle omitted, or was silent on, a question about balances of

great relevance and inquire. Now tell me what question is this. N. If your Excel-

lency remember his second problem, where he [Aristotle] asks, and consequently

proves, the why when the fulcrum is above the scale, and one of his arm is moved

by some weight, or pushed downward, removed or taken off the weight, the scale

raises again and returns to his first place. And when that fulcrum is below the scale,

and similarly one of his arm is carried by some weight, or pushed downward, when

the weight is removed the scale neither raises nor returns to its first place (as it does

for the other case) but remains below, i.e. beneath. Now I say, he was silent and

mitted one more problem, which here is much more suitable, much more specula-

tive of any of the other problems, which is that. Why when the fulcrum is precisely

inside the scale, and one of the arm of is, by any weight, loaded, or pressed down,

removed that weigh, the scale again raises to its first place, like as the scale with the

fulcrum above. S.A. That looks to me a nice problem, and much farther from our

intellect that the two mentioned before and I will appreciate very much to under-

stand the cause of that effect; but I before want you to clarify me a doubt, which

persists in my mind about the above cited problems, which is this.

Question
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FIFTH QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Sir Don Diego,

Imperial Ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. Where is a scale such that its fulcrum is above or below it?

To me it appears that the fulcrum in all the scales be exactly inside them, as

supposed in your third problem. Neither above, nor below. N. Though such

balances are not used or found its does not mean we cannot speak about the. S.A

It looks to me a matter, a problem, over unusual things, which do not exist. N. All is

made, Sir, for all the artificial instruments used to increase the force of men, in

whichever mechanical art, refer to one of the three named species of scales, or

balances. And equally any doubts, or questions, that about these instruments will

raise, if one want to known, or to assign, the intrinsic cause, it is necessary to come

first to the type of scale or balance to which mainly that instrument is referred to,

and from the said balance one comes to the circle, from whose marvellous strength

and power all is explained, as in the science of weights will be shown.

S.A. For being the things of such relevance, I want that you repeat and demonstrate

any of the all three problems, one by one, for I want well understand them, and

start by the first. N. To demonstrate with a figure (See Fig. 4.1) the first part of

such a problem les us consider the scale ab whose fulcrum be c (which fulcrum

be over enough of the said scale ab, as it appears in the figure) and let for the

imposition of the weight e its arm ad be pressed down as it appears in the figure.

I now say that if the said weight e is removed the arm ad will raise and

return to its first place, and let such a place be the point, or site, k and similarly

the other arm db will descend up to the point, or site l, and all this occurs because to
carry the arm ad downward, more than one half of the beam of the scale ab is

transferring upward, i.e. farther from the perpendicular nm passing through the

fulcrum c, which perpendicular is called

X

[Fig. 4.1]
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the line of direction, i.e that the raised part bdg becomes greater than one half of the

whole beam ab for the part from the point g to the point d, and the reaming depressed

part ag becomes less of the one half of the whole beam ab for the part form the point

g to the point d. Thus, because the raised part bgd is much greater of the remain

depressed arm ag, by removing the weight e the part ag (weaker) is hit and pushed by
the greater raised part bdg (being more powerful of it) until the line of direction falls

perpendicularly over the beam, i.e. scale ab, and cuts it into two equal parts in the point
d. S.A. This reason is quite similar to Aristotle’s but clearer and better illustrated.

SIXTH QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Sir Don Diego, Imperial Ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. Now continue for the second part. N. To demonstrate the

second part to your Excellency let assume the scale ab have its fulcrum (i.e. that

point or pole about which it turns) quite below, i.e. beneath the beam ab, as shown
below, in point c, and also let that because of the weight e its arm ad be pushed

down, as it appears in the figure below [See Fig. 4.2].

Now I say that if that weight e were taken away such arm neither would mount

again nor return to its first place, i.e. the point k (as that which has the fulcrum above

does) but would remain so tilted, below, and the cause of this comes for in carrying

below the arm ad more than one half of the whole beam, or scale ab, is transferred
behind, after the line of direction, i.e. after the perpendicular nm which passes

trough the fulcrum c, so that the whole part ag, pushed down, becomes more than

one half of the whole scale ab, according to dg, and the raised part gb becomes the

lesser than of the said half according to dg. Thus, because the raised part gb
becomes lesser that the tilted [part] ag it becomes weaker, i.e. less powerful, and

as such it is neither able, nor sufficient to stri-

[Fig. 4.2]
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ke it, and force it to mount up to its first place k, as it does in the past case, instead it
will remain so tilted and lowered, and [the lowered part] will remain up, which is

the purpose. N. That is so, Sir.

SEVENTH QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Sir Don Diego,

Imperial Ambassador.

Sir Ambassador. Now let us come to the third part, which is still lacking here; i.e.,

how it comes about that, when the support of a scale is precisely in its center,

neither above nor below, but in the center, as is the case with most of our ordinary

scales, and one of the arms is pushed down either by some weight or by our hand,

and the weight or hand is then removed, this arm immediately ascends again and

returns to its original place, as does the arm of a scale whose support comes from

above. For in fact the cause of this seems to me farther removed from common

sense than for either of the two usual cases. N. I have told your Excellency that in

order to demonstrate the cause of this effect, it will be necessary for me first to

define and explain to your Excellency some of the terms and principles of the

Science of Weights. S.A. Is this something lengthy, these principles you must

explain? N. So far as it concerns simply the demonstration of this particular, it

will be quite short; however, if your Excellency wants to learn in an orderly manner

all the principles of the Science of Weights, that will be quite lengthy. S.A. You

know very well that I should like to learn the whole thing, and in proper order. N. It

is getting rather late to accomplish this. S.A. Well, you may go, then, and return

tomorrow morning. N. I shall return, your Excellency.

The end of the seventh Book.

X ij
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THE EIGHTH BOOK OF

QUESITI, ET INVENTIONI DIVERSE,

OF NICOLO TARTAGLIA.

On the Science of Weights

FIRST QUESTION RAISED BY EXCELLENCY

Sir Don Diego Hurtado of Mendoza, Imperial ambassador

in Venice.

SIR AMBASSADOR. Now, Tartaglia, I want you to start explaining in due order

that science of weights [emphasis added] of which you spoke to me yesterday. And

since I know that it is not a proper science in itself (there being no more than seven

liberal arts),[12] but rather that it is a subordinate science,[13] I want you first to tell

me from which other science or discipline it is derived. N. Sir, part of this science is

derived from Geometry and part from Natural Philosophy; for part of its conclu-

sions are demonstrated geometrically and part are proved physically, that is, by

nature. S.A. I now understand you for this point.

SECOND QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Don Diego, Imperial Ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. But also tell me what construct can be drawn from that

science. N. The constructs which can be drawn from that science would be almost

impossible to express to your Excellency, or to enumerate; nevertheless, I shall

repeat those which are manifest to me at the moment. Hence I say that first, by the

power of this science, it is possible to know and to measure by reason the strength

and power of all those mechanical instruments that were discovered by the ancients

to augment the strength of a man for raising, carrying, or driving forward all heavy

weights, in whatever size they are constituted or fabricated. Second, by virtue of

that science it is possible not only to be able to know and measure by reason the

strength of a man, but also to find how to augment this infinitely, and in various

ways, and thus it is possible to know the order and proportion of such augmentation

in any manner, as finally, by means of various mechanical instruments, I shall make

your Excellency see and know. S.A. I would like this very much.
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THIRD QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Sir Don Diego, Imperial ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. Now proceed as you wish about this science. N. To proceed in

an orderly fashion, we shall today define only some terms and ways of speaking that

occur in this science,[14] in order that your Excellency will more easily apprehend the

fruit of the understanding of this. Then, tomorrow, we shall proceed to state the

principles of that science, that is, those things which cannot be demonstrated in the

science[15]; for as your Excellency knows, every science has its indemonstrable first

principles, which, being conceded or assumed, afford the means to discuss and

sustain the whole science. Then we shall go on by setting forth various propositions

or conclusions concerning the science; and part of these we shall demonstrate to your

Excellency by geometrical arguments, and part we shall test by physical reasons, as I

said before. And after this, your Excellency, you shall put forward those doubts or

questions that occur to you concerning things mechanical, and especially the admi-

rable effects of the said material instruments that augment the strength of a man; and

by the things said and tested in the science of weights, all will be clarified. S.A. This

orderly procedure of yours suits me very well.

FOURTH QUESTION CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Sir Don

Diego, Imperial ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. Therefore go on with the said definitions, in order. N.

QUESTION. IIII. FIRST DEFINITION.

Bodies are said to be of equal size when they occupy or fill equal spaces.[16] S.A. Give

me somematerial example. N. For instance, two spherical bodies cast or shaped in the

same form, or in equal forms, will be said to be of the same size even though of

different materials, as when one were of lead and the other of iron or of stone. And the

same is to be understood of any other variety of form. S.A. I understand; go on. N.

QUESTION. V. DEFINITION II.

Similarly bodies are said to be of different size or unequal when they occupy or fill

different or unequal spaces, and greater means that which occupies more space.[17]

S.AMBASCIA. I understand; proceed. NIC.
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QUESTION. VI. THIRD DEFINITION.

The strength of a heavy body is understood and assumed that power which it has to

tend or go downward, as also to resist the contrary motion which would draw it

upward.[18] S.A. When I say nothing to you, continue, for by my silence I denote

that I have understood and wish you to continue. N.

QUESTION. VII. FOURTH DEFINITION.

Bodies are said to be of equal strength or power when in equal times they run

through equal spaces.[19]

QUESTION. VIII. FIFTH DEFINITION.

Bodies are said to be of different strength or power when in different times they move

through equal spaces, or when in equal times they traverse unequal intervals.[20]

QUESTION. IX. SIXT DEFINITION.

The strength or power of different bodies is assumed to be greater in that which

employs less time to traverse the same space, and less in that which employs more

time; or [greater in that] which in equal time traverses greater space.[21]

QUESTION. X. SEVENTH DEFINITION.

Those bodies are said to be of the same genus when they are of equal size and also

of equal strength or power.[22]

QUESTION. XI. EIGHT DEFINITION.

Those bodies are said to be of different genus when they are of equal size and are

not of equal strength or power.

QUESTION. XII. NINTH DEFINITION.

Those bodies are said to be simply equal in heaviness which are actually of equal

weight, even though they were of different material.[23]

QUESTION XIII. DEFINITION

TENTH.
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A body is said to be simply heavier than another when it is actually more ponderous,

even though it were of different material.

QUESTION XIV. DEFINITION XI.

A body is said to be specifically heavier than another when its material substance is

more ponderous than the material substance of the other, as is lead than iron, and

other similar materials.[24]

QUESTION. XV. DEFINITION XII.

A body is said to be more or less heavy in descent than another when the

straightness, obliquity, or pendency of the place or space where it descends

makes it descend more or less heavily than the other, and similarly more or less

rapidly than the other, though both were simply equal in heaviness.

QUESTION. XVI. DEFINITION XIII.

A body is said to be positionally more or less heavy than another when the quality of

the place where it rests and is located makes it heavier [or less heavy] than the other,

even though both are simply equal in heaviness.[25]

QUESTION. XVII. DEFINITION XIV.

The heaviness of a body is said to be known when the number of pounds, or other

named measure, that it weighs is known.[26]

QUESTION. XVIII. DEFINITION XV.

The arms of a scale or balance are said to be in the position of equality, or place of

equality, when they stand parallel to the plane of the horizon.[27]

QUESTION. XIX. DEFINITION XVI.

The line of direction is a straight line imagined to come perpendicularly from above

to below and to pass through the fulcrum, pole or axis of any kind of scale or

balance.

QUESTION. XX. DEFINITION XVII.

The descent of a heavy body is said to be more oblique when for a given quantity it

partakes less of the line of vertical direction, or of straight descent.
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toward the centre of the world.[28] S.A. I do not understand this very well; therefore

give me an example. N. To exemplify this definition, let there be the body a, and its

straight descent toward the centre of the world shall

be the line ab; and let there be also the descents ac
and ad; and of these two, let there be two desig-

nated equal quantities, or parts, ae and af [See

Fig. 4.3]. From the points e and f, draw the two

lines eg and fh parallel to the plane of the horizon.

Since the part ah is less than the part ag, the descent
afd will be said to be more oblique than the descent

aec, because it contains less of the straight descent,
that is, of the line ab, in a equal quantity. And the

same is to be said for all descents that could be

made by the body a, or any similar body, hung from

the arm of any balance. That is, that descent will be

said to bemore oblique which, in the above way, contains less of the line of direction in

a equal quantity of descent. S.A. I have sufficiently understood; therefore proceed, if

you have anything else to define. N. Sir, this is the last thing that we have to define

concerning this subject. Tomorrow we shall explain the principles of this science,

according to our promise. S.A. It was time.

QUESTION. XXI CONSEQUENTLY RAISED

by the same Excellency Sir Don Diego, Imperial ambassador.

SIR AMBASSADOR. Now, Tartaglia, continue with your principles. N. Some say

that the principles of any science should be called dignities [“dignita”], because they
prove other propositions but cannot be proved from others; some call them supposi-

tions, because they are supposed to be true in the given science; others prefer to call

them petitions, because, if we wish to debate such a science and sustain it with

demonstrations, we must first request the adversary to concede them. For if he does

not concede them but denies them, the entire science would be denied, nor could one

debate differently. And since this last opinion pleases me somewhat more than the

other two, let us call them petitions and set them forth in the form of requests.

QUESTION. XXII. FIRST PETITION.

We request that it be conceded that the natural movement of any heavy and

ponderable body is straight toward the centre of the world.[29] S.A. This is not to

be denied.

Question

F
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[Fig. 4.3]
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QUESTION XXIII. PETITION II.

Likewise we request that it be conceded that that body which is of greater power

should also descend more swiftly; and in the contrary motion, that is, of ascent, it

should ascend more slowly-I mean in the balance.[30] S.A. Give me a material example

for this petition if you wish me to understand it. N. For example, let there be the two

equal scales abc and def [See Fig. 4.4], with the two arms ab and bc equal to the two

arms de and ef, and their fulcrums or centres b and e; and at the extremity of the arm ba
let there be hung the body a, say, of two pounds weight; and at the extremity of the

other arm, that is, at the point c, let there be no other weight. And at the extremity of the

arm ed let hang the body d, say, of a single pound weight; and at the extremity of the

other arm, that is, at the point f, let there be no other weight. And let the two said

bodies, so conjoined, be elevated by hand to equal heights, as appears below in the

figure. Now I request that it be conceded to me that, when both the said two elevated

bodies are released, the body a (being heavier) will descend more swi[�]

ftly than the body d; that is, the body awill take less time to run through the curved space

ag than will the body d to run through the curved space dh, which spaces will be equal
because the arms of the scales are assumed equal, whence the said two curved spaces or

descents are circumferences of equal circles. And the converse happens when the said

bodies shall have descended to their lowest places, that is, one to the pointg and the other
to thepointh. I ask that it beconceded that the strengthorpowerwhichshallbehungat the
other armof the scale at thepoint c, inorder to elevate the saidbodya to theplacewhere it
is presently shown in the figure, will be able to raise the body dmore swiftly when hung

fromtheother armof its scale at thepoint f. S.A.This I concede,becauseexperiencegives
me good evidence of it. N. But your Excellency knows that what we have said and

supposedof the two said bodies, ofwhichone is simplymorepowerful than the other,we

suppose of two bodies simply equal in power [inweight] but unequal by strength of their

position or placement on the arms of the samebalance. For example, on the armabof the
X

[Fig. 4.4]
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balance abc [See Fig. 4.5] let there be hung the two weights a and d, simply equal in

power, that is, one at the point a and the other at the point d, as appears below in the

figure. Although they are equally powerful, nevertheless the body a in that position

(by the thirteenth definition) will be said to be heavier than the body d, as will later be
mademanifest. For at this time the reason cannot be given for the things said, but later it

will be proved that the body a in such a position is heavier than the body d. Nevertheless,
these being raised, one to the point E and the other to the point g, and both then released,
I say that the body awill descend more swiftly than the body d; and conversely, if both
have descended to their lowest points, that is, one to the point f and the other to the point
h, the power that, at the point c, will be able to elevate the body a from the point f to the
point e will be able, in the same place, to elevate much more swiftly the body d.

from the point h to the point g. S.A. This is also clear, but I should like to hear from
you two things. First, I wish to know why you do not draw the above figure of the

scale with its two small cups hung one from one end and one from the other (as is

usual in actual scales), where we place weights and samples of things to be

weighed. Second, I should like to know if this example of the scale should be

understood of those that have their fulcrum above, or of those that have it below, or

of those having it neither above nor below, but in the scale itself? N. As to the first, I

shall reply that by the ideal scale is intended the mere length that forms the two

arms on both sides of the fulcrum, whether such arms are equal or unequal, and that

those two small cups of which your Excellency speaks are not part of the scale, but

are added for the convenience of the weigher in placing the weights and samples

that are to be weighed-just as the saddle is not part of the horse, but something

added for the convenience of him who must ride.[31] And just as a horse is better

seen and recognized bare of saddle than with saddle, so is a balance denuded of

those cups seen better than with them; thus without cups we illustrate it. As to the

second matter, I say that the present scale, as well as all those we shall later propose

(unless we specify otherwise), should be understood to have the fulcrum within, as

is usual with actual balances. S.A. I understand; proceed. N.

[Fig. 4.5]
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QUESTION. XXIIII. PETITION III.

It still it be conceded that a heavy body in descending is so much the heavier as the

motion it makes is straighter toward the centre of the world.[32] S.A. Give me some

material example of this new petition, if you want me to understand it. N. For example,

let there be the heavy body a, and assume that the four lines ab, ac, ad, ae are four

places or spaces by which the said body a can descend [See Fig. 4.6], and let us also

assume that the line ab is the straightest and perpendicular descent toward the centre of
the world. So that adwill be more direct toward the centre of the world than the line ae,
and hence in this case we request that it be conceded that the said body a is heavier in
descending by the line ad than by the line ae (because as said, the former goes more

directly than the latter to the centre of the world), and similarly is heavier in descending

by the line ac than by the line ad, because the line ac is more direct to the centre of the

world than the line ad. And thus the more the said body shall approach the line ab in its
descent, it is assumed so much the heavier in descent, because that trajectory or descent

which forms the more acute angle with the line ab at the point a is understood to be

more direct toward the centre of the world than one which forms a less acute angle.

Whence it comes to descend most heavily along the line ab of any direction.[33]

And what we have said and requested of the said body a separated from any

balance, we request of those [bodies] which descend when hung from the arm of

any scale. For example (Fig. 4.7), let there be also the body a hung onto the arm of

scale abc that turns on the fulcrum or centre b or onto the arm of scale ade that turns
on the fulcrum or centre d; and let the perpendicular descent toward the centre of the
world be the straight line af; and the descent which the said body awould make with

the arm ab of the scale abc on the centre b will be the curved line ag. And let be the
curve ah the descent which the same body a will make with the arm ad of the scale
ade on the centre d. Now I request it to be conceded that the said body a is heavier in
descending by the descent ah than by the descent ag, because the said descent ah is
more direct toward the centre of the world than the descent ag, the descent ah
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forming a more acute angle with the line af (which is the angle baf of tangency) than
that made by the descent ag.

S.A. I understand you very well, and that petition is not to be denied. Now go on to

the next. N.

QUESTION. XXV. PETITION IIII.

Also we request that it be conceded that those bodies are equally heavy positionally

when their descents in such positions are equally oblique,[34] and that is the heavier

which, in the position or place where it rests or is situated, has the less oblique

descent. S.A. This also is manifest by what was said of the foregoing, and also of the

second, petition; therefore proceed. N.

QUESTION XXVI. PETITION V.

Similarly we request that it be conceded that that body is less heavy than another

positionally when, by the descent of that other on the arm of the balance, a contrary

motion follows in the first; that is, the first is thereby elevated toward the sky; and

conversely.[35]

S.A. This is quite clearly to be conceded. N.

QUESTION. XXVII. PETITION VI.

Alsowe request that it beconceded thatnobody isheavy in itself.S.A. Idonotunderstand

this petition of yours. N. Imean, thatwater inwater,wine inwine, oil in oil, and the air in

air have no heaviness. S.A. I understand, and this is something that may be conceded

because experiencemakes it manifest; hence go on. N. There are nomore petitions to be

requested to your Excellency. Tomorrow, God willing, we are going to enter the

propositions. S.A. There will be propositions enough. N. Not too many, Sir. S.A. Do

you think we can get through them tomorrow? N. I doubt, Sir, that we can finish them

tomorrow and the next day. S.A.Well, you may go, and return early tomorrow.

[Fig. 4.7]
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QUESTION. XXVIII. FIRST PROPOSITION.

SIR AMBASSADOR. Now continue, Tartaglia, with your propositions or conclu-

sions in order, one after another, and briefly. NICOLO.

The ratio of volume of bodies of the same kind is the same as the ratio of their

power.[36] S.A.Giveme an example. N. Let there be the two bodies ab and c of the same

kind; letabbe thegreater, and let the powerof thebodyabbebe, and that of thebody cbe
f [SeeFig.4.8].NowIsay that that ratiowhich thebodyabbears to thebodyc is thatof the
powerde to the power f. And if possible (for the adversary), let it be otherwise, so that the

ratio of the bodyab to the body c is less than the ratio of
thepowerde to thepower f.Nowlet thegreaterbodyab
include a part equal to the lesser body c, and let this be
the part a; and since the strength or power of the whole
is composed of the strengths of the parts [emphasis

added],[37] the strength or power of the part a will be

d, and the strength or power of the remainder b will

necessarilybe the remainingpowere; andsince thepart
a is taken equal to c, the power d (by the converse of

definition 7) will be equal to the power f, and the ratio of the whole body ab to its part
a (byEuclidV.7)[38]will be as that of the samebodyab to the body c (abeing equal to c),
and similarly the ratio of the powerde to the power fwill be as that of the said powerde to
its part d (d being equal to f ). Therefore the ratio of thewhole body ab to its part awill be
less than that of the whole power de to its part d. Therefore, when inverted (by Euclid
V.30),[39] the ratio of the body ab to the residual body b will be greater than that of the
whole power de to the remaining power e, which will be contradictory and against the
opinion of the adversary, whowants the ratio of the greater body to the less to be smaller

than that of its power to the power of the lesser body. Thus, the contrary destroyed, the

purpose stands. S.A. Very good; continue. NIC.

QUESTION. XXIX. SECOND PROPOSITION.

The ratio of the power of heavy bodies of the same kind and that of their speeds

(in descent) is concluded to be the same; also that
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that of their contrary motions (that is, of their ascents) is concluded to be the same,

but inversely. S.A. Illustrate this proposition for me. NIC.

Let there be, again, the two bodies ab and c of the same kind but different size, and

let ab be the larger, and let the power of ab be de, and that of c be f [See Fig. 4.9]; and
since the body of greater power or heaviness

descends more swiftly (by the second petition), let

the speed in descent of the body ab be gh and that of
c be k. Now I say that the ratio of the power de to
the power f is the same as that of the speed gh to the
speed k, while that of their contrary motions is the

same but inversely; that is, the ratio of the speed of

the body ab to the speed of the body c in contrary

motion (that is, in ascending) is as that of the power

f to the power de, or as that of the body c to the body
a. This is demonstrated in the same way as the foregoing, that is if the ratio of the

power de to the power f is not (for the adversary) as the ratio of the speed gh to the

speed k, it will necessarily be greater or less; assume it be less. Of the power de
assume the part d equal to f, and similarly of the speed gh assume the part g equal to k;
and as in the preceding we will argue that the ratio of the whole power de to its part

d will necessarily be (by Euclid V.7,)[40] as the ratio of the same power de to the

power f (because d is equal to f ) and similarly the ratio of the whole velocity gh is to
its part g as that of gh to k. Therefore the ratio of the whole power de to its part d will
be less than that of the whole velocity gh to its part g. Therefore (by Euclid V.30),[41]

the ratio of the whole power de to the residual e will be greater than that of the whole
speed gh to the remaining h, which will be against the opinion of the adversary, who
wants the ratio of the greater power to the less to be smaller than that of the greater

speed to less. Thus, the contrary destroyed, the purpose stands.[42] Now for the second

part of our conclusion, I say that the ratio of the speeds of the descents and of the

contrary motions (that is, of the ascents) of the said bodies is the same, but inversely;

that is, the ratio of the speed of the body ab in being raised by some other strength

imposed on the other arm of the balance (say, to the line of direction) to the speed of

the body c raised also by the same strength to the same line of direction will be as that

of the speed k to the speed gh, or of the power f to the power de, or of the bo[�]
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dy c to the body ab. For that strength or power that a heavy body has by descending,
it has also for resisting the contrary motion against anyone who wants to draw it or

lift it up. Therefore the strength of the body ab to resist whatever would raise it will
be as much as the said de, and that of the body c will be as much as the said f. hence

that strength which, on the other arm of the scale, will be barely able thus to elevate

the said body ab to the line of direction will be able to raise the said body c so much

the more swiftly to the line of direction as its resistance shall be proportionately less

than that of the body ab. And since the said resistance of the body c is as much less

than the resistance of the body ab as the power f than the power de, thus the speed of
the body c in contrary motion will be to the speed of the body ab as the power de to
the power f, or as the body ab to the body c; which is the purpose.

COROLLARY.

From this it is manifest how the ratio of the volumes of bodies of the same kind, and

that of their powers, and that of their speeds in descent, is one and the same ratio.

And similarly that of their speeds in contrary motion is the inverse ratio.[43] S.A. I

understood this; continue. NICOLO.

QUESTION XXX. PROPOSITION III.

If there are two bodies simply equal in heaviness, but unequal positionally, the ratio

of their powers and that of their speeds will necessarily be the same. But in their

contrary motions, that is in ascent, the ratio of their powers and that of their speeds

is affirmed to be the same but inverse. S.A. Give me the proof of this. NICOLO.

Let there be the two bodies a and b [See Fig. 4.10], simply equal in heaviness,

and the balance cd, whose centre of fulcrum is the point e; and at the end of the arm
ec, that is, at the point c, let there be hung and sustained the body a, and at another

place closer to the fulcrum on the same arm, say, at f, the body b is sustained. And

though these two bodies are simply equal in heaviness, nevertheless (by the fourth

petition) the body a will be positionally heavier than the body b, because its descent
will be ch, less oblique than the descent of the body b, which is fg (by the third and

fourth petitions). Hence the body a, being positionally heavier than the body b, will
also be more powerful; and being more powerful, it will (by the second petition) fall

more swiftly than the body b in descents, and in the contrary motion, of ascents, it

will rise more slowly. I say therefore that the ratio of their speeds in descents is

similar to that of their powers, and that of their
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ascents is also the same, but inversely. And to demonstrate the first part, let the power of

thebodyabe l and that of thebodybbem, and let the speedof thebodya in descents ben,
and that of the body b be o. I say that the ratio of the speed n to the speed o is as that of the
power l to thepowerm,which is demonstratedas in thepreceding, that is if the ratio of the

powerm (for the adversary) to the power f is less (for the adversary) than the ratio of the
speed n to the speed o, by assuming the partp of the power l equal tom, and s of the speed
n the part q equal to o; and arguing
as in the preceding that the ratio of

the whole power l to its part pwill
necessarily be (by Euclid V.7)[44]

less than the ratio of the whole

velocity n to its part q. Therefore
(by Euclid V.30),[45] the ratio of

the same power l to the residual

r will be greater than that of the

whole speed n to the remaining

part or residual s, which will be

unconvincing and against the

opinion of the adversary, who

wants the ratio of the greater

power to the less to be smaller

than that of the greater speed to

less. And the same holds true

when the adversary would assume

the ratioof thepower l to thepower
mwould be grater than the ratio of

the speed n to the speed o. Thus,
the contrary destroyed, the purpose stands.[46] The second part is resolved or argued just

asbefore; that is, that thatpowerwhich in theotherarmof thescale (assumeat thepointd)
will be able to lift the body a to the line of direction, that is, to the point k, will be able to
raise thebodyb to thepoint iasmuchmore swiftlyas thepowerof thebodyb (which ism)
is less than thepowerof thebodya (which is l), becausebywhateveramount thepowerof

a body is less, by that much less it resists contrarymotion, and conversely. Therefore the

speed of the body b (in ascents) will be to the speed of the body a as the power l is to the
power m; which is the second purpose. S.AMB. This is a very pretty proposition, but

proceed. NIC.
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QUESTION XXXI. PROPOSITION IIII.

The ratio of the power of bodies simply equal in heaviness, but unequal in

positional strength, proves to be equal to that of their distances from the fulcrum

or centre of the scale. S.A. Give me an example. N.

Let there be the two bodies a and b of the preceding figure, simply equal in

heaviness, and let the scale be ced, whose centre or fulcrum is at the point e; and let

there be hung the body a at the point c and the body b at the point f, as shown in the
preceding figure. I say that the ratio of the power of the body a, which is l, to the

power of the body b (which is m) is like that of the distance or arm ec to the distance

or arm ef; and this is proved according to the order of the preceding, that is if the

ratio of the distance, or arm, ce to the distance, or arm, fe is not (for the adversary)
as that of the power l to the power m, it will necessarily be greater or less; assume it

be less. Of the greater arm, or distance ce, be subtracted the arm, or distance ce,
from the side of c, and let it be cx, and from the power l let be subtracted the part

p equal to m. Then (by Euclid V.7),[47] the ratio of the whole distance, or distance,

ec to its part cx will be less that that of the power l to its part p. Therefore (by Euclid
V.30),[48] the ratio of the arm, or distance ce to the remaining distance, or arm ex
will be greater than that of the power l to the remaining power r, which power r is
the power of the same body b standing at point x. This will be unconvincing because
if the ratio of the greater distance from the fulcrum to the less (for the adversary) is

greater that the greater power to the less, this could occur in any position, and the

same holds true in the contrary case, namely when the ratio of the distance ce to the
distance ex will be greater that that of the power l to the power of the body b, in the
position x. Thus, the contrary destroyed, the purpose stands.[49]

COROLLARY.

From the things said and demonstrated not only is manifest the sameness of the ratio

of the distances from the fulcrum along the arms of the scale, and that of the powers

of bodies simply equal in heaviness in such sites or places, and likewise of their

speeds in descent; but also both their descents and their ascents observe the same

[rule]; for the ratio of the arm ec to the arm ef is that of the curved descent ch to the
curved descent fg, and likewise of the curved ascent ck to the curved ascent fi. For
the said descents and ascents are in each case one–fourth the circumference of the

two [respective] circles, of which the radius of the larger is that of the arm or

distance ec, and of the smaller, that of the arm or distance ef.[50] S.A. This also has

been a pretty proposition. Continue. N.

Z
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QUESTION XXXII. PROPOSITION V.

When a scale of equal arms is in the position of equality, and at the end of each arm

there are hung weights simply equal in heaviness, the scale does not leave the said

position of equality; and if it happens that by some other weight [or the hand]

imposed on one of the arms it departs from the said position of equality, then, that

weight or hand removed, the scale necessarily

returns to the position of equality.[51] S.A. This

is that problem which you told me Aristotle omit-

ted in his Questions of Mechanics.[52] N. So it is,

Sir. S.A. I look forward to hearing the cause of

that effect; therefore go on. N. Let there be, for

example, the scale acb, the centre of which is at

the point c [See Fig. 4.11], and let the arm ac
equal the arm bc, and let it be in the position of

equality as assumed. And at each extremity let

there be hung a body (the bodies a and b) which
are simply equal in heaviness. I say that the said

scale, by the imposition of the said bodies, will

not leave the position of equality; and if it is

separated from that position of equality either

by the imposition of some other weight or by

hand, that imposed weight or hand being

removed, the scale will of necessity return to

the position of equality. The first part is man-

ifest because the said two bodies are simply

equal in heaviness (by assumption), and simi-

larly they are equal positionally heavy by the fourth petition (their descents being

equally oblique. Hence, being equal in weight and power both simply and position-

ally), neither of them will be able to raise the other, that is, to make it ascend with

contrary motion; and so they will rest in the same position of equality.[53] S.A. This I

believe and would have conceded it freely without any demonstration, it being a

natural thing. But go on to the second part, which appears to me much more abstract,

or remote from our natural intellect, than the other. N. For the second part, let there be

also the scale acb of equal arms, and at its extremities let there also be hung the two

bodies a and b, simply equal in heaviness, which scale by the reasons adduced above

will stand in the position of equality as appears in the figure [See Fig. 4.12].

Now the arm ac having been driven down by hand or by the imposition of some

weight on the body a, if we take away the hand or that weight, the arm will rise

again and return to its first position of equality.[54] And to assign the immediate

cause of that effect, let there be described about the centre c the circle aebf for the
journey that the two bodies will make in rising or falling of the arms of the scale

[See Fig. 4.13]; and draw the line of direction ef, and divide the arc af into as many

equal parts as you like (say, into four parts) at the three point.
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q, s, u; and into as many parts divide the arc eb at the three points i, l, n; and from the

said three points i, l, n draw the three lines no, lm, and ik parallel to the position of

equality, that is, to the diameter or line ab, which [three lines] shall cut the line of

direction ef at the three points x, y, z. similarly, from the three points q, s, u are

drawn the three lines qp, sr, and ut, also parallel to the same line ab, which shall cut
the same line of direction ef at the three points w, ρ, k. And now let the body a be

depressed by hand (or by the imposition of some other weight) to the point u, and
the other body b (opposite to that) will be found to be raised with contrary motion to

the point i. Now with things arranged this way, we have come to divide the whole

descent aumade by the body a in descending to the point u into three equal descents
or parts, which are aq, qs, and su; and similarly the whole descent ibwhich the body
b would make in descending or returning to its original place (that is, the point b)
will come to be divided into three equal descents or parts which are il, ln, and nb;
and each of these three-plus-three partial descents includes one part of the line of

direction; namely, the descent from a to q partakes of or contains the part cw of the

line of direction, and the descent qs contains the part wj, and the descent su contains
the part jd, and the other descent that remains to the said body a, that is, the descent
uf contains the line or part de. Likewise the descent of the body b from the point i to

the point l contains the part xu of the same line of direction, and in the descent from

the point l to the point n it contains the part yz, and from the point n to the point b it
contains the part zc, and all these parts are unequal; that is, the part cz is greater than
zy, and zy is greater than yx, and yx than xe; and similarly the part cw is greater than

the part wj, and wj than jd, and jd than df, and all this can be easily proved

geometrically; and also the part df can be proved equal to the part ex, and jd to

xu, and wj to yz, and cw to zc. Now to resume our proposition, I say that the body

b standing at the point i comes to be positionally heavier than the body a standing at
the point u (as appears in the figure), because the descent of the body b from the

point i to the point l is more direct than the descent of the body a from the point e to
the point f (by the second part of the fourth petition), because it partakes more of the

line of direction. That is, the body b in descending from the point i to the point

l partakes the part xy of the line of direction, and the body a descending from the

point u to the point f partakes the part df of the line of direction, and since the part xy
is greater than the line or part de, the descent (by definition 17) from the point u to

the point f will be more oblique than that from the point i to the point l. Whence

(by the second part of the fourth petition) the body b in that position will be

positionally heavier than the body a. And being thus heavier, when the imposed

weight or hand is taken away from the body a, it will (by the converse of the fifth

petition) make the said body a re-ascend with contrary motion from the point u to

the point s, and it will descend from the point i to the point l; and it will come to be

found still positionally heavier than the body a, because the said body a standing at
the point s will have the descent su more oblique than the descent ln of the body

b because it partakes less of
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the line of direction; that is, the part ρw is smaller than the part yz. Whence for the

reasons adduced above, the body b will raise the body a to the point q, and b will

descend to the point n, at which point n the

same body b will yet be found appositionally

heavier than the body a because the descent

from q to s is more oblique than the descent

from the point n to the point b, the part zc
being greater than the part kρ. And hence

(by the reasons adduced above) the body

b will make the body a re-ascend to the

point a (its first and proper place) and will

itself descend to the point b (also its first and

proper place), that is, to the position of equal-

ity, in which position the said two bodies will

be found (for the reasons adduced in the first

part of this proposition) equally heavy posi-

tionally. And since they are also simply

equally heavy, they will remain in the said

place, as was said and proved above; which is our purpose. S.A. This was a pretty

demonstration, but, if I recall correctly, you said also, of the first mechanical

problem of Aristotle, that those two conclusions of his that he adduces at the end

are false.[55] N. So they are. S.A. For what reason? N. The reason for this objection

will be verified in the next proposition, through some corollaries that are manifest

from the things said and demonstrated in the above, of which the first is this.

COROLLARY.

From the things said and demonstrated above, it is manifest how a heavy body,

whenever parted or removed from the position of equality, becomes positionally

lighter, and the more the more it is removed from that position. For example, the

body a will be found lighter at the point u than at the point s, and more at s than at

the point q, and at q than at the point a, the position of equality, by reason of the

various descents being one more oblique than another. That is, the descent uf
becomes more oblique than the descent su because the part fw of the vertical is

less than wf and so the descent su is more oblique than the descent qs because the
part wρ is less than the part ρk and the descent qs is more oblique than the descent

aq because the part ρk is less than the part ck and for the same reasons is manifest

for the body b, that is, that it will be lighter in the point i than in the point l and in the
point l than in the point n and in the point n than in the point b place of the equality.

SECOND COROLLARY.

Also by the things said and demonstrated, it is manifest that the said two bodies

being removed from the position of equality, that is, one downward
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and the other upward both are made positionally lighter, and yet the one that is lifted

up is found to be less light than that which is pressed down; and this is manifest by

the argumentation adduced above. That is, the body b at the point i is heavier than
the body a at the point u, and so at the other higher points it will be heavier than at

the corresponding lower points. S.A. I understand; continue. NICOLO.

QUESTION. XXXIII. PROPOSITION VI.

Whenever a scale of equal arms is in the position of equality, and at the end of each

arm weights simply unequal in heaviness are hung, it will be pressed downward up

to the line of direction on the side where the heavier weight shall be. S.A. To me it

does not appear that this proposition of yours can be universally true, and I think

you have confessed this to me yourself, since you know that in the preceding

corollary you have concluded that if the two bodies a and b (in the figure for the

foregoing proposition) are removed from the position of equality, that is, one

downward and the other upward, then, although both are made positionally lighter,

yet in every position that one which is lifted up will be less light than that which is

pressed down. N. True. S.A. If this is true, it is to be believed, or rather thought

certain, that, if one should impose on the body a, pressed down, another little body

which equated in heaviness that difference by which the upper body exceeded

positionally the heaviness of the lower, then each would remain in the place where

it was. That you may better understand me, you know that, the body b of the figure

in the preceding proposition being lifted to the point i (as shown there) and the body
a being depressed to the point u, it was proved by you that the body b was heavier

than the body a in that position. N. Sir, this is true. S.A. Therefore I conclude that, if
one should add to the body A in that position another small body of precisely as

much heaviness as the difference between the said two bodies a and b in that

position, the two bodies would remain fixed and stable in that position; for in that

position they would be equally powerful. That is, the body b would not be sufficient
to cause the body a to re-ascend to the position of equality, the said body a being

(by the strength of that added little body) as heavy and powerful as it [b]. Indeed by
the amount that the body b is positionally more powerful or heavier than the body a,
the body a is heavier than the body b by strength of the simple heaviness of that

little body added to it; whence the body b will not be able to make the body

a re-ascend to the position of equality; and still more difficultly will the body
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a be able to raise the body b from the position i so neither can leave its place; that is,
the body a with that other body added cannot re-ascend to the position of equality,

nor can it descend to the line of direction, that is, to the point f, as concluded in your
proposition. yet the said body a together with that other little body added to it would
be simply heavier than the body b, so you cannot deny that your proposition is in

general false; though it is true that, if the heaviness of that little body that was added

to the body a were greater than the heaviness by which the body b was positionally
heavier than the body a, what is concluded in your proposition would follow. And if
it happened that the heaviness of that little body were less than the said difference,

the body b would make the body a ascend to another place higher than the point u,
according to the greater or less deficiency in heaviness of that little body with regard

to their said difference in positional strength. N. This objection of yours, Sir, is

certainly a very pretty speculation. nevertheless, I note that although the body b in

that place i is heavier than the body a in the place u, yet the difference of those two
unequal heavinesses is so small or minute that it is impossible to find so small or

minute a difference between two unequal quantities. S.A. What you have just said

seems to me a quite absurd thing to say and not to be believed. Indeed because a

continuous quantity being infinitely divisible, it is a quibble to say that it is impos-

sible to have a body of so little quantity and heaviness as is the difference between

the heaviness of the body b at the place i and that of the body a at the place u.
N. Reason, Sir, is the means of clarifying doubts and distinguishing the true from the

false. S.A. Very true. N. If this is true, then before your Excellency forms an absolute

opinion of my proposition, hear first my reasons. S.A. Go on and say what you like.

N. Let there be, for example, the same scale abc of the preceding proposition, at the
ends of which are hung the bodies a and b, equal in simple heaviness; and let the hand

depress the body a and lift the body b as shown in the next figure. I say that in this

position the body b is positionally more ponderous or heavy than the body a, and that
the difference between the heavinesses of these two bodies is impossible to give or

find between two unequal quantities. And to demonstrate this proposition I draw two

straight lines, ah and bd, perpendicularly to the centre of the world,[56] and I also draw
two lines al and bm tangent to the circle described by the arms of the scale at the points

a and b. I describe also a part of the circumference of a circle touching the same circle

acb at the point b, this being a similar and equal circle, bz, such that the arc bz is similar

and equal to the arc af and similarly placed (that is, in position), and the line bmwhich

touches or is tangent to this since the obliquity of the arc af (by what was said about the
third petition) is measured by means of the angle contained by the perpendicular ah
and the circumference af at the point a [emphasis added],[57] and the obliquity of the

arc bf is measured by the angle contained by the perpendicular bd and the circumfer-

ence bf at the point b, the body b in that position will be as much heavier than the body

a as the said angle (contained by the perpendicular bd and the circumference bf at the
point b) will be less than the angle contained by the perpendicular ah and the

circumference af at the point a. And since the angle haf is precisely equal to the

angle dbz, and the said angle dbz is as much greater than the angle contained by the

said perpendicular bd and the circumference
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bf at the point b as the angle of contingency[58] of the two circles bz and bf at the
point b, and since this angle of contingency is more acute than any of the acute

angles made by straight lines (as proved by Euclid III.16),[59] then the difference or

ratio between the angle haf and the angle contained by the perpendicular bd and the
circumference bf at the point b is less than any difference or ratio you please which
can occur between any large and small quantities. And thus (by the third petition)

the difference of the obliquity of the descent af and the descent bf, and consequently
the difference of positional heaviness of the two bodies a and b, is less than any you
wish between two unequal quantities. Therefore any small corporeal quantity that is

added, the body a will necessarily be heavier in any position than the body b, and
hence it will not cease to descend continuously as far as the line of direction, that is,

to the point f; and thus it will continue to raise the body b as far as the line of

direction, that is, to the point e and if this would take place in the position that is

shown in the figure, it would happen so much the more at the position of equality, in

which position there neither is nor will be any difference of positional heaviness of

the descents, that is, in that position they would be equally heavy, and so any small

quantity of weight, however minimal, that should be imposed on either side of any

scale (that is, with equal arms, whether large or small) will immediately tilt the

scale down on that side, and the arm will continue its declination, for the reasons

adduced above, as far as the line of direction, that is, to the point f. now this would

be contrary to those two conclusions which Aristotle adduces concerning the first of

his mechanical problems, of which I spoke with your Excellency once before. In

one conclusion he says that there are some weights which, imposed on little scales,

do not make themselves manifest to our senses by any tilting, while on large scales

they do make themselves manifest. This conclusion, looked at Mathematically, that

is, abstracted from all matter, would be quite false (for the reasons adduced above),

because a small balance as well as a large one will be strength to tilt down on that

side where such a weight is placed, however small it be, and to tilt as far as the line

of direction. Thus in the tilting of small and large there will be no proportionate

difference, and in one as in the other the tilting will continue to the line of direction.

The same would follow as to his other conclusion, that is, when he says that there

are some weights which are manifest in both sorts of scales, large and small, but

much more [manifest] in the larger, that conclusion would also be false (for the

reasons adduced above), for, as remarked, in both they will make that arm of the

scale decline as far as the line of direction. S. AMBASSADOR These your reasons

and arguments are fine and good; nevertheless in actual or material scales it is seen

that for the most part things happen as Aristotle says and concludes. For if on any

scale you please (large or small) there is placed a grain of poppy seed or some other

small quantity, few are the scales that will make a sensible tilting from so little

heaviness. And if some
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were found which will make some sensible sign of tilting, it does not go so far as the

line of direction. And not only will the said grain of poppy seed fail to make any

scale tilt as far as the line of direction, but [See Fig. 4.14]

so will a grain of wheat that is much more ponderous. And all this is demonstrated by

experience. So that I do not know what to say, since on the one side, by your reasons

and arguments, I see and understand that you speak the truth, and on the other I find

by experience that the opposite happens. N. Sir, all this comes about from matter,

because in the scales considered by the mind, apart from all material, the fulcrum or

axis is assumed to be an indivisible point. But in material scales that fulcrum or axis

has always some corporeal thickness of its own, and the greater that thickness is, the

more it reduces the sensitivity of the scale. Likewise the arms of the imagined (that is,

ideal) scales are assumed to be lines, without breadth or thickness, but in material

scales the arms are of some metal or of wood, and the bigger they are, the more they

reduce the sensitivity of the scale.[60] S.A. I understand. Continue if you have further

propositions regarding this matter. NIC.

QUESTION. XXXIIII. PROPOSITION VII.

If the arms of the scale are unequal, and at the ends of them are hung bodies simply

equal in heaviness, the scale will tilt on the side of the longer arm.[61] S.A. This is a

matter of nature [a physical matter]. N. Although it is

natural, if wewish to proceed correctly, wemust assign

the cause of this effect.[62] S.A. Go ahead. N. Let there

be the rod or scale acb, with the arm ac longer than cb
[See Fig. 4.15]. I say that if bodies simply equal in

heaviness were hung at the two points a and b, the scale
will tilt on the side of a. Because when the perpendic-

ular cfg (that is, the line of direction) is drawn, and
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the two quarter circles, which shall be ag and bf, are traced on the centre c, and
when two tangent lines ae and bd are drawn from the points a and b, it is manifest

that the angle of tangency eag is less than the angle dbf. Hence the descent made

along ag is less oblique than the descent made along bf. Therefore (by the third

petition) the body a will be heavier than the body b in this position; which is the

purpose. S.A. This I understand; continue. N.

QUESTION. XXXV. PROPOSITION VIII.

If the arms of the balance are proportional to the weights imposed on them, in such a

way that the heavier weight is on the shorter arm, then those bodies or weights will

be equally heavy according to such position or site.[63] S.A. Give me an example.

N. Let as before the bar or balance acb [See Fig. 4.16] and the weights a and b hung
thereon, and let the ratio of b to a be as that of the arm ac to the arm bc. I say that this
balance will not tilt to either side. And if (for the adversary) it is possible for it to

tilt, let us assume it to tilt on the side of b and to descend obliquely as the line dce in
place of acb, and [let us] take d as a and e as b; and the line df descends

perpendicularly, and the line eh rises similarly. Now it is manifest (by Euclid I.16

and I.29)[64] that the two triangles dfc and ehc have equal angles. Whence

(by Euclid VI.4)[65] they will be similar, and consequently will have proportional

sides. Therefore the ratio of dc to ce is as that of df to eh; and since the weight b is to
the weight a as dc is to ce (by our assumption), the ratio of df to eh will be as the

weight b to the weight a. Hence, if we take from cd the part cl, equal to cb or ce, and
consider l equal in heaviness to b and descending along the perpendicular lm, then,
since it is manifest that lm and eh are equal, the proportion of df to lm will be as the

simple heaviness of the body b to the simple heaviness of the body a, or as the

simple heaviness of the body l to the simple heaviness of the body d, because the

two bodies are supposed to be the same, and similarly the bodies b and l (the
heaviness of the body l having been assumed equal to that of the body b). Hence I
say that the ratio of all dc to lc will be as the heaviness of the body l to that of the

body d. whence if the said two heavy bodies, that is, d and l were simply equal in

heaviness, standing then in the same positions or places at which they are presently

assumed to be, the body d would be positionally heavier than the body l (by the

fourth proposition) in that ratio which holds between the whole arm dc and the arm
lc. And since the body l is simply heavier than the body d (by our assumption) in the

same ratio as that of the arm dc to the arm lc, then the said two bodies d and l in
position of equality would come to be equally heavy, because by as much as the

body d is positionally heavier than the body l, by so much is the body l simply

heavier than the body d; and therefore in the position of equality they come to be

equally heavy. Hence that power or heaviness that will be sufficient to lift the body

a from the position of equality to the point at which it is at present (that is, to the

point d ) will be
AA
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sufficient to lift the body l from the same position of equality to the place where it is

at present.[66] Therefore if the body b (for the adversary) is able to lift the body

a from the position of equality to the point d, the same body b would also be able

and sufficient to lift the body l from the same

position of equality to the point where it is at

present, which consequence is false and contrary

to the fifth proposition; that is, the body b (which
is supposed equal in heaviness to the body l )
would lift the said body l out of the position of

equality [though they are] in equal places, that

is, equally distant from the centre c, which is

impossible by the said fifth proposition. Thus,

the adversary’s position destroyed, the thesis

stands. S.A. This is a very pretty proposition,

but it seems to me (if I recall correctly) that

Archimedes of Syracuse has a similar one, and

I believe he does not prove it in this way of

yours. N. Your Excellency is right. Indeed, of this proposition he makes two, and

these are the fourth and fifth in that book of his wherein he deals with the centres of

gravity of heavy bodies[67]; and in fact he proves those two propositions succinctly

by principles of his set forth and demonstrated previously. And since those princi-

ples and arguments of his would not be suitable in this treatise, it being of somewhat

different subject, it appeared best in this place to prove those propositions with

other principles or arguments more appropriate here.[68] S.A. I see. Proceed. N.

QUESTION XXXVI. PROPOSITION IX.

If there are two solid rods, beams or staff of the same length, breadth, a width, and

weight hung on a balance in such a way that one is horizontal and the other vertical,

with the distances equal from the centre of the balance to the point of suspension of

the latter and the centre of the former, then they will be equally heavy according to

this place or site.[69] S.A. I do not understand you, so give me an example. N. For

example, let there be the ends of the balance arms b and e and the pivot or centre at
the point c (Fig. 4.17), and let there be attached the two similar equal solids, of

which one shall be attached along the balance arm horizontally, called fe, whose
midpoint is d, while the other shall be attached hanging perpendicularly as bg, the
point of attachment being b. And let the distance from the point b to the point

c (centre of the scale) be as much as that from the midpoint of the other solid (that

is, the point d ) to the same point. I say that the two solids in that place or position

are equally heavy, and this can be demonstrated in several ways. The first of these is

this: it is manifest by the things demonstrated by Archimedes in his centres of

gravity that
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the solid fe weighs as much in that position on the balance as if it were hung

perpendicularly at the point d, because at that point d is situated the centre of gravity
of the solid; and the two solids being equal in weight by hypothesis and hung

equally distant from the central point c, then by the fifth proposition they will not

depart from the position of equality; which is the purpose.

This proposition can also be demonstrated in another way (which is more suitable

because it depends on its own principles rather than imported ones).[70] It is manifest

that, when two simply equal bodies, h and k, are suspended, the one at the point e and
the other at the point f, and two others which shall be l andm, equal to them, are hung

at the point b [See Fig. 4.18], these weights, I say, will weigh equally at those points,
because the ratio of the weight l to the weight k is as that of the arm bc to the arm fc
(by the fourth proposition); for the body l will be positionally as heavy at the point

d as where it is at present, that is, at the point b (since cd is equal to cb by assumption).

Therefore, by the said proposition, this ratio will be that of the positional heaviness of

the body l to the body k, which will be that of the arm dc or bc to cf; and for the same

reasons this ratio will be that of the heaviness of the body m to the heaviness of the

body h positionally, that is the ratio of the same arm cd or bc to the arm ce. Therefore
the positional heaviness of both the bodies l and m, together, to the positional

heaviness of the other two bodies h and k, together, will be as the double of the

arm cd or bc to the two arms ce and cf together. And since the said two arms ce and cf,
together, are precisely as much as the double of the said arm cd or bc, it follows also
that the heaviness of the said two bodies l andm is equal to the positional heaviness of

the two bodies h and k; which is the purpose. For if the said solid fe were made into

two equal parts, one of those hanging at the point f and the other at the point e, they
would separately weigh as much thus at those points as they were elongated and

joined in the manner supposed before. Similarly, if the solid bg also were in two parts,
both hung at the same point b, they would thus weigh as much separated as conjoined

(as supposed above); hence from the things said and alleged the purpose follows.
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S.A. I should like to have you demonstrate to me that the arm cf together with ce is
as much as double the arm dc or bc. N. Sir, it is manifest that the whole arm ce is
greater than the arm cd by the part ed, which part ed is equal to df. Therefore let us
say that the whole of ce is equal to cd added to its part fd, and if to the part fdwe add
the arm fc, these two parts together also equal cd. Therefore the whole ce together
with cf are precisely the double of cd; and since the said cd is equal by hypothesis to
bc, it follows that the whole ce together with cf is equal to the double of cb; which is
the purpose. S.A. I understand very well, so continue. N.

QUESTION XXXVII. PROPOSITION X.

If a solid rod or beam of uniform breadth, thickness, substance, and heaviness is

assumed, and [if] its length is divided into two unequal parts, and at the end of the

shorter part there is hung another solid or heavy body which makes the said rod,

beam, or staff stay parallel to the horizon, then the proportion of the heaviness of
that body to the difference between the heaviness of the longer part of the rod
(or beam or staff) and the heaviness of the shorter part will be as the ratio of the
length of the whole rod, beam, or staff to the double of the length of its shorter part
[emphasis added].[71] S.A. Give me an example, if you want me to comprehend.

N. Let ab be a solid rod (beam or staff) of uniform breadth, thickness, substance,

and heaviness throughout (that is, at every point), and divide it mentally into two

unequal parts at the point c, and mark cd equal to ca; then db becomes the difference

between the longer part cb and the shorter ca, of which difference the centre is

found, which is the point e. Now the said solid beam ab being suspended at the point
c, and there being attached or suspended at the end of the shorter part another solid,
which we call f, which makes the first solid beam ab stand parallel to the horizon, I
say that the proportion of the heaviness of the solid f to the heaviness of the

difference db is that of the whole length ab to ad, the double of the length of the

shorter part ac. For the said difference db weighs as much in that position where it

stands at present as it would if it were suspended perpendicularly at the point e, and
therefore (by the converse
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of the eighth proposition) the ratio of the heaviness of the solid f to the heaviness of the
partial solid beam dbwill be as the ratio of the distance ce to the distance ca. And that
ratio of ce to ca (by Euclid V.15)[72] will be the same as [the ratio of] the double of the

distance ce to the double of the distance ca. and because the double of the said distance
ce is the whole length of the solid ab, and the double of the distance ca is the whole of
acd, it follows (by Euclid V.11)[73] that the ratio of the heaviness of the solid f to the
heaviness of the difference db is as the ratio of the whole length of the solid rod ab to
the double of the length of the shorter part ac (which is acd); which is the purpose.

S.A. Why is double the distance CE equal to the whole [See Fig. 4.19]

length of the beam AB. N. Because the distance CE becomes precisely equal to half of

that length AB, for the part DE is the half of the part DB, and DC is the half of the other

part DA; therefore the two parts DE and DC joined together become the half of the two

parts DB and DA joined together. S.A. I understand; therefore go on to the next. N.

QUESTION. XXXVIII. PROPOSITION XI.

opposite of the preceding.

If the proportion of the heaviness of a solid suspended at the end of the shorter part

of a similar rod (beam or staff) divided into two unequal parts, to the difference that

it will be between the heaviness of the longer part and that of the shorter, shall be as

the ratio of the whole length of the solid rod or staff to the double of the length of its

shorter part, such solid rod (beam or staff) will necessarily be horizontal. S.A. I well

believe that the preceding proposition may have its converse; yet do not fail to give

me the demonstration. N. This being the converse of the preceding, for its exem-

plification let us assume the same arrangement or figure. That is, let us suppose the

ratio of the heaviness of the solid f to the difference of heaviness between the longer
part and the shorter, that is, of db, to be as the ratio of the whole length of the solid

rod ab to the double of the length of the shorter part ac, which will be ad. I say that
this solid rod ab will of necessity remain horizontal. If it is
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possible (for the adversary) that it must or might tilt from either side, let us assume that

it tilts toward b. To the solid f, we add mentally such a part (which we shall call g)
which cause the said solid rod or staff to stand parallel to the horizon. Therefore (by the

preceding), the proportion of the whole heaviness of the combination of the two bodies

f and g to the difference between the weight of the longer part bc and that of the shorter
part ac (which will be that of db) shall be as the ratio of the whole length ab to the

double of the length of its shorter part ac, which double would be ad; and since the

simple solid f has that same ratio to the same difference (by what has gone before), it

would follow (by Euclid V.9)[74] that the heaviness of the simple so[�] [See Fig. 4.20]

lid f were equal to he heaviness of the whole combination of the two solids f and g,
which is impossible, for the part would be equal to the whole. The same contradic-

tion would follow if the adversary should assume that it tilted toward a, because
cutting away from the solid f such a part that the remainder would make the solid ab
rest parallel to the horizon and arguing as above would make it follow that the

heaviness of the same remainder was equal to the heaviness of the whole solid f.
Therefore, being unable to tilt from either side toward a or b, it necessarily stands

parallel to the horizon; which is the purpose. S.A. Very good; now go on. N.

QUESTION. XXXIX. PROPOSITION XII.

If there is a solid rod, beam, or staff, as in the two preceding [propositions], which is

similar and equal in thickness, breadth, substance, and heaviness in every part and

of which the heaviness as well as the length is known, and if it be divided into two

unequal parts which are also known, it is possible to find a weight which, when

suspended at the end of its shorter part, will make the said solid rod, beam, or staff

stay horizontal.[75] S.A. I should like y better explain to me this operation by means

of a material example, for I want to understand it thoroughly. N. For example, let

there be the solid rod (beam or staff) ab as proposed, that is, equal and similar in

breadth, thickness, substance, and heaviness on every side or in every part; and let

us assume the heaviness of the said solid rod to be
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known, that is, assume that it weigh 40 pounds and similarly its length be two paces or

ten feet, and let us also assume that the rod is divided into two unequal parts at the point

c and that the [lengths of] said parts are known, it being assumed that the shorter part ac
is two feet and the longer cb is 8 feet. Now I say that it is possible to find how many

pounds that body must be which, suspended at the point a (end of the shorter part), will
make the said rod or beam stand parallel to the horizon. For (by the things demonstrated

in the two previous propositions) it ismanifest that the ratio of the heaviness of that body

to the heaviness of that difference which exists between the longer part cb and the

shorter ac (which difference becomes db) will be as the length of the whole rod or beam
ab (which is 10 feet) to the double of the shorter part ac (which is two feet), and this

double comes to be 4 feet. Let us call this ad. Then the heaviness of that body [at a] will
he to the heaviness of the partial rod db as the whole length of ab (which is 10 feet) is to
the length of ad (which is 4 feet). Whereby, arguing conversely, let us say that the ratio

of ad (which is 4 feet) to the whole ab (which is 10 feet) will be as the heaviness of the
partial rod db, which (at the rate of 40 pounds to all ab) is 24 pounds to the heaviness of
the body we seek that is that which, hung at the point a, should main[�] [See Fig. 4.21]

tain the rod or beam parallel to the horizon. Whence in order to find this, we shall

proceed by the rule ordinarily called the rule of three, founded on Euclid VlI.20[76];

multiplying ten by 24 gives 240, and this we shall divide by four, obtaining 60. I say that

that weightwhich I called the body fwill be 60 pounds; and this is the purpose. S.A. This
problem pleased me very much and I understood it well; therefore go on to the next. N.

QUESTION. XL. PROPOSITION XIII.

If you shall have a rod, beam, or staff, as often was said above, of which the length,

as well as the heaviness, be known, and also a heavy body of which the weight be

known, it is possible to determine the place at which the rod, beam, or staff must be

divided in order that the cit[�]
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ed heavy body, when hung at the end of the shorter part, will cause the rod, beam, or

staff to remain parallel to the horizon. S.A. Give me an example of this problem.

N. To illustrate this problem, let us assume that there is a rod, beam, or staff as the

above, 10 feet long and weighing 40 pounds (as in the preceding was assumed).

And let us assume also that there is a body weighing 80 pounds. I say that it is

possible to determine the place at which the rod may be divided so that the said

heavy body, when hung at the end of its shorter part, will make the rod stay parallel

to the horizon. And any such problem may be solved by ratios; nevertheless, it may

be more easily solved by Algebra, the shorter part of the rod being a matter of feet, a

co,[77] whence the longer part is 10 minus co. I double the shorter part (that is one

co), which gives 2 co, and subtract these two co from the whole length of 10 feet.

There remains 10 minus 2 co, and this will be the difference between the longer part

and the shorter. To find the weight of this difference, I multiply it by 4 (because, the

whole rod weighing 40 pounds, each foot comes to weigh 4 pounds). Multiplying

by 4, as I said, the result is 40 minus 8 co. And since the ratio of the whole rod

(which is 10 feet) to the double of its shorter part (which double is 2 co) is as the

weight of our heavy body (which is 80 pounds) to the weight of the above

difference, which is 40 minus 8 co. Hence by Euclid VII.20[78] the product of the

first [term], or 10 feet, into the fourth, which is 40 minus 8 co (which would be

400 minus 80 co), will equal the product of the third, which is 80 pounds, into the

second, which is 2 co (which will be 160 co). Thus we will have 160 co equal to

400 minus 80 co; and restoring the parts by rule we shall find the co to be 1 + 2/3.[79]

Hence 1 + 2/3 feet will be the shorter part of the said rod or beam, whence the longer

will be 8 + 1/3 feet; which was our problem. S.A. This was a pretty solution. Now

continue, for today and tomorrow I want to finish all that you have to say on this

science, after which I should like to have you clear up for me some questions I have

for you. N.

QUESTION XLI. PROPOSITION XIIII.

The equality of obliquity [slant] is an equality of weight [according to position].

S.A. Give me an example. N. Equality of obliquity is preserved only in a straight

path. Therefore let us assume that the said straight path is the line ab [See Fig. 4.22],
and let the perpendicular ac be drawn from the point a, and let also suppose two

different places along the said inclined line ab. Let one of these be the point d and

the other the point e. Now I say that any heavy body in descending, whether at the

point d or at the point e, will be of the same positional weight as at any of the other

said places. For
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let take under d and e two equal parts in the path or line ab;
let one be the part de and the other eg. I say that the said
equal parts partake equally the vertical,[80] that is the line

ac. This will be proved in the followingway; from the two

points e and g let there be drawn the two lines eh and gl,
perpendicular to the line ac, and from the two points or

placesd and e the two lines dk and em, perpendicular to the
same eh and gl. Let the two perpendiculars dk and em be

equal, then the said heavy body, at point d as at point e, in
equal quantities or descents [alongab]will partake equally
the vertical, and hence will be of the same positional

heaviness in either of these places; which is the purpose.

S.A. I have understood this; therefore continue. N.

QUESTION XLII. PROPOSITION XV.

If two heavy bodies descend by paths of different obliquities, and if the proportions of

inclinations of the two paths and of the weights of the two bodies will be the same, taken

in the same order, the power of both the said bodies in descending will also be the same.

S.A. This proposition seems tome beautiful, and therefore giveme a clear example, that I

may be better satisfied. N. Let there be the line abc parallel to the horizon, and upon this
there is perpendicularly erected the line bd, and from the point d there shall descend on
either side the two paths or lines da and dc [See Fig. 4.23]. LetDC be the more oblique.

Thenby the ratio of their obliquity, I do notmean that of their angles, but of the lines to the
parallel cut in which we take an equal part of the vertical [emphasis added].[81] Then let

the letter e represent a heavy bodyplaced on the linedc, and the letterh another on the line
da, and let the ratio of the simple heaviness of the body e to that of the body h be the ratio
of dc to da. I say that the two heavy bodies in those places are of the same power or

strength. And to demonstrate this, I draw dk of the same obliquity as dc, and I imagine on

that a heavy body, equal to the body e, which I letter g, in a straight line with eh, that is,
parallel to ck. now if possible (for the adversary) that the said two bodies e and h are not
the same in power and equal in strength, assume that e is of greater strength, and hence
able to descend and thus to draw up the body h. Now let us suppose (if possible) that the

said body e descends as far as the point l, and that it makes the body h ascend to the point
m. Make or draw gn equal to hm, which becomes also equal to el. And from the point g,
draw gh, which will be perpendicular to db, the said three points or bodies g, h, and
e being assumed in line and parallel to kc. And similarly from the point l, let lt be drawn
parallel to cb, which will also be perpendicular

BB

[Fig. 4.22]
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to the same db; and from the three points n, m, and e draw the perpendiculars nz,mx,
and er. Since the ratio of nz to ng is as that of dy to dg, it is as that of db to dk (for the
said three triangles barte similar). Likewise the ratio of mx to mh is as that of the

said db to da (the two triangles being

similar). Also the ratio of mx to nz
will be as that of dk to da; and

(by hypothesis) that is the same as that

of the weight of the body g to the weight
of the body h, because g is supposed to

be simply equal in heaviness with the

body e. Therefore, by however much

the body G is simply heavier than the

body h, by so much does the body

h become heavier by positional strength

than the said body g, and thus they come

to be equal in strength or power. And

since that same strength or power that

will be able to make one of the two

bodies ascend (that is, to draw it up)

will be able or sufficient to make the

other ascend. Thus if (for the adversary)

the body e is able and sufficient to make

the body h ascend to m, the same body

e would be sufficient to make ascend also the body g equal to it, and equal in

obliquity, which is impossible by the preceding proposition. Therefore the body

e will not be of greater strength than the body h in such places or positions; which is
the purpose. S.A. This was a beautiful speculation and satisfied me well. And since I

see it is now late, I do not want you to proceed further today.

End of the eighth book.
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[Fig. 4.23]
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LIBRO SETTIMO DELLI

QUESITI, ET INVENTIONI DIVERSE,

DE NICCOLO TARTAGLIA.

Sopra gli principii delle Questioni Mechanice di

Aristotile.

QUESITO PRIMO FATTO DAL ILLUSTRISS.[IMO]

Signor Don Diego Hurtado di Mendozza, Ambasciator

Cesareo in Venetia.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Tartalea, de poi, che noi dessimo vacatione alle

lettioni di Euclide, ho ritrovato cose nuove sopra le Mathematice. N. Che cosa ha

ritrovato vostra Signoria. S.A. Le questioni Mechanice di Aristotile, Grece, e

Latine. N. Eglie tempo assai che io le vidi, massime Latine. S.A. Che vene pare.

N. Benissimo, e certamente le sono cose sutilissime et di profonda dottrina. S. A.

Anchora io le ho scorse, e inteso di quelle la maggior parte, nondimeno me resta

molti dubbii sopra di quelle, li quali voglio, che me li dichiarati. N. Signore, vi sono

dubbii assai, che �a volergli �a sofficientia delucidare, �a me saria necessario prima �a
dechiarare �a vostra Signoria li principii della scientia di pesi. S.A. A me mi pare,

che Aristotile dimostri il tutto, senza procedere, over intendere altramente la

scientia di pesi. N. Eglie ben vero, che lui approva cadauna de dette questioni,

parte con ragioni, e argomenti naturali, e parte con ragioni, e argomenti

Mathematici. Ma alcuni di quelli suoi argomenti naturali, con altri argomenti

naturali vi si puol opponere. Et alcuni altri con argomenti Mathematici (mediante

la scientia di pesi detta disopra) se possono reprobar per falsi. Et oltra di questo lui

pretermette, over tace una questione sopra delle libre, over bilanze di non poca

importanza, over speculatione, e questo è processo (per quanto posso considerare)

perche di tal questione, non si puo assignar la causa per ragion naturale, ma

solamente con la detta scientia di pesi. S.A. Non credo, che questo sia la verita,

cioe, che alcuna sua argomentatione patisca oppositione, perche Aristotile non fu

un’ocha, ne manco credo, che lui habbia pretermesso, over taciuto questione alcuna

sopra delle libre, che sia de importantia. N. Anci eglie troppo el vero, perche

volendo considerare, giudicare, et dimostrare la causa della sua prima questione,

si come naturale, cioe con quelli ultimi argomenti naturali, che lui aduce sopra le

libre over bilance materiale. Medesimamente con altri argomenti naturali (come di

sopra dissi) si puo approvare, che seguita tutto al contrario di quello, che in tal

questione conclude, over suppone. Et volendo poi considerare, e giudicare tal

Questione, si come Mathematico, e con argomenti Mathematici si puo

medesimamente li detti sui argomenti reprobar per falsi, mediante la scientia di

pesi detta di sopra. S.A. Come se considerano, e giudicano le cose, si come natura

le, e come se considerano, e giudicano, si come Mathematico[?]

V ij
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N. El naturale considera, giudica, et determina le cose, secondo el senso, e

apparentia di quelle in materia. Ma el Mathematico le considera, giudica, e

determina, non secondo el senso, ma secondo la ragione (astrate da ogni materia

sensibile) come che V. Sig. sa, che costuma Euclide. S.A. Circa di questo non so

che rispondere, perche io non me arricordo cosi all’improviso il soggetto di tal sua

prima questione, e pero ditime come, che quella parla, e dice. N. La dice, e parla

precisamente in questa forma.

Perche causa le maggior libre, over bilanze, sono piu diligente delle menore.

S.A. Ben? che voleti dire sopra di tal questione. N. Voglio dir questo, che sumendola,

over considerandola, si come Mathematico (cioe astrata da ogni materia.) Senza alcun

dubbio tal questione è universalmente vera, si per le ragioni da lui adutte per avanti,

come, che permolte altre, che nella scientia di pesi addur se potria. Perche quella linea,

che con la suamobile istremita piu se allontana dal centro d’un cerchio, movesta da una

medesima virtu, over potentia (in tal sua istremita) piu facilmente, e con maggior

celerita, over prestezza, sara mossa, spenta, over portata, di quella, che con la detta sua

istremita men se alontanara dal detto centro, e per tal ragione le libre, over bilanze

maggiori, se verificano esser piu diligente delle menore. Ma volendo poi considerare, e

approvare tal questione in materia, e con argomenti naturali, come, che in ultimo lui

considera, e approva, cioe per el senso del vedere in esse libre, over bilanze materiale.

Dico, che con tai sorte de argomenti non se verifica generalmente tal questione, anzi se

trovara seguir tutto al contrario, cioe le libre, over bilanze menori esser piu diligente

delle maggiori, e che questo sia el vero nelle libre, over bilanze materiale, la sperientia

lo fa manifesto: perche se de uno ducato scarso voremo sapere de quanti grani lui sia

scarso, con una libra, over bilanza granda, cioe con una de quelle, che adoprano li

speciali per pesar specie, zuccaro, zenzero, e canella, e altre cose simile, malamente se

ne potremo chiarire, ma con una di quelle librette, over bilancette piccole, che oprano li

bancheri, orefici, e gioieleri, senza dubbio se ne potremo totalmente certificare. Per il

che seguitaria tutto al contrario, di quello, che in tal questione se conchiude, e dimostra,

cioe, che tai bilancette piu piccole siano piu diligente, delle piu grande, perche piu

diligentemente, over sottilmente dimostrano la differentia di pesi. Et la causa di questo

inconveniente non procede da altro, che dalla materia, perche le cose costrutte, over

fabricate in quella, mai ponno esser cosi precisamente fatte, come, che con la mente

vengono imaginate fuora di essa materia, per il che tal hor se vien �a causar in quelle

alcuni effetti molto contrarii alla ragione. Et per questo, e altri simili respetti, el

Mathematico non accetta, ne consente alle dimostrationi, over probationi fatte per

vigor, e autorita di sensi in materia, ma solamente �a quelle fatte per demostrationi, et

argomenti astrati da ogni materia sensibile. Et per questa causa, le discipline

Mathematice non solamente sono giudicate dalli sapienti esser piu certe delle naturale,

ma quelle esser anchora nel primo grado di certezza. Et pero quelle questioni, che con

argomenti Mathematici se possono dimostrare, non è cosa conveniente ad approbarle

con argomenti naturali. Et simelmente quelle, che sono gi�a dimostrate con argomenti

Mathematici (che sono piu certi) non è da tentare, ne da persuader si de certificarle

meglio con argomenti naturali, li quali sono
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men certi. S.A. A me mi pare che lui voglia, in tal prima questione, che quella resti

ottimamente chiarita (come è il vero) per le ragioni, e argomenti per avanti adutti, e

dimostrati, le quale ragioni, over argomenti sono tutti Mathematici, e non naturali,

perche parte de quelli se verificano per la .23. del Sesto di Euclide, e parte per la

quarta del medesimo. N. Vostra Signoria insieme con lui dice la verita, che tal

questione è manifesta per le sue ragioni adutte per avanti, e questo medesimo anchora

io di sopra lo affermai, perche tai antecedenti sono stati da lui dimostrati con

argomenti Mathematici, ma in fine de tai buone argomentationi, vi sottogionge due

altre conclusioni, la prima delle quale dice precisamente in questa forma. Et

certamente sono alcuni pesi, li quali posti nelle piccol libre, non sono manifesti al

senso, e nelle grande sono manifesti. La qual conclusione, volendola considerare,

giudicare, e approvare, si come naturale, cioe per vigore, e autorita del senso del

vedere, nelle libre materiale, senza dubbio tal sua conclusione patisse oppositioni

assai, perche nelle dette libre, over bilanze materiale, la maggior parte delle volte se

trovara seguir tutto al contrario, cioe che sono alcuni pesi, li quali posti, nelle libre,

over bilanze grande, non se faranno con alcuna inclinatione manifesti al senso del

vedere. Et nelle bilanzette piccole se manifestar anno, cioe che far anno inclinatione

visibile, e tutto questo, la sperientia lo manifesta. Perche se sopra una di quelle

sopradette bilanze grande de Speciali, vi sara posto un grano di formento. Eglie cosa

chiara, che nella maggior parte di quelle, non fara alcuna visibel inclinatione. Et nella

maggior parte di quelle piccolette che usano li Banchieri, far anno inclinatione molto

evidente. Ma volendo poi considerare, giudicare, e dimostrare tal sua questione, over

conclusione, si come Mathematico, cioe fuora de ogni materia, senza dubbio tal sua

conclusione saria falsa, perche ogni piccol peso posto in qual se voglia libra fara

inclinar quella continuamente per fina all’ultimo, over piu basso luoco, che inclinar se

possa, e tutto questo nelli principii della scientia di pesi �a Vostra Signoria, lo faro

manifesto. Dapoi lui sottogionge anchora quest’altra conclusione, e dice in questa

forma. Et certamente sono alcuni pesi, le quali sono manifesti nell’una, e l’altra sorte
de libre (cioe nelle maggiori, e nelle menori) ma molto piu nelle maggiori, perche

molto piu granda inclinatione, vien fatta dal medesimo peso nelle maggiori. La qual

conclusione, volendolo considerare, giudicare, e approvare, si come naturale (come

fu detto dell’altra) cioe per vigore, e autorita del senso del vedere, nelle dette libre

materiale, certamente questa non patira men oppositioni dell’altra, per le medesime

ragioni in quella adutte. Et similmente, volendo poi considerare, giudicare, e

dimostrare tal conclusione, come Mathematico, cioe fuora de ogni materia

medesimamente tal sua conclusione saria falsa, perche ogni sorte di peso posto in

qual si voglia sorte de libra, fara inclinar quella de continuo per fina �a tanto che quella
sia gionta all’ultimo, over piu basso luoco, che quella inclinar si possa, e tutto questo,

nelli detti principii della scientia di pesi dimostrativamente �a quella si fara manifesto.

S.A. Anchor che tutte queste vostre oppositioni, e argomenti naturali, habbiano del

verisimile non posso credere, che il non ve sia altre ragioni, e argomenti, si naturali,

come Mathematici da poter difendere, e salvare, tal sua questione insieme con quelle

altre due conclusioni. Anci è ho ferma opinione che chi studiasse con
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diligentia sopra �a tal materia, ritrovaria tutte quelle particolarita materiale, che sono

causa, che tal questione, e conclusioni non se verificano in materia, come che

l’autor conchiude, et dice. Et dapoi che quelle fusseno ritrovate, et conosciute,

tengo che saria cosa facile �a rimediarli, e fare che se verificasseno in materia

precisamente, come che l’autor propone. N. Vostra Signoria non è di vana opinione,
perche in effetto tutte quelle cose che nella mente sono conosciute vere, e massime

per dimostrationi astratte da ogni materia, ragionevolmente si debbono anchora

verificare al senso del vedere in materia (altramente le Mathematice sariano in tutto

vane, e di nullo giovamento, over profitto all’huomo), e se per caso quelle non se

verificano, come che nelle sopradette libre, over bilance maggior, e menor, e stato

detto, e disputato. Eglie da credere, anci da tener per fermo, che il tutto proceda

dalla disproportionalita, e inequalita delle parti, e membri materiali, dalli quali

vengono composte, cioe che le dette parti, e membri dell’una piu se discostano, over
allontanano da quelle considerate fuora de ogni materia, di quello che fanno quelli

dell’altra. E per tanto volendo difendere, e salvare tal questione Aristotelica, cioe

far che quella sempre se verifichi in materia, e in ogni qualita de libre, over bilance

si grande, come piccole. Bisogna agguagliar le dette parti, over membri di cadauna

di quelle, talmente che quelli siano egualmente distanti da quelle considerate fuora

de ogni materia sensibile. Il che facendo non solamente se verificara tal sua

questione al senso in materia, cioe nelle dette libre, over bilance materiale, ma

anchora se verificaranno quelle altre due conclusioni, che sottogionse in fine.

S.A. Io ho accaro che la mia opinione se sia verificata.

QUESITO SECONDO FATTO CONSEQUEN–

temente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor Don

Diego Ambasciator

Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Ma per non haver troppo ben inteso le ragioni da voi

allegate, vorria che un’altra volta, e piu chiaramente me le repli casti. N. Dico

Signore, che la causa che le sopradette libre, over bilance maggiore, e menore, non

rispondeno secondo che l’autor conchiude, e dimostra, non procede d’altro, che
dalla inequalita delle parti, over membri materiali, dalli quali vengono composte, le

quai parti, over membri, sono li dui bracci, e anchora il sparto (cioe quel axis over

centro, sopra del qual girano li detti bracci in cadauna de loro, perche li detti bracci,

e sparto nelle libre, over bilance maggiore sono molto piu grossi, e corpulenti di

quelle delle menore. Et perche li bracci di quelle libre, over bilance che vengono

considerate, come Mathematico, cioe fuora de ogni materia, sono considerati, et

supposti, come simplice linee, cioe senza larghezza, ne grossezza, e il sparto, over

axis di quelle vien considerato, e supposto un simplice ponto indivisibile, le qual

sorte de libre, over bilance. Quando che possibil fosse �a darne una cosi realmente

spogliata, e nuda de ogni materia sensibile, come che con la mente vengono

considerate, senza alcun
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dubbio quella saria agilissima, e diligentissima sopra �a tutte le libre, over bilance

materiale, di quella medesima grandezza, perche quella saria totalmente libera da

ogni material impedimento. Et per tanto conchiudendo dico, che quanto piu le parti,

over membri di una libra, over bilanza materiale, se accostano, over appropinquano

alle parti, over membri della non materiale (qual è la originale, over ideale di tutte le

materiale) tanto sara piu agile, e diligente di quelle che men vi se accostaranno, over

appropinquaranno (di quella medesima grandezza). Et perche le parti, over membri

di quelle bilancette, che adoprano li Bancheri, e Gioieleri (disopra allegate) molto

piu se accostano, over appropinquano alle parti, over membri della detta sua ideale,

di quello che fanno le parti, over membri di quelle libre, over bilance maggiori, che

adoprano li Speciali (disopra allegate) perche li brazzetti delle dette bilancette

piccole sono sottilissimi, e quelli delle grande sono piu grossi. Onde li sottili piu

se accostano alla simplice linea (quale manca de larghezza, e grossezza) di quello

fanno li piu grossi, e corpulenti, e similmente il sparto, over axis delle dette librette,

over bilancette piccole, è piccolino, e sottile, e quello delle grande, è piu grande, e

grosso. Onde il detto sparto delle dette bilancette piccole piu se accosta, over

appropinqua al sparto della sua ideale (qual è un ponto indivisibile) di quello fa il

sparto delle dette bilance grande per esser piu grande, e grosso. Et questa è la

principal causa che le sopradette librette, over bilancette menori, se dimostrano al

senso piu diligente delle maggiori, cosa totalmente contraria alla sopra allegata

Aristotelica questione.

QUESITO TERZO FATTO CONSE–

quentemente dal medesimo Illustrissimo

Signor Don Diego Ambascia–

tor Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Ben in che modo si puo difendere, e salvare tal sua

questione, cioe far che quella se verifichi al senso in materia secondo che lui

propone, over conchiude. N. Bisogna fondarse sopra le libre, over bilance ideale,

cioe sopra quelle che vengono considerate con la mente astratte da ogni materia, e

vedere in che cosale maggiore siano differente dalle menore, la qual cosa essendo

osservata nelle libre, over bilance materiale sara difesa, e salvata tal questione

Aristotelica, cioe che quella sempre se verificara al senso nelle dette libre materiale.

S.A. Non ve intendo parlatime piu chiaro. N. Dico Signore, che �a voler difendere, e
salvare tal questione, bisogna fondarse, over reggersi per le libre, over bilance

ideale, cioe per quelle, che con la mente vengono considerate fuora de ogni materia,

e vedere in che cosa le maggiori siano differente dalle menori, sopra la qual cosa

considerando, e guardando, se trovara, che le dette libre, over bilance maggiori, non

sono differente dalle menori, eccetto che nella longhezza di suoi bracci, e in tutte le

altre cose se agguagliano, perche anchor che li bracci delle libre maggiori siano piu

longhi de quelli delle menori, tamen non sono ne piu grossi, ne piu sottili de quelli,

perche, si nelle maggiori, come nelle menori, sono considerati,
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come simplice linee, le quale mancano di larghezza, e grossezza, e pero in

larghezza, e grossezza non vi è alcuna differentia. Et similmente li sparti, over

axi delle libre, over bilance maggiori sono eguali alli sparti, over axi delle menori,

perche si nelle maggiori, come nelle menori sono considerati, come simplici ponti,

li quali ponti per esser tutti indivisibili, sono eguali, le qual cose essendo

diligentemente osservate nelle libre, over bilance materiale, cioe che le maggiore

non siano differente dalle menore, eccetto che nella longhezza di suoi bracci, ma

che in larghezza, et grossezza siano eguali, e cosi li lor sparti materiali senza dubbio

in quelle, non solamente se verificara al senso quello, che Aristotile nella detta sua

questione conchiude. Ma anchora se verificaranno, quelle altre due conclusioni che

vi sottogionse in fine. (Anchor che in astratto, cioe fuora de ogni materia, ambedue

false siano, come che per li principii della scientia di pesi �a V.S. faro manifesto.) Et

siano le dette libre, over bilance di che qualita, materia, e condition si voglia, pur

che osservino la detta egualita nella grossezza di detti bracci, e sparti loro.

S.A. Certamente che questo vostro discorso me piace assai.

QUESITO QUARTO FATTO CONSE–

quentemente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor

Don Diego Ambasciator Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Ma se ben me aricordo voi dicesti anchora nel

principio del nostro ragionamento, che Aristotile pretermette, over ta ce una

questione sopra delle dette libre di non poca importantia, over speculatione, hor

ditemi, che questione è questa. N. Se vostra Signoria ben se aricorda della sua

seconda questione, in quella lui interrogativamente adimanda, e consequentemente

dimostra, perche causa quando chel sparto sera disopra della libra, e che l’uno di

bracci di quella da qualche peso sia portato, over spinto �a basso, remosso che sia,

over levato via quel tal peso, la detta libra di nuovo reascende, e ritorna al suo primo

luoco. Et se il detto sparto è di sotto della detta libra, e che medesimamente l’uno di
suoi bracci sia da qualche peso pur portato, over spinto �a basso remosso, over levato

che sia via quel tal peso la detta libra non reascende, ne ritorna al suo primo luoco

(come che fa nell’altra positione) ma rimane disotto, cioe �a basso. Hor dico, che lui
pretermette, over tace un’altra questione, che in questo luoco se conveneria, di

molta maggior speculatione di cadauna delle sopradette, la qual questione è questa.

Perche causa quando che il sparto è precisamente in essa libra, et che l’un di bracci
di quella sta da qualche peso portato, over urtato �a basso, remosso, over levato che

sia sia quel tal peso, la detta libra di nuovo reascende al suo primo luoco, si come

che fa anchora quella, che ha il sparto di sopra da lei. S.A. Questa mi pare una bella

questione, e molto piu remota dal nostro intelletto naturale che le due sopradette, e

molto havero accaro ad intendere la causa di tal effetto, ma prima voglio che me

chiariti un dubbio, che nella mente me intona sopra delle sopra allegate questioni, il

quale è questo.

Quesito
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QUESITO QUINTO FATO CONSEQUENTE–

emente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor Don Diego,

Ambasciator Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Dove se trova una libra, over bilanza materiale, che il

suo sparto sia di sopra, over di sotto di quella, anci �a me mi pare, che il detto sparto in

tutte sia precisamente in esse libre, come, che nella vostra terza question se suppone, e

non di sopra, ne manco di sotto. N. Anchor, che di tal sorte bilance non si faccia, over si

trovi el non resta pero, chel non se ne potesse fare. S.A. A me mi pare una materia, �a
mover questione sopra �a cose che non si costumano, ne si trovino in essere. N. Il tutto si

fa Signore, perche tutti li artificiosi istromenti, che per augumentare le forze del huomo

se oprano, in qual si voglia arte Mechanica se referiscono �a una delle sopradette tre

specie de libre, over bilance, et cosi in ogni dubbio, over questione, che sopra ad alcuno

de tai istromenti nascer potesse, volendone conoscere, over assignare la intrinsica causa.

Eglie necessario prima venir a quella sorte libra, over bilanza, alla qual piu se referisse

quel tal istromento, e dalla detta libra, over bilanza se vien al cerchio, per lamirabil virtu,

e potentia del quale se risolve il tutto, come, che nella scientia di pesi si fara manifesto.

S.A. Essendo adunque cose di tanta importantia, voglio, che me replicati, e dimostrati

figuralmente cadauna de dette tre Questioni, over parti a una per una: perche le voglio

ben intendere, e cominciati alla prima. N. Per dimostrar in figura la prima parte di tal

questione. Sia la libra .a.b. el sparto della quale sia el ponto. c. (qual sparto sia alquanto

di sopra della detta libra .a.b. come nella figura appare) e sia che per la impositione del

peso. e. el suo brazzo .a.d. sia da quel tirato a basso, come che di sotto appare in detta

figura: hor dico, che chi levasse via el detto peso .e. tal brazzo .a.d. reascendaria, e

retornaria al suo primo, e condecente luoco, el qual luoco saria nel ponto, over sito .

k. e cosi l’altro brazzo .d.b. descendaria per fina al ponto, over sito .l. e tutto questo
procede: perche nel trasportar el detto brazzo .a.d. a basso, piu della mitta di tutto

el fusto della detta libra .a.b. se vien a trasferirsi in alto, cioe oltra la perpendicolar

.n.m. passante per il sparto .c. la qual perpendicolar se chiama
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la linea della direttione,[82] cioe, che la parte .b.d.g. in alto ellevata vien �a esser tanto
piu della mita de tutto el fusto .a.b. quanto che è dal .d. al .g. e la restante parte .a.g.

ridutta al basso vien �a esser tanto manco della mita di tutto el detto fusto .a.b. quanto

che è dal detto ponto.g.al ponto .d. perche adunque tal parte .b.d.g. in alto ellevata è

molto maggiore del restante brazzo .a.g. al basso trasferto, levandose via el detto peso

.e. la detta parte .a.g. (piu debole) vien �a esser urtata, e spinta dall’altra maggior parte .

b.d.g. in alto ellevata (per esser di lei piu potente) per fin �a tanto, che la detta linea

della direttione caschi perpendicolarmente sopra el detto fusto, over libra .a.b. e che

seghi quello in due parti equali in ponto .d. S.A. Questa ragion è quasi simile �a quella
che aduce Aristotile, ma è alquanto piu chiara, e miglior figura.

QUESITO SESTO FATTO CONSE–

quentemente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor Don

Diego Ambasciator Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Hor seguitati la seconda parte. N. Per dimostrare la

seconda �a vostra Signoria. Pongo sia la libra .a.b. la qual habbia il sparto (cioe quel

ponto, over polo, sopra del qual lei gira) alquanto di sotto, cioe disotto dal fusto .a.b.

come disotto appar in ponto .c. e sia anchor, che per la imposition del peso .e. el suo

brazzo .a.d. sia da quel tirato �a basso, come che di sotto nella figura appar, hor dico,

che chi levasse via el detto peso .e. tal brazzo non reascenderia ne ritornaria al suo

primo luoco, cioe in ponto .k. (come, che fa in quella, che ha il sparto di sopra) ma

restaria cosi inclinato �a basso, e la causa di questo procede, perche nel trasportarse el
detto brazzo .a.d. al basso piu della mitta di tutto el fusto, over libra .a.b.

si vien�a trasferire drio�a quello, oltra la linea della direttione, cioe oltra la perpendicolar .
n.m. qual passa per il sparto .c. tal che tutta la parte .a.g. al basso ridutta, vien �a esser
tanto piu della mitta di tutta la libra .a.b. quanto, che è dal .d. al .g. e la parte .g.b. in alto

ellevata vien �a restare tantomeno della detta mitta, quanto, che è dal detto .d. al detto .g.

per esser adunque la ellevata parte .g.b. di menor quantita della inclinata .a.g. vien �a
esser piu debole, over men potente di lei, e pero, non è atta, ne sofficiente �a po–
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terla urtare, e sforzare �a farla ascendere al suo primo luoco in .k. come fece nella

passata, anci quella restara cosi inclinata al basso, e la retenera lei cosi in aere

ellevata, che è il proposito. S.A. Queste due parti quasi, che il nostro intelletto le

apprende per ragion naturale, senza altra dimostratione. N. Cosi è Signore.

QUESITO SETTIMO FATTO CONSEQUENTEMEN–

te dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor Don Diego,

Ambasciator Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Hor seguitatimo la terza parte, quale diceti, che

manca in questo luoco, cioe dove nasce la causa, che quando el sparto de una

libra sara precisamente nel mezzo di essa, cioe ne di sotto, ne di sopra, ma nel

mezzo di quella, come, che sono tutte le libre, over bilance, che communamente se

oprano, e che l’uno di brazzi di quella sia da qualche peso (over dalla nostra mano)

urtato �a basso, levado, che sia via quel tal peso (over mano) immediate tal brazzo

riascende, et ritorna al suo primo luoco si come che anchor fa quella libra qual tien

il sparto di sopra da essa libra. Perche in effetto la causa di questo ultimo effetto mi

par molto piu remota dal nostro intelletto de cadauna delle altre due. N. E ho detto �a
vostra Signoria, che �a voler dimostrare la causa di tal effetto �a me è necessario �a
diffinire, e dechiarire prima �a vostra Signoria alcuni termini, e principii della

scientia di pesi. S.A. So no cosa longa questi principii, che vi bisogna dechiarare.

N. Per quanto aspetta �a voler demostrare simplicemente questa particolarita sara

cosa brevissima, vero è che quando, che vostra signoria volesse intendere

ordinariamente tutti li principii di tal scientia, vi saria da dire assai. S.A. Bensa,

che voglio intendere il tutto ordinariamente, come si de. N. L’hora è tarda Signore
per far questo effetto. S.A. Ben andati, e ritornati dimane da mattina. N. Ritornaro

Signore.

Il fine del Settimo Libro.

X ij
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LIBRO OTTAVO DELLI

QUESITI, ET INVENTIONI DIVERSE,

DE NICOLO TARTAGLIA BRISCIANO.

Sopra la Scientia di Pesi

QUESITO PRIMO FATTO DAL ILLUSTRISS.[IMO]

Signor Don Diego Hurtado di Mendozza, Ambasciator

Cesareo in Venetia.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Hor voria Tartaglia, che me incomenciasti �a
dechiarire ordinariamente quella scientia de pesi, di che me parlasti hieri. Ma,

perche conosco tal scientia non esser semplicemente per se (per non esser le arte

liberale, salvo che sette) ma subalternata, voria che prima me dicesti, da che

scientia, over disciplina quella derivi, e nasci. N. Signor Clarissimo parte di questa

scientia nasce, over deriva dalla Geometria, e parte dalla Natural Philosophia:

perche, parte delle sue conclusioni se dimostrano Geometricamente, e parte se

approvano Physicalmente, cioe naturalmente. S. A. E ve ho inteso circa questa

particolarita.

QUESITO SECONDO FATTO CONSEQUEN–

temente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor Don

Diego Ambasciator Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Ma ditime anchora, che costrutto si puo cavar di tal

scientia. N. Li costrutti, che di tal scientia si potriano cavare, saria quasi impossibile

�a poterli �a vostra Signoria isprimere, over connumerare, nondimeno io ve referiro

quelli, che per al presente �a me sono manifesti. Et per tanto dico, che primamente

per vigore di tal scientia, eglie possibile �a conoscere, e misurare con ragione la

vertu, e potentia di tutti questi istromenti Mechanici, che da nostri antiqui sono stati

ritrovati, per augumentare la forza de l’huomo, nel ellevare, condurre, over spingere

avanti ogni grave peso cioe in qual si voglia grandezza, che quelli siano constituidi,

over fabricati, secondariamente per vertu di tal scientia, non solamente eglie

possibile di poter con ragion conoscere, e misurare simplicemente la forza de

l’huomo, ma anchora eglie possibile di trovar el modo di augumentar quella in

infinito, e in varii modi, e cosi in qual si voglia modo eglie possibile �a conoscere

l’ordine, e proportione di tal augumentatione, come, che in fine con varii istromenti

Mechanici �a V. S. faro conoscere, e vedere. S.A. Questo havero molto accaro.
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QUESITO TERZO. FATTO CONSE–

quentemente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor

Don Diego Ambascia

tor Cesareo.

SIGNORAMBASCIATORE. Hor seguitati, come vi pare circa �a tal scientia. N. Per
procedere regolatamente, hoggi diffiniremo solamente alcuni termini, e modi di

parlare occorrenti in questa scientia, accio che il frutto della intelligentia di quella,

V.S. piu facilmente apprenda. Dimane poi dechiariremo li principii di tal scientia,

cioe quelle cose che in tal scientia non si possono dimostrare, perche (come che

V.S. sa) ogni scientia ha li suoi primi princpii indemostrabili, li quali essendo

concessi, over supposti per lor mezzo si disputa, e sostenta tutta la scientia, dopo

questo andaremo preponendo varie propositioni, over conclusioni sopra di tal

scientia, e parte de quelle dimostraremo �a V.S. con argomenti Geometrici, e parte

approvaremo con ragioni naturali, come di sopra dissi. Et dapoi questo, vostra

Signoria, preponera tutti quei dubbii, over questioni che �a quella gli parera, nelle

cose Mechanice, e massime sopra li mirabili effetti delli sopradetti istromenti

materiali che augumentano la forza dell’huomo, che per le cose dette, e approbate,

nella detta scientia de pesi, tutte se resolveranno. S.A. Questo vostro procedere cosi

regolatamente molto mi piace.

QUESITO QUARTO FATTO CONSE–

quentemente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor Don

Diego Ambasciator Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Hor seguitate adunque le dette diffinitioni

consequentemente. N.

QUESITO. IIII. DIFFINITIONE PRIMA.

Li corpi se dicono di grandezza eguali, quando che quelli occupano, over empino

luochi eguali. S.A. Datemi qualche material essempio. N. Essempi gratia, doi corpi

spherici gettati, over prontati in una medesima forma, over in forme eguale, se

diriano eguali di grandezza, anchor che fusseno di materia diversa, cioe che l’uno
fusse di piombo, e l’altro di ferro, over di pietra, e cosi si debbe intendere in qual si
voglia altra diversita di forma. S.A. E ve ho inteso, seguitati. N.

QUESITO. V. DIFFINITIONE II.

Similmente li corpi se dicono di grandezza diversi, over ineguali, quando che quelli

occupano, over empino luochi diversi, over ineguali. Et maggiore se intende quello,

che occupa maggior luoco. S.A. E ve ho inteso, seguitati. NIC.
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QUESITO. VI. DIFFINITIONE TERZA.

La vertu d’un corpo grave se intende, e piglia per quella potentia, che lui ha da

tendere, over di andare al basso, e anchora da resistere al moto contrario, cioe �a che
il volesse tirar in suso. S.A. Quando che non vi dico altro seguitati, perche col mio

tacere, e ve dinoto havermi inteso, e che debbiati seguitare. N.

QUESITO. VII. DIFFINITIONE QUARTA.

Li corpi se dicono de vertu, over potentia, equali, quando che quelli in tempi eguali

di moto pertransiscono spacii eguali.

QUESITO. VIII. DIFFINITIONE QUINTA.

Li corpi se dicono de vertu, over potentia diversa, quando che quelli in tempi

diversi, pertransiscono di moto, spacii eguali, over che in tempi eguali

pertransiscono intervalli ineguali.

QUESITO. IX. DIFFINITIONE SESTA.

La vertu, over potentia de corpi diversi, quella se intende esser maggiore, la quale

nel pertransire uno medesimo spacio summe manco tempo. Et menor quella che

summe piu tempo, overamente quella che in tempi eguali pertransisse maggior

spaccio.

QUESITO. X. DIFFINITIONE SETTIMA.

Quelli corpi se dicono essere di uno medesimo genere, quando che sono di egual

grandezza, e che sono anchora di egual vertu, over potentia.

QUESITO. XI. DIFFINITIONE OTTAVA.

Quelli corpi se dicono essere de diversi generi, quando che sono di egual grandezza,

e che non sono di egual vertu, over potentia.

QUESITO. XII. DIFFINITIONE NONA.

Quelli corpi se dicono essere simplicemente eguali in gravita, li quali sono

realmente di egual peso, anchor che fusseno di materia diversa.

QUESITO. XIII. DIFFINITIO

NE DECIMA.
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Un corpo se dice essere simplicemente piu grave d’un altro, quando che quello è

realmente piu ponderoso di quello, anchor che fusse di materia diversa.

QUESITO XIIII. DIFFINITIONE XI.

Un corpo se dice essere piu grave d’un’altro secondo la specie, quando che la

sostantia material di quello è piu ponderosa della sostantia material dell’altro, come

che è il piombo del ferro, e altri simili.

QUESITO XV. DIFFINITIONE XII.

Un corpo se dice essere piu, over men grave d’un’altro nel descendere, quando che

la rettitudine, obliquita, over dependentia del luoco, over spacio dove descende lo fa

descendere piu, over men grave dell’altro, e similmente piu, over men veloce

dell’altro, anchor che siano ambidui simplicemente eguali in gravita.

QUESITO XVI. DIFFINITIONE XIII.

Un corpo si dice essere piu grave, over men grave d’un’altro, secondo il luoco, over
sito, quando che la qualita del luoco dove che lui se riposa, e giace, lo fa essere piu

grave dell’altro anchor che fusseno simplicemente egualmente gravi.

QUESITO XVII. DIFFINITIONE XIIII.

La gravita d’un corpo se dice essere nota, quando che il numero delle libre, che lui

pesa ne sia noto, over altra denomination de peso.

QUESITO XVIII. DIFFINITIONE XV.

Li brazzi de una libra, over bilancia se dicono essere nel sito, over luoco della

equalita, quando che quelli stanno equidistanti al piano dell’Orizonte.

QUESITO XIX. DIFFINITIONE XVI.

La linea della direttione è una linea retta imaginata venire perpendicolarmente da

alto al basso, e passare per il sparto, polo, over assis de ogni sorte libra, over

bilanza.

QUESITO XX. DIFFINITIONE XVII.

Piu obliquo se dice essere quel descenso, d’un corpo grave, il quale in una

medesima quantita, capisse manco della linea della direttione, overamente del

descenso
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retto verso il centro del mondo. S.A. In questa non ve intendo troppo bene e pero

datemi uno essempio. N. Per essemplificare questa diffinitione sia il corpo .a. e il

retto descenso di quello verso il centro del mondo sia la linea .a.b. e sia anchora li

descensi .a.c. e .a.d. e de questi dui ne sia signati le

due quantita, over parti .a.e. e .a.f. eguale, e dalli

dui ponti .e. e .f. siano tirate le due linee .e.g. e .f.h.

equidistanti al piano dell’Orizonte, e perche la

parte .a.b. è menore della parte .a.g. il descenso .

a.f.d. se dira esser piu obliquo del descenso .a.e.c.

perche lui capisse manco del descenso retto, cioe

della linea .a.b. in una medesima quantita. Et

questo medesimo si debbe intendere in tutti li

descensi che potesse fare il detto corpo .a. (over

altro simile) stante appeso al braccio di alcuna

libra, cioe che quel descenso se dira esser piu

obliquo, che per lo medesimo modo capira manco

della linea della direttione, in una medesima quantita de descenso. S.A. E ve ho

inteso �a sofficientia, e pero seguitati se haveti altra cosa da diffinire. N. Signore

questa è la ultima cosa che habbiamo da diffinire sopra �a questa materia. Dimane

poi dichiariremo li principii di questa scientia, secondo la promessa. S.A. Alla

bon’hora.

QUESITO. XXI. FATTO CONSE–

quentemente dal medesimo Illustrissimo Signor

DonDiego Ambasciator Cesareo.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Hor seguitati Tartaglia questi vostri principii. N. Li

principii de qual si voglia scientia alcuni vogliano che siano detti dignita, perche

quelli approvano altri, e loro non ponno essere approvati da altri, alcuni le chiamano

suppositioni, perche se suppongono per veri in detta scientia, altri piacque chiamarli

petitioni, perche volendo disputare tal scientia, e quella sostentare con

dimostrationi, bisogna prima adimandare all’aversario la concessione de quelli,

perche se lui non li volesse concedere (ma negare) saria negata tutta la scientia, ne

vi occorreria �a disputarla altramente. Et perche questa ultima opinione mi piace

alquanto piu delle altre due, petitioni le chiamaremo, e cosi anchora in forma de

petitioni li proferiremo.

QUESITO. XXII. PETITIONE PRIMA.

Adimandamo che ne sia concesso, che il movimento naturale de ogni corpo

ponderoso, e grave sia rettamente verso il centro del mondo. S.A. Questo non è

da negare.

Quesito
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QUESITO XXIII. PETITIONE II.

Simelmente adimandamo, che ne sia concesso quel corpo, ch’è di maggior potentia

debbia anchora discendere piu velocemente, et nelli moti contrarii, cioe nelli ascensi,

ascendere piu pigramente, dico nella libra. S.A. Datime uno essempio materiale sopra

di questa petitione, se voleti, che ve intenda. N. Sia, essempi gratia, le due libre .a.b.c.

e .d.e.f. equali, cioe, che li dui brazzi .a.b. e .b.c. siano equali alli dui brazzi .d.e. e .e.f.

e li lor sparti, over centri siano .b. e .e. e nella istremita del brazzo .b.a. vi sia appeso il

corpo .a. poniamo de libre due in gravita, e nella istremita de l’altro brazzo, cioe in

ponto .c. non vi sia alcuna altra gravita, e cosi nella istremita del brazzo .e.d. vi sia

appeso el corpo .d. poniamo di una libra sola in gravita, e nella istremita dell’altro
brazzo, cioe in ponto .f. non vi sia alcuna gravita, e siano li detti dui corpi, cosi

congionti ellevati con la mano in alto egualmente, come che di sotto appar in figura:

hor adimando, che me sia concesso, lasciando andare cadauno de detti dui corpi cosi

in alto ellevati, che il corpo .a. (per esser piu grave) discenda piu veloce–

mente al basso del corpo .d. cioe, che il detto corpo .a. sumaramanco tempo�a pertransire
il curvo spacio .a.g. di quello fara il detto corpo .d. pertransire il curvo spatio .d.h. li quali

spacii vengono�a esser eguali, perche li brazzi de dette libre sono eguali dal presupposito,
e pero li detti dui spacii, over descensi curvi, vengono �a esser circonferentie di cerchii
eguali. Et è converso, quando, che li detti corpi saranno discesi nel suo infimo, over piu

basso luoco, cioe l’uno in ponto .g. e l’altro in ponto .h. adimando, che me sia concesso,

che quella vertu, over potentia, la qual essendo appesa nell’altro brazzo della libra in

ponto .c. sara atta ad ellevare el detto corpo .a .per fin al luoco, dove che al presente se

ritrova nella figura superiore quella medesima sia atta ad ellevar piu velocemente il

corpo .d. essendo a pesa nell’altro brazzo della sua libra, cioe in ponto .f. S.A. Questo vi
concedo, perche la sperientia ne rende buona testimonianza. N. Ma vostra Signoria

sappia, che quello, che havemo detto, e adimandato delli detti dui corpi, delli quali l’uno
è simplicemente piu potente dell’altro, il medesimo adimandamo de dui corpi

simplicemente eguali in potentia ma inequali per vigor della lor positione, over sito

nel brazzo de una medesima libra, essempi gratia, se nel brazzo .a.b., della

X
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libra .a.b.c. ve sia appeso li dui corpi .a. e .d. eguali simplicemente in potentia, cioe,

l’uno in ponto .a. e l’altro in ponto .d. come di sotto appar in figura, anchor, che siano

simplicemente egualmente potenti, nondimeno il corpo .a. in tal positione per la .13.

diffinitione se dira esser piu grave del corpo .d. come per lavenire se fara manifesto,

perche in questo luoco non si puo assignar la ragione per le cose dette,ma per lavenire se

provara el corpo .a. in simel sito esser piu grave del corpo .d. e pero essendo quelli

ellevati l’uno in ponto .e. e l’altro in ponto .g. e dapoi essendo ambi dui abandonati, dico,

che il corpo .a. discendera piu veloce del corpo .d. e è converso, essendo l’uno, e l’altro
discesi nelli loro infimi luochi, cioe l’uno in ponto .f. e l’altro in ponto .h. quella potentia
che sara atta in ponto .c. ad ellevare il corpo .a .dal ponto .f. per fina al ponto .e. quella

medesima sara atta ad ellevare nel medesimo luoco, molto piu velocemente il corpo .d.

dal ponto .h. per fin al ponto .g. S.A. Anchora questa è cosa chiara, ma voria intendere

due cose da voi. la prima è, che voria intendere, perche non fingeti la soprascritta figura

de libra, con quelle sue due tazzette appese l’una da un capo, e l’altra da l’altro (come

nelle material libre si costuma) per imponervi li pesi, over campioni in l’una, e nell’altra
le cose, che se hanno da ponderare; la seconda è, che voria sapere se questo essempio de

libra si debbe intendere di quelle, che hanno il lor sparto di sopra, over di quelle, che

l’hanno di sotto, over di quelle, che non l’hanno, ne di sopra, ne di sotto, ma in esse libre

proprie. N. Circa alla prima, rispondo, che la pura libra se intende per quella pura

longhezza, che forma quelli dui brazzi l’uno di qua, l’altro di la dal sparto, ò siano li detti
brazzi equali tra loro, over inequali, e quelle due tazzette, che dice V.S. non sono parte

della libra, ma vi se aggiongono per commodita del ponderante, per imponervi li

campioni, e pesi, che ha da ponderare, si come ch’è anchora la sella d’un cavallo, la

quale non è parte del cavallo, ma una cosa aggionta per commodita di colui, che l’ha da
cavalcare, e perche meglio si vede, e comprende uno cavallo nudato della sua sella, che

con la sella, et simelmente una libra nudata di quelle sue due tazzette, che con le tazzette

senza tazzette la essemplificamo. Circa alla seconda particolarita, dico, che la presente

libra, e simelmente tutte quelle, che per l’avenir si proponera (non specificando altro) si
debbono intendere di quelle, che hanno il sparto in lormedesime, come nellemateriale si

costuma. S.A. E ve ho inteso, seguitati. N.
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QUESITO XXIIII. PETITIONE III.

Anchora adimandamo, che ne sia concesso un corpo grave esser in el discendere

tanto piu grave, quanto che il moto di quello è piu retto al centro del mondo.

S.A. Datime anchora uno qualche material essempio sopra �a quest’altra petitione se
voleti, che vi intenda. N. Sia, essempi gratia, il corpo grave .a. e poniamo, che le

quattro linee .a.b. .a.c. .a.d. a.e. siano quattro luochi, over spacii da poter descendere

el detto corpo .a. e poniamo anchora, che la linea .a.b. sia il rettissisimo, e

perpendicolar descenso verso il centro del mondo, onde la linea .a.d. veneria ad

esser piu retta verso il detto centro del mondo della linea .a.e. e per tanto in questo

caso adimandamo, che ne sia concesso il detto corpo .a. esser piu grave nel

discendere per la linea .a.d. che per la linea .a.e. (per esser come detto piu retta di

quella al centro del mondo), e simelmente per la linea .a.c. descendere piu grave,

che per la linea .a.d .per esser tal linea a.c. piu retta al centro del mondo della detta

linea .a.d. e cosı̀ quanto piu el detto corpo .a. se andara accostando alla detta linea .a.

b. nel suo descendere se suppone tanto piu grave descendere, perche quel transito,

over descenso, che forma piu acuto angolo con la linea .b.a. in ponto .a. se intende

esser piu retto al centro del mondo, di quello, che lo forma men acuto. Onde per la

linea .a.b. vien �a discendere piu grave, che per qual si voglia altro verso.

A

B C ED 

Et questo, che havemo detto, e adimandato del sopradetto corpo .a. separato da ogni

libra, il medesimo adimandamo de quelli, che descendono appesi al brazzo di

qualche libra. Essempi gratia, sia anchora el detto corpo .a. appeso al brazzo della

libra .a.b.c. girante sopra al sparto, over centro .b. overamente al brazzo della libra

a.d.e. girante sopra al sparto, over centro .d. e sia el perpendicolar descenso verso il

centro del mondo la linea retta .a.f. e el descenso, che faria el detto corpo .a. con el

brazzo .a.b. della libra .a.b.c. sopra el centro .b. la linea curva .a.g. Et el descenso,

che faria el medesimo corpo .a. con el brazzo .a.d. della libra .a.d.e. sopra el centro .

d. la linea curva .a.h. Hor dico, e adimando, che ne sia concesso il detto corpo .a.

esser piu grave nel descendere per il descenso .a.b. che pel descenso .a g. per essere

el detto descenso .a.h. piu retto al centro del mondo del descenso .a.g. perche el

detto descenso .a.h.

X ij
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forma piu acuto angolo con la linea .a.f. (qual’è l’angolo .b.a.f. della contingentia)

di quello fa lo decenso .a.g.

S.A. E ve ho inteso benissimo, e tal petitione non è da negare, e pero seguitati

nell’altra. N.

QUESITO. XXV. PETITIONE IIII.

Anchora adimandamo, che ne sia concesso quelli corpi esser egualmente gravi,

secondo el sito, over positione, quando che li lor descensi in tai siti sono egualmente

obliqui, e piu grave esser quello, che nel suo sito, over luoco dove se riposa, over

giace ha il descenso manco obliquo. S.A. Anchora questa vien a esser manifesta per

quello fu detto nella precedente, e anchora sopra la seconda petitione, e pero

seguitati. N.

QUESITO. XXVI. PETITIONE V.

Simelmente adimandamo, che ne sia concesso quel corpo esser men grave d’un
altro secondo el sito, over luoco, quando che per el descenso di quello altro,

nell’altro brazzo della libra in lui seguita il moto contrario, cioe, che da lui vien

ellevato insuso verso il cielo, e è converso. S.A. Questa è cosa troppo chiara da

concedere. N.

QUESITO. XXVII. PETITIONE SESTA

Anchora adimandamo, che ne sia concesso, niun corpo esser grave in se medesimo.

S.A. Questa vostra petitione non intendo. N. Cioe, che l’acqua nella acqua, il vino
nel vino, l’olio nel olio, e l’aere nel aere non essere di alcuna gravita. S.A. E ve ho

inteso, e è cosa concessibile, perche la sperientia nel manifesta, si che, seguitati.

N. Non ci è altra cosa da adimandare �a V. S. Diman, piacendo �a Iddio, intraremo

nelle propositioni. S.A. Saranno propositioni assai. N. Non troppo signore.

S.A. Credeti, che le spediremo dimane. N. Non credo Signore, che le spediremo

nanche fra diman, e l’altro. S.A. Ben andate ritornati da mattina a bon hora.
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QUESITO. XXVIII. PROPOSITIONE

PRIMA.

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE. Hor seguitati Tartalea queste vostre propositioni,

over conclusioni consequentemente l’una drieto all’altra, e sotto brevita. NICOLO.

La proportione della grandezza di corpi de un medesimo genere, e quella

della lor potentia è una medesima. S.A. Datemi uno essempio. N. Siano li dui

corpi .a.b. e .c. de uno medesimo genere, e sia .a.b. maggiore, e sia la potentia del

corpo .a.b. la .d.e. e quella de corpo .c. la .f. Hor dico che quella proportione, che è

dal corpo .a.b. al corpo .c. quella medesima è della

potentia .d.e. alla potentia .f. Et se possibile è esser

altramente (per l’aversario) sia che la proportione

del corpo .a.b. al corpo .c. sia menore di quella

della potentia .d.e. alla potentia .f. Hor sta del

corpo .a.b. (maggiore) compreso una parte eguale

al corpo .c. menore, quale sia la parte .a. e perche la

vertu, over potentia del composito è composta

dalla vertu di componenti. Sia adunque la vertu, over potentia della parte .a. la .d.

e la vertu, over potentia del residuo .b. de necessita sara la restante potentia .e. et

perche la parte .a. è tolta egual al .c. la potentia .d. (per il converso della .7.

diffinitione) sara eguale alla potentia .f. e la proportione de tutto il corpo .a.b. alla

sua parte .a. (per la seconda parte della .7. del quinto di Euclide) sara, si come quella

del medesimo corpo .a.b. al corpo .c. (per esser .a. egual al .c.) e similmente la

proportione della potentia .d.e. alla potentia .f. sara, si come quella della detta

potentia .d.e. alla sua parte .d. (per esser la .d. egual alla .f.). Adunque la proportione

de tutto il corpo .a.b. alla sua parte .a. sara menore di quella di tutta la potentia .d.e.

alla sua parte .d. Adunque eversamente[83] (per la .30. del quinto di Euclide) la

proportione del medesimo corpo .a.b. al residuo corpo .b. sara maggiore di quella di

tutta la potentia .d.e. alla restante potentia .e. la qual cosa saria inconveniente, e

contra la opinion dell’aversario, il qual vol che la proportione del maggior corpo al

menore sia menore, di quella della sua potentia alla potentia del detto menore.

Adunque destrutto l’opposito rimane il proposito. S.A. Sta bene, seguitati. NIC.

QUESITO. XXIX. PROPOSITIONE

SECONDA.

La proportione della potentia di corpi gravi de uno medesimo genere, e quella della

lor velocita (nelli descensi) se conchiude esser una medesima, anchor quel–

A B C 

D E     F 
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a delli lor moti contrarii (cioe delli lor ascensi) se conchiude esser la medesima, ma

trasmutativamente. S.A. Essemplificatime tal propositione. NIC.

Sia anchora li dui corpi .a.b. e .c. de uno medesimo genere, e di grandezza diversa, e

sia lo .a.b. maggiore, e sia la potentia del .a.b. la .d.e. e del .c. la .f. e perche il corpo di

potentia, over gravita maggiore (per la seconda petitione) descende piu velocemente, sia

adunque la velocita nel descender del corpo .a.b. la .g.h. e quella del corpo .c. la .k. hor

dico, che la proportione della potentia .d.e. alla potentia .f. e quella della velocita .g.h. alla

velocita .k. esser una medesima, e quella delli lor moti contrarii esser quella medesima,

ma trasmutativamente, cioe che la proportione della

velocita del corpo .a.b. alla velocita del corpo .c. nel

moto contrario (cioe nell’ascendere) esser, si come

quella della potentia .f. alla potentia .d.e. over, come

del corpo .c. al corpo .a.b. la qual cosa se dimostra per

il medesimo modo, che fu dimostrata la precedente,

cioe se la proportione della potentia .d.e. alla potentia .

f. non è (per l’aversario) si come quel la della velocita .

g.h. alla velocita .k. necessariamente la saramaggiore,

over menore, hor poniamo che la sia menore, della

potentia .d.e. ne assignaremo la parte .d. eguale ala .f. e cosi della velocita .g.h. ne

assignaremo la parte .g. eguale alla .k. e arguiremo, comenella precedente, dicendo che la

proportione di tutta la potentia .d.e. alla sua parte .d. sara (per la seconda parte della. 7. del

quinto di Euclide) si come quella della medesima potentia .d.e. alla potentia .f. (per esser

la .d. e .f. eguale) e similmente la proportione de tutta la velocita .g.h. alla sua parte .g.

esser, si come quella della medesima .g.h. alla .k. Adunque la proportione di tutta la

potentia .d.e. alla sua parte .d. saramenore di quella di tutta la velocita .g.h. alla sua parte .

g. Onde (per la 30 del quinto di Euclide) la proportione di tutta lamedesima potentia .d.e.

al suo residuo .e. havera maggior proportione, che tutta la velocita .g.h. al suo residuo .h.

la qual cosa saria contra la opinione dell’aversario qual suppone, che la proportione della
maggior potentia alla menore esser menore di quella della maggior velocita alla menore.

Et con li medesimi argomenti se procederia quando che quel supponesse che la

proportione della maggior potentia alla menore fusse maggiore di quella della maggior

velocita alla menore, distrutto adunque l’opposito rimane il proposito, hor per la seconda

parte della nostra conclusione, dico, che la proportione della velocita delli descensi, e

delli contrari moti, cioe delli ascensi de detti corpi è una medesima, ma trasmuta-

tivamente, cioe che la proportione della velocita del corpo .a.b. essendo da qualche

altra vertu imposta nell’altro braccio della libra in alto ellevato (poniamo per fin alla linea

della direttione) alla velocita del corpo .c. dalla medesima vertu, pur in alto ellevato per

fin allamedesima linea della direttione sara, si comequella della velocita .k. alla velocita .

g.h. over della potentia .f. alla potentia .d.e. over del cor–
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po .c. al corpo .a.b. perche quanta vertu, over potentia ha un corpo grave per

descendere al basso, tanta ne ha anchora per resistere al moto contrario, cioe �a
che il volesse tirare, over �a levare in alto adunque la potentia del corpo .a.b. per

resistere �a che il volesse ellevare in alto, sara tanto quanto la sopradetta .d.e. e

quella del corpo .c. sara tanto quanto la sopradetta .f. Adunque quella vertu che

nell’altro braccio della libra sara atta ad ellevare cosi �a pena il detto corpo .a.b. per

fin alla linea della direttione, quella medesima sara atta ad ellevare il detto corpo .c.

tanto piu velocemente (per fin alla detta linea della direttione) quanto che la sua

resistentia sara proportionalmente menore di quella del corpo .a.b. e perche la detta

resistentia del detto corpo .c. e tanto menore della resistentia del corpo .a.b. quanto

che la sua potentia .f. della potentia .d.e. Adunque la velocita del corpo .c. (nel moto

contrario) alla velocita del corpo .a.b. sara, si come la potentia .e.d. alla potentia .f.

over come che il corpo .a.b. al corpo .c. che il proposito.

CORRELARIO.

Da qui se manifesta qualmente la proportione della grandezza di corpi di uno

medesimo genere, e quella della lor potentia, e quella della lor velocita nelli lor

descensi esser una medesima. Et similmente quella della lor velocita nelli moti

contrarii, ma trasmutativamente. S. AMBASCIA. E ve ho inteso, seguitati pur.

NICOLO.

QUESITO XXX. PROPOSITIONE III.

Se saranno dui corpi simplicemente eguali di gravita, ma ineguali per vigor del sito,

over positione, la proportione della lor potentia, e quella della lor velocita

necessariamente sara una medesima. Ma nelli lor moti contrarii, cioe nelli ascensi,

la proportione della lor potentia, e quella della lor velocita se afferma esser la

medesima, ma trasmutativamente. S. AMBACIA. Fatemi la dimostratione di

questo. NICOLO.

Siano li dui corpi .a. e .b. simplicemente eguali di gravita, e sia la libra .c.d. il cui

centro, over sparto il ponto .e. e sia nella strema parte del brazzo .e.c. cioe in ponto .

c. appeso, e sostentato il corpo .a. e in uno altro luoco piu propinquo al sparto nel

medesimo brazzo, hor sia in ponto .f. vi sia sostentato il corpo .b. Et �a ben che questi
dui corpi siano simplicemente eguali di gravita, nondimeno (per la quarta petitione)

il corpo .a. sara (per vigor del luogo) piu grave del corpo .b. perche il descenso di

quello qual sia lo .c.h. e manco obliquo del descenso del corpo .b. qual sia lo .f.g.

(per la terza, e quarta petitione) essendo adunque il corpo .a. piu grave, secondo il

sito del corpo .b. sara etiam piu potente, e essendo piu potente (per la seconda

petitione) nelli descensi descendera piu velocemente del corpo .b. e nelli moti

contrarii, cioe nelli ascensi piu tardamente. Dico adunque che la proportione della

lor velocita nelli descensi esser simile �a quella della loro potentia, e quella delli lo–
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ro ascensi esser pur lamedesima,ma trasmutativamente, et per dimostrar la prima parte,

sia la potentia del corpo .a. la .l. e quella del corpo .b. la .m. e la velocita del corpo .a.

(nelli descensi) la .n. e quella del corpo .b. la .o. Dico che la proportione della velocita .n.

alla velocita .o. esser, si come quella della potentia .l. alla potentia .m. la qualcosa se

dimostra, si come la precedente,

cioe se possibil fusse, che la

proportione della potentia .m.

(per l’aversario) potesse esser

menore di quella della velocita .n.

alla velocita. o. sumendo della

potentia .l. la parte .p. eguale alla

.m. e della velocita .n. la parte .q.

eguale alla .o .e arguendo, come

nella precedente, cioe che la

proportione di tutta la potentia .l.

alla sua parte .p. (per la .7. del

quinto di Euclide) sara menore di

quella di tutta la velocita .n. alla

sua parte .q. Onde (per la .30. del

quinto di Euclide) la proportione

della medesima potentia .l.

all’altra sua parte, over residuo .r.

havera maggior proportione di

quello, che havera tutta la velocita

.n. all’altra sua parte, over residuo .s. la qual cosa saria inconveniente, et contra la

opinione dell’aversario, qual suppone che la proportione della maggior potentia alla

menore, esser menore di quella della maggior velocita, alla menore, e il medesimo

inconveniente seguiria quando che l’aversario, supponesse che la proportione della

potentia .l. ala potentia .m. fusse maggiore di quella della velocita .n. alla velocita .o.

distrutto adunque l’opposito rimane il proposito. La seconda parte se risolve, over

arguisse, si come nella precedente, cioe che quella potentia, che nell’altro brazzo della
libra (poniamo in ponto .d.) sara atta ad ellevare il corpo .a. per fin alla linea della

direttione, cioe in ponto .k. quella medesima sara atta ad ellevare tanto piu velocemente

il corpo .b. per fin al ponto .i. quanto che la potentia del detto corpo .b. (qual’è la .m.) è

menore della potentia del corpo .b. (qual’è la .l.) perche quanto che la potentia d’un
corpo èmenore tantomen resiste almoto contrario, e è converso, adunque la velocita del

corpo .b. �a quella del corpo .a. (nelli ascensi) sara, si come quella della potentia .l. alla

potentia .m. che è il secondo proposito. S. AMB. Questa è stata assai bella propositione,

ma seguitati pur. NIC.
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QUESITO XXXI. PROPOSITIONE IIII.

La proportione della potentia di corpi simplicemente equali in gravita, ma inequali

per vigor del sito, over positione, e quella delle lor distantie dal sparto, over centro

della libra, se approvano esser equali. S.A. Datime uno essempio. N. Siano li dui

corpi .a. e .b. della figura precedente simplicemente equali in gravita e sia la libra .c.

e.d. el centro, over sparto della quale sia el ponto .e. e sia appeso el corpo .a. in

ponto .c. e lo corpo .b. nel ponto .f. come nella figura precedente appare. Dico, che

la proportione della potentia del corpo .a. (quale sia la .l.) alla potentia del corpo .b.

(quale sia la .m.) esser simile �a quella, ch’è dalla distantia, over brazzo .e.c. alla

distantia, over brazzo .e.f. e tutto questo si approva secondo l’ordine della

precedente, cioe, se la proportione della distantia, over brazzo .c.e. alla distantia,

over brazzo .f.e. non è (per l’aversario), si come quella, ch’è dalla potentia .l. alla

potentia .m. adunque necessariamente sara, maggiore, over minore, hor sia prima

(se possibil è) menore sia, del brazzo, over distantia .c.e. maggiore cavato el brazzo,

over distantia .e.f. menore dalla banda verso .c. quale sia la .c.x. e dalla potentia .l.

ne sia cavata la parte .p. equal alla .m. Adunque (per la .7. del quinto di Euclide) la

proportione di tutta la distantia, over brazzo .e.c. alla sua parte .c.x. havera menor

proportione, di quello, che havera tutta la potentia .l. alla sua parte .p. Onde (per

la. 30. del quinto di Euclide) la proportione del brazzo, over distantia .c.e. alla

restante distantia, over brazzo .e.x. havera maggior proportione di quello havera la

potentia .l. alla restante potentia .r. la qual potentia .r. verria ad esser la potenza del

medesimo corpo .b. stante nel ponto .x. la qual cosa saria inconveniente, perche, se

la proportione della maggiore distantia dal sparto alla menore (per l’aversario)
havera maggior proportione, che la maggior potentia alla menore, questo doveria

seguire in ogni positione, e tamen se vede occorrere al contrario, cioe, che la

proposizione della distantia .c.e. alla distantia .e.x. saria maggiore di quella della

potentia .l. alla potentia del corpo .b. nel sito, over luoco, dove .x. distrutto adunque

lo opposito rimane il proposito.

CORRELARIO.

Dalle cose dette, e dimostrate, se manifesta non solamente la proporzione delle

distantie dal sparto nel brazzo della libra, e quella delle potentie di corpi

simplicemente equali in gravita, in tai siti, over luochi, e simelmente la velocita

de quelli nelli descensi esser una medesima, ma anchora li lor descensi, e anchora li

loro ascensi osservano la medesima, perche qual proportione è dal brazzo .e.c. al

brazzo .e.f. talla è dal curvo descenso .c.h. al curvo descenso .f.g. e simelmente del

curvo ascenso .c.k. al curvo ascenso .f.i. perché li dette descensi, e ascensi vengono

�a esser cadauno de loro la quarta parte della circonferentia de dui cerchii. delli quali
el semidiametro del maggiore verria �a esser el brazzo, over distantia .e.c. et del

menore el brazzo, over distantia .e.f. S.A. Anchor questa è stata una bella

propositione seguitati. N.

Z
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QUESITO XXXII. PROPOSITIONE V.

Quando, che la positione de una libra de brazzi equali sta nel sito della equalita, e nella

istremita de l’uno, e l’altro brazzo vi siano appesi corpi simplicemente equali in gravita,

tal libra non se separara dal detto sito della equalita, e se per caso la sia da qualche altro

peso in l’unode detti brazzi imposto separata dal detto sito della equalita, overamente con

la mano, remosso quel tal peso, over mano, tal libra de necessita ritornara al detto sito

della equalita. S.A. Questa è quella Questione, della quale voi dite, che manca Aristotile

nelle sue Questioni Mechanice. N. Cosi è Signore. S.A. Molto haro �a caro �a intendere la
causa di tal effetto, e pero seguitate. N. Sia essempi

gratia la libra .a.c.b. el centro della quale sia il ponto

.c. e sia el brazzo .a.c. equale al brazzo .b.e. e stia nel

sito della equalita, come se prepone. Et che nella

istremita de l’uno, e l’altro brazzo vi sia appeso uno
corpo (poniamo el corpo .a. e .c.) li quali corpi siano

simplicemente equali in gravita. Dico che la detta

libra (per la impositione de detti corpi) non se

separara dal detto sito della equalita, e se pur quella

fusse separata dal detto sito, ò per la impositione di

qualche altro peso, over con la mano, remosso che

sia quel tal imposto peso, over mano, tal libra de

necessita ritornara al detto sito della equalita. La

prima parte è manifesta, perche li detti dui corpi

sono simplicemente di equal gravita (dal presupposito) et simelmente sono equalmente

gravi per vigor del sito, per la quarta petitione (per esser li loro descensi equalmente

obliqui) e pero essendo quelli si per vigor del sito, come che simplicemente duna equal

gravita, e potentia, e pero niun de loro fara atto �a poter ellevar l’altro, cioe �a farlo

ascendere di moto contrario, e pero restaranno nel medesimo sito della equalita.

S.A. Questo ve credo e ve lo haveria largamente

concesso senza altra demonstratione, per esser

cosa naturale. Ma seguitati la seconda parte, la

qual me pare molto piu astrata, over lontana dal

nostro intelletto naturale dell’altra. N. Per la

seconda parte sia pur anchora la libra .a.c.b. de brazzi equali et nella istremita de quelli

siano pur appesi li dui corpi .a. et .b. simplicemente equali in gravita, la qual libra per le

ragioni di sopra adutte stara nel sito della equalita, come di sotto appar in figura.

Hor essendo spinto el brazzo. a.c. al basso con la mano, over per la impositione

di qualche altro peso sopra el corpo .a. remosso via la mano, over quel tal peso, el

brazzo di tal libra reascendera, e ritornera al suo primo luoco della equalita, e per

assignar la causa propinqua di tal effetto, sia descritto sopra el centro .c. el cerchio .

a.c.b.f. per el viazzo, che fariano li detti dui corpi alzando, over arbassando li brazzi

della detta libra, e sia tirata la linea della direttione, quale sia la .e.f. e sia diviso

l’arco .a.f. in quanti parti equali si voglia (hor sia in quattro) nelli trei ponti, q.s.u. e
in altre tante sia anchor diviso l’arco .e.b. nelli trei ponti
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.i.l.n. e dalli detti trei ponti .n.l.i. siano tirate le tre linee .n.o. l.m. e .i.k. equidistante

al sito della equalita, cioe al diametro, over linea .a.b .le quale segaranno la linea .e.

f. della direttione ne li tre ponti .z.y.x. Simelmente dalli tre ponti .q.s.u. siano tirate

le tre linee .q.p. .s.r. e .u.t. pur equidistante alla medesima linea .a.b. le quale

segaranno la medesima linea della direttione .e.f. nelli trei ponti .w.ρ.k. Et dapoi sia
arbassato con la mano il corpo .a. (over con la impositione di qualche altro peso) per

fin al ponto .u. e l’altro corpo .b. (�a quel opposito) in tal positione se trovar a esser

asseso de moto contrario per fin al ponto .i. Onde per queste cose cosi disposite

veniremo ad haver diviso tutto el descenso .a.u. fatto dal detto corpo .a. nel

discendere in ponto .u. in tre descensi, over parti equali, le quale sono. a.q. q.s. e

.s.u. e simelmente tutto el descenso .i.b. qual faria il detto corpo .b. nel discendere,

over ritornare al suo primo luoco (cioe in ponto. b.) vera ad esser diviso in trei

descensi, over in tre parti equali le quali sono .i.l. .l.n. e .n.b. e cadauno de questi tre

e tre parti di descensi capisse una parte della linea della direttione, cioe il descenso

dal .a. al .q. piglia, over capisse della linea della direttione la parte .c.k. e lo

descenso .q.s. capisse la parte .kρ. e lo descenso .s.u. capisse la parte .ρ.w. e l’altro
descenso, che resta �a descendere al detto corpo .a. cioe el descenso .u.f. capisse la

linea, over parte .w.f. Et simelmente el descenso del corpo .b. dal ponto .i. al ponto

.l. capisse della medesima linea della direttione la parte .x.y. e nel descenso dal

ponto .l. al ponto .n. capisse la parte .y.z. e dal ponto .n. al ponto .b. capisse la parte

.z.c. et tutte queste parti sono fra loro inequale, cioe la parte .c.z. è maggiore della

.z.y. e la .z. y. della .y.x. e la .y.x. della .x.e. e simelmente la parte .c.k. è maggiore

della parte .kρ. e la parte .k.ρ. della parte .ρ.w. e la .ρ.w. della .w.f. e tutto questo

facilmente Geometrice si puo provare, e simelmente se puo provare, la parte .w.f.

essere equale alla parte .e.x. e la parte .ρw. alla parte .x.y. e la parte .ρ.k. alla parte
.y.z. e la parte .k.c. alla parte .z.c. Hor per tornare al nostro proposito. Dico, che il

corpo .b. stante quel nel ponto .i. vien �a esser piu grave, secondo il sito del corpo .a.

stante quello in ponto .u. (come disotto appar in figura) perche il descenso del detto

corpo .b. dal ponto .i. nel ponto .l. è piu retto del descenso del corpo .a. dal ponto .u. nel

ponto .f. (per la seconda parte della quarta petitione) perche capisse piu della linea

della direttione, cioe, che nel descendere il detto corpo .b. dal ponto .i. nel ponto .l. lui

capisse, over piglia della linea della direttione, la parte .x.y. e il corpo .a. nel discendere

dal ponto .u. nel ponto .f. lui caperia della detta linea della direttione, la parte .w.f. e

perche la parte .x.y. è maggiore della linea, over parte .w.f. (per la. 17. diffinitione) piu

obliquo sara il descenso dal ponto .u. al ponto .f. di quello dal ponto .i. al ponto .l. Onde

(per la seconda parte della quarta petitione) il corpo .b. in tal positione sara piu grave

secondo il sito del corpo .a. essendo adunque piu grave, levando via lo imposto peso,

over la mano dal corpo .a. (per il converso della quinta petitione) lui fara reascendere

di moto contrario il detto corpo .a. dal ponto .u. al ponto .s. e lui descendera dal ponto .

i. nel ponto .l. nel qual ponto .l. lui venira�a trovarse anchora piu grave del detto corpo .
a. secondo el sito, perche il detto corpo .a. stante nel ponto .s. havera il descenso .s.u.

piu obliquo del descenso .l.n. del corpo .b. perche capisse men parte della
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detta linea della direttione, cioe, che la parte .ρ.w. è menore della parte .y.z. Onde per

le ragioni di sopra adutte, el detto corpo .b. fara ellevare il detto corpo .a. e ascendere

nel ponto .q. e lui descendera nel ponto .n. nel qual ponto .n. el medesimo corpo .b. si

trovara pur piu grave anchora, secondo il sito del corpo .a. perche il descenso dal .q. in

.s. è piu obliquo del descenso dal ponto .n. nel ponto .b. per esser la parte .z.c.

maggiore della parte .k.ρ. E pero (per le ragioni

di sopra adutte) el detto corpo .b.

fara reascendere il detto corpo .a. al ponto

.a. (suo primo, e condecente luoco) e lui

medesimamente descendara nel ponto .b. pur

suo primo, e condecente luoco, cioe nel sito

della equalita, nel qual sito li detti dui corpi se

trovaranno (per le ragioni adutte nella prima

parte di questa) egualmente gravi secondo el

sito, e perche sono anchora simplicemente

egualmente gravi, se conservarono nel detto

luoco, come di sopra fu detto, e approvato,

che è il nostro proposito. S.A. Questa è stata

una bella demostratione, ma se ben me

arricordo, voi dicesti anchor sopra la detta prima question Mechanica de Aristotile,

che quelle sue due conclusioni, che lui vi aduce in fine esser false. N. Eglie è vero.

S.A. Per che ragione. N. La ragione di tal particolarita, over oppositioni se

verificaranno nella sequente propositione, mediante alcuni correlarii, che dalle cose

dette, e dimostrate nella precedente si manifestano, delli quali il primo è questo.

CORRELARIO.

Dalle cose dette, et dimostrate di sopra, se manifesta qualmente un corpo grave in

qual si voglia parte, che lui se parta, over removi dal sito della equalita lui si fa piu

leve, over leggiero secondo el sito, over luoco, e tanto piu, quanto piu sara

remosso da tal sito, essempi gratia. El corpo .a. si trovara esser piu leve nel

ponto .u. che nel ponto .s. et nel ponto .s. piu che nel ponto .q. e nel ponto .q. che

nel ponto .a. sito della equalita, per causa della varieta di descensi, cioe, che l’uno
è piu obliquo dell’altro, cioe el descenso .u.f. vien �a esser piu obliquo del descenso
.s.u. perche la parte .f.w. della direttione, è menore della .w.ρ. et cosi el descenso .
s.u. vien �a esser piu obliquo del descenso .q.s. perche la parte .w.ρ. è menore della

parte .ρ.k. e lo descenso .q.s. vien �a esser piu obliquo del descenso .a.q. perche la

parte .ρ.k. è menore della parte .c.k. e per le medesime ragioni si manifesta del

corpo .b. cioe, che quello sara piu leve nel ponto .i. che nel ponto .l. e nel ponto .l.

che nel ponto .n. e nel ponto .n. che nel ponto .b. sito della equalita.

CORRELARIO SECONDO.

Anchora per le cose dette, e dimostrate se manifesta, che removendosi li detti dui

corpi dal detto sito della equalita, cioe l’uno in giuso, et l’altro insuso, anchor
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che l’uno, e l’altro sia fatto piu leve secondo il sito, tamen in ogni positione men

leve si trovara quello che sara in alto ellevato di quello, che si trovara al basso

oppresso, e questo è manifesto per la argomentatione di sopra adutta, cioe che il

corpo .b .nel sito, over ponto .i. esser piu grave del corpo .a. nel sito, over ponto .u. e

cosi nelli altri siti superiori si trovara piu grave del corpo .a. nelli siti inferiori,

simili. S.A. E ve ho inteso, seguitati. NICOLO.

QUESITO. XXXIII. PROPOSITIONE VI.

Quando che la positione d’una libra de bracci eguali sia nel sito della egualita, e che
nella istremita dell’uno e l’altro brazzo vi siano appesi corpi simplicemente ineguali

di gravita, dalla parte dove sara il piu grave sara sforzata �a declinare per fin alla

linea della direttione. S.A. A me non pare che questa vostra propositione possa esser

universalmente vera, e questo voglio che voi medesimo il confessati perche voi

sapeti che nel Correlario precedente haveti conchiuso, che removendosi li detti dui

corpi .a. e .b. (dalla figura della precedente propositione) dal sito della egualita, cioe

l’uno in giuso, e l’altro in suso, anchor che l’uno è l’altro sia fatto piu leve, over

leggero, secondo il sito, tamen in ogni positione men leve si trovara quello, che sara

in alto ellevato di quello, che si trovara quello, che sara �a basso inclinato. N. Eglie il
vero Signore. S.A. Se questo è vero, eglie da credere, anci da tener per fermo, che

chi imponesse sopra al corpo .a. �a basso inclinato, un’altro corpetto qual in gravita

fusse eguale �a quella differentia, che il corpo ellevato è piu grave, secondo il sito del
corpo �a basso inclinato, che cadauno de loro restaria nel proprio luoco dove si

trovasse, e accio meglio me intendiati, voi sapeti che il corpo .b. della figura della

precedente propositione, stante ellevato per fin al ponto .i. (come in quello appare) e

il corpo .a. �a basso inclinato per fin al ponto .u. voi approvasti il detto corpo .b. in tal
sito esser piu grave del corpo .a. N. Signore eglie il vero. S.A. Adunque conchiudo

che chi imponesse in tal sito un’altro corpetto sopra al corpo .a. qual fusse

precisamente di tanta gravita, quanto, che è la differentia, che è fra li detti dui

corpi .a. e .b. in tal positione li detti dui corpi restariano fermi, e stabili in tal

positione, perche in tal sito se trovariano egualmente potenti, cioe il corpo .b. non

saria sofficiente �a far reascendere il detto corpo .a. al sito della egualita, per esser il

detto corpo .a. (per vigor di quel corpetto aggionto) tanto grave è potente quanto lui,

cioe che per quel tanto che il detto corpo .b. è piu potente, over grave per vigor del

sito del corpo .a. per quel tanto sara piu grave il detto corpo .a. del detto corpo .b.

per vigore della gravita di quel simplice corpetto aggiontovi sopra, per il che il detto

corpo .b. non sara atto �a far reascendere il detto corpo .a. al sito della egualita, e

manco il corpo .a. sara atto �a potere piu ellevare il detto corpo .b. del sito .i. e pero

l’uno è l’altro de necessita non se potra partire di tal suo luoco, cioe il corpo .a. con

la gionta di quell’altro corpo, non potra reascendere al sito della egualita, ne manco

potra descendere alla linea della direttione, cioe al ponto .f. come se conchiude nella

vostra propositione, e pur il detto corpo .a. insieme con quell’altro corpetto

aggionto, saria simplicemente piu grave del corpo .b. e per tanto non poteti ne–
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gare che tal vostra propositione non sia falsa in quanto al generale, eglie ben vero, che

se la gravita di quel corpetto che fusse aggionto sopra al detto corpo .a. fusse

maggiore della gravita, nella quale il corpo .b. è piu grave per vigor del sito del

corpo .a. seguiria quello che nella detta vostra propositione se conchiude, e se per

caso tal gravita di corpetto fusse menore di detta differentia, tal corpo .b. faria

ascendere il detto corpo .a. in un’altro sito piu alto del ponto .u. secondo che piu,

over men scarsezasse la gravita di tal corpetto della detta differentia che è fra loro per

vigor del sito. N. Questa oppositione di vostra Signoria certamente è molto

speculativa, e bella, nondimeno advertisco quella, che se ben il corpo .b. in tal sito .

i. sia piu grave del corpo .a. nel sito .u. la differentia di queste due gravita ineguale è

tanto piccola, over minima, ch’eglie impossibile �a potere ritrovare una cosi piccola,
over minima differentia fra due quantita ineguale. S.A. Questo che haveti detto mi

pare una cosa molto absorda da dire, e manco da credere, perche essendo la quantita

continua divisibile in infinito, eglie una materia �a voler dire, che il sia impossibile �a
dare un corpettino di tanta poca quantita, e gravita, quanto che è la differentia che è fra

la gravita del corpo .b. nel sito .i. e quella del corpo .a. nel sito .u.N. Signore la ragione

è quella che ne chiarisse le cose dubbiose, e che ne discerne il vero dal falso.

S.A. Eglie il vero. N. S’eglie il vero, nanti che vostra Signoria dia assoluta sententia
allamia propositione quella ascolti prima lemie ragioni. S.A. Seguitati, e dite cio, che

vi pare. N. Sia essempi gratia, la medesima libra .a.b.c. della precedente propositione,

nelle istremita, della quale siano pur appesi li dui corpi .a. .b. eguali simplicemente in

gravita, e sia abbassato con la mano il corpo .a. e ellevato il corpo .b. come di sotto

appare in figura. Dico che in tal sito, il corpo .b. è piu ponderoso, over grave per vigor

del sito del corpo .a. e che la differentia che è fra le gravita de questi dui corpi, eglie

impossibile�a poterla dar, over trovar fra due quantita ineguale, e per dimostrar questa

propositione. Tiro le due rette linee .a.h. e .b.d. perpendicolare verso il centro del

mondo, e tiro anchora le due linee .a.l. e .b.m. contingente il detto cerchio, che

descrive li brazzi della libra, l’una nel ponto .a. e l’altra nel ponto .b. Et descrivo

anchora una parte de una circonferentia d’un cerchio, contingente il medesimo

cerchio .a.e.b. in ponto .b. la qual sia pur d’un cerchio simile, e eguale al medesimo

cerchio .a.e.b. la qual parte pongo che sia la .b.z. tal che l’arco .b.z. vien�a esser simile,

e eguale all’arco .a.f .e anchora similmente posto, cioe nelmedesimo sito, over luoco,

e la linea .b.m. che continge, over tocca quello, e perche la obliquita dell’arco .a.f.

(per quello che fu detto sopra la terza petitione) vien misurata, over considerata per

meggio dell’angolo contenuto dalla perpendicolar .a.h. e dal la circonferentia .a.f. in
ponto .a. e la obliquita dell’arco .b.f. vien misurata, over considerata per meggio

dell’angolo contenuto dalla perpendicolar .b.d. e dalla circonferentia .b.f. in ponto .b.
adunque il corpo .b. in tal sito veneria ad esser tanto piu grave del corpo .a. quanto che

il detto angolo (contenuto dalla perpendicolar .b.d. e dalla circonferentia .b.f. in ponto

.b.) sara menore dell’angolo contenuto dalla perpendicolar .a.b. e dalla circonferentia

.a.f. in ponto .a. e perche il detto angolo .h.a.f. è precisamente eguale all’angolo .d.b.z.
e lo detto angolo .d.b.z. vien ad esser tantomaggiore dell’angolo contenuto dalla detta
perpendicolare .b.d. e dalla circonferenza
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.b.f. in ponto .b. quanto che è l’angolo della contingentia delli dui cerchii .b.z. e .b.

f. in ponto .b. e perche il detto angolo della detta contingentia è acutissimo de tutti li

angoli acuti de linee rette (come per la decimasesta del terzo di Euclide facilmente

si puo approvare) adunque la differentia, over proportione, che casca fra l’angolo .h.
a.f. e l’angolo contenuto dalla perpendicolar .b.d. e della circonferentia .b.f. in

ponto .b. è menore di qual si voglia differentia, over proportione, che cascar possa

fra qual si voglia maggiore, e menor quantita, e cosi (per la terza petitione) la

differentia della obliquita del descenso .a.f. e del descenso .b.f. e consequentemente

la differentia della detta gravita delli detti dui corpi .a. e .b. secondo il sito è menore,

del quale si voglia fra due quantita ineguale, e pero ogni piccola quantita corporea,

che sia aggionta sopra il corpo .a. necessariamente in ogni sito sara piu grave del

corpo .b. e pero non cessara di descendere continuamente per fin alla linea

direttione, cioe per fin al ponto .f. e cosi continuamente quello andara ellevando

il corpo .b. per fin alla detta linea della direttione, cioe per fin al ponto .e. e se questo

seguiria in tal sito, come che nella sottoscritta figura appare tanto piu seguiria nel

sito della egualita, nel qual sito, over luoco non vi è, over saria alcuna differentia,

per vigor del sito, ne per vigor delli lor descensi, cioe che in tal sito sariano

egualmente gravi, e pero ogni piccola quantita di peso per minima, che sia, che vi

sia imposto dall’una delle bande di qual si voglia libra (cioe granda, over piccola de
brazzi eguali) immediate fara declinare necessariamente quella da quella medesima

banda, over brazzo, e continuara tal sua declinatione (per le ragioni di sopra adutte)

per fin alla linea della direttione, cioe per fin al ponto .f. la qual cosa saria contra �a
quelle due conclusioni, che adduce Aristotile sopra la sua prima questione

Mechanica, delle quale altra volta ne parlai con vostra Signoria, delle quale in

l’una dice, che sono alcuni pesi, li quali imposti nelle piccole libre, non se fanno

manifesti con alcuna inclinatione al senso, e che nelle grande libre se fanno

manifesti, la qual conclusione, sumendola Mathematicamente, cioe astrata da

ogni materia, saria falsissima (per le ragioni di sopra adutte) perche si nelle piccole,

come nelle grande libre, da quella banda dove sara posto quel tal peso (per piccol

che sia) sara sforzata �a declinar per fina alla detta linea della direttione, e pero nella
declinatione della piccola, e in quella della granda, non sara proportionalmente

alcuna differentia, perche in l’una, e l’altra la declinatione sara per fin alla linea

della direttione, il medesimo seguiria dell’altra sua conclusione, cioe quando dice,

che sono alcuni pesi, li quali sono manifesti in l’una, e l’altra sorte de libre, cioe

nelle maggiori, e nelle menori, ma molto piu nelle maggiori, la qual conclusione

(per le ragioni di sopra adutte) saria pur falsa, perche, come detto in l’una, e l’altra
fara declinare il brazzo della libra per fin alla linea della direttione. S.A. Queste

vostre ragioni, e argomenti sono ottimi e buoni, nondimeno nelle libre naturale,

over materiale il si vede pur seguire la maggior parte delle volte, come che

Aristotile conchiude, e dice, perche se sopra qual si voglia libra (cioe granda,

over piccola) vi sara posto uno grano, over semenza di papavero, o altra simile

piccola quantita, rare libre se ritrovara che per si poca gravita, facciano inclinatione

sensibile, e si pur ni se ne ri–
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trovara alcuna che faccia alcun sensibile segno de declinatione, tamen non procedera

per fina alla detta linea della direttione, e non solamente il detto gran de papavero non

sara atto �a farla declinare per fin alla detta linea della direttione alcuna libra, ma
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nanche un gran di formento, qual è molto piu ponderoso, e tutto questo la sperientia lo

manifesta. Si che non so che mi dire, perche da una banda per le vostre ragioni, e

argomenti, vedo, e comprendo che voi diceti il vero, e dall’altra trovo per isperientia

seguir tutto al contrario. N. Il tutto procede Signor, dalla materia, perche nelle libre

considerate con la mente fuora de ogni materia il suo sparto, polo, over assis, se suppone

un ponto indivisibile, et nelle libre materiale, tal sparto, over assis ha sempre qualche

corporal grossezza in se, la qual grossezza, quanto è maggiore tanto men diligente

redusse la detta libra, e similmente li brazzi delle libre imaginate (cioe ideale) se

suppongano linee, cioe senza larghezza, ne grossezza, e nelle libre materiale tai brazzi

sono di alcun metallo, over di legno, li quali brazzi quanto piu sono corpulenti, e grossi

tanto men diligente reducano tal libre. S.A. E ve ho inteso, seguitati se haveti altra

propositione de adurre circa �a questa materia. NIC.

QUESITO. XXXIIII. PROPOSITIONE VII.

Se li brazzi della libra saranno ineguali, et che nella istremita di cadauno de quelli vi

siano appesi corpi simplicemente eguali in gravita

dalla banda del piu longo brazzo tal libra fara

declinatione. S.A. Questa è cosa naturale. N. Anchor

che la sia cosa naturale volendo procedere rettamente,

bisogna assignar la causa di tal effetto. S.A. Seguitati.

N. Sia la verga, over libra .a.c.b. et sia il brazzo .a.c.

piu longo del .c.b. Dico che essendo appesi corpi

simplicemente eguali in gravita, nelli dui ponti .a. e .

b. tal libra declinara dalla parte del .a. Perche essendo

tirata la perpendicolare .c.f.g. (cioe la linea della

direttione) et essen[�]
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do circinate[84] le due quarte parte de circuli, sopra el centro .c. le quale siano .a.g. e

.b.f. e essendo dutte dal ponto .a. e .b. due linee contingente, le quale siano .a.e. e .b.

d. Eglie manifesto l’angolo .e.a.g. della detta contingentia, esser menore del angolo.

d. b.f. e pero manco obliquo è il descenso fatto per .a.g. del descenso fatto per .b.f. e

pero (per la terza petitione) piu grave sara il corpo .a. del corpo .b. in tal sito, ch’è il
proposito. S.A. E ve ho inteso, seguitati. NIC.

QUESITO. XXXV. PROPOSITIONE VIII.

Se li brazzi della libra saranno proportionali alli pesi in quella imposti, talmente, che nel

brazzo piu corto sia appeso il corpo piu grave, quelli tai corpi, over pesi seranno

equalmente gravi, secondo tal positione, over sito. S.A. Datime uno essempio. N. Sia

come prima la regola, over libra .a.c.b. e vi siano appesi .a. e .b. et sia la proportione del .b.

al .a. si come del brazzo .a.c. al brazzo .b.c. Dico, che tal libra non declinara in alcuna

parte di quella, e se possibil fusse (per l’aversario) che declinar potesse, poniamo che

quella declini dalla parte del .b. e che quella discenda, e transisca in obliquo, si come sta la

linea .d.c.e. in luoco della .a.c.b. e attaccatovi .d. come .a. e .e. come .b. e la linea .d.f.

descenda orthogonalmente, e simelmente ascenda la .e.h. Hor egliemanifesto (per la .16.

e. 29. del primo di Euclide) che li dui triangoli .d.f.c. e .e.h.c. esser de angoli equali. Onde

(per la .4. del sesto di Euclide) quelli saranno simili, e consequentemente de lati

proportionali, adunque la proportione del .d.c. al .c.e. è si come del .d.f. al .e.h. e perche

si come del .d.c. al .c.e. cosi è dal peso .b. al peso .a. (dal presupposito) adunque la

proportione dal .d.f. al .e.b. sara si comedal peso .b. al peso .a. sia adunquedal .c.d. tolto la

parte .c.l. equale alla .c.b. over alla .c. e. e sia posto .l. equale al .b. in gravita, e descenda el

perpendicolo .l.m. Adunque perche eglie manifesto la .l.m. e la .e.h. esser equale, la

proportione della .d.f. alla .l.m. sara si come delle simplice gravita del corpo .b. alla

simplice gravita del corpo .a. over della simplice gravita del corpo .l. alla simplice gravita

del corpo .d. (perche li dui corpi .a. e .d. sono supposti uno medesimo) e simelmente el

corpo .b. e .l. (per esser supposta la gravita del .l. equale alla gravita del .b.) e per tanto

dico, che la proportione di tutta la .d.c. alla .l.c. sara si come la gravita del corpo .l. alla

gravita del corpo .d. Onde se li detti dui corpi gravi, cioe .d. e .l. fusseno simplicemente

equali in gravita, stanti poi in li medesimi siti, over luochi, dove, che al presente vengono

supposti, el corpo .d. saria piu grave del corpo .l. secondo el sito (per la .4. propositione) in

tal proportione, qual è di tutto il brazzo .d.c. al brazzo .l.c. e per che il corpo .l. è

simplicemente (dal presupposito) piu grave del corpo .d. secondo la medesima

proportione (cioe, si come la proportione del brazzo. d.c. al brazzo .l.c. adunque li detti

dui corpi .d. e .l. nel sito della equalita veneranno ad essere egualmente gravi, perche per

tanto quanto il corpo .d. è piu grave del corpo .l. per vigor del sito, over luoco, per quel

medesimo el corpo .l. è simplicemente piu grave del corpo .d. e pero nel detto sito della

equalita vengono �a restare egualmente gravi. Adunque quella potentia, over gravita, che

sara sofficiente ad ellevare il corpo .a. dal sito della equalita, al ponto, dove che al presente

è (cioe per fin al ponto .d.) quella medesima sara sof–
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ficiente ad ellevare il corpo .l. dal medesimo sito della equalita al luoco, dove che

al presente è. Adunque sel corpo .b. (per l’aversario) è atto ad ellevare il corpo .a.
dal sito della equalita per fin al ponto .d. el

medesimo corpo .b. saria anchora atto, e

sofficiente ad ellevare il corpo .l. dal

medesimo sito della equalita per fin al

ponto, dove che al presente è, el qual

consequente è falso, e contra alla quinta

propositione, cioe el corpo .b. (qual è

supposto equale in gravita al corpo .l.)

ellevaria il detto corpo .l. fuora del sito

della equalita, in siti equali, cioe equalmente

distanti dal centro .c. la qual cosa è

impossibile per la detta quinta propositione,

distrutto adunque l’opposito, rimane il proposito. S.A. Questa è una assai bella

propositione, ma el me pare, se ben me arricordo, che Archimede Syracusano ne

ponga una simile, ma el non mi pare, che lui la dimostri per questo vostro modo.

N. Vostra Signoria dice la verita, anci di tal propositione, lui ne fa due

propositioni, e queste sono la quarta, e quinta di quel libro, dove tratta delli

centri delle cose grave, e in effetto tai due propositioni lui le dimostra

succintamente per li suoi principii da lui per avanti posti, e demostrati, e perche

tai sui principii, over argomenti non se convegnariano in questo trattato, per esser

materia alquanto diversa da quella, ne apparso in questo luoco de dimostrare tal

propositioni con altri principii, over argomenti piu convenienti in questo luoco.

S.A. E ve ho inteso seguitati. N.

QUESITO XXXVI. PROPOSITIONE IX.

Se saranno due solide verghe, travi, over bastoni di una simile, e equal longhezza,

larghezza, grossezza, e gravita, e che siano appesi in una libra talmente che l’uno
stia equidistante al Orizonte, e l’altro dependi perpendicolarmente, e talmente

anchora, che del termine del dependente, e del mezzo dell’altro sia una medesima

distantia dal centro della libra, secondo tal sito, over positione veneranno �a essere
equalmente gravi. S.A. Non ve intendo, e pero datime uno essempio. N. Essempi

gratia. Siano li termini delli brazzi della libra .b. e .e. e il sparto, over centro di

quella il ponto .c. e vi siano attaccati li dui solidi simili, e equali, come detto, delli

quali l’uno vi sia attaccato secondo l’ordine del brazzo della libra, cioe

equidistantamente al Orizonte qual sia .f.e. del qual il suo ponto di mezzo sia el

ponto .d. e l’altro sia attaccato pendente perpendicolarmente qual sia .b.g. e sia il

termine del suo attaccamento il ponto .b. e sia che la distantia del ponto .b. al ponto .

c. (centro della libra) sia tanto, quanto ch’è dal ponto di mezzo de l’altro solido (cioe
dal ponto .d.) al medesimo ponto .c. Dico che li detti dui solidi, in tal sito, over

positione sono equalmente gravi, e questo se puo dimostrar in piu modi. El primo di

quali è questo, ch’eglie manifesto per le cose dimostrate da Archimede in quello del

centro della gravita, che
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tanto pesa il solido .f.e. in tal positione nella detta libra, quanto che faria se quello

fusse anchora lui appeso perpendicolarmente in ponto .d. perche in tal ponto .d. vi

sotto giace el centro della gravita de tal solido, e per esser li detti dui solidi equali in

gravita dal presupposito, e appesi equalmente distanti dal ponto, over centro .c. quelli

(per la .5. propositione) non se separano dal sito della equalita, ch’è il proposito.

ADE F
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Anchora tal propositione si puo demostrar in questo altro modo (el quale è piu sua

conveniente dimostratione, perche se vien �a dimostrare per li suoi proprii Principii,

e non per principii alieni). Eglie manifesto, che essendo sospesi dui pesi

simplicemente equali, l’uno in ponto .f. e l’altro in ponto .e. quali poniamo, che

siano .h.k. e simelmente dui altri equali alli medesimi in ponto .b. quali siano .l.m.

nelli quali siti, dico, che tai pesi pesar anno equalmente, perche la proportione del

peso .l. al peso .k. è si come del brazzo .b.c. al brazzo .f.c., per la quarta

propositione, perche tanto grave saria el corpo .l. secondo el sito nel ponto .d.

quanto che nel ponto, dove si trova al presente, cioe in ponto .b. (per esser .c.d.

equale al .c.b. dal presupposito) e pero per la detta propositione, tal proportione sara

della gravita del corpo .l. al corpo .k. secondo el sito, quale sara del brazzo .d.c. over

.b.c. al .c.f. e per le medesime ragioni tal proportione sara della gravita del corpo .m.

alla gravita del corpo .h. secondo el sito, quale sara del medesimo brazzo .c.d. over .

c.b. al brazzo .c.e. adunque la gravita de ambidui li corpi .l.m. insieme alla gravita

de ambi dui li corpi .h.k. insieme secondo il sito sara si come el doppio del brazzo .

c.d. over del brazzo .c.b. insieme alli dui brazzi .c.f. et .c.e. pur insieme, e perche li

detti dui brazzi .c.e. e .c.f. insieme sono precisamente tanto, quanto è il doppio del

detto brazzo .c.d .over. c.b. seguita anchora, che la gravita delli detti dui corpi .l.m.

sia equale alla gravita delli dui corpi .h. e .k. secondo il sito, ch’è il proposito,

perche se del sopradetto solido .f.e. ne sara fatto due parti equali, appiccandone una

di quelle in ponto .f.e l’altra in ponto .e. tanto pesarano cosi separate in tai siti, si

come facevano in longo congionte, come di sopra fu supposto, e simelmente

facendo del solido .b.g. pur due parti, e appiccarle ambe due in el medesimo

ponto .b. tanto pesarano cosi separate, come che congionte, come, che di sopra fu

supposto e pero per le cose detto, e allegate seguita il proposito.
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S.A. Voria, che me dimostrasti che il brazzo .c.f. insieme con il .c.e. sia tanto quanto

el doppio del brazzo .d.c. over .c.b. N. Signor eglie manifesto, che tutto il brazzo

c.e. è maggiore del brazzo .c.d. per la parte .e.d. la qual parte .e.d. è equale alla .d.f.

diremo adunque, che tutta la .c.e. è equal alla .c.d. e anchora alla sua parte .f.d. alla

qual parte .f.d. giontovi el brazzo .f.c. queste due parti insieme se egualiano anchora

loro alla medesima .c.d. e pero tutta la .c.e. insieme con la .c.f. sono precisamente il

doppio della .c.d e perche la detta .c.d. è equale (dal presupposito) alla .b.c .seguita,

che tutta la .c.e. insieme con la .c.f. siano equali al doppio della .c.b. ch’è il

proposito. S.A. E ve ho inteso benissimo, e pero seguitati. N.

QUESITO XXXVII. PROPOSITIONE X.

Sel sara una solida verga, trave, over bastone di una simile, e equal larghezza,

grossezza, sostantia, e gravita in ogni sua parte, e che la longhezza di quella sia

divisa in due parti inequale, e che nel termine della menor parte vi sia appeso, un

altro, solido, over corpo grave, el quale faccia stare la detta verga, trave, over

bastone equidistante al Orizonte. La proportione della gravita di tal corpo grave,

alla differentia della gravita della maggior parte della detta verga (trave, over

bastone) alla gravita della parte menore, sara si come la proportione della longhezza

di tutta la verga (trave, over bastone) al doppio della longhezza della sua menor

parte. S.A. Datime un essempio se voleti, che vi intenda. N. Sia la solida verga

(trave, over bastone) il solido .a.b. di una simile, et equal grossezza, larghezza,

sostantia, et gravita per tutto, cioe per ogni parte, et sia diviso con lo intelletto in due

parti inequale in ponto .c. et sia signata la .c.d. equal alla .a.c. adunque la .d.b. vien �a
essere la differentia, ch’è fra la parte maggiore .c.b. et la menore .c.a. della qual

differentia sia trovato il mezzo, qual sia il ponto .e. Hor essendo sospeso il detto

solido, over trave .a.b. nel ponto .c. et essendovi attaccato, over sospeso nel termine

della sua menor parte un altro solido (poniamo il solido .f.) qual faccia stare il primo

solido, over trave .a.b. equidistante al Orizonte. Dico, che tal proportione havera la

gravita del solido .f. alla gravita della differentia .d.b. qual hara tutta la longhezza .

a.b. alla .a.d. cioe al doppio della longhezza della parte menore .a.c. Perche tanto

pesa la detta differentia .d.b. in tal positione, come che al presente sta quanto che

faria se quella fusse perpendicolarmente sospesa in ponto .e. e pero (per il con–
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verso della .8. propositione) la proportione della gravit�a del solido .f. alla gravita del
partial solido, over trave .d.b. sara, si come la proportione della distantia .c.e. alla

distantia .c.a. Et la proportione, che è della distantia .c.e. alla distantia .c.a. (per la

.15. del quinto di Euclide) quella medesima sara del doppio della distantia .c.e. al

doppio della detta distantia .c.a. e perche il doppio della detta distantia .c.e. è quanto

che è tutta la longhezza del solido .a.b. e il doppio della detta distantia .c.a. è quanto

che è tutta la .a.c.d. seguita (per la.11.del quinto di Euclide) che la proportione della

gravita del solido .f. alla gravita della differentia .d.b. sia si come la proportione di

tutta la longhezza del solido, over verga .a.b. al doppio della longhezza della parte

menore .a.c. (qual è la detta .a.c.d.) che è il proposito. S.A. Perche ragione vuoleti

che il doppio della
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distantia .c.e. sia eguale �a tutta la longhezza del trave .a.b. N. Perche la detta

distantia .c.e. vien �a esser precisamente eguale alla mita di tal longhezza .a.b.

perche la parte .d.e. è la mita della parte .d.b. e la .d.c. è la mita dell’altra parte

.d.a. adunque le due parti .d.e. e .d.c. gionte insieme, vengono �a essere la mita delle

due parti .d.b. e .d.a. pur gionte insieme. S.A. E ve ho inteso, e pero seguitate in

altro. N.

QUESITO. XXXVIII. PROPOSITIONE XI.

conversa della precedente.

Se la proportione della gravita d’un solido sospeso in el termine della menor parte di

una simile solida verga (trave, over bastone) divisa in due parti ineguali, alla

differentia, che sara fra la gravita della maggior parte, e quella della menore,

sara, si come la proportione di tutta la longhezza della solida verga, trave, over

bastone, al doppio della longhezza della sua menor parte. Tal solida verga, trave,

over bastone, necessariamente stara equidistante all’Orizonte. S.A. Credo bene che

tal precedente propositione se convertisca, nondimeno non restati da farme la

dimostratione. N. Per esser questa il converso della precedente, per suo essempio

supponeremo la medesima dispositione, over figura, cioe supponeremo, che la

proportione della gravita del solido .f. alla differentia della gravita della maggior

parte alla gravita della menore, cioe della .d.b. esser, si come la proportione di tutta

la longhezza della solida verga .a.b. al doppio della longhezza della parte menore .a.

c. (quale saria la .a.d.) Dico che stante questo la solida verga .a.b. de necessita stara

equidistante all’Orizonte. Et se pos
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sibil fusse (per l’aversario) che quella debbia, over possa declinar da qualche banda,
poniamo che declini dalla banda verso.b.al solido .f. gli aggiongeremo con lo intelletto

una tal parte (quale pongo che sia la parte .g.) che faccia restare la detta solida verga,

trave, over bastone equidistante al detto Orizonte. Adunque (per la precedente, la

proportione di tutta la gravita del composto delli dui corpi .f. e .g. alla differentia, che è

fra la gravita della parte maggiore .b.c. e quella della parte menore .a.c. (che saria

quella della .d.b.) sara, si come la proportione di tutta la longhezza .a.b. al doppio della

longhezza della sua parte menor .a.c. il qual doppio, saria la .a.d. e perche il simplice

solido .f. ha quella medesima proportione, alla medesima differentia (dal presupposito)

seguitaria (per la .9. del quinto di Euclide) che la gravita del simplice soli[�]
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do .f. fusse eguale alla gravita de tutto il composito di dui solidi .f.g. la qual cosa è

impossibile, che la parte sia eguale al tutto, il medesimo inconveniente seguiria quando

che lo aversario supponesse che declinasse dalla parte .a. perche segando via dal solido .

f. una tal parte, che il rimanente facesse restare il detto solido .a.b. equidistante

all’Orizonte, argomentando, come di sopra fu fatto, seguiria pur che la gravita del

medesimo residuo fusse eguale alla gravita di tutto il solido .f. Adunque non potendo

declinare ne dalla banda verso .b. ne da quella verso .a. eglie necessario che stia

equidistante all’Orizonte, che è il proposito. S.A. Sta benissimo, hor seguitati pur. N.

QUESITO. XXXIX. PROPOSITIONE XII.

Sel sara una solida verga, trave over bastone, come nelle due precedente è stato

detto, cioe di una simile, e egual grossezza, larghezza, sostantia, e gravita, in ogni

sua parte, e che di quello ne sia nota la sua gravita, e similmente la sua longhezza, et

che quello sia diviso in due parti ineguale pur note. Eglie possibile di ritrovar un

peso, il quale quando che quello sara sospeso al termine della sua menor parte fara

stare la detta solida verga, trave, over bastone, equidistante all’Orizonte.
S.A. Questo atto operativo voglio che mel dichiarati con essempio materiale,

perche lo voglio intendere bene. N. Sia essempi gratia la solida verga (trave, over

bastone) .a.b. secondo che se propone, cioe di una simile, e equal grossezza,

larghezza, sostantia, e gravita per ogni sui banda, over parte, e poniamo, che la

gravita di tal solida verga ne sia
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nota, cioe poniamo che tutta pesi lire[85] .40. et che similmente la longhezza di tal verga,

over bastone, ne sia nota, cioe poniamo che quella sia longa dui passa, cioe dieci piedi, e

poniamo anchora che tal verga sia divisa in due parti ineguale in ponto .c. e che le dette

parti ne sia note, cioe poniamo che la parte .a.c.menore, sia piedi dui, e che la maggior .

c.b. sia piedi .8. Hor dico, che eglie possibile di trovare di quante libre vorra esser quel

corpo qual essendo sospeso nel ponto .a. (termine della sua menor parte) faccia stare la

detta verga, over trave equidistante all’Orizonte. Perche (per le cose dimostrate nelle

due precedente propositioni) egliemanifesto, che la proportione della gravita di quel tal

corpo alla gravita di quella differentia che è fra la partemaggiore .c.b. e la partemenore

.a.c. (la qual differentia verria �a esser la .d.b.) sara, si come tutta la longhezza della

verga, over trave .a.b. (qual è piedi .10.) al doppio della longhezza della parte menor .a.

c. (qual è piedi dui) il doppio della quale verria �a esser piedi .4. qual pongo sia la .a.d.
adunque la gravita di quel tal corpo, alla gravita della partial verga .d.b. sara, si come la

longhezza de tutta la .a.b. (qual è piedi .10.) alla longhezza della .a.d. (qual è piedi .4.)

Onde arguendo al contrario, diremo, che la proportione della .a.d. (qual è piedi .4.) �a
tutta la .a.b. (qual è piedi .10.) sara, si come la gravita della partial verga .d.b. qual (alla

ratta[86] di tutta la .a.b. che libre .40.) verria ad esser libre .24. alla gravita del corpo che

recercamo, cioe di quello, che appeso nel ponto .a. debbia man[�]

tenere la detta verga, over trave equidistante all’Orizonte. Onde per ritrovarlo

procederemo secondo l’ordine della regola volgarmente detta del tre, fondata sopra

la .20. propositione del .7. di Euclide moltiplicando .10. fia .24. fa .240. e questo lo

partiremo per .4. ne venira .60. e libre .60. dico che pesara, over che dovera pesare

quel tal corpo, qual pongo sia il corpo .f. che è il proposito. S.A. Questo problema me

è piacesto assai, e l’ho inteso benissimo, e pero seguitati se ci è altro da dire. N.

QUESITO. XL. PROPOSITIONE XIII.

Sel se havera una verga, trave, over bastone, come piu volte è stato detto, del qual ne

sia nota la sua longhezza, e anchora la sua gravita, e anchora un corpo ponderoso, del

quale ne sia nota sua gravita, eglie possibile �a determinare il luoco dove se havera da

dividere la data verga, trave, over bastone, talmente che appendendo il det–
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to corpo ponderoso al termine della suamenor parte faccia stare la detta verga, trave, over

bastone, equidistante all’Orizonte. S.A. Essemplificatime questa propositione. N. Per

essemplificar questa propositione, supponeremo che il sia pur una verga, trave, over

bastone, come fu la precedente, cioe longa piedi .10. e che la gravita di quella fia pur libre

.40. (comechenella detta precedente fu supposto.)Et poniamoanchora che il sia un corpo

che la gravita di quello sia libre .80.Dico ch’eglie possibile�a determinare il luoco dove se

debbe dividere la detta verga, talmente che appendendo il detto corpo grave al termine

della sua menor parte, faccia star quella equidistante all’Orizonte. Et quantunque tal

problema, si possa risolvere per via di proportioni, nondimeno piu leggiadramente, se

risolve per Algebra, ponendo che la partemenore della detta verga sia una cosa de pie,[87]

onde la parte maggiore veneria �a restare piedi .10. men .1. co. Dupplico la menor parte

(cioe .1. co) fa .2. co., e queste .2. cose le sottro da tutta la verga qual è piedi .10. resta piedi

.10.men .2. cose, e questo sara la differentia, che è fra la partemaggiore, e lamenore della

detta verga, onde per trovar la gravita di tal differentia, la moltiplico per .4. (perche

pesando tutta la verga libre .40. veneria ogni pie di quella �a pesar lire[88] .4.) e pero

moltiplicando quella per .4. come detto ne venir a libre .40. men .8. cose. Et perche la

proportione di tutta la verga (qual è pie di .10. al doppio della sua menor parte (il qual

doppio saria .2. cose) è si come che la gravita del nostro corpo grave (qual è libre.80.) alla

gravita della sopradetta differentia, qual fu libre .40. men .8. co. Onde per la .20. del

settimo di Euclide (la moltiplicatione della prima) che .10. piedi fia la quarta che è .40.

men .8. cose) qual fara .400. men .80. cose (sara eguale alla moltiplicatione della terza

qual è libre .80. fia la seconda, qual è .2. cose (qual fara .160. co.) e pero haveremo .160.

cose eguale �a .400. men .80. cose, onde ristorando le parti, e seguendo il capitolo,

trovaremo la cosa valer .1 2/3 e de piedi .1. 2/3 se dovera signar la menor parte della

detta verga, over trave, onde la maggiore venira �a restare de piedi .8. 1/3, che è il

proposito. S.A. Questa è stata una bella resolutione, ma seguitati pur, perche vorria che

tra hoggi e dimane vedessimo de ispedire tutto quello, che haveti da proponere sopra di

questa scientia, perche vorro poi cheme assignati la causa de alcune questioni, che ho da

dirvi. N. Non credo di potermene ispedire fra diman, e l’altro, perche continuamente me

nasce nuovematerie da proponere circa �a tal scientia. S.A. Se non se ne potremo ispedire

cosi dimane non importa, non perdemo tempo, seguitati. N.

QUESITO. XLI. PROPOSITIONE IIII.

La egualita della declinatione è una medesima egualita de peso. S.A. Datemi un

essempio. N. La egualita della declinatione vien conservata solamente in via retta.

Hor poniamo adunque che la detta via retta sia la linea .a.b. e dal ponto .a. sia anchor

tirata la perpendicolare .a.c. e supponamo anchor nella detta declinata linea .a.b. dui

diversi luochi. Hor poniamo che l’uno sia il ponto .d. e l’altro il ponto .e. Hor dico

che discendendo, qualunque corpo ponderoso, over dal ponto .d. over dal ponto .e.

sara de uno medesimo peso, secondo il sito in qual si voglia de detti luochi. Per[�]

che
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che se pigliaremo sotto al .d. e al .e. due parti equali nella via, over linea .a.b. Hor

poniamo, che l’una sia la parte .d.e. et l’altra la .e.g. Dico, che per le dette parti equali
capira equalmente del diretto, cioe della linea .a.c. la qual cosa se notificara in questo

modo, dalli dui ponti .e. et .g. siano tirate le due linee .e.h. et .g.l.

perpendicolare sopra la linea .a.c. et dalli dui ponti, over luochi .

d. et .e. le due linee .d.k. et .e.m. perpendicolare sopra le

medesime .e.h. et .g.l. le qual due perpendicolare, cioe .d.k. et .

e.m. saranno fra loro equali, perche adunque il detto corpo

ponderoso, si essendo nel ponto .d. come nel ponto .e. in quantita,

over descensi equali, capira equalmente del diretto, sara di una

medesima gravita in qual si voglia de quelli, secondo el sito, ch’è
il proposito. S.A. E ve ho inteso, seguitate pur. N.

QUESITO XLII. PROPOSITIONE XV.

Se dui corpi gravi descendano per vie de diverse obliquita, e che la

proportione delle declinationi delle due vie, e della gravita de detti

corpi sia fatta una medesima, tolta per el medesimo ordine.

Anchora la vertu de l’uno, e l’altro de detti dui corpi gravi, in el

descendere sara una medesima. S.A. Questa propositione mi par

bella, e pero datime anchora un essempio chiaro, accio chemeglio

mi piaccia. N. Sia la linea .a.b.c. equidistante al Orizonte, e sopra di quella sia

perpendicolarmente eretta la linea .b.d. e dal ponto .d. descendano de qua, e de la le

due vie, over linee .d.a. e .d.c. e sia la .d.c. di maggior obliquita. Per la proportione

adunque delle lor declinationi, non dico delli lor angoli, ma delle linee per fina alla

equidistante resecatione, in la quale equalmente summemo del diretto. Sia adunque la

lettera .e. supposta per un corpo grave posto sopra la linea .d.c. e un’altro la lettera .h.
sopra la linea .d.a. e sia la proportione della simplice gravita del corpo .e. alla simplice

gravita del corpo .h. si come quella della .d.c. alla .d.a. Dico li detti dui corpi gravi esser

in tai siti, over luochi di unamedesime vertu, over potentia. Et per dimostrar questo, tiro

la .d.k. di quella medesima obliquita, ch’è la .d.c. e imagino un corpo grave sopra di

quella equale al corpo .e. el qual pongo sia la lettera .g. ma che sia in diretto con .e.h.

cioe equalmente distanti dalla .c.k. Hor se possibel è (per l’aversario) che li detti dui
corpi .e. e .h. non siano di unamedesima, e equal vertu in tai luochi, adunque l’uno sara
di maggior vertu, over potentia dell’altro, poniamo adunque, che .e. sia di maggior

vertu, adunque quello sara atto �a discendere, e simelmente �a far ascendere, cioe �a tirare
in suso el corpo .h. Hor poniamo (se possibel è) che il detto corpo .e. descenda per fina

in ponto .l. e che faccia ascendere il corpo .h. per fin in ponto .m. e faccio, over che

segno la .g.n. equale alla .h.m. la quale anchora lei vien �a esser equale alla .e.l. Et dal
ponto .g. tiro la .g.h.e. la qual sara perpendicolare sopra la .d.b. per esser li detti tre ponti

(over corpi) .g.h.e. supposti in diretto, e equalmente distanti dalla .k.c. e simelmente dal

ponto .l. sia tiratala .l.t. equidistante alla .c.b. qual sara pur perpendicolare
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sopra la medesima .d.b. e dalli tre ponti .n.m.e. siano tirate le tre perpendicolari .n.z.

.m.x. et .e.r. Et perche la proportione della .n.z. alla .n.g. è si come quella ch’è dalla .
d.y. alla .d.g. e pero si come anchora quella della .d.b. alla .d.k. (per esser li detti tre

triangoli simili.) Simelmente la proportione della .m.x. alla .m.h. è si come quella,

che è dalla detta .d.b. alla .d.a. (per esser li detti dui triangoli simili.) Anchora la

proportione della .m.x. alla .n.z. sara si

come quella della .d.k. alla .d.a. e

quella medesima (dal presupposito) e

dalla gravita del corpo .g. alla gravita

del corpo .h. perche il detto corpo .g.

fu supposto esser simplicemente,

egualmente grave con el corpo .e.

adunque tanto quanto, che il corpo .g.

è simplicemente piu grave del corpo .

h. per altro tanto il corpo .h. vien �a
esser piu grave per vigor del sito del

detto corpo .g. e pero si vengono ad

egualiar in vertu, over potentia, e per

tanto quella vertu, over potentia, che

sara atta �a far ascendere l’uno de detti

dui corpi, cioe �a tirarlo in suso, quella

medesima sara atta, over sofficiente �a
fare ascendere anchora l’altro,
adunque sel corpo .e. (per l’aversario) è atto, e sofficiente �a far ascendere il corpo
.h .per fin in .m. el medesimo corpo .e. saria adunque sofficiente �a far ascendere

anchora il corpo .g. �a lui equale, e inequale declinatione, la qual cosa è impossibile

per la precedente propositione, adunque il corpo .e. non sara de maggior vertu del

corpo .h. in tali siti, over luochi, ch’è il proposito. S.A. Questa è stata una bella

speculatione, e me è piacesta assai. Et per che vedo esser hora tarda, non voglio, che

procedati in altro per hoggi.

Fine del ottavo libro.
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TO FRANCESCO LABIA

adorned with many good qualities.

Curtio Troiano

I am aware of the great expectations on you for I do not know anyone who applies

with more passion than you to the literary studies. Certainly there is not any kind of

doctrine you are not versed in; any discipline that you will not understand. You

know the rules of grammar very well, the history, the stories of the poets; you excel

in rhetoric, you analyse with the keenness of dialecticians, you inquire with superior

intelligence about the mysteries of nature. You investigate the secrets of theology,

finally you are attracted by mathematics and any kinds of knowledge. For my and

your father benevolence, for your egregious nature, joyful customs, divine inge

A 2
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nuity, the sum modesty, I want to dedicate excellent youth this book on weights by

Jordanus ingenious and acute man, whose fragments Niccolò Tartaglia, my friend, a

man of science, left to settle. Receive with pleased face this [book] just published,

dedicated to you, because I know for sure that it will be not only entertaining but

also useful to you. Greetings. 5th February.

FIRST HOUR
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FIRST SUPPOSITION.

The motion of every heavy body is toward the centre [of the world] and its strength is

a power of tending downward and to resist to the contrary motion, and we can

understand its strength or power from the arm length or from its velocity which is

determined by the length of the balance arms. Second:What is heavier descends more

speedily. Third: It is heavier in descending, to the degree its movement toward the

centre is more direct. Fourth: It is heavier according to position in that position where
its path of descent is less oblique. Fifth: A more oblique descent is one which, in the

same space, partakes less of the vertical. Sixth;One weight is less heavy according to
position, than another, if it is caused to ascend by the descent of the other. Seventh:
The position of equality is that of equality of angles to the vertical, either these are

right angles, or the beam is parallel to the plane of the horizon.

First Question [Proposition].

Among any heavy bodies, the strength is proportional to the weight.

Consider weights ab, c, of which c is the lighter and ab
descend to d, and let c descend to e. In the same way let ab
be raised to f, and c to h [See Fig. 4.24]. I then say that the
proportion of ad to ce, is as the weight ab is to the weight c,
indeed the velocity of descending is as great as the strength
of the heavy body. But the strength of the compound is
composed by the strengths of its components. Let a then be
equal to c, so that the strength of a is the same as that of c. If
instead the ratio of ab to c is less than the ratio of the
strength to the strength, the ratio of ab to a will similarly
be less than the ratio of the strength of ab to the strength of
a, and therefore the ratio of the strength of ab to that of b
will likewise be less than that of ab to b, for [the proposi-
tion] 30 of fifth book of Euclid,[89] what is absurd. Therefore
the ratio of weights will be both greater and less than the
ratio of strengths. Since this is absurd, [the proportion]
must be the same in both cases, so ab is to c, as ad is to
ce, and conversely as ch is to [the distance] af.

h

e

c

f

d

a b

[Fig. 4.24]
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Second Question [Proposition].

When a horizontal position is gained [for a balance of equal arms], then, if equal

weights are suspended [from its extremities], the balance will not leave the horizontal

position; and if it is moved from the horizontal position, it will revert to the horizontal

position. If instead unequal [weights] are suspended, [the balance] will fall on the side

of the heavier [weight] until it reaches the vertical position.A balance is equal, when the

arms of the beam, measured from the centre of rotation, are equal.

Let the centre, then, be a, and the
beam bac; and let b and c be suspended,
and fa be the vertical. Drawn a circle
through b and c, the mid point of its
lower half being e, it is evident that the
descent of both b and c will be along the
circumference of the circle, toward
e. And since the descents along these
paths are equally oblique, and [b and
e] have equal weight, therefore neither
of them will move [See Fig. 4.25].

Let it now be supposed that the balance
is tilted down on the side of b, and up on
the side of c [See Fig. 4.26]. I say that it
will revert to the horizontal position. The
descent from c toward the horizontal posi-
tion is indeed less oblique than the descent
from b toward e. Assume indeed equal
arcs, as small as you please, cd and bg;
and draw the lines parallel to the horizon-
tal czl and dmn, and also bkh and gyt, and
draw, vertically, the diameter frzmakye.
Then zm will be greater than ky, because
if an arc, equal to cd, is taken in the
direction of f, and if the line xrs is drawn
transversally, then rz will be smaller than
zm, what is easy to show.

And since rz equals ky, zm will be
greater than ky. Since because any arc

you please, which is beneath c, takes more of the vertical than an arc equal to it,
taken beneath b, the descent from c is more direct than the descent from b; and then
c will be heavier in the most elevated position, than b. Therefore [the balance] will
revert to the horizontal position.

Now

f

e

cb a

[Fig. 4.25] Figure drawn by Niccolò[90]

[Fig. 4.26]
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Now let b be heavier than c, and assume
the horizontal position. Then, since the
descent on each side is of equal obliquity,
it is evident that bwill descend. For let b be
placed below, in any position, and c above.
I say that in this position also, b will be
heavier. Indeed let the vertical lines cd and
bh[91] be drawn; and let the lines bl and cm
be tangents to the circle [See Fig. 4.28];

and let the arc cz be similar and equal and
similarly placed as the arc be, so that the
line cm is tangent. But because the obliquity
of the arcs be or cz is represented by the
angle dcz, and the obliquity of the arc ce by
the angle dcm, the proportion of the angle
dcz to the angle dcm is smaller than any
ratio that can be assigned between a
greater and a smaller quantity.[92] And it
will also be less than the ratio of the weight
b to theweight c. Since then b exceeds c to a
greater extent than the obliquity exceeds
the obliquity, b in this position will be
heavier than c. For this reason b will not
cease to descend, and c to ascend, until the
beam is in fe,q.

Third Question [Proposition].

In whichever direction a weight is

displaced from the position of equality,

it becomes lighter according to position.

Above the horizontal position let
there be identified two points, above
and below. And from each of these
assume equal arcs, as small as you
like, on the lower side. Then the arc
which is taken below the position of
equality will take more of the vertical.

[Fig. 4.27]
Figure drawn by Niccolò

[Fig. 4.28]
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Fourth Question [Proposition].

When equal weights are suspended

[with wires] from a balance, inequality

of the wires [pendants] will not deter-

mine a perturbation of their

equilibrium.

Let the balance be acb, its centre c;
the wires ad and be, with be the longer;
and the suspended weights d and
e. Then let the perpendicular czy go
down as long as you like, and draw dz
and ey parallel. Then, with centres at z
and y, let quarter circles be described
through d and e; and since dz and ey
are equal, the quarter circles will also
be equal. Because d and e descend
along the circumferences, and because
d and e are of equal weight, and of
equal obliquity, they will be equally
heavy according to position. Therefore
the balance will not move neither here
nor there. That their descent is along
these paths, is shown as follows. Indeed
let a semicircle be drawn around the
centre c, through the points a and b;
and let a descend to m, and b to n, and
from m and n, to the circumferences of
the quarter circles, draw the lines mx
and nh parallel to cz. I say that mx is
equal to ad, and that nh is equal to be:
which is evident after the lines zx and
yh are drawn. Since therefore a and b
descend always along this semicircle, d
and e will also descend through the
quarter described. And this is what
was to be proved.

Fifth Question [Proposition].

If the arms of the balance are unequal,

equal [weights] suspended [from their

extremities], determine a tilting on the

side of the longer [arm] [See Fig. 4.29].

Let

[Fig. 4.29]
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Figure drawn by Niccolò [93]Let the balance be acb, and let ac be
longer than cb [See Fig. 4.30]. I say
that if equal weights are suspended,
as a and b, the balance will decline
on the side of a.

Indeed let the perpendicular cfg be
drawn, and let two quarter circles, ag
and bf, be described around the centre
c; and let the tangents af and bd be
drawn from a and b. it is then plain
that the angle of contingency eag is
smaller than the angle dbf, and that
therefore the descent along ag is less
oblique than along bf. Then, in this
position, a is heavier than b.

Sixth Question [Proposition].

If the [length of the] arms of a balance are

proportional to the weights suspended,

and the heavier weight is suspended

from the shorter, the weights will be

equally heavy according to position.

Let consider the beam acb, as before, with suspended [weights] a and b; and let
the ratio of b to a be as the ratio of ac to bc [See Fig. 4.31]. I say that the balance
will not tilt in any direction.

Suppose it descends on the side of b; and passes to the skew line dce from the
position acb. If a weight d, equal to a, and a weight e equal to b, are suspended, and
if the line da descends vertically downward and the line eh rises, it is evident that
because the triangles dcf and ech are similar, the proportion of dc to ce is the same
as that of df to eh. But dc is to ce as b is to a therefore df is to eh as b is to a. Then
assume cl equal to cb and to ce, and l equal in weight to b,

B
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[Fig. 4.30]
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[Fig. 4.31] (Of this figure only the left part is commented upon in the text)
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and draw perpendicularly lm. Since lm and eh are shown to be equal, then df will be to
lm as b is to a, and as l is to a. But, as has been shown, a and l are inversely proportional
to their contrary [upward]motions. Therefore, what suffices to lift a to d, will suffice to
lift l through lm Since l and b are equal, and lc is equal to cb, l will not follow b; and
neither a will follow b in the contrary motion, which is what it is proposed.

[Figure] drawn by Tartaglia[94] Or

Seventh Question [Proposition].

If two oblong bodies, wholly similar and equal in size and weight, are hung from a

balance so that the one be disposed horizontally and the other comes down

vertically, so that the distance from the centre [of the balance] to the extremity

that descends is the same as the distance to the midpoint of the other, in this position

[the two bodies] will be equally heavy.

Let a and b be the ends of the beam, c the centre; and be the
body disposed horizontally, with d its mid point; and let the other
body, which hangs, be bg so that bc be equal to cd [See Fig. 4.32].
I say that ade and bg, in this position, are equally heavy. To make
this evident, we say that if the beam, on the side of a, were equal
to ce, and if there were suspended from a and e two equal
weights, z and y [See Fig. 4.33], and if a weight double of any
of these, xl, were suspended from b, then also in this position xl
would be equally heavy as z and y. Let indeed x and l the two
halves[95] [of xl] then the weight x will be to the weight z, as bc is
to ce, and the weight l will be to the weight y, in this position, as

bc is to ca. Hence xl will be to z plus y, as twice cb is to ec plus ac. And because
twice bc is equal to ca plus ce, xl will be equal in weight to z plus y, in this
position.[96] For this reason, since all the parts of bg are of equal positional gravity,
and since the two parts of ade equidistant from d are equal in wei-

ght.

[Fig. 4.32]
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to two equal parts of bg, it follows that the whole is equal to the whole.

Eighth Question [Proposition].

If the arms of a balance are unequal, and form an

angle at the centre of rotation, then, if their ends

are equidistant from the vertical passing through

the centre, equal weights suspended in this con-

figuration will weigh equally

Let the centre be c, the longer arm ac, and the
shorter bc and draw the vertical line ceg; and let
ag and be be equal lines, perpendicular to this
vertical. When equal weights are suspended at a
and b, they will not change this position [See

Fig. 4.35].[97] For let ag and be be equally
extended to k and z [See Fig. 4.35]; and on
them draw the arcs of circles, mbhz and kxal
and about the centre c let kyaf be similar et
equal to mbhz and let the arcs ax and al be
equal to each other, and similar to
the arcs mb and be and let the arcs ay
and af also be equal and similar. If
then in this position a is heavier than
b, a descends to x and that b raises to
m. Then draw the lines zm, kxy, kfl;
and mp perpendicular to zbp, and xt
and fd on kad. Because mp is equal to
fd which is greater than xt, on
account of similar triangles,[98] mp
will also be greater than xt. hence b
will be [See Fig. 4.34) lifted verti-
cally [of mp] more than a will
descend vertically [of tx], which is
impossible since they are of equal
weight. Again, let b descends to h
and a lifts to l; and let hr fall perpendicularly on bz, and ln and yo on kon. Then
ln will be greater than yo, and consequently greater than hr; so similarly the
impossible will result. For a greater evidence, let us draw a different figure, as
follows.[100]

B 1

Fig. 4.33

Fig. 4.34 (de Nemore 1565, 6r.)[99]
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Figure drawn by Niccolò Tartaglia based [101]

on this 8. [Eight Question]

Let there be a vertical line ykcnz, and around the centre c let there be drawn two
semicircles, yaez and kbdn [see Fig. 4.35] and let the lines afe and bd be drawn at
equal distances from the diameter, and from these let there be drawn the equal
perpendiculars bl and cf Then draw the lines cb, ca, cd, and ce and assume that
equal weights are suspended at a, b, d, e, and f, they will be of equal weight in this
position. For if the lines ba, bxf, be, da, df, and de are drawn, all of them will be
bisected by the diameter as for instance bxf. And in the samemanner the others will be
divided at their mid points. Since weights are placed in the same way they will be of
equal weight. Amore subtle variant may, however, be determined, if we suppose that a
is heavier than b, b heavier than f, f heavier than d, and d heavier than e. Yet d is not
able to lift e; for the segment of the line de on the side of e would immediately become
greater. But if a is given an impulse downward, it is able to raise b, and similarly b can
raise a; and a can raise d; and b can raise f and f can raise b; until they make a
complete revolution and hang in such manner that the angle with the axis is beneath
them. For when b is moved downward, the segment of the line ba, on the side of b, will
become steadily longer, and b will become heavier.[103]

Ninth Question [Proposition].

Equality of declination conserves identity of weight.

Equality of declination is conserved only on a rectilinear path. Let this [path] be on
the line ad, and let the line ac descend vertically and assume two points, d and e on ab
[See Fig. 4.36].Any heavy body you like, then,whether it descends fromd, or frome,will
have the same weight. For equal segments of ad, taken beneath d and e, will have equal
components of the vertical. This is clear, if we draw from these points the perpendiculars
eh and gl to the line ac, and if we let lines dk and em perpendicularly on them. Thus,
whether a heavy body moves along ab, or is placed there, it will be of the same weight.

Question

Fig. 4.35 [our performance][102]

Fig. 4.36
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Tenth Question [Proposition].

If two weights descend along diversely oblique paths, then, if the inclinations are

directly proportional to the weights, they will be of equal strength in descending.

Let there be a line abc parallel to the horizon, and
let bd be erected vertically on it; and from d draw the
lines da and dc, with dc of greater obliquity [See

Fig. 4.37]. I then mean by proportion of obliquities
not the ratio of the angles, but of the lines measured
up to a horizontal line cuts off an equal segment of
the vertical. Let the heavy body e, then, be on dc, and
the weight h on da; and let e be to h as dc is to da. I
say that those weights are of the same strength in this
position. For let dk be a line of the same obliquity as
dc, and let there be on it a weight g, equal to e. Then
let assume possible e descends to l, and lifts h up to m
and let gn be equal to hm, which in turn is equal to
el. Then draw a perpendicular to db from g to h,
which will be ghy; and [another] from l, which will be
tl. And on ghy, erect the perpendiculars nz and mx;
and on lt, [erect] the perpendicular er. Since the
proportion of nz to ng is as that of dg to dy, for the
similitude of triangles, and hence as that of db to dk,
and since likewise mx is to mh as db is to da, mx will
be to nz as dk is to da, i.e., as g is to h. But because e
does not suffice to lift g to n, it does not suffice to lift h
to m. Therefore they remain as they are.

Eleventh Question [Proposition]

When there is a balance beam of uniform weight and

thickness throughout, and its weight is known, if it is

divided into unequal segments and if a body of

known weight, suspended from the shorter arm,

holds the beam in equilibrium, then the lengths of

the arms on each side of the axis of rotation will also

be determined.

Let the beam be abc, of a given weight and of uniform thickness. Let a body,

[Fig. 4.37]
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d, of known weight, hang from the end c,
and let be be equale to bc. From the mid
point of ae, designated as z, let there be
suspended a body, h, equal in weight to
the segment of the beam ae; and in this
position it will also be of equal heavi-
ness. Since therefore h and d are equally
heavy in this position, the proportion of
d to h will be that of zb to bc. And by
alternation, the proportion of d to zb will
be that of ae i.e., of h to bc. And by
composition, the proportion of d plus
twice zb (i.e., ac) to zb, will be that of
AE plus twice bc i.e., ec to bc. If there-
fore the whole weight abc is multiplied
by its half, and the product is divided by
the sum of the weights of d and of ac-all
these being given–, the weight of the
segment bc is thereby determined.

[. . .]
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Fig. 4.38
Figure drawn by Tartaglia
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FRANCISCO LABIAE[104]

OMNI VIRTUTUM GENERE ORNATO.

CURTIUS TROIANUS S.D.

Non me fugit summa in expectatione te esse, cum optimi literarum studijs, qui te

vehementius incumbat cognoscam neminem. Nullum profecto doctrina genus est,

in quo non verseris, nulla disciplina, quam non intelligere velis, tu grammaticum

canones, historias, et poetarum fabulas mirifice tenes, tu rhetoricis flosculis

abundas, dialecticorum argutia scrutaris, physices arcana, et superior intelligentia

pervestigas, tu theologorum abdita perquiris, tu mathematicis, et omni denique

eruditionis genere delectaris, quamobrem, pro mea in te; et patrem tuum

benevolentia, propter egregiam tuam indolem, iucundissimos more, divinum inge
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nium, summa modestiam, tibi optimae adolescent dicare volui hunc Iordani

ingeniosi, et acuti hominis librum de ponderibus, quem mihi suis in fragmentis

Nicolaus Tartalea familiaris meus, vir quidem praeclaris ornatus scientiis

excudendum reliquit. Accipias igitur laeto vultu hunc in lucem editu, tuoque sub

nomine emissum, quandoquidem tibi non modo iucunditati, sed etiam utilitati fore

certo scio. Vale: Nonae Kalendas Februarius.

PRIMA
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Omnis ponderosi motum esse ad medium virtutemque ipsius esse potentia ad inferiora

tendendi virtutem ipsius, sive potentia possumus intelligere longitudinem brachii

librae, aut velociter eius quem probatur ex longitudine brachii librae, et motui contrario

resistendi. Secunda: Quod gravius est velocius descendere. Tertia: Gravius esse in

descendendo quanto eiusdem motus ad medium rectior. Quarta: Secundum situm

gravius esse cuius in eodem situ minus obliquus descensus. Quinta: Obliquiorem

autem descensus in eadem quantitate minus capere de directo. Sexta: Minus grave

aliud alio secundum situm, quod descensum alterius sequitur contrario motu. Septima:

Situm aequalitatis esse aequalitatem angulorum circa perpendiculum, sive

rectitudinem angulorum, sive eque [aeque] distantiam regulae superficiei Orizontis

[Horizontis].

Quaestio Prima.

Inter quaelibet gravia est virtutis, et ponderis eodem ordine sumpta proportio.

Sint pondera a, b, c, levius c, descendatque a, b,
in d, et c, in e. Itaque ponatur a, b, sursum in f, et c
in h.[105] Dico ergo quod quae proportio a, d, ad c,
e, sicut a, b, ponderis ad c pondus, quanta enim
virtus ponderosi tanta descendendi velocitas: at
quae compositi virtus ex virtutibus componentium
componuntur. Sit ergo a, aequale c. Quae igitur
virtus a, eadem et, c. Sit igitur proportio a, b, ad
c, minor quam virtutis ad virtutem. Erit similiter
proportio a, b, ad a, minor proportio quam virtutis
a, b, ad virtutem a, ergo virtutis a, b, ad virtutem b,
minor proportio quam a, b, ad b. per 30. quinti
Euclidis quod est inconveniens. Similium igitur
ponderum minor, et maior proportio, quam
virtutum. Et quia hoc inconveniens erit, utrobique
eadem ideo a, b, ad c, sicut a, d, ad c, e, et e,
contrario sicut c, h, ad a, f.

h

e

c

f

d

a b
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Quaestio Secunda.

Quum aequilibris [aequilibriis] fuit positio aequalis aequis ponderibus appensis ab

aequalitate non discedet: et si a rectitudine separatur, ad aequalitatis situm

revertetur. Si vero inaequalia appendantur, ex parte gravioris usque ad directionem

declinare cogetur.

Aequilibris dicitur quando a centro
circunvolutionis [circumvolutionis] brachia
regulae sunt aequalia. Sit ergo centrum a, et
regula b, a, c, appensa b, et c,
perpendiculum f, a. Circunducto
[Circumducto] igitur circulo per b, et c, in
medio cuius inferioris medietatis sit e,
manifestum quoniam descensus tam b,
quam c, e, per circunferentiam
[circumferentiam] circuli versus e, et cum
aeque obliquus sit hinc inde descensus,
quum sint aeque ponderosa, non mutabit
alterutrum. Ponatur item quod submittatur
ex parte b, et ascendat ex parte c, dico
quoniam redibit ad aequalitatem, est enim
minus obliquus descensus c,[106] ad
aequalitatem, quam a, b, versus
e. Sumantur enim sursum arcus aequales,
quantumlibet parvi qui sint c, d, et b, g,[107]

et ductis lineis ad aequidistantiam
aequalitatis, quae sint, c, h, l, et d, m,
n. Item b, k, h, g, y, t, dimittatur
orthogonaliter descendens diametrum quae
sit f, z, m, a, k, y, e, erit quod z, m, maior k, y,
quia sumpto versus f, arcu ex eo quod sit
aequalis c, d, et ducta ex transverso linea.

x, r, s, erit r, z, minor z, m, quod facile
demonstrabis. Et quia r, z, est aequalis k, y,
erit z, m, maior k, y. Quia igitur quilibet

arcus sub c, plus capiat de directo quam ei aequalis sub b, directo est descensus
a, c, quam a, b, et ideo in altiori situ gravius erit c, quam b, redibit ergo ad
aequalitatem.

f

e

cb a

Figura a Nicolao de Tartagliis instructa.
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Sit item b, gravius, quam c, et ponantur
aequaliter, quia ergo utrobique est
aeque obliquus descensus patet, quia
b, descendit. Ponatur etiam b, inferius,
ut libet, et, c, superius: dico quod etiam
in hoc situ erit gravius b, dimittant enim
directae lineae c, d, et b, h, et
contingentes circulum sint b, l, c, m, et
sit arcus c, z, similis, et aequalis, et in
eodem situ cum arcu b, e, quem et linea
c, m, continget. Et quia obliquitas
arcuum b, e, vel c, z, est angulus d, c,
z, et obliquitas arcus, c, e, est in angulo
d, c, m, atque proportio anguli d, c, z, ad
angulum d, c, m, est minor qualibet
proportione, quae est inter maiorem, et
minorem quantitatem. Minor et erit,
quam ponderis b, ad pondus c.[108]

Quomodo ergo plus addat b, super c,
quam obliquitas super obliquitatem
gravius erit b, in hoc situ, quam c, hac
rationem non definet [definiet] b,
descendere, et, c, ascendere, usque f, e, q.

Quaestio Tertia.

Figura a Nicolao de Tartagliis
instructa

Omne pondus in quamcunque partem

discedat ab aequalitate secundum situm

fit levius.

Supra enim locum aequalitatis duo
loca signentur super, et infra, et ab
omnibus arcus resecentur ab inferiore
aequales, ut libet parvi, et qui est sub
loco aequalitatis plus capiet de directo.
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Quaestio quarta.

Quum fuerint appensorum pondera aequalia, non faciet nutum n

aequilibri appendiculorum inaequalitas.

Sit responsa [regula] a, b, c, centrum c, et appendicula a, d, et b,
e, longius autem b, e, appensa b, e, descendatque c, z, y,
orthogonaliter quantumlibet, et ductis d, z, et e, y, aeque
distantibus respondere, et positis centris in z, et y,
circunducantur quartae circulorum per d, et, e. Et quoniam d,
z, et e, y, sunt aequales, erunt et quartae circulorum aequales. et
quia per illorum circunferentias est descensus d, et c, quum
aeque ponderosa sint d, et e, et aeque obliquus, descensus in
hoc situ aeque gravia erunt. Non ergo nutabit hinc, vel inde
responsa [regula]. Quod autem per illas sit illorum descensus,
sic constet. Describatur enim semicirculus circa centrum c,
secundum quantitatem b, et a, et dimittatur a, in m, et b, in n,
descendantque ab m, et n, ad quartarum circunferentias lineae
m, x, et n, h, aeque distantes c, y,[109] dico quod m, x, adaequatur
a, d, et n, h, aequalis est b, e, quod patet ductis lineis z, x, y,
h. Quum ergo semper descendant a, et b, per hunc semicirculum
descendunt etiam d, et e, per descriptas quartas, et hoc fuit
demonstrandum.

Quaestio Quinta.

Si brachia librae fuerint inaequalia, aequalibus appensis ex parte

longiore nutum faciet.

Sit
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Sit responsa [regula] a, c, b, et sit a, c, longior quam c,
b. dico quod appensis aequalibus ponderibus, quae sint a,
et b. declinabit ex parte a, dimissa enim perpendiculari c, f,
g,[110] circinentur duae quartae circulorum circa centrum
c, quae sint a, b, et b, f, et eductis contingentibus ab a, et b,
quae sint a, e et b, d, palam est minorem esse angulum e, a,
g,[111] contingentiae, quam d, b, f, et ideo minor obliquus
descensus per a, b, quam per b, f, gravius ergo a, quam b,
in hoc situ.

A Nicolao constructa.

f

d e

b

g

c a

Quaestio sexta.

f

d e

b

g

c a

Si fuerint brachia librae proportionalia ponderibus

appensorum ita, ut in breviori graviter appendatur, aeque

gravia erunt secundum situm appensa.

Sit ut prius regula a, c, b, appensa a, et b, sitque proportio
b, ad a, tam quam a, c, ad bc, dico quod non nutabit in
aliqua parte librae, sit enim ut ex parte b, descendat,
transeatque in obliquum linea d, c, e, loco a, c, b, et
appensa d,

f

d

e

h
b

m

l

c
a

f

d

e

h

m

l

c

a

ut a, et e, ut b, et d, f,[112] linea orthogonaliter descendat, et e, h, ascendat. palam quoniam
trianguli d, c, f,[113] et e, c, h, sunt similes, quia proportio d, c, ad c, e, quam d, b, ad e, h, atque d,
c, ad c, e, sicut b, ad a, ergo d, f,[114] ad e, h, sicut b, ad a, sit igitur c, l, aequalis c, b, et c, e, et l,
aequatur b, in pon[�]

B
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dere, et descendat perpendiculum l, m, quia l, m, et e, h, constant esse aequales, erit
d, g,[115] ad l, m, sicut b, ad a, est sicut l, ad a, sed ut ostensum est a, et l,
proportionaliter se habent ad contrarios motus alternatim. Quod igitur sufficiet
attollere a, in d, sufficiet attollere l, secundum l, m. Quum ergo aequalia sint l, et b,
et l, c, aequale c, b, l, non sequitur b, contrario motu, neque a, sequitur b, secundum
quod proponitur.

A Nicolao constructa Sive

Quaestio Settima.

Si duo oblonga per totum similia, et quantitate, et pondere aequalia appendantur ita, ut in

alterum dirigatur, alterum orthogonaliter dependeat, ita etiam, ut termini dependentis et

medii alterius eadem sit a centro distantia, secundum nunc situm aeque gravia fient.

Sint termini regula a, et b, centrum c, ut appensa quidem dirigitur secundum
situm. Responsa [regula] ad aequedistantia orizontis sit, adde medium eius
d, et alterum dependes b, g, fit tunc b, c,[116] sitque b, c, tamquam c, a,
d. Dico quod a, d, c, et b, g, in hoc situ aeque graviora sunt. Ad huius
evidentiam dicimus, quod si responsa [regula] ex parte a, sit ut c, e, et
appendantur in a, et e, duo pondera aequalia, sicut z, et y, et duplum
utriusque appendatur ad b, quod sit

x, l, erit etiam in hoc situ x, l, tanquam z, et y, in pondere. Sint enim x, et l, dimidia eius eritque
pondus eius, x, ad pondus z, tanquam b, c, ad c, e, per praemissam, et commune pondus l, ad
pondus y, in hoc situ, sicut ab b, c, ad c, a, itaque erit x, l, ad z et y, in hoc situ, sicut ad e, c, et a, c,
duplum a, b, et quia duplum b, c, est, ut c, a, et c, e, erit x, l, aequale z, et y, in pondere in hoc situ,
hac ratione, quoniam omnes partes b, g, pondere sunt aequales, et in hoc situ, et quaelibet duae
partes a, d, e, aequaliter a, d, distantes sunt in po[�]

dere
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dere aequales duabus aequis partibus b, g. Sequitur ut to-tum toti.

Quaestio Octava.

Si inaequalia fuerint brachia librae, et in centro motus angulum fecerint:

si termini eorum ad directionem hinc inde aequaliter accesserint:

aequalia appensa in hac dispositione aequaliter ponderabunt.

Sit centrum c, brachia a, c, longius b, c,
brevius, et descendat perpendiculariter c, e,
g. supra quam perpendiculariter cadant hinc,
inde a, g. et b, e, aequales. Quum sint ergo
aequalia appensa a, c, b, ab hac positione
non mutabuntur, pertranseant enim
aequaliter a, g, et b, e, ad k, et z, et super
eas fiant portiones circulorum m, b, h, z, k, x,
a, l et circa centrum c, fiat commune
proportio k, y, a, f, similis, et aequalis
portionis m, b, h, z, et sint arcus a, x, a, l,
aequales sibi atque similes arcubus b, m, b,
h. Itemque a, y, a, f. Si ergo ponderosius est a,
quam b, in hoc situ descendat a, in x, et
ascendat b, in m, ducantur igitur lineae z, m,
k, x, y, k, f, l, et m, p, super z, b, stet perpendi-
culariter etiam x, e, et f, d, super k, a, d, et
quia m, p, aequatur f, d, et ipsa est maior x, t,
per similes triangulos erunt m, p, maior x, t,
quia plus ascendit b, ad rectitudinem, quam a,
descendit. quod est impossibile, quum sint
aequalia: descendat ratione b, in h, et trahat
a, in l,

et cadant perpendiculariter h, r, super b, z, et l, n, et y, o, super n, k,[117] fiet l, n, maior y, o, et ideo
maior, h, r, unde similiter colligitur impossibile. Ad maiorem autem evidentiam describamus
aliam figuram, hoc modo.
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Figura a Nicolao Tartalea constructa
super 8.

Esto linea recta y, k, c, n, z,[118] et circa centrum c, hinc inde duo semicirculi y, a,
e, z, k, b, d, n, et transeat lineae aequedistantes a diametro a, f, e, et b, d,[119]

directeque perpendiculares hinc inde fiant aequales ut b, l, et c, f,[120] pertractis
recte lineis c b, c, a, d, c, e,[121] positio quod pondera sint aequaliam, a, b, d, e, f, in
hoc situ aeque ponderosa erunt. Directe enim lineae b, a, b, x, f, b, e, d, a, d, f, d, e,
omnes secabuntur per aequalia apud diametrum, veluti b, x, f, et ita omnes divisae
erunt per medium. quare ergo in medio omnium sint centra posita, sicut sunt
pondera posita aequaliter, ergo ponderant: subtilius tamen quaedam differentia
potest perpendi: ut sit a, ponderosius quam b, et b, quam f, et f, quam d, et d, quam
e, nec tamen potest d, elevare e, statim enim proportio lineae d, e, versus e, fieret
maior, sed e, potest nutu facto trahere b, et b, similiter a, et d, a, et a, d, et b, f, et f,
b. donec circumvoluta dependeant ut sit angulus supra centrum, sub ipso enim motu
b, inferius crescet semper pars lineae b, a, versus b, et fiat b, gravius.

Quaestio Nona.

Aequalitas declinationis identitatis ponderis.

Declinationis aequalitas tantum in via recta conservatur, et ipsa sit in linea a, b, et
recte descendens linea sit a, c, sintque in a, b, duo loca d, et e. Sive ergo a d, descendat
quodlibet pondus, sive ab e, eiusdem ponderis erit, aequales enim partes sub d, et, c,
sumptae aequaliter capiunt de directo, quod patet ductis perpendicularibus ad a, c, a,
b, eisdem locis quae sint e, k, h, g, l,[122] et dimissis orthogonaliter super illas d, k, et e,
m, lineas, unde sive excedatur pondus supra a, b, sive simul ponatur unius ponderis est.

Quaestio
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Quaestio Decima.

Si per diversarum obliquitatum vias duo pondera descendant, fiantque

declinationum, et ponderum una proportio, eodem ordine sumpta una erit utriusque

virtus in descendendo.

Sit linea a, b, c, aequedistans orizonti, et super
eam orthogonaliter erecta sit b, d, a qua descen-
dant hinc, inde lineae d, a, d, c, sitque d, c,
maioris obliquitatis proportione igitur
declinationum dico non angulorum, sed linearum
usque ad aequedistantem resecationem, in qua
aequaliter sumunt de directo. Sit ergo e, pondus
super d, c, et h, super d, a, et sit e, ad b, sicut d, c,
ad a, d. Dico ea pondera esse unius virtutis in hoc
situ, sit enim d, k, linea unius obliquitatis, cum d,
c, et pondus super eam. ergo aequale est e, quae
sit g. Si igitur possibile est, descendat e, in l, et
trahat h, in m, sitque g, n, aequale h, m, quod
etiam aequale est e, l, et transeat per g. et h,
perpendicularis, super d, b. Sitque g, h, y, et ab
1, sit l, t, sunt et tunc super g, h, y, n, z, m, x, et
super l, t, erit e, r, quia igitur proportio n, z, ad n,
g, sicut ad d, g, d, y, propter similitudinem
triangulorum, et ideo sicut d, b, ad d, k, et quia
similiter m, x, ad m, h, sicut d, b, ad d, a. Erit
propter aequalem proportionalitatem perturbata
m, x, ad n, z, sicut d, k, ad d, a, et hoc est sicut g
ad h, sed quia e[123] non sufficit attollere g, in n,
nec sufficiet attollere h[124] in m, sic ergo
manebunt.

Quaestio Undecima.

Quum sit responsa libre vnius ponderis,et grossiciei

per totum: et ipsa in pondere data super inaequalia

diuidatur, atque ex parte breuiore dependeat

aequabiliter pondus datum, erunt et portiones, et

regulae, quae sunt a centro examinis similiter datae.

Sit responsa a, b, c, data in pondere, et
aequalis in grossicie, et dependeat
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ex parte c, pondus b, datum, sitque b, e, aequalis
b, c, et in medio a,e, notetur z, á quo dependeat
pondus h, aequale a, e, et in eo etiam situ aeque
ponderabit. Quia ergo in hoc situ aeque
ponderant h, et d, eritque proportio d, ad h, ea
z, b. ad b, c, et permutatim quae proportio d, ad z,
b, ea est a, e, hoc est h, ad b, c, et coniunctim
quae proportio d, et dupli z, b, hoc est a, c, ad z,
b, ea est a, e, et dupli b, c, hoc est e, c, ad b, c. Si
ergo tota a, b, c, ducatur in suum dimidium, et
perductum diuidatur per d, et a, c, quod totum est
datum, exibit b, c,. datum.

Figura �a Nicolao constructa.

[. . .].

____________________________

In the following, for historical completeness, we report Latin transcriptions of all

of the others Quaestio (de Nemore 1565, 8r–14r), as well. Nevertheless, as

announced above, they were not interesting for our research on Tartaglia’s Book
VII and Book VIII.
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Quaestio Duodecima.

Quod si portiones datae fuerint, et pondus datum erit.

Cum enim ut praemissum est d, pondus cum tota a, c, sit ad eius dimidium, sicut
tota a, c, ad b, c. cum sint a, b, et b, c, datae, si ducatur a, c, in suum dimidium, ut
prius, et productum diuidatur per b, c, exibit pondus d, et tota a, c, detracta ergo a,
c, relinquitur pondus d, datum.

Quaestio Tertiadecima.

Si uero pondus datum fuerit, et pars cui appenditur data, totum quoque datum erit.

Verbi gratia d, pondus datum sit, et b, c, portio data. Quia igitur d, ad h, siue ad
e, a, sicut z, b, ad b, e, erit, quód ex ductu d, in c, b, aequale ei, quod ex ductu a, e in
b, z. ergo quod ex ductu d, in c,
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b, bis aequale ei quod ex ductu a, e, in z, b, bis, et hoc est in totum a, c, ergo quod es
d, in c, b, bis cum quadrato e, b, est aequale ei, quod ex a, e. in a, c, cum quadrato c,
b, sed quod ex a, e, in a, c, cum quadrato c, b, ualent quadratum a, b, per primam, et
quartam secundi Euclidis, in materijs igitur quod ex ductu d, in c, b, bis cum
quadrato c, b, ualent quadratum, a, b, sed quod ex ductu d, in c, b, bis cum quadrato
c, b, est, quoddam datum cum d, et c, b, sint data ergo quadratum a, b, est datum:
ergo eius radix, scilicet a, b, est data, cum sit datum quod fit ex d, in b, c, erit et quod
ex z, b, in e, a, datum. quare et quod ex z, b, m, z, e, quorum cum sit differentia data,
erit utrunque eorum datum: sicque tota a, b, c. data hoc opus est, ut ei quod fit ex d,
in b, c, bis addatur quadratum b, c, et compositi radix erit a, b. In hac non
ponderandi ratione hic incidunt generalia, scilicet quód quadratum d, c, b, est
tanquam quadratum d, et quadratum b, a. Quod enim fit ex d, in c, b, bis est
quadratum, quod ex tota c, a, in ea, quare ex d, in c, b, bis cum quadrato c, b, est
quantum quadratum b, a. Quadratum ergo d, c, b, ut quadrata d, et b, a, amplius
quod fit ex d, c, h, in c, b. bis est, ut quadratum c, b, et quadratum b, a, quod enim fit
ex d, in c, b, bis cum quadrato c, b, est, ut quadratum b, a, quare quod est d, in c, b,
bis cum quadrato c, b, bis et hoc est quod fit ex d, c, b, in c, b, bis erit, ut quadrata b,
a, et b, c. amplius quadratum d, c, b, et quod fit ex d, c, b, in c, b, a, bis est, ut
quadrata c, b, a, et d, b, a, erit h, quadratum d, c, b, et quod fit bis ex d, c, b, in c, b,
tamquám quadrata d, et b, a, et b, a, et b, e, et tunc fit bis, ex d, c, b, in b, a, est ut
quod est, d, atque c, b, in b, a, bis, et sic patet, quod dicitur.

Quaestio Quartadecima.

Quod si pondus datum sit, et pars opposita, data similiter omnia data erunt.

Eadem ubique depositio, et d, atque b, a, data sunt, et quadrata eorum coniuncta
data erunt, quae sunt, ut quadratum d, c, b, cuius radix quae est d, c, b, data erit.
dempto ergo d, relinquitur c, b, datum, et sic ota a, b, c, data erit.
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Quaestio Quintadecima.

Si responsa dati fuerit ponderis, et pondus appensum cum parte, in qua dependet

fecerit quod datum, utrunque eorum datum erit.

Erit enim datum quadratum d, c, b, cum eo quod fit ex ipso in c, b, a, b, a, bis. de
quibus dempto quadrato a, b, c, relinquitur quadratum d, b, a, datum erit ergo d, b,
a, datur et ipsius ad d, c, b, differentiam data, quae est differentia a, b, ad b, c,
sicque utrunque erit datum. Et similiter d, eadem ratione, si data a, b, c, fuerit d, b,
a, datur erunt omnia data: quia enim quadrata a, b, c, et d, b, a, sunt, ut quadratum
d, b, c, et quod fit ex ipso in a, b, c, bis, erit quadratum d, a, b, cum duplo quadrati a,
b, c, tanquam quadratum compositi ex a, b, c, et d, b, c, quod cum sit datum, et a, b,
c, datum erit, et d, b, c, datum, sicque ut prius b, a, et b, c, et d, data amplius scilicet
d, c, b, et d, b, a, data non autem a, b, c, erit quoque et ipsa data, et singula data,
quum sit enim quadratum d, b, c, ut quadratum d, et quadratum b, a, detracto eo de
quadrato d, b, a. relinquitur, quod fit ex d, in b, a, bis datum,quare utrunque datum.

Quaestio Sextadecima.

Si brachia librae fuerint data pondere, et breuius in duo secetur similiter data, et a

sectione pondus dependeat quod libram inaequalitate componat, ipsum quoque

datum esse demonstrabitur.

Sint brachia librae ut prius a, b, longius b, c, breuius quod secetur in e,
dependeatque pondus d, quod libram inaequalitate conseruet, dependeat autem et
a, quum pondus h, quidem operetur. Quia igitur tam h, quám d, cum c, b, ponderat
ut b, a, dempto b, c, aequale erit d, in pondere ad h, in

hoc
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hoc situ. sicut igitur b, c, ad b, e, et d, ad h. quumque sit h, datum, et d, datum erit.
Amplius et si d, datum esset, atque c, e, et c, b, data fierent b, a, et a, c, data. Sicut
etiam b, c, ad b, e, et d, ad h, in eadem proportione. quare h, datum ob hoc etiam b,
a, data erit. Similiter ratione, si d, pondus fuerit datum, et a, b. et b, c, data erunt b,
e, et, c, e, data. quia enim a, b, et b, c, data sunt, erit et h, datum. atque sicut d, ad h,
ita c, b, ad b, e, quare b, e, datum erit.

Quaestio Decimaseptima.

Quod si a breuiore duo dependeant pondera, alterum termino, alterum a sectione,

quae regulam in aequedistantiam conseruent, compositumque ex ipsis datum sit

singulis Responsae sectionibus existentibus datis, utroque appensorum data erunt.

Int ut solent brachia librae data a, b, b, c, et sectiones datae b, e, e, c, et
ponderantia h, et d, sitque y. aequale d, ut sit totum h, y, datum. Sit tunc t, pondus,
quod dependens a, c, aequalitatem faciat, cuius ad h, y, differentia data sit z, et quia
t, est in pondere, ut h, d, h,y, erit maius pondere quam h, et d, quantum est z, ergo y
tantum est pondere, quantum d, et z, sed y, ad d, in pondere est, si(�) cut b, c, ad b,
e, ergo y, ad z, sicut b, c, ad e, c, et quia z, datum erit, et y, datum similiter. hoc
amplius si h, et d, data, atque c, e, et e, b, erit et b, a, datum. quia enim t, ad z. sicut
b, e, ad c, e, erit z, datum. Sitque t, atque a, b, data. Amplius si h, et d, data,
rationeque a, b, et b, c, erunt b, e, et e,c, data. quia enim a, b, et b, c, data erit t,
datum. et ob hoc z, et quia b, c, ad c, e, sic d, ad z, erit c, e, datum. Amplius simili de
causa si b, a, et b, c, data atque b, e, et c, e. sitque d, datum, siue h, siue differentia
eorum, siue proportio, omnia data erunt.

Quaestio Decimaoctaua.

Si sectiones librae sunt adinuicem datae, pondusque datum in

C
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termine breuioris, siue in sectione dependens, uel etiam duo pondera data alterum in

termino, alterum insectione appensa, regulam in aequedistantiam constituant, ipsa

quoque in pondere data erit.

Esto ut prius regula a, b, c, sitque a, b, ad c, b, datur in proportione
appendaturque pondus d, elatum aequabiliter ex parte c, duo ergo a, b, c, datam
esse in pondere. Ponatur enim ipsa alicuius noti ponderis quod diuidatur secundum
proportionem a, b, a, d, et c, b, ponaturque maius a, b, et minus e, b, et secundum
hoc inuenietur pondus d. sicut ergo se habet pondus d, prius sumptum ad posterius
sumptum, ita se habebit pondus a, b, c, ad pondus positum. Si enim maius, uel
minus, et t, similiter maius, uel minus quám positum est, erit quód si, d, in e
dependeat, et data sit c, b, ad e, b, datum erit, et t, aequaliter pendens a, c, quód
si d, et h, data sint, similiter et t, datum erit. quod quoniam datum est, datum erit
pondus a, b, c. Commentum respicit prius schema praecedentis propositionis.

Quaestio Decimanona.

Si responsa dati ponderis per inaequalia diuidatur, et alter minus ipsius data

pondera appendantur, quae in aequalitate consistant, brachia quoque librae a centro,

examinis data erunt.

Verbi gratia, dependeat ex a pondus d, et a, c, pondus utrunque et sit b, z,
aequalis b, c, et diui

so
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so z. a, per aequalia apud t, descendat h, y, quod similiter in pondere respondeat e,
sitque y, tanquam a, t, z. eritque proportio e, ad h. y, sicut c, b, ad b, c, et
permutatim e, ad c. sicut y, h. siue h, cum a, z, ad b, c. quare sicut e, cum c, b, ad
c, b, ita h, cum b, a. ad b, c. Itemque h, ad d, sicut a, b. ad c, h. erit ad a, b, sicut d, ad
c, b. Itaque d, et c,b, ad c, b, sicut h, et a, b. Igitur e, cum c, b, ad d. sicut cum c, b,
sicut a, b, ad b, c, et coniunctim sicut e, d, cum a, b, c, aeque quae est dupla c, b, ad
d, cum c, b,. Ita tota a, b, c, ad a, b, c. Si ergo a, b, c, ducatur in d, et c, b, perductum
diuidatur per d, e, et a, b, c, simul exibit b, c, data. Amplius si data a, b, c, fuerint a,
b. et b, c, datae, et totum d, e, datum, et d, et c. erit datum. Amplius si illis datis
fuerint, uel d, uel e, datum, erit reliquum datum. Amplius si d, et e, data sint, et
proportio a, b, et b, c, data, erit tota a, b, c, data. Quia enim e, cum c, b, est data ad
d. cum c, b, quoniam sicut a, b, ad b, c, et quia d, et e. data sunt, erit et c, b. atque a,
b, c, tota data. Amplius si datum a, b, et b, c, fuerit proportio e, ad d. data erit,
utrunque eorum datum.

Quaestio Vigesima.

Si uero a sectione unius brachii pondus datum appendatur, quod alicui dato, et a

termino alterius dependenti in pondere aequentur altera sectionum librae data,

reliqua data erit.

Haec habentur ex praemissa, quia mutua est inter pondera, et remotiones
proportio. Diuisiones quoque huius plures sunt ueluti in praemissa.

Quaestio Vigesimaprima.

Quod si a termino, et a sectione unius brachii duo pondera data dependeant, quae

tertio in termino alterius in aequalitate respondeant sectionibus regulae datis, illud

tertium datum erit.
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Ab a, t, quae est sectio a, b. dependeat d, et 3. et a, c, dependeat e, h, 1. penderetque
e ut v. et h, ut 3. et b, 1, cum b, e, quantum a, b. eritque singulum eorum datum,
quare totum datum. Amplius si e, h, 1. datum est, proportio v. ad 3. data, quodlibet
eorum datum erit, dependeat ex a, d, g. quód in pondere respondeat ad e, h,
1. proportio igitur ad 3. data, atque 3. ad d, quare g, ad v. quumque g, s, sit
datum, erit utrunque datum, et 3. datum. Aliae quoque plures diuisiones
intercidunt.

Quaestio Vigesimasecunda.

Si duo pondera alterum in termino, alterum in sectione longioris brachii

suspensa duobus datis ponderibus, et a termino breuioris dimissis in pondere

aequentur, locis suis alternatis, singula eorum data erunt.

Vt si d, ab a, et 3. a, t, suspensa sint. dimissum itaque 3. ad a, et d, a, t,
respondeant h, in i, pondere tunc sumptis aequalibus d, et 3. quae sint m, et n,
pendeat m, cum 3. in t, et n, cum d, in a, ponderabunt simul quanto c, h, quod quum
sit datum, et d, n, aequale in 3. erunt ipsa data, sicque et d, et 3. datum erit.

Quaestio Vigesimatertia.

Si supra regulam in perpendiculo centro motus posito quantumlibet pondus

utralibet parte dependeat non erit possibile illud usque ad directum centri

descendere.

V erbi
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Verbi gratia. Sit responsa a, b, c, perpendiculum b, u, e, centrum d, et sit a, pondus

maius, quám c, ducantur ergo lineae d, a, d, e, et pertranseat d, a, a, 3,. donec sit d,
a, 3, ad d, a, tamquam a pondus ad c, sitque, 3, ponderet ut c. Quia igitur tria
pondera a, c, 3, sic dependent in a, b, c, atque reuolutio eorum circa centrum d,
quare essent in lineis d, a, 3, et d, c, sed positis ita ipsis tantum uellet 3, distare a
directo d, quantum, et c, distabit quoque et a, proportionaliter a directo eiusdem
non ergo ad directum quum poterit pertingere.

Quaestio Vigesimaquarta.

Quum sit igitur distantia centri a medio. Responsae ad longitudinem ipsius data

ponderaque appensa ad pondus regulae data erit perpendiculi declinatio data.

Sit regula, quae directum determinat h, d, l, 3, et c. ut prius, declinetque regula
ex parte a, donec linea h, d, l, 3, secet in l, quasi ergo centrum exanimis esset in l,
sicut sita est. Responsa quum ergo sine pondera data, et regula, erunt sectiones.
Responsae quae sunt a, l, l, c, datae quasi longitudo utriusque ad b, d, data erit
similiter et l, b, quia etiam angulus l, d, b, datus erit, et est ut angulus c, u, h, et ipsa
est declinatio perpendiculi a directo data.
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Quaestio Uigesimaquinta.

Si uero sub regula centrum designetur, uix continget in hoc situ stabiliri
pondera. Sit Responsa ut prius a, b, c, et perpendiculum d, b, e, sitque e, centrum
sub Responsa, et pondera a, et c, ductis igitur lineis e, a, e, c, quasi inde ipsis, sint,
sic sita sunt pondera. ipsius igitur in hoc situ aeque ponderantibus si fiat
qualitercunque nutus in alterutra partium ueluti in a, crescet ex parte a, portio.
Responsae usque ad rectitudinem quae signeretur h, l, 3, ut sit communis sectio
ipsius, et regulae in l, sicque grauius reddetur continue donec circumuoluatur
regula sub e.

Quaestio Uigesimasexta.

Possibile est igitur Responsa aeque distantis collocata quantumlibet pondus in

alterutra parte suspendere, quae regular ab aequalitate non separet.

Sic regula a, b, c, centrum b, linea directionis d, b, e, sitque Responsa suo
pondere in aequalitate sita. Sumatur igitur alia Responsa aequalis grossiciei, et
ponderis, quae sit h, t, 3, posito t, in eius medio, sitque portio regulae h, b, in
utralibet parte minor longitudine quam sit h, t, et pendeat regula h, t, 3, ab h, fixa ut
t, sit in directo sub b, secta a linea directionis in t, dico ergo ipsa ita dependens non
faciet mutare literam, sita est enim quasi si traheretur linea b, 3, et in ipsa linea b,
h, dependeret omnesque partes eius aequaliter a, t, distantes aeque ponderarent,
distant enim aequaliter a linea directionis, quia t, 3, ponderant, quantum b, t, t, h,
non ergo fiet nutus, sed et super hoc si quolibet pondus suspendatur a, t, non faciet,
hinc uel inde nutum.

Quaestio
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Quaestio Vigesimaseptima.

Quolibet ponderoso ab aequalitate ad directionem eleuato secundum mensuram

substinentis in omni positione pondus ipsius determinari est possibile.

Sit a, b, ponderosum, et sit ubique aequaliter ponderis situm aequaliter et fixo b,
eleuetur in a, donec directum sit c, b, mota a, quae suo describat quartam circuli ab
a, in c, sitque situs aequalitatis primus directionis dicatur ultimus, et quando diuidit
arcum a, c, per aequalia, sic ipsa b, d, et situs medius, et quum eleuatum fuerit
secundum mensurarum substinentis, sit b, e, et perpendicularis e, l, sit pro eleuante,
et sit hic situs secundus. In situ uero .3. sit b, f, sitque arcus f, d, aequaliter d, e, dico
igitur ipsum semper leuius fieri usque in f, aeque graue ut in e, et inde item semper
leuius usque ad c, possibile alius leuius esse in a, quam in d, et grauius, et aeque
graue pro quantitate e, l, sit enim g, h, aequaliter e, l, ut orthogonaliter erecta,
donec contingat d, b, in h, et dimittatur d, k, recte super a, b. Si igitur g, fuerit in
medio a, b, tunc g, h, aequum erit eius dimidio, scilicet dimidio a, b, quia é aequale
g, b, quum sit d, b, in d, ad pondus a, b, sicut linea b, k, ad b, a, atque pondus eius in
d, ad pondus eius in h, ut b, g, ad b, k, quum sit b, g, ad b, k, sicut b, k, ad b, a, quia
sunt consequenter proportionali erit pondus d, b, in h, tanquam pondus a, b, quia
habent eadem proportionem ad pondus d, b, in a, quod si g, sit uersus b, erit in h,
maius pondus, quam in a, si uero uersus a minus sit, item in u, perpendicularis
aequaliter e, l, quia b, k, haberet maior proportio ad b, g, quam ab ad b, k, et
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ideo, et pondus in, h, ad pondus in d, contingens b, f, in e, u, m, transeatque linea
e, u, p, et ducantur perpendiculares f, r, f, x, ad b, a, b, c. Quia igitur ponderis e, b,
ad pondus f, b, ut l, b, ad r, b, siue x, b, ad p, b, a puncta f, et e, aequedistent
(ex hypothesi) a punctis c, et a, siue a puncto d, pondusque f, b, in u, ad pondus eius
in f, sicut f, b, ad u, b, siue r, b, ad m, b. Et quia x, p, ad p, b, sicut r, b, ad m, b, erit
pondus e, b, ad pondus f, b, sicut pondus f, b, in u, pondus eius in f, tantum ergo est
pondus e, b, in e, quám f, b, in u, quia figurae, a, b, p, est similis figurae, f, r, b, c,
(quod facile probabis) et figura a, u, m, b, p, circa diametrum f, b, (per sextum
Euclidis) erit similis eisdem. Ideo sicut b, l, ad b, r, sic b, r, ad b, m, et ideo sicut b, e,
in e, ad pondus b, f, m, f, sic erit idem pondus f, b, in u, ad idem pondus f, b, in f, et
ideo (per quintam Euclidis) pondera e, b, in e, et b, f, in u, erunt aequalia. Quod
autem in e, sit leuius, quám in h, probatur quia d, h, est longior, et est etiam d, r,
maior, quám e, z, et angulus b, e, 3, minor angulo u, k, z.

Quaestio Uigesimaoctaua.

Mundus non in medio descendens breuiorem partem secundum proportionem

longioris ad ipsam grauitatem redditur.

In, quo suspenditur sit a, b, c, et pondus e. Diuidatur autem e, in d, ac f, ut sit d,
ad f, sicut a, b, ad b, c. Si igitur suspenditur d, in c, et f, in a,tanti ponderis quodlibet
eorum, quanti e, intellecto quód in opposita, sit quasi centrum librae.
substinentibus igitur in a, et c, pondus c, dependens a, b, erit grauitas in a, ad
grauitatem c, sicut c, b, ad b, a.

Quaestio
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Quaestio Vigesimanona.

Omne medium impedit motum.

Esto quód mouetur a, b, quod uero occurit medium sit t, ponaturque c, quasi
instantia, quae sit t, e, d. Si igitur c, nullius fuit grauitatis si non impedit motum a, b,
descendente quum impellatur ab ipso, cogetur discendere et sic erit ut grauitatem
habens, poterit ergo descendens ex parte e, ad pondus ex parte d, attollere, aeque
ergo constabat a descensu suo impellere d, quia attollens d, non impedietur a
uelocitate sua, quod est impossibile. Quod sic ponderosum finite, si non mouetur
quod ipsum impedit, habebit eam ab aqua tenus impedire, si mouetur, quum a, b,
ipsum consequetur, erit a, b, grauius quo uelocius sitque 3, aequale a, b, in
pondere, possibile igitur est 3, ex parte 3, positum motu c, descendere, et attollere
ad pondus ex parte d, fietque tunc 3, in pondere ut c. si igitur a, b, non impeditur
impellendo, non impedietur impellendo 3, similiter ergo quum moueantur a, b, et
3. motu naturali, non impediuntur in attollendo d, quod totum est impossibile.

Quaestio Trigesima.

Quo ponderosius est pro quod fit transitus, eo in transeundo difficilior fit

descensus.

Huiuscemodi per quod fit transitus sunt aer et aqua, et alia liquida, quod igitur
ponderosius est ipsium sit a, b, c, quod leuius sit d, e, f, quodque transit t, transiens
autem per illa, offendat in b, et e. Est autem b, grauius, quám e. Quumque ad
descendum impedia
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ntur, et ipsa quum descendere habeant, stant, pluris est grauitatis quod impedit
b, quám quód impedit c, quia autem t, habet, eodem offendendi impedimento, plus
offendetur in b, similiter infra b, et e, aequaliter, si sursum pellatur, tardioris erit
motus in b.

Quaestio Trigesimaprima.

Quod maius coheret, plus substinet.

Sit quod substinere habet a, b, c, et res descendens t, quae cadens offendat in b,
ad hoc ergo, ut per transeat, habet a, b, saeparari a, b, c. Quo ergo cohaeret, uel
plus substinebunt t, ut non moueantur ante operationem suam, uel si moueatur, plus
habet e, a, secum trahere coniuncta. plus ergo impedient, et ideo prius.

Quaestio Trigesimasecunda.

In profundo magis est descensus tardior.

Sit profundum a, b, g, d, lineis conclusum, et partes, per quas sit descensus sine
e, f, k, profundior e, partes collaterales e, b, et g, quanto igitur liquor est
profundior, tanto inferiores partes plus comprimuntur, ut e, comprimitur enim et
a superioribus et iuxta se positis. Quum enim liquida sint b, g, comprensa a
superioribus nituntur undique, euadere. Coarctant ergo e, ita, ut si f, cederet exiret
in locum superiorem. Vnde manifestum est, quód non solum e, sustinet f, sed nititur
contra e, t, et e, o, magis f, contra k, minusque ideo f, repelleret k si in f, profunditas
terminaretur. Tunc enim solidum suppositum substineret tantum f, et non niteretur
contra magis igitur, quum impediatur descensus k, in hoc situ quód si minor esset
profunditas, et e, magis impedietur.

Quaestio Trigesimatertia.

Altitudo maior minuit grauitatem.

Vt superiorem formam repetamus, dicimus in omni liquido quam libet partem
inferiorem a qualibet superiori grauari, ut e non so-

lum
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lum ab f, et k, sed ab a, et d. Quum enim non possit a, descendere i b, tendit et in e,
quoniam liquidum est similiter, et f, ab b, omni superiori grauatur, eo quód amplius
quanto a, b, latius. quanto igitur plus nititur contra. k, et ideo amplius tardabitur
descensus t, tertium grauitatis minuetur.

Quaestio Trigesimaquarta.

Res grauior quo amplius descendit eo fit descendendo uelocior. In aere quidem

magis in aqua minus, se habet enim aer ad omnes motus.

Res igitur grauis descendens primo motu trahet posteriora, et mouet proxima
inferiora, et ipsa mota mouetur sequentia, ita ut illa mota grauitatem descendentem
impediat minus. Vnde grauius efficitur, et cedentia amplius impelli, ita ut iam non
impellantur, sed etiam trahant. Sicque fit, ut illius grauitas tractu illorum
addiuuatur et motus eorum grauitate ipsius augeatur, unde et uelocitatem illius
continue multiplicare constat.

Quaestio Trigesimaquinta.

Forma ponderosi mutat uirtutem ponderis.

Et enim si acutum, et strictum fuit, facilius pertransit, et hoc dicitur leuius enim
separat, et sic fit leuius, minori etiam ostendit, minus quidem impeditur, et ob hoc
etiam uelocius transit e, contra si obtusum est.
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Quaestio Trigesimasexta.

Omne motum plus mouet.

Si quid ex impulsu moueatur, certum est quód impelletur si autem motu proprio
descendat, quo plus mouetur, uelocius fit, et eo ponderosius ad quae plus impellit
motum, quám sine motu, et quo plus mouetur, eo amplius.

Quaestio Trigesimaseptima.

Quod motum plus impedit plus impellitur.

Sit quod mouetur a, et quod plus impedit c, et quod minus b, sitque libra u, e, f,
duoque pondera z, et t, sitque a, quasi in d, suspensum, atque in z, ab f, dependens,
quum c, impediat omnino motum a, et t, cum b, patet, ergo quód e, t, quám b, minus,
ergo a, t, adiuuat c, quám c, b, substinendum a, plus ergo grauatur c, pondere a,
quám b, plus ergo impellitur.

Quaestio Trigesimaoctava.

Et grauius rei motae, et leuitas frustrare uidentur mouentis uirtutem.

Sic mouens a, b, et quod mouetur c, adeo ergo leue potest esse c, respectu
uirtutis a, b, ut eam non impediat, et ita uix impelletur. adeo ergo graue, quod
uirtuti impellentis non cedat, uel et ideo modicum mouebitur, uel nihil, utrobique
ergo uidetur frustrata uirtus impellentis, quia non confert ad motum rei in rapisse
uel parum.

Quaestio Trigesimanona.

Virtutem impellentis adiuuat circumactio ipsius, eó amplius, quó fuit longius.

Sit
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Sit quod motum est a, b, c, et motum e, si igitur impellat a, b, c, impellat e, in c, et
moueatur a minus impellet, quám si figatur a. Ponderosius est enim c, in situ
aequalitatis, quám si dimittatur a, ut ostensum est. Manete item a, plus impelletur
e, in c, quám in b, quia grauius in c. Item circumactum c, manete a, plus impellet,
quám utroque prius non moto. quia motum plus eó etiam maius, quó longius dicitur.
fixo enim a, in centro circumacta b, et, c, describent arcus circulorum, et maiorem
e. Quum ergo maius pondus in c, quám in b, et uelocius quoque motummulto amplius
impelletur e, in c, quám in b, similiter etiam circumactum e, cum c, magis mouebitur,
quám si c, motum prius offendat. Si iterum centrum alterius motus sit in b, ut c, b, t,
circa ea: et iterum c, b, moueatur circa b, et augmentabitur uirtus impellendi pro
duplici motu, quám aequali tempore multo maiori circumitur, feretur.

Quaestio Quadragesima.

Quod sustentatur in terminis circa medium, citius deprimi tur, et eo amplius si

impellatur. et hoc secundum formam impellentis, et quantitatem ipsius fit plurimus.

Sit quod impellatur a, b, c, ipsum quoque si substineatur in a, et, c, plus habebit
deprimi circa b, uel omnium substineat b, nisi continuitas ad alia, quam quidem
quandoque substinet, quandoque non sufficit. Omnino etiam ex quo incipit
descendere b, fit magis ponderosum, quám inimus incipit esse pondus, in a, et c,
porro, quanto b, magis distat á terminis, magis ponderabit, quám ipsa sunt in
centrum librae, quoniam subste–
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ntatur prae longitudine. ergo contingit aggrauari medium, ut rumpatur antequam
dirigatur. hoc autem magis contingit etiam b, impellitur, sicque duplicato pondere
citius directo continuitatis b, cum a, et, c, soluitur, atque magis sit, si acutum fuerit
impellens: magis enim impellet vnum, atque hoc etiam ut e, soliditas continuitatis, et
ponderis, et impulsui non cedant, siquae substinent aliquatenus cedant persequutae
eo, quod impelli soluatur, quoniam medium semper fit grauius. hoc etiam si inuentus
termino substineatur, fit et si in altero, ut in a, quoniam si impellatur in b, quoniam
grauius, fiet b, non equetur c, circunuolutionem b, et rumpetur continuitas. alioquin
plus transiret c, quám b, quam si leuius esset minima soliditas in c, a.

Quaestio Quadragesimaprima.

Quum medium detinetur facilius extrema curuantur.

Sit ipsum a, b, c,d, e, medium c, quod quum detineatur, extrema impellantur,
quòniam motum eorum in partem, qua impelluntur non potest sequi, oportet
curuari, quoniam directam habet solui nisi connexio soliditatis impediat. quae
quidem minus perfecit in a, quám in b, et c, quám d, impulsa enim a, et e, quoniam
medij connexione detineri habent scilicet b, et d, quum ipsa habilia sint ad
sequendum, quum in se non detineantur, minus impedietur a, et e, continuitate ad
c, sicque fit, ut quum extrema facilius cedant, in quo illis uiciuiora facilius
sequantur, contingat totum curuari in circulum. quanto igitur longius a, c, e,
tanto leuius extrema curuantur in eadem ratione, qua et remotiora á centro librae
ponderosiora sunt, quoniam maiores arcus describunt eandem quoque: et in
omnem partem magis sequentur impellentem, si non pondus ipsum impediat.
Notum etiam quód super hoc quidem manente c, non magis impedit pondus a,
quám pondus b, impellentem b, quoque ad ipsum pondus.

Quaestio Quadragesimasecunda.

Magis impulsum plus cohaeret.

Haec impulsio sit a posterioribus, quae impulsa habent anteriora perpellere.
quae quoniam pondere suo aliquatenus resistunt, habent media constringi. Vnde
quando in latus declinantur, hinc etiam contingit, quód inferiora superioribus
infixa, uel depulsis infiguntur.

Quaestio
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Quaestio Quadragesimatertia.

Quod partes habet cohaerentes, si motu directe offendantur, redit directe.

Hoc quidem fieri habet per medium, in quo defertur, siue aer, siue aqua, et
propter partium raritatem sit in quo defertur b, idest aer, siue aqua, et materiam a,
in quo offendit c. Quia ergo a, mouet b, quum recedat a, de e, loco suo, et impellat b,
de loco suo, oportet ut ad supplendum

loca posteri. reciperetur b, vnde eodem impulsu et permouetur, et retorquetur eo
amplius quum offendat a, in c, quumque b, nequeat procedere pondere imminentis
constructum ponderosus refertur, et cum impetus a, refractus sit in c, et ponderet
solo iam inuitatur. habet retrahi motum b, nisi pondus eius praeualeat, et directe.
quia in omnes partes aequaliter recedit b. Raritas uero partium hoc idem operatur,
quoniam priores partes a, quum prius offendantur in e, urgentur mole, et impetu
posteriorum, et cedunt in se, sicque deluso impetu redeuntes in locum suum, alias
repelluntur recedendo, separabiles sunt partes constrictae, hinc, inde resiliunt.

Si quidem aliquod quo amplius continue demissum descendit, tantum in priori
perstrictus efficiatur.

Exitus per quod egreditur a, b, et per prima pars c, quod quum descen
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derit ad f, sit e, in exitu. Item quum c, fuerit in u, fit f, e, in 3. quare ergo quo plus

descenderit, ponderosius erit c, ponderosius in u, f, quám in a,b. Quia uero dum e,
peruenit in u, f, pertingit c, in 3. t, longius erit a, f, quám f, 3. quia gracilius
continue, quia partes uelociores, et sic tandem adrumpuntur.

Si res inaequalis ponderis in partem quamcunque impellantur, pars grauior
occupabit.

Sit quod impellit a, b, pars grauior a. Si ergo impellatur ex parte a, et b,
impellatur, quoniam leuius est, facilius cedet pulsui. quumque facilitatem eius non
sequatur a, frustrabitur quidem in se, et grauitate a, adiuuabit; sicque totus uisus
reuertetur ad a, habet ergo praecedere in suo impetu trahere b. Si uero b, posterius
impellatur, et praecedat a, impulsum quidem b, impellet a, leuitas 3. attrectabitur
mouendo a, et ideo prius impelletur a, quia motum ipsius plus impedit, totoque conatu
in plurium habebit trahere b, ea finiter liber Ioradam de ratione ponderis.

Et sic finit.
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End Notes

[1] Baldi 1707, 133; our translation.

[2] Durante 1981, 157; our translation.

[3] Trovato 1994, 32; our translation

[4] Tartaglia is very probably referring to Leonico Tomeo’s 1525 edition (Aristotle 1525).

[5] Notice the attribution to Aristotle of the use of mathematics. This is coherent with the

medieval vision of mixed–sciences for which theoretical mechanics was a mixing of

physics and mathematics.

[6] Tartaglia’s reference to a “natural philosopher” implies empirical observations only.

[7] “In primis igitur quae accidunt circa libram dubitare faciunt, quae nam ob causam

exactiores minoribus maiores sunt librae”. (Aristotle 1525, 25. See also Problemata
mechanica 848b in Aristotle 1955c, 848b, 337).

[8] Facts resulting from empirical evidence cannot disprove theoretical proofs; the discrepancy

depends on some aspects of the matter being modelled improperly.

[9] “Equiangular parallelograms have to one another the ratio compounded of the ratios of their

sides.” [“Tutte le superficie de equidistanti lati che stanno intorno al diametro de ogni

paralellogrammo sono simile a tutto el paralellogrammo anchora fra loro.”] (Tartaglia

1543a, Book VI, Theorema XVII, Propositione XXIII, LXXXVIIr). The theorem would

generalize the basic formula for calculate the area of a rectangle. In other words: the ratio of

a given rectangle to a given square is the product of the ratios of the sides of the rectangle to

a side of the square. Tartaglia probably refers to the rule of parallelogram used by Aristotle

in problem 1 of Problemata mechanica. See Chap. 3.
[10] Aristotele (1525, 30).

[11] Aristotele (1525, 30).

[12] The liberal arts were those of trivium (grammar, rhetoric, logic) and of quadrivium

(arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy).

[13] A subordinate science was a science that needed another science to explain the phenomena

concerning it. Aristotelians of the XVI century considered at least two of the liberal arts, i.e.

music and astronomy, as sciences subordinated to mathematics.

[14] Tartaglia suggests that the definitions he is introducing are shared definitions. Indeed most

of them are. We will indicate in the footnotes the sources.

[15] According to the Aristotelian epistemology.

[16] “Bodies equal in volume are those which fill equal spaces” (Liber Euclidis de ponderoso et
levi (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27). For example: grandezza (size) is identified with

volume, thus in the following we will translate grandezza with volume.

[17] “And those which fill unequal places are said to be of different volume” (Liber Euclidis de
ponderoso et levi in: Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27).

[18] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima, 3r.
[19] “Bodies are equal in forces, whose motions through equal places, in the same air or the same

water, are equal in times” (Liber Euclidis de ponderoso et levi, Moody and Clagett [1952]

1960, 27).

[20] “And those which traverse equal places in different times, are said to be different in force”

(Liber Euclidis de ponderoso et levi, Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27).

[21] This definition comes both from Liber Euclidis de ponderoso et levi (Moody and Clagett

[1952] 1960, 27): “And that which is greater in its force, it is the lesser in its time” and

“What is heavier descends more quickly” (de Nemore 1565, 3r). However, it differs from

them because it explicitly refers to different bodies (presumably bodies with different

weight). In such a way, the strength of a body (virtus) is identified with its speed and is

independent of its weight. Which is in contrast with Petition II (See Chap. 3).

[22] “Bodies are of same kind which, if of equal volume, are of equal force” (Liber Euclidis de
ponderoso et levi, Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 27).
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[23] We can identify simple heaviness with weight avoiding an additional analyses concerning a

modern term, force–weight.

[24] “Of two bodies equal in volume the one whose weight is equal to that of a greater number of

calculi is of greater specific gravity (gravius esse in specie)” (Liber archimedis de ponderibus,
Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 43). We note that a calculus is the least measure of weight.

[25] de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima, 3r. The definition of obliquity is the classical one in the

science of weights: a line is more oblique when it makes a greater angle with the line of

descent. Tartaglia maintains quite an ambiguity about the directions of lines of descent of

heavy bodies. In general statements (as for example see Petition I) he says the lines of

descent are toward the centre of the word; but in the proofs of his entire proposition, he

assumes parallel (and vertical) lines of descent.

[26] “Aweight is known, when the number of its calculi is known” (Liber archimedis de ponderibus,
Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 41). Note: a calculus is the least measure of weight.

[27] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima, 3r.
[28] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima, 3r.
[29] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima 3r. We note Tartaglia’s reference to lines of descent

converging toward the centre of the world.

[30] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, 3r. Mention of the balance is important because it allows us to frame

the problem of descent of weight into a physical and mental model very known and studied,

which also makes easier possible reference to experience.

[31] Tartaglia is saying that his is a mathematical (ideal) model. The presence of small cups to

sustain weights has no relevance, as all goes with weights hung directly from the scale.

[32] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima, 3r.
[33] Note that Tartaglia will give amathematical definition of obliquity, only at the end ofBook VIII.
[34] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima, 3r.
[35] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima 3r. Differently from de Nemore however there is the

explicit reference to a balance, where the lowering of a weight causes the raising of the other.

[36] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio prima, 3r.
[37] This is an assumption about the additivity of the power.

[38] “Equal magnitudes compared to the same, have to the same ratio; and the same has to equal

magnitudes the same ratio”. [“Se due quantit�a equale seranno, comparate a quale si uoglia

quantit�a, di quelle a quella ser�a una medesima proportione, & similmente da quella a quelle

ser�a una medesima proportione.”] (Tartaglia 1543a, Book V, Theorema VII, Propositione

VII, LXIXv). The Theorem V.7 is evident: if a¼ b, then a: c¼ b: c, and c: a¼ c: b.

[39] Here Tartaglia cites Theorem 30 by Euclid’s Book V. We remark that Euclid’s Book V has

18 Definitions and only 25 Propositions (Theorems). Nevertheless, as in other parts of the

Quesiti, it looks like that Tartaglia refers to his Euclid book where, effetely, additional-

correlated propositions is possible to read. In his Euclid book, Theorem 30 claims: “Let

there be four quantities, of which the ratio of the first plus the second is greater than the ratio

of the third plus the fourth to the fourth, then, conversely, the ratio of the first plus the

second to the first will be lower than the ratio of the third and fourth to the fourth”. [“[30/0]

Se seranno quattro quantit�a, delle quale della prima e seconda alla seconda sia maggior

proportione, che della terza e quarta alla quarta ser�a eversamente minor proportione che

della prima e seconda alla prima che della terza e quarta alla terza.”] (Tartaglia 1543a, Book
V, Theorema XXX, Propositione XXX, LXXVIv). In other words, let us assume A, B, C, D

as the four quantities in the order. The theorem V.30 would say: if (A +B): B> (C +D): D,

then (A+B) : A< (C +D) : C.

[40] Tartaglia (1543a, Book V, Theorema VII, Propositione VII, LXIXv).

[41] Tartaglia (1543a, Book V, Theorema XXX, Propositione XXX, LXXVIv).

[42] This proof is similar to that of Proposition I.

[43] The second part of the corollary, i.e., that speed is proportional to volume, follows from

Proposition I and Proposition II by means the transitive property.

[44] Tartaglia (1543a, Book V, Theorema VII, Propositione VII, LXIXv).

[45] Tartaglia (1543a, Book V, Theorema XXX, Propositione XXX, LXXVIv).

[46] This proof is similar to that of Proposition I.
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[47] Tartaglia (1543a, Book V, Theorema VII, Propositione VII, LXIXv).

[48] Tartaglia (1543a, Book V, Theorema XXX, Propositione XXX, LXXVIv).

[49] This proof is similar to that of Proposition I.

[50] Here Tartaglia seems to state a trivial theorem of geometry, for which the length of paths of

points in a radius of a circle are proportional to the radius. He is probably comparing the path

with the power, reconnecting to Jordanus de Nemore’s weak form of the virtual work law.

[51] Cfr.: de Nemore (1565, Quaestio secunda, 3v).
[52] See Chap. 3.

[53] Notice that Tartaglia, following Jordanus de Nemore, proves equilibrium for a balance with

equal arms and weights and does not assume it as a postulate in the wake of Archimedes’s
theory of balance.

[54] Tartaglia assumes as a fact of nature that the balance returns to its first position (which is not

generally true in effect) and want to explain this fact (the why) by means of mathematics.

[55] See Chap. 3.

[56] Curious expression. In fact, Tartaglia is considering vertical parallel lines.

[57] Notice that Tartaglia is associating an angle – that which the path (curvilinear indeed) of

descent forms with the vertical – with obliquity. We also note that the obliquity of the path

bf is measured by the contingency angle dbf though the verical bd crosses the path bf.
[58] Angle between two curved lines or a curved line and its tangent.

[59] “The straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter of a circle from its end will fall

outside the circle, and into the space between the straight line and the circumference another

straight line cannot be interposed, further the angle of the semicircle is greater, and the

remaining angle less, than any acute rectilinear angle”. [“Se dall’un di termini del diametro

de alcun cerchio ser�a dutta orthogonalmente una linea retta le necessario che quella cada di

fuora del detto cerchio, & fra quella è il cerchio le impossibile che gli possa capire altra

linea retta. E l’angolo contenuto de quella, & dalla circonferentia è piu acuto de tutti li

angoli acuti contenuti da linee rette, e l’angolo fatto di dentro dal diametro, e dalla

circonferentia e maggiore de tutti li angoli acuti contenuti da linee rette.”] (Tartaglia

1543a, Book III, Theorema XV, Propositione XVI, XLIIIv).

[60] In this part, considerations about the difference of behaviour of mathematical and real

balances developed in Book VII are repeated.
[61] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio quinta, 4v.
[62] Here Tartaglia is stressing that physical reasoning in mechanics is subalternate to mathematics.

[63] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio sexta, 5r.
[64] Euclid I.16: “In any triangle, if one of the sides is produced, then the exterior angle is greater

than either of the interior and opposite angles.” [“Essendo protratto direttamente un lato d’un
triangolo, qual ne pare, quel far�a l’angolo estrinsico maggiore dell’uno e dell’altro angolo

intrinsico del triangolo a se opposito.”] (Tartaglia 1543a, Book I, Theorema IX, Propositione

XVI, XIXv). Euclid I.29: “A straight line falling on parallel straight lines makes the alternate

angles equal to one another, the exterior angle equal to the interior and opposite angle, and the

sum of the interior angles on the same side equal to two right angles.” [“Se una linea retta

cader �a sopra a due linee equidistante, li duoi angoli coalterni seranno equali, & l’angolo
estrinseco ser�a equale allo angolo intrinseco a se opposito, & similmente li duoi angoli

intrinseci constituidi dall’una e l’altra parte seranno equali a duoi angoli retti”] (Tartaglia

1543a, Book I, Theorema XX, Propositione XXX [read: XXIX], XXIIv).

[65] “In equiangular triangles the sides about the equal angles are proportional where the

corresponding sides are opposite the equal angles.” [“D’ogni triangoli di quali li angoli
dell’un a li angoli di l’altro son equali, li lati che risguadano li angoli equali sono

proportionali”] (Tartaglia 1543a, Book VI, Theorema IIII, Propositione IIII, LXXXr).

[66] Here Tartaglia resumes Jordanus de Nemore’s reasoning (de Nemore 1565, 5rv), which is

useless for him; he could have finished his proof more clearly by observing that body d in a
is equally as heavy as body e in b.

[67] When Quesiti et invention diverse was published Tartaglia had already edited Archimedes’
work (Tartaglia 1543b).

[68] Tartaglia is conscious he is moving in a different tradition than Archimedes’.
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[69] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565, Quaestio settima, 5v.
[70] The “other way” is to use the concept of the gravity of position. To use the other way

Tartaglia changes his model. The horizontal bar is replaced by two equal weights located at

its extremity. However he fails to notice that he is using an Archimedean approach to do

this; so his method is not fully other.
[71] de Nemore 1565 Quaestio undecima, 7r. Now Jordanus de Nemore’s proposition does not

contain the part in italic. This part is however contained in the body of the proof. See Chap. 3.

[72] “Parts have the same ratio as their equimultiples”. This Theorem would say that: if n is any
number and a and b any magnitudes of the same kind, then a: b = na: nb. This Theorem is

reused in the Books V, VI, and XIII, as well. Taking into account Tartaglia’s reasoning in

the text, we think that an appropriate quotation should be: “If some quantities will be

divided equally by a multiple, the ratio of the submultiple will be the same” [“Se ad alcune

quantit�a saranno tolti li multiplici equalmente, la proportione di multiplici, & quella di

submultiplice ser�a una medesima”] (Tartaglia 1543a, Book V, Theorema XV, Propositione

XV, LXXIIv).

[73] “Ratios which are the same with the same ratio are also the same with one another”.

[“Quelle proportioni che a una medesima proportion seranno equale eglie necessario che

fra loro siano equale.”] (Tartaglia 1543a, Book V, Theorema XI, Propositione XI, LXXIr).

This Theorem – very frequently whenever ratios are used – claims the transitivity of the

relation of being the same when applied to ratios. In modern terms: if a/b = c/d and c/d = e/f,

then we can write: a/b = e/f.

[74] “Magnitudes which have the same ratio to the same equal one another; and magnitudes to

which the same has the same ratio are equal.” [“Se la proportione di alcune quantit�a a un a

quantit�a ser�a una medesima, eglie necessario quelle quantit�a esser equal, & se la

proportione dell’una a quelle ser�a una medesima similmente eglie necessario quelle esser

equale.” (Tartaglia 1543a, Book V, Theorema IX, Propositione IX, LXXv).

[75] Cfr.: de Nemore 1565 Quaestio duodecima, 7v.
[76] Here Tartaglia cites Theorem 20 by Euclid’s Book VII: “The least numbers of those which

have the same ratio with them measure those which have the same ratio with them the same

number of times; the greater the greater; and the less the less.” [“Li numeri secondo qual si

uoglia proportione minimi, numerano quai si uoglian in quella medesima proportione,

equalmente, el minor el minor, & lo maggior el maggior.” (Tartaglia 1543a, Book VII,
Theorema XX, Propositione XXII, CVIIr). The Theorem VII.20 (and VII.29) concern with

ratios in lowest terms as relatively prime numbers and properties of relatively prime numbers;

properties of prime numbers are discussed propositions VII.30 (and VII.32). For example,

given a ratio a:b, if c:d is the same ratio and the least among all those ratios with the same

ratio, then, first of all, c divides a, and d divides b, but also, c divides a the same number of

times that d divides b. Taking into account Tartaglia’s reasoning in the text, we think that an
appropriate quotation should be: “Consider four proportional number [abcd], the product of

the first with the last [ad]will be equal to the product of the second and third [bc]. But if the

product of the first and last equals that of the second and third the four numbers will be

proportional”. [“Se seranno quattro numeri proportionali quello che uien produtto dal primo

in l’ultimo, ser�a eguale a quello che uien produtto dal dutto del secondo in el terzo, Ma se

quello che è prodotto dal primo in el ultimo è eguale a quello, che è produtto dal secondo nel
terzo quelli quattro numeri sono proportionali.”] (Tartaglia 1543a, Book VII, Theorema

XVIII, Propositione XX, CVIr; in Euclid’s Book VII this is Theorem 19).

[77] For example, something to be measured in feet; an unknown denoted below as “co”, from

the Italian cose (things). See Chap. 3, footnote 186.
[78] Tartaglia (1543a, Book VII, Theorema XVIII, Propositione XX, LXXVIv).

[79] By indicating co with x, the equation Tartaglia is solving is 160 x¼ 400� 80 x, which gives
x¼ 5/3¼ 1 + 2/3. Note the use of fractions.

[80] Tartaglia considers the vertical in A as parallel to the verticals in D, E, G, etc. I.e. he

assumes the lines of descent as parallel to each other.

[81] Here Tartaglia assumes that the obliquity is measured by the ratio of the length to the height of

the inclined plane. This actually is the correct choice, but he gives no justification for that.
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[82] Neologism.

[83] Inversamente.

[84] From “cercina”: pair of compasses.

[85] From “Libre”: pounds.

[86] Ratio.

[87] For example, something to be measured in feet; an unknown denoted below as “cosa”,

“cose” (thing, things) or more simply “co”. See Chap. 3, footnote 186.

[88] Libre.

[89] Tartaglia (1543a, 104v, 105r).

[90] Note the label, maybe by the editor Troiano or Tartaglia’s himself, to distinguish figures

drawn by Tartaglia.

[91] In the original drawing instead of “b” is erroneously reported “a”.
[92] They are contingency angles, and as such both of them are different from zero but less then

any positive number.

[93] The second figure has not reference to Tartaglia.

[94] This figure, indicated in the text as drawn by Niccolò, is less complete and accurate than that

which refers no indication [See Fig. 4.32]. Consequently the latter has been commented

here.

[95] As x and l cannot be equal, as clear from the text, Jordanus de Nemore instead of “halves”

would have had to write, more generically, “parts”.

[96] Modern notation. With reference to the figure, which in Tartaglia’s book follows Figure 8,

from the equilibrium of the lever the two proportions can be written: x : z¼ bc : ce and l :
y¼ bc : ca. By adding the two proportions we obtain: x + l : (z + y)¼ 2bc : (ca+ ce) and
because x + l¼ xl, ca + ce¼ 2cb by assumption, it is obtained: xl¼ z + y.

[97] Tartaglia’s (or better probably Curtio Troiano’s) arranging of figures is not very clear. In the
body of the text there is only the drawing represented on Fig. 4.33. But at the end of

Opuscoli Jordanus de ponderositate (de Nemore 1565, 17rv) two drawings like that of

Fig. 4.34 are added (probably by Troiano), but with a bad lettering; only the letters

underlined in Fig. 4.34 are reported. Also the drawing is incomplete; the dashed lines are

missing; see also (Moody and Clagett [1952] 1960, 186).

[98] There are no similar triangles. The conclusion is however correct.

[99] To make the reading easier, the figure is redrawn below for 90 degrees clockwise rotation.
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[100] Jordanus de Nemore’s alternative proof is scarcely commented into the literature, probably

because it is not very clear being too hasty and probably incorrect. The original system of

beams centred about c seems to be ideally replaced by some other beams. For example bxf is
considered as a beam centred in x. The weight at f and b are said to be equilibrated because x
is in the middle of bxf. How can de Nemore make this affirmation? Is he applying the law of

moments, which he knows though limited to vertical loads? (He had applied it at least in

another part of the De ratione ponderis (de Nemore 1565, 10v).

[101] This is an evident case, which shows the role played by Tartaglia within de Nemore’s work:
he declared what he did with respect to Iordani opusculum’s text.

[102] In order to be choerent with de Nemore’s reasoining in the text (de Nemore1565, 17v), the

figure reported (See Fig. 4.35) and performed by us has been corrected in some parts.

The original figure is:

[Fig. 4.35bis]
[103] Here Jordanus de Nemore’s reasoning is not clear. For sure, he recognized an unstable

configuration of equilibrium, which involves, in the case of disturbance, a complete reversal

of the system.

[104] Francesco Labia. To him is dedicated also the Euclide Megarense, 1565 edition.

[105] In the printed text: “c, i, h” instead of “c in h”.

[106] In the printed text “a” instead of “c”.

[107] In the printed text: “b, h” instead of “bg”.

[108] In the printed text: “t” instead of “c”.

[109] In the printed text: “x” instead of “y” or “z”.

[110] In the printed text: “b” instead of “g”.

[111] In the printed text: “b” instead of “g”.

[112] In the printed text: “b” instead of “f’”.
[113] In the printed text: “b” instead of “f’”.
[114] In the printed text: “b” instead of “f’”.
[115] In the printed text: “b” instead of “g”.

[116] “fit tunc bc” has not meaning for us and has been omitted in the traslation.

[117] In the printed text: “m” instead of “k”.

[118] In the printed text: “i, k, e, n, z” instead of “y, k, c, n, z”.

[119] In the printed text: “b, l, d” instead of “b, d”.

[120] In the printed text: “e, f” instead of “c, f”.

[121] In the printed text: “e, b, c, a, d, c, e” instead of “c, b, c, a, c, e”.

[122] In the printed text: “e, f, h, g, l” instead of “e, k, h, g, l”.

[123] In the printed text: “r, e” instead of “e”.

[124] In the printed text: “m” instead of “h”.
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Chapter 5

Foreign Editions of Quesiti et inventioni
diverse

In this section, we present the results of an historical archive research. It has been

finalized to list, as far as possible, the main Quesiti’s foreign editions published in

the history of science. We also list some uncertain dates and alleged editions cited

in the history of science archives. In some cases we do not yet have historical proofs

of some quotations. Our apologies for any relevant items that may be missing.

5.1 An Outline

In between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, publications concerning scientific

works were produced mainly in Latin. Nevertheless, there appeared some in the a

kind of Italian (vulgare) language, produced by scholars, artists, mechanicists,

architects of fortifications, military studies (e.g., Charbonnier 1928; Hall 1952,

chapters I–II) etc. Particularly, military engineering (in ca. half of the sixteenth

century) was essentially part of military architecture and thus presented works in

architecture, artisanship and military expertise (e.g., Zanchi 1554; Cataneo [1567]

1982; Lantieri 1557; Lupicini 1582a, b; Rusconi 1590, etc.) addressed to men of war
(Gille 1964). They published compendia, scientific works and tables, the latter being

particularly useful and produced by means of images (without previous usual mate-

rials errors), as well. Most publications came from France, e.g., de Monluc ([1521–

1576] 1964), de Fourquevaux (1548), de la Noue (1587), from Germany, e.g.,

Fronsperger (1564), from Italy, e.g., Biringucci, della Rovere, de Marchi, Collado,

Pigafetta, Lorini, Tadino de Martinengo, Bellucci (1598) Greco, Gromo, Busca,

Lupicini, Machiavelli, Peruzzi, Romano, Curtio Troiano, et al., already cited above

in Chap. 1, and from England, e.g., Ascham (1545) and Cyprian Lucar (1588).

Tartaglia was one of the Italian mathematicians who were mainly busy with

mathematics, geometry, fortifications and science of weights and were translated

into vulgare. Among his publications, Quesiti et inventioni diverse (hereafter
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Quesiti; Tartaglia 1546, 1554) is the most translated work. Generally speaking,

Tartaglia’s corpus underwent a number of translations, some partially and some in

full, most of them with regard to Quesiti. In our opinion, numerous translations

were mainly inspired by the amazing ideas they contained. There also appeared to

be a wish, on the one hand, to spread Tartaglia’s studies with those of de Nemore’s
science and, on the other hand, to further developments of the Nova scientia within
military studies (Webb 1965; Besana 1996; Walton 1999). An example of the latter

can be found in Cyprian Lucar’s (fl. 1590) choice to translate and publish (1588) the
first three books of Quesiti1 only, and to add a special appendix to permit the

reader to go into the properties and expertise of gunneries.

5.1.1 Quesiti Foreign Editions

In the following, a list of Quesiti’s foreign editions is presented. It includes the main

known non–Italian editions from 1547 to 2010.We provide an original orthographical

structure within titles and main library accounts.

5.1.1.1 The Foreign Editions, 1547–2010

1547 German Books I–II–IV–VI–VII–VIII in: Der furnembsten, notwendigsten, der gantzen
Architectur angehörigen Mathematischen und Mechanischen k€unst, eygentlicher
bericht, und haftklare, verstendliche unterrichtung [. . .] in drey furneme B€ucher
abgetheilet. Als Der newen Perspectiua. I. Buch vom rechten gewissen
Geometrischen grund, alle Regulierte und Unregulierte Cörperliche ding [. . .]
Weiteren inhalt des II. und III. Buchs der Geometrischen B€uxenmeisterei, und
geometrischen Messung, sampt der kurtzen summarien des gantzen begriffs
der selbigen unterschidnen theil, finden hernach, Ryff W.H., Nurimberg.

[Accounts: Italy2 and France.3 Reprint: Holms4 Verlag, Hildesheim 1981].

1556 French Book VI in: Livre VI. Des demandas et inventions diverses de Nicolas Tartalea,
Bressan, Sur la maniere de fortifier les Cités, eu esgart �a la forme. ET de quelle
largeur, espesseur & hauteur doivent etre les Boulleuarts, Platesformes &
Cavaliers. A Rheims de l’imprimerie de Bacquenois, Imprimeur de M. le

R. Cardinal de Loraine. [Account: France5].

1 At the University of Bologna (Italy), a Ph.D. thesis in literature (Olivari 2005) about the

importance of English translations also involved Quesiti.
2Catalogue of Milano University, Italy: Inv. 047 334278. Coll. 3L. 13A.T.068. 001. Note

1 V. Philosophy faculty. 1981–edition is a reproduction of 1547–edition. World biographical

Index. Internet-edition. K.G. Saur Electronic Publishing München: www.saur-wbi.de
3Bibliothèque Nationale de France: Rés. V 333.
4Catalogue of Genova University, Italy: CSB di Architettura Fondo: Coll. E.1920. Barcode 00192529.
5Bibliothèque Mériadec Municipal de Bordeaux. France. Fonds Patrimoniaux, Côte A 5384(2).

For idem book, Jadart also mentioned the following Archive at the cited Bordeaux bibliotheca:

23, 265A. Section Science et Arts, 8665*. See also: Tonni-Bazza 1901, 1904b, c.
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1558 German Books I–II–IV–VI–VII–VIII in: Der furnembsten, notwendigsten, der gantzen
Architectur angehörigen Mathematischen und Mechanischen k€unst, eygentlicher
bericht, und haftklare, verstendliche unterrichtung [. . .] in drey furneme B€ucher
abgetheilet. Als Der newen Perspectiua. I. Buch vom rechten gewissen
Geometrischen grund, alle Regulierte und Unregulierte Cörperliche ding [. . .]
Weiteren inhalt des II. und III. Buchs der Geometrischen B€uxenmeisterei, und
geometrischen Messung, sampt der kurtzen summarien des gantzen begriffs der
selbigen unterschidnen theil, finden hernach, Ryff W.H., Nurimberg.

[Account: France6].

1582 German Books I–II–IV–VI–VII–VIII in: [Der] Bawkunst oder Architectur aller
f€urnemmsten, nothwendigsten, Angehörigen mathematischen vnd
mechanischen K€unsten, eygentlicher Bericht, und verst€andliche
Vnderrichtung, zu rechtem Verstand der Lehr Vitruuij, in drey f€urnemme
B€ucher abgetheilet. [. . .] Allen k€unstlichen Handtwerckern, Werckmeistern,
[. . .] zu sonderlichem Nutz vnd vielfeltigem Vortheil in truck verordnet, durch
Gualtherum H. Riuium medi. & math Getruckt zu Basel, Getruckt, zu Basel:
durch Sebastian Henricpetri, Ryff W.H, Basilea.

[Account: Italy7 and France8].

1588 English Books I–II–III in: Three books of colloquies concerning the arte of shooting
[microform] : in great and small peeces of artillerie, variable randges, measure,
and waight of leaden, yron, and marble stone pellets, mineral saltepeeter, gun-
powder of diuers sortes, and the cause why some sortes of gunpower are corned,
and some sortes of gunpowder are not corned: written in Italian, and dedicated by
Nicholas Tartaglia vnto the Royall Prince of most famous memorie Henrie the
eight, late King of England, Fraunce, and Ireland, defender of the faith &c. And
now translated into English by Cyprian Lucar Gent. who hath also augmented the
volume of the saide colloquies with the contents of euery colloquie, and with all the
corollaries and tables, that are in the same volume. Also the said Cyprian Lucar
hath annexed vnto the same three books of colloquies a treatise named Lucar
Appendix [. . .]. Thomas Dawson for Harrison J, London.9

[Account: U.K,10 Australia11 and U.S.A12]

6Bibliothèque nationale de France: N027156-1. We remark that Ryff quoted Tartaglia many times

even though he only translated part of his ideas without developing them. Therefore, it is not really

a Quesiti’s edition. It is a comment on several parts of Quesiti. More or less like Drake and

Drabkin’s made with their Mechanics in Sixteenth–Century (Drake and Drabkin 1969).
7Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze, Italy. Coll. MAGL.20.4.14 Inv.: CF005683893. It also

includes 3 books of Nova scientia.
8Bibliothèque nationale de France: Loc. N027156-2.
9 The book is also given by Riccardi in his Biblioteca Matematica Italiana dalla origine della
stampa ai primi anni del secolo XIX (Riccardi 1870–1880, II, 500).
10British Library, UK. Identifier: System number 003581577. Plates. fol. (UK) MP1.0003828712.

General Reference Collection 62.d.14. [Another issue]. General Reference Collection 62.d.14.

UIN: BLL01003581577.
11National Library of Australia. Bib. ID 1141724 STC (2nd ed.) 23689. Microfilm. Ann Arbor,

Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1964. 1 microfilm reel; 35 mm (Early English books,

1475–1640; 1010:15). It is a reproduction of the original archived at the British Library. We also

note: (a) the website of the Australian library reports both dates 1587 and 1588, and (b) it is also

available from UMI 300 N Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48103–1553.
12University of Pennsylvania Library. 1 microfilm reel, 35 mm. Location: Van Pelt Micro text Call

Number: STC I Reel 1010:15. It is a reproduction of the original in the British Library. It is also
available from UMI, 1964, Ann Arbor, MI 48103–1553.
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1778 German Book VI in: Das sechste Buch der Fragen und Erfindungen des Nicol.
Tartaglia, Von der Befestigung der St€adte, so wediesble von der Gestalt der
Walle abh€anget, printed for: Magazin f€ur Ingenieure und Artilleristen, vol.
IV. Bohm A, Universität Giessen.

1845–1846a

French

Books I–II–III and Nova scientia, in: Journal des arms specials, Vol. VI.

1845–1846b

French

Books I–II–III and Nova scientia, in: La Balistique de Nicolas Tartaglia,
ouvrage publié pour la 1re fois en 1537 sous le titre de “La Science nou-
velle”, et continué en 1546 dans les deux 1ers livres du recueil du
même auteur intitulé. “Questions et inventions diverses”, traduit de
l’italien [. . .] par François–Xavier–Joseph Rieffel [. . .]. 1er partie. Correard,
Paris.13

[Account: France14 and U.K15].

1845–1846c

French

La balistique de Nicolas Tartaglia, ou, Recueil de tout ce que cet auteur a écrit
touchant le mouvement des projectiles et les questions qui s’y rattachent,
composé des deux premiers libres de La science nouvelle (ouvrage publié pour
la première fois en 1537) et des trois premiers libres des Recherches et
inventions nouvelles (ouvrage publié pour la première fois en 1546). 2e partie.
Corréard J, Paris.

[Account: France16 and U.K17].

1969 English Selections from Quesiti–Books I, VII and VIII In: Mechanics in Sixteenth–
Century Italy: Selections from Tartaglia, Benedetti, Guido Ubaldo, and
Galileo.18

1981 German Books I–II–IV–VI–VII–VIII. In: Der furnembsten, notwendigsten, der gantzen
Architectur [. . .]. Reprint: Holms Verlag, Hildesheim.

2001 German [From 1554–edition] Die kubischen Gleichungen bei Nicolo Tartaglia: die
relevantenTextstellen aus seinenQuesiti et inventioni diverse auf deutsch €ubersetzt
und kommentiert, in Veröffentlichungen der Kommission f€ur Geschichte der
Mathematik, Naturwissenschaften und Medizin 53. Wien Verlag der Österrei-

chischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Translator: Friedrich Katscher.

[Account: Austria19 and Italy20].

2010 French Tartaglia N. 2010. Niccolo Tartaglia: Questions et inventions diverses, Livre IX
[Book IX only] ou L’invention de la résolution des équations du troisième
degré. Hamon G, Degryse L (eds). Hermann, Paris.

13 The book is also given by Riccardi in his Biblioteca Matematica Italiana dalla origine della
stampa ai primi anni del secolo XIX: “Fu [Quesiti] translated into French language, with the title

La Balistique de Nicolas Tartaglia, ouvrage publié pour la 1re fois [. . .]” and he also cited “sur la
maniere de fortifier les citez [. . .]” of the 1556 (Riccardi 1870–1880, II, 500).
14Bibliothèque nationale de France. Two Vols. N�: FRBNF31434939. Loc.: Tolbiac V–53572–3.
The translator added a long appendix on ballistic theory.
15British Library, UK. Loc.: General Reference Collection 1398.e.9. The books is also cited by

Riccardi (Riccardi 1870–1880, 500).
16 This is the second part of the previous book. The title changes. Bibliothèque nationale de
France. Two Vols. N�: FRBNF31434939. Loc.: Tolbiac V–53572–3. The translator added a long

appendix on ballistic theory.
17British Library, UK. Loc.: General Reference Collection 1398.e.9.
18 Drake and Drabkin (1969).
19 The 2001 edition is part of a book series: Veröffentlichungen der Kommission f€ur Geschichte der
Mathematik, Naturwissenschaften und Medizin; 53.
20Biblioteca dell’Istituto di Storia della Scienza di Firenze, Italy. Aritmetica e Algebra Testi,

Carteggi. Coll: Misc. 613/16; see also Istituto Austriaco di Roma, Coll.: 8.GN.53.
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In total we have:

English: 2 editions

French: 5 editions

German: 5 editions plus 1 reprint

5.1.2 Bibliographical Notes

During the latest ten years, our research on Tartaglia (and correlated history of

mechanics from Archimedes to Torricelli) produced numerous results already

published (References list). For this reason, one of us (RP) collected several

references concerning alleged Quesiti editions. Yet some of them lack historical

proofs. Nevertheless, negative results also belong to historical research. In order to

make it clear within the international archives programmes, and hoping that they

will be of some help, the following are listed as well.

5.1.2.1 Uncertain Dates Around Partial and/or Alleged

Quesiti’s Editions

Quesiti 1528

An incomplete treatise seems to have first appeared in Venice.

Ayala gives 1528 (and 1546, 1550, 1554, 1660, 1562, 1583, 1606) editions in

Venetia and another one on 1620 in Carpi.

Cfr: D’Ayala M (1854) Bibliografia militare italiana e moderna, Stamperia Reale,

Torino, 155.

Cfr.: Ayala M (1841) Dizionario Militare Francese Italiano. Tipografia Gaetano
Nobile, Napoli, 367.

We do not have historical proves of that. For, maybe it is an error in the

Ayala’s book.
Delli quesiti 1538

See 1554–edition.

Delli quesiti et inventioni diverse, di Nicolò Tartaglia, stampato a Venezia nel
1538.
It seems to be at the Biblioteca of the Palazzo dell’Arsenale21 Torino, Italy.

Quesiti 1550

De Bascarini.

Cfr.: Riccardi P (1870–1880) Biblioteca Matematica Italiana dalla origine della
stampa ai primi anni del secolo XIX. Tipografia dell’erede Soliani, Modena, II, 499.

Cfr.: Weiss M (1841) Biographie universelle ou dictionnaire historique. Tome

VI. Furne & C, Paris, 22, Col. 1.

21 The title in the text is exactly that reported by Biblioteca of the Palazzo dell’Arsenale in its

website. Very probably it should be Il primo libro delli quesiti, et inventioni diverse de Nicolo
Tartaglia, sopra gli tiri delle artiglierie, et altri svoi varii accidenti (Tartaglia 1538) of the 1554–
edition (Tartaglia 1554).
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Quesiti 1551

Ruffinelli, included Gionta to Book VI.

Cfr.: Riccardi P (1870–1880) Biblioteca Matematica Italiana dalla origine della
stampa ai primi anni del secolo XIX, II, 499.
Cfr. Brunet JC (1860–1865)Manuel du Libraire et de L’Amateur de Livres. Firmin

Didot

Frères, Paris, (see also 1878 et succ.).

Cfr.: Graesse JGT (1859–1869) Trésor de livres rares et precieux, Vols. I–VII.
Dresde, Kuntze.

Cfr.: Weiss M (1841) Biographie universelle ou dictionnaire historique. Tome VI.

Furne & C, Paris, 22, Col. 1.

CONTRA
Cfr.: Boncompagni B (1881) Intorno ad un testamento inedito di N. Tartaglia.
In memoriam dominici Chelini. Collectanea Mathematica. Hoepli, Milano,

380–381.

UNCERTAIN
Cfr. Masotti gives it in: Tartaglia N ([1554] 1959) Quesiti et inventioni diverse de
Nicolo Tartaglia brisciano. Commentari dell’Ateneo di Brescia, Brescia,

XXXVIII, fn. 24.

The book in Florence is missing c. 81–132 related to Books VI–IX substituted by

c. 81–88, 93–128 by 1554–Edition (see Riccardi 1870–1880, II, 499–500).

[Account: Italy22].

Quesiti 1558

Nova Scientia de N. T. con una gionta al terzo Libro. (legato con) Il Primo Libro
(�Ottavo) delli quesiti, et inventioni diverse de N. T., sopra gli tiri delle artiglierie,
et altri suoi varii accidenti. (legato con) Regola generale di solevare ogni fondata
Nave & navilii con Ragione. Published by s.d. 1562, Vinegia, Curtio Troiano dei
Navò[?].

It seems that Riccardi had a copy without the Book IX.23 Cfr.: Riccardi P (1870–

1880) Biblioteca Matematica Italiana dalla origine della stampa ai primi anni del
secolo XIX, II, 499–500.
[Account: Italy24].

22Biblioteca dell’Istituto di Storia della Scienza, Firenze, Italy. Old coll.: Antico 1092. Sigla del

catalogatore: rl. New coll.: MED 1051/01. It is cited in: Biblioteca of the Istituto di fisica,
Universit�a di Firenze; Laboratorio di Fisica in Arcetri, Universit�a di Firenze Museo di fisica e
storia naturale; Istituto di studi superiori, Firenze. Osservatorio meteorologico; Museo strumenti
antichi. Universit�a di Firenze.
23 “Nell’esemplare da me posseduto manca il nono libro e dopo l’ottavo, che termina con la 94�

car., vi sono uniti la Travagliata invenzione [. . .] e l’Opera di Archimede de insidentibus aquae
dechiarata in volgare ec. In car. 32 senza num. compresa l’ultima colla impresa e le note di stampa

nel recto: IN VINEGIA, Per Curtio Troiano dei Nauò. M.D. LXII.”. (Riccardi 1870–1880, II, 499.

Author’s capital letters and italic style).
24Biblioteca di Storia delle Scienze “Carlo Viganò”, Brescia, Italy.
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Quesiti 1562

Il primo [-ottavo] libro delli quesiti, et inventioni diverse de Nicolo Tartaglia, sopra
gli tiri delle artiglierie, et altri suoi varii accidenti [. . .]. Curtio Troiano dei Nauò[?].
It seems that Riccardi had a copy without the Book IX.25

Cfr.: Riccardi P (1870–1880) Biblioteca Matematica Italiana dalla origine della
stampa ai primi anni del secolo XIX, II, 499–500.
[Account: Italy26].

Quesiti Before 1566

Il primo [-ottavo] libro delli quesiti, et inventioni diverse de Nicolo Tartaglia, sopra
gli tiri delle artiglierie, et altri suoi varii accidenti [. . .].Curtio Troiano dei Nauò[?].
[Account: Italy27]

Quesiti 1620

Ayala gives (1528, 1546, 1550, 1554, 1660, 1562, 1583, 1606 in Venetia and)

1620 as an edition in Carpi.

Cfr.: Ayala M (1841) Dizionario Militare Francese Italiano. Tipografia Gaetano
Nobile, Napoli, 367.
Cfr.: Cockle MJD (1900) A Bibliography of English foreign and military books.
Biography of military books up to 1642. Simpkin, Marshall. Hamilton, Kent &

Co. Ltd, London, 169.

Quesiti 1670

The Book III is translated, only.

Cfr.: Stubbe H (1670) Legends no histories: or, A specimen of some animadversions
upon the History of the Royal Society: Wherein, besides the several errors against
common literature, sundry mistakes about the making of salt-petre and gun-powder
are detected, and rectified: whereunto are added two discourses, one of Pietro
Sardi, and another of Nicolas Tartaglia relating to that subject. Translated out of
Italian. With a brief account of those passages of the authors life, which the virtuosi
intended most to censure, and expatiate upon: written to save them the trouble of
doing any thin besides defending themselves. [. . .]. Printed at London, London, 110–
119.

Cfr.: Cockle MJD (1900) A Bibliography of English foreign and military books.
Biography of military books up to 1642, 169.

25 See 1558 edition (Riccardi 1870–1880, II, 499–500).
26Biblioteca di Storia delle Scienze “Carlo Viganò”, Brescia, Italy.
27 Cfr.: The Universal Short Title Catalogue (USTC) hosted by the University of St Andrews. The
date before 1566 is obtained from reading Troiano’s publishing activities from 1537 to 1566:

28 works in 36 publications in 3 languages and 115 library holdings. Italian Library copies:

Brescia, Biblioteca Ottorino Marcolini dell’Universit�a cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Cremona,

Biblioteca statale, Gallarate, Bioblioteca Istituto Filosofico Aloisianum; L’Aquila, Biblioteca
provinciale Salvatore Tommasi; Messina, Biblioteca regionale universitaria; Padova, Biblioteca
universitaria; Roma, Biblioteca Angelica; Roma, Biblioteca dell’Accademia dei Lincei e
Corsiniana; Roma, Biblioteca nazionale centrale Vittorio Emanuele II; Roma, Biblioteca
universitaria Alessandrina; Torino, Biblioteca Reale; Trapani, Biblioteca Fardelliana; Urbino,
Biblioteca centrale dell’Area umanistica dell’Universit�a degli studi di Urbino; Firenze, Biblioteca
dell’Osservatorio Ximeniano, Coll. K.3.38/M.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Questa è stata una bella speculazione, & me è piaciesta
assai. Et perche vedo essere hora tarda, non voglio, che
procedati in altro per hoggi.
(Tartaglia 1554, Book VIII, Q. XLII, Proposition XV, 98v)

6.1 Concluding Remarks

It was 1546 when Italian scholar, Niccolò Tartaglia wrote his first edition of the

Quesiti et inventioni diverse.
Mechanics between the 15th and 16th centuries mainly concerned what largely

is now called statics and was referred to as the Scientia de ponderibus. Generally, in
secondary literature, it was pursued with two different approaches. The former,

usually referred to as Aristotelian school, where the equilibrium of bodies was set as

a balance of opposite tendencies to motion. The latter, usually referred to as

Archimedean science, where the study of the equilibrium reduced to the evaluation

of the centre of gravity of a body (centrobaric). In between the two traditions – but

far from Aristotelian–Euclidean axiomatic – the Italian scholar, Niccolò Fontana,

better known as Tartaglia (1500?–1557), wrote the treatise Quesiti et inventioni
diverse (1546; 1554).

The Quesiti et inventioni diverse is an extraordinary and interdisciplinary debate
on physics, architecture, statics and mathematics. The science in–common is

geometry. The language used is Italian (vulgare). Particularly, Book VII and

Book VIII mainly concern to Scientia de ponderibus, which – with some optional –

nowadays we call statics.

Firstly, we presented a historical account of Tartaglia’s lifetime, his scientific

production and the Scientia de ponderibus from the Middle Ages to the Renais-

sance, and taking into account Arabic-Islamic studies. Then, a historical epistemol-

ogy analysis of Book VII and Book VIIIwas done. All propositions of Books VII and
VIII, and their relationships with the Problemata mechanica by Aristotle and

Iordani opvsculvm de ponderositate by Jordanus de Nemore were deeply examined.

Most accomplishments obtained are detailed descripted in each chapters.

© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2016
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The last part of this book includes information about the original texts and related

transcriptions into Italian–Latin languages and English translations. It would be of

some help in using the archives in history of science research, as well.

The book aim to gather and re–evaluate current thinking on the subject offering

its original contribution to the history and historical epistemology of science,

philosophy of science within fields of physics, engineering and mathematics.

Fine del Tartaglia’s Science ofWeights andMechanics in the Sixteenth–Century de
Raffaele Pisano, & Danilo Capecchi.

In Dordrecht per Springer, Raffaele Pisano, & Danilo Capecchi Autori.
Nell’anno di nostra Salute. M M XV.

Tartaglia 1554, Quesiti et invention diverse, Book IX, Q XLII, 128v
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